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ABSTRACT 

There has been considerable scholarly attention on the International Criminal Court (ICC) since 

it came into operation nearly two decades ago. Most of this literature has focused on the role 

of the Court in the global justice system, particularly its relationship with states. It has been 

argued that through complementarity – the recognition of states’ primacy over the ICC in 

exercise of jurisdiction within their territories – the Court may exert pressure on states to 

prosecute international crimes by acting as a catalyst for domestic action. These theoretical 

assumptions have been followed up with empirical studies on the effects of complementarity 

on ICC situation countries. Complementarity-focused research has, therefore, sought to 

determine whether threatened or actual intervention of the ICC has spurred domestic 

prosecution of international crimes. While this has been the main focus of studies on the impact 

of the ICC and certainly provides useful data, there has been limited attention on assessing the 

impact of the ICC from a holistic perspective which would entail understanding the Court’s 

broader ‘shadow’ and how that shadow has shaped narratives of conflict and how to redress it. 

Even though the ICC’s broader purpose beyond its role as a criminal court is contested, this 

research engages with key documents, policies and decisions of the Court to problematise the 

Court’s identity, on one hand, and empirical data from selected case studies to assess how the 

Court has been ‘received’ in the local set up, on the other hand. Further to understanding this 

‘dialogue’, this thesis proposes a new framework of looking at impact through the political 

relationship between the ICC and the Situation country. This framework is then applied in 

explaining why impact may differ from one Situation to another.   
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Background 

Central to the exercise of the Court’s jurisdiction and an important pillar in the International 

Criminal Court’s (the ICC’s) objective of putting an end to impunity is the principle of 

complementarity through the recognition that the primary duty for exercise of criminal 

jurisdiction lies with States and that the Court, as established, shall be complementary to 

national criminal jurisdictions. Theoretically, therefore, in its work, the complementarity 

system envisions a collaborative effort between domestic jurisdictions and the ICC in 

promoting this objective.  

 

The Rome Statute does not require that States, in exercising their primary duty to prosecute, 

must pass implementing laws as some treaties do. Instead, in order to satisfy the Article 17 

requirement on admissibility, a State only needs to show that it is conducting an investigation 

or a prosecution based on the ‘same person – same conduct’ test as established in the Court’s 

jurisprudence.1 Several States have taken steps to domesticate the provisions of the Rome 

Statute in order to retain jurisdiction in case international crimes were to happen within their 

territories. Domestication through new laws or amendment of existing laws to include crimes 

under the Rome Statute’s jurisdiction provides some of the earliest evidence of the direct 

effects of the Court. For the case of Africa (and in this case Uganda and Kenya) however, the 

ratification of the Rome Statute came at a time when very few African states had provisions in 

their national laws on international crimes or any of the other norms adopted by the Rome 

Statute. This meant, therefore, that despite the Statute recognising that the Court was going to 

                                                 

 
1 Prosecutor v Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, Decision on the Prosecutor’s Application for a warrant of arrest, Article 

58 (ICC-01/04-01/06-1-Corr-Red), 10 February 2006, para 31. 
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be complementary to these States, it was a far from ideal situation as these states would have 

to develop the necessary infrastructure to adjudicate over crimes of an international character.  

Scholars have argued that complementarity provides an avenue to exert pressure on domestic 

jurisdictions to prosecute international crimes by acting as a catalyst for domestic action.2 It 

has been theorised that countries, out of their own free will, would develop their own domestic 

capacities to avoid the embarrassment of their nationals being prosecuted at the Court.3 These 

theoretical assumptions have been followed up with empirical studies of the effects of 

complementarity on post-conflict societies. Complementarity-focused research has mainly 

sought to answer the question whether the threatened intervention or intervention of the ICC 

has spurred domestic prosecution of international crimes.4 

 

While the main focus of studies on the impact of the ICC has been through theorising 

complementarity as a concept and especially how the same could be achieved by the ICC, there 

has been limited attention on assessing the impact of the ICC from a broader perspective which 

would entail theorising how the Court has shaped narratives of conflict and violence through 

its work and how the court’s various audiences have perceived its work. Over and above the 

Court’s criminal role which can be assessed through its outputs – number of situations being 

investigated, number of cases before the Court, convictions, et cetera – there is a dearth of 

                                                 

 
2 See, Jann Kleffner, ‘The Impact of Complementarity on National Implementation of Substantive International 

Criminal Law’ (2003) 1 Journal of International Criminal Justice 86; Jann Kleffner, ‘Complementarity as a 

Catalyst for Compliance’ in Jann Kleffner and Gerben Kor (eds), Complementary Views on Complementarity: 

Proceedings of the Roundtable on the Complementary Nature of the International Criminal Court, Amsterdam, 

25/26 June 2004 (TMC Asser Press 2006); William W. Burke-White, ‘Complementarity in Practice: The 

International Criminal Court as Part of a System of Multi-level Global Governance in the Democratic Republic 

of Congo’ (2005) 18 Leiden Journal of International Law 557, William W. Burke-White, ‘Proactive 

Complementarity: The International Criminal Court and National Courts in the Rome System of International 

Justice (2008) 49 Harvard International Law Journal 1, 53. 
3 See, Burke-White, ‘Complementarity in Practice’ Ibid. 
4 See for instance, Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire: The Catalysing Effect of the 

International Criminal Court in Uganda and Sudan (Cambridge University Press 2013). 
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research on the Court’s outcomes based on the Court’s perceived and real authority in the 

global justice system.  

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The adoption of the Rome Statute that established the ICC in 1998 signalled a lot of optimism 

in the global fight against impunity. The adoption of the Rome Statute was hailed as a historic 

moment for the international rule of law.5 Now, more than two decades since the Rome 

conference and 18 years since the Court became operational, questions have been raised on 

whether the Court is living up to its expectations. Most of the concerns have been directed at 

the Court’s judicial record but these concerns have been tied to the question of whether the 

Court is realising its vision. However, the challenges that the Court has faced over the period 

of its existence are compounded by a lack of clarity on its vision. The aim to ‘put an end to 

impunity’ provides little guidance on what role the Court should assume in the global justice 

system. The Court faces difficult choices, with accusations of going too deep in certain cases, 

and doing too little in others. Without question though, the Court has been at the centre of 

dialogues for justice for atrocity crimes in situations where it has intervened, albeit with 

varying degrees of success. There is, therefore, a need to inquire on how the Court’s practice 

has reflected its vision and how that has translated to impact upon its constituents.   

Necessarily, this conversation must move from an inward inquiry on what vision is projected 

from the Court’s practice to an outward examination of how this vision is received among the 

intended audiences. This process calls for the study of lived experiences of States, victims and 

affected communities in the context of an ICC intervention. Importantly as well, conditioning 

                                                 

 
5 United Nations Press Release, Secretary-General Says Establishment of International Criminal Court is Major 

Step in March Towards Universal Human Rights, Rule of Law, L/2890, 20 July 1998. 

<https://www.un.org/press/en/1998/19980720.l2890.html>  

https://www.un.org/press/en/1998/19980720.l2890.html
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factors that have a bearing on the impact of the Court deserve to be addressed. In this respect, 

existing literature has not addressed the socio-political dynamics of impact. Why, for instance, 

the Court would be received differently from one situation to another is a matter that remains 

unaddressed. 

1.2 Research objectives 

The broad objective of this research is to study what impact the ICC has had on conflict/post-

conflict societies where it has intervened. The research goes beyond an empirical analysis of 

laws domesticating the Rome Statute or domestic trials for international crimes, to study how 

the ICC’s decisions on what crimes to focus on, who the alleged perpetrators are and what their 

role in such crimes is affects domestic perspectives on justice and, undoubtedly, the perceptions 

of victims and affected communities. These ‘responses’, which portray the reception of 

international criminal justice domestically, are often reflected through legal, policy and 

institutional reform and in some cases domestic trials as shown in existing literature. What this 

research aims to contribute is a more holistic approach to impact which will evaluate how these 

responses have been influenced by the ‘shadow’ of international criminal justice as cast by the 

ICC. Additionally, this research aims to place the Court’s impact in its context by explaining 

the relationship between the ICC and the State where it intervenes and tying that relationship 

with the sort of impact that results.   

 

1.3 Conceptualising Impact: Current scholarship and literature gap 

The practice of the principle of complementarity has been central to studies on impact. It is 

through this relationship between the Court and domestic criminal jurisdictions that the impact 

of the former on the latter has been evaluated. The understanding of complementarity, among 

scholars, has evolved over time from the beginning where it was conceptualised as a mere 
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principle to the current focus on how it works in practice.6 As observed by Laplante, the initial 

focus on complementarity as a tool of asserting sovereignty by States against the ICC in early 

scholarship has shifted to viewing it as an opportunity for the Court to take a more positive role 

in assisting States to exercise jurisdiction over international crimes domestically.7  

 

Most of the scholarship has focused on what role the Court would play to encourage domestic 

application of international criminal law which would in turn advance the objects of the Court 

through complementarity. Kleffner instructively argued that a lack of domestic mechanisms 

would undermine the objects of the Court.8 Such mechanisms, he argues, would form a key 

pillar of international criminal justice as envisioned in the Rome Statute.9 

 

Some scholars have advocated for a more visible role for the Court in encouraging domestic 

criminal jurisdictions to investigate or prosecute international crimes within their jurisdictions. 

William W. Burke-White advocates for a model where the ICC works directly with domestic 

jurisdictions to offer some form of assistance or incentives to carry out investigations and 

prosecutions of international crimes.10 Contextually, this article was authored in 2008 at the 

time the ICC had instituted three cases out of self-referrals. Burke-White addresses maximising 

the impact of the ICC on impunity by arguing that the Court ought to do more to encourage 

national governments to investigate and prosecute international crimes rather than just 

concentrating on prosecuting itself.11 This, he argues, can be achieved through the use of the 

                                                 

 
6 Carsten Stahn and Mohamed M El Zeidy (eds), The International Criminal Court and Complementarity: From 

Theory to Practice (Cambridge University Press 2011). 
7 Lisa J. Laplante, ‘The Domestication of International Criminal Law: A Proposal for Expanding the International 

Criminal Court’s Sphere of Influence’ (2010) 43 The John Marshall Law Review 635, 636. 
8 Jann Kleffner, ‘The Impact of Complementarity on National Implementation of Substantive International 

Criminal Law’ (2003) 1 Journal of International Criminal Justice 86, 93. 
9 Ibid, 93. 
10 William W. Burke-White, ‘Proactive Complementarity: The International Criminal Court and National Courts 

in the Rome System of International Justice’ 58. 
11 Ibid, 68. 
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Court’s ‘political and legal power’ to encourage domestic prosecutions.12 Burke-White’s 

theory of ‘proactive’ complementarity was developed at a time when there was growing 

frustration at the Court’s seeming preference to direct involvement in prosecution and passive 

approach to complementarity. This article is useful for this research coming more than a decade 

later to evaluate what level of involvement the ICC has exercised and its impact.  

 

Turner, for her part, acknowledges the ICC’s potential ability to impact domestic jurisdictions 

and opines that this can be possible through a more direct role for the Court in assisting courts 

at a domestic level.13 In her thesis, Turner’s proposal advocates for development of what would 

be akin to a ‘mixed court’ at the domestic level through logistical and capacity support in 

assisting local investigations and prosecutions.14 In this model, domestic authorities would 

conduct joint judicial proceedings with ICC judges sitting on an ad hoc basis in select cases.15 

Turner concedes however that for this model to be possible, there have to be wide ranging 

amendments to the Statute.16 The problem with this approach is also exemplified by its obvious 

failure to acknowledge that the mixed court model has only worked in special circumstances 

such as Sierra Leone and East Timor and would not fit within the Rome structure, which has 

at its core a delicately negotiated complementarity regime that gives more autonomy to States 

to deal with atrocity crimes. Her proposition would not be fostering but entirely changing 

complementarity as it exists at the moment.  

 

                                                 

 
12 Ibid, 56. 
13 Jenia Iontcheva Turner, ‘Nationalizing International Criminal Law’ (2005) 41 Stanford Journal of International 

Law 1, 30. 
14 Ibid,33-35. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid, 44. 
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The need for the Court to influence domestic application of international criminal law is also 

evidenced by what commentators have seen as a weakness of the Rome Statute in leaving room 

for the prosecution of conduct as ordinary crimes rather than international crimes in domestic 

criminal jurisdictions. This leads to what has come to be known as non-standard domestication 

of international criminal law that potentially impacts negatively on international criminal law. 

Sanoj Rajan addresses the effects of non-standard domestication of international criminal law 

by giving the example of the International Crimes Tribunal Act of Bangladesh, which he argues 

has defined crimes against humanity by listing the acts that constitute these crimes under the 

Rome Statute but omitting the contextual elements.17 In his opinion, weak domestic laws will 

not advance the objectives of the ICC. Kleffner also opines that an ‘ordinary crime approach’ 

may lack the proper characterisation of certain conduct under domestic law and hence may fail 

to meet the complementarity requirements.18 Similarly, he argues that applying ordinary crimes 

that widen the scope of application of international laws in domestic jurisdictions may water 

down international criminal law, observing that definitions under the Rome Statute reflect 

widely accepted standards.19 

 

However, disagreeing with the ‘mirror-image’ approach in domesticating international 

criminal law, Carsten Stahn argues that pressure on states to copy ICC practice is likely to be 

unsustainable as it overlooks the different contexts of domestic jurisdictions.20 He argues, 

instead, that the Court should pursue broader goals that would strengthen domestic systems for 

                                                 

 
17 Sanoj Rajan, ‘Domestication of International Criminal Law: International Crimes Tribunal of Bangladesh, A 

Case Study’ (2012–2013) 12 ISIL Year Book of International Humanitarian and Refugee Law 132,148. 
18 Jann Kleffner, ‘The Impact of Complementarity on National Implementation of Substantive International 

Criminal Law’ 96. 
19 Ibid, 100. 
20 Carsten Stahn, ‘Input, Output and ‘Local’ Acceptance: Analysing Impact and Effects of the International 

Criminal Court’ (Post Conflict Justice, 10 December 2014). <http://postconflictjustice.com/input-output-and-

local-acceptance-analyzing-impact-and-effects-of-the-international-criminal-court/>  

http://postconflictjustice.com/input-output-and-local-acceptance-analyzing-impact-and-effects-of-the-international-criminal-court/
http://postconflictjustice.com/input-output-and-local-acceptance-analyzing-impact-and-effects-of-the-international-criminal-court/
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posterity rather than short term goals. Indeed, there is evidence in practice that replication of 

the definition of crimes under the Rome Statute in domestic jurisdictions may lead to a narrow 

approach to mass atrocity crimes because of the restrictive contextual elements required under 

the elements of crime of ICC crimes. States may opt to resort to other definitions or parameters 

of international crimes under customary international law or relevant to the specific 

circumstances of those states. For instance, in concluding that crimes against humanity may 

have happened in Kenya pursuant to the 2007–2008 Post-Election violence, a report by the 

Kenya National Commission on Human Rights recommended resorting to the definition of 

crimes against humanity under customary international law rather than under the Rome Statute 

as the facts would not sustain ‘the requirement that such acts must be pursuant to either state 

or organisational policy as stated under article 7(2)(a) of the ICC statute.’21  

Expectations of complementarity’s normative impact may also lead to undesired effects on 

other democratic processes for addressing atrocity crimes. Nouwen and Werner argue that 

international criminal law has monopolised the discourse on justice for mass atrocity crimes 

and armed conflict.22 The ‘tribunalisation’ of conflicts, they argue, has had an impact on how 

mass atrocities are regarded and legally defined and consequentially the responses to such 

atrocities. No doubt, international criminal law may theoretically narrow the options through 

monopolisation as Nouwen and Werner argue. It may also present new ways of conceptualising 

justice from the perspective of domestic jurisdictions, as this research endeavours to show. 

This research builds upon Nouwen and Werner’s work to examine, in particular, the role of the 

ICC in influencing justice and accountability discourses for mass atrocity crimes in Africa. 

Such discourses, it will be argued, may manifest themselves in the rejection of local approaches 

                                                 

 
21 Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, On the Brink of the Precipice: A Human Rights Account of 

Kenya’s Post-2007 Election Violence, August 2008, Para 683. 
22 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Monopolising Global Justice: International Criminal Law as 

Challenge to Human Diversity’ (2015) 13 Journal of International Criminal Justice 157, 163. 
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in favour of international criminal justice where those approaches are considered insufficient, 

or through pushing back international approaches hence leading to development of local 

approaches as the alternative. Either way, it will be shown, the outcome of how domestic 

jurisdictions deal with mass atrocities will depend on various factors at play when interacting 

with the ICC, and not singly, through a theoretical understanding of complementarity as 

exhibited by most of the studies in this regard. 

 

One of the ways in which the ICC has influenced those discourses is through legal labelling of 

crimes committed through mass atrocities. Conflicts arising out of political contests and ethnic 

warfare have been qualified legally as war crimes and crimes against humanity, therefore 

creating a certain stigma for their prosecution. In other cases, the narrow interpretation of 

crimes by the ICC has led to their exclusion from justice discourses. This problem is 

exacerbated, as noted by Mark Drumbl, when States adopt international approaches to defining 

mass atrocity crime at the expense of local approaches.23 States have thus legally and politically 

responded to atrocity crimes chiefly out of their interaction with the ICC. The ‘dark side’ of 

this, as Nouwen and Werner argue, is the sidelining of local justice options.24 Structurally, the 

Rome Statute presents very slim options for alternative justice in its complementarity regime, 

with a bias toward formalistic systems.25 This research benefits from this background in 

conducting an empirical study of the ICC from the domestic perspective and hopes to 

complement the various critical studies in this area. 

 

                                                 

 
23 Mark Drumbl, Atrocity, Punishment, and International Law (Cambridge University Press 2007) 122. 
24 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Monopolising Global Justice’ 163. 
25 Nabil M. Orina, ‘Complementarity Under the Rome Statute: Is there a Place for Alternative Justice: The Case 

of Kenya’ Paper presented at the Moi University 8th Annual International Conference, September 2012 (on file 

with author). See also, Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Monopolising Global Justice’ 174. 
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It is also important, as this research aims to explore, to analyse the approach taken by domestic 

jurisdictions in their socio-political context. Even though some of the effects of the Court may 

be long term and hence it is difficult to predict overall impact (e.g. deterrence), as noted by 

Stahn, the context of each ICC situation country is key to understanding the potential impact 

thus enabling the researcher to make predictions of what the Court’s impact would be in similar 

circumstances or when faced with the same socio-political factors.26  

 

1.4 Broadening the Focus  

Moving from the aspirational phase of the Court’s normative impact to the evaluation of what 

part the Court plays in the international criminal justice system alongside other international 

tribunals has necessitated scrutiny of the role of the Court in the global justice system. Burke-

White explains the influence of international tribunals, through what he refers to as a multilevel 

global governance model, arguing that these tribunals can exercise influence in many ways 

including monitoring and sanctioning domestic jurisdictions.27 His study primarily focuses on 

how international criminal tribunals can have broader impact on domestic governance with 

respect to norms not directly within the jurisdiction of the tribunals, such as reforming domestic 

judicial systems.28 He argues that the levels of influence are dependent on, firstly, the different 

jurisdictional relationships between these international tribunals and domestic jurisdictions, 

secondly, self-interest by both levels and, lastly, norm setting by the international tribunals.29 

In his work, Burke-White focused on data obtained in regard to the International Criminal 

Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), which had primacy over atrocities committed in 

                                                 

 
26 See, Conceptual Framework, below. 
27 William Burke-White, ‘The Domestic Influence of International Criminal Tribunals’ 289-290. 
28 Ibid.  
29 Ibid, 296. 
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the former Yugoslavia, as compared to the ICC which is a court of last resort. He explains that 

the ICTY exerted domestic influence in the former Yugoslavia owing to its mandate and 

Security Council origin.30  

  

In his earlier work focusing on the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) when the Prosecutor 

of the Court had opened an investigation following a referral by DRC authorities, Burke-White 

argues that complementarity is a multi-level relationship between domestic criminal 

jurisdictions, on the one hand, and the ICC, on the other, where one level influences the other.31 

Burke-White provides evidence of the earliest impacts of the ICC in DRC, ranging from legal 

to political influences, in what he perceives as a broader role for the Court than anticipated.32 

This article published in 2005, coming soon after the investigation had been launched, did not 

benefit from sufficient data owing to the reasonably short interaction between the Court and 

the DRC at the time of its publication. However, his call that, ‘If the ICC is to fulfil its mission 

in the broadest sense – “to put an end to impunity” – the Court and its senior personnel must 

recognize its larger place in a system of global governance’33 still rings true and my research 

intends to complement this pioneering work to evaluate whether and how the Court has 

impacted domestic criminal jurisdictions but from a more holistic perspective than focusing on 

the existence of complementarity-inspired criminal trials. 

 

Burke-White’s theoretical approaches on the impact of the ICC no doubt lay a foundation for 

enquiry into this subject and evidence the need for its actualisation. It is also apparent that a 

more complete analysis of the Court’s impact has to take an interdisciplinary approach. Recent 

                                                 

 
30 Ibid, 295. 
31 William Burke-White, ‘Complementarity in Practice’ 558. 
32 Ibid, 590. 
33 Ibid (footnote omitted). 
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efforts to study the impact of the Court have acknowledged this broad spectrum of influence. 

Geoff Dancy and Florencia Montal, while exploring the impact of the ICC, attribute the 

prosecution of human rights violations perpetrators to the Court.34 The authors, supported by 

data, advance the argument that the launch of formal investigations by the ICC in the situation 

countries has had the ‘unintended positives’ of an increase in prosecutions in those countries 

for human rights violations related offences.35 This research makes a useful contribution to the 

effect of the ICC on the advancement of human rights in situations it has intervened in. 

However, despite being backed by empirical data, the research does not make a connection 

between ordinary criminal prosecutions as a result of the ICC’s ‘unintended positives’, and the 

broad goal of putting an end to impunity for atrocity crimes. Whereas punishment for human 

rights violations is innately linked to ending impunity, the research does not make a connection 

between prosecutions for general human rights violations (as shown in data) and mass atrocity 

crimes. Nevertheless, Dancy and Montal’s work is important in focusing on often neglected 

aspects of the impact of international institutions in the advancement of the rule of law. As 

noted by Cassese in regard to the Special Court for Sierra Leone, courts may contribute to the 

rule of law and other aspects of legal reform, even though indirectly.36 

 

This research embarks on a comprehensive inquiry into the effects of the Court that takes into 

consideration the shadow of international criminal justice cast by the Court’s intervention and 

how that shadow has been translated into the local context. The research further adds to the 

existing scholarship by providing a more nuanced approach to looking at impact, which takes 

                                                 

 
34 Geoff Dancy and Florencia Montal, ‘Unintended Positive Complementarity: Why International Criminal Court 

Investigations May Increase Domestic Human Rights Prosecutions’ (2017) 111 American Journal of International 

Law 689. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Antonio Cassese, Report on the Special Court for Sierra Leone, 12 December 2006, para 279. 

<http://www.rscsl.org/Documents/Cassese%20Report.pdf>  

http://www.rscsl.org/Documents/Cassese%20Report.pdf
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into account the socio-political context of the Court’s intervention. This broad approach is 

aimed at contributing to understanding the Court better and providing a basis upon which the 

Court’s legacy can be investigated.  

 

1.5 Structure 

This research begins with an introductory Chapter (Chapter 1) which identifies the research 

aims and knowledge gaps in the literature. This Chapter further lays out the approach for 

conducting the research as well as the Conceptual Framework that is informed by the analysis 

of data obtained. 

 

Chapter 2 sets the tone for the inquiry in this research by outlining what may be considered as 

the goals of international criminal justice from a general perspective and also narrowing down 

to the ICC. By interrogating the practice of the ICC in living up to expectations as a court at 

the centre of international criminal justice, the Chapter aims to lay the basis for the conclusions 

that will be reached in the subsequent chapters from the data collected. The Chapter concludes 

that even though a focus on the internal workings of the Court is important in understanding 

its output, external perspectives from the audiences the Court serves are key in completing the 

dialogue on what the Court’s impact is. 

 

The next three chapters: 3, 4 and 5 delve into an analysis of the Court’s impact along three 

thematic areas of impact on domestic criminal processes, impact on alternative justice 

mechanisms and the Court’s direct impact on victims and affected communities. Chapter 3 

starts with an analysis of complementarity’s catalytic effect on domestic criminal justice 

processes. The chapter analyses what impact the Court has had on domestic criminal 

perspectives on atrocity crimes. It explores how the two case studies have reflected what they 
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consider as their obligations under complementarity in their local jurisdictions through legal 

and institutional changes and how those have translated to the investigation and prosecution of 

atrocity crimes. It is argued in the Chapter that whereas the Court intervention has, on a general 

level, set the discourse on transitional justice, there is little domestic impact on prosecuting 

those alleged to have committed atrocity crimes in the two countries. In Uganda, the 

instrumentalisation of the Court in the LRA conflict has led to less enthusiasm on the part of 

Uganda in conducting domestic trials despite considerable investment in the creation of 

domestic mechanisms. Kenya, on the other hand, has demonstrated no real intention for 

domestic trials despite domestic legal changes.  

 

The discussion takes another trajectory in Chapter 4, beyond the strict requirements of 

complementarity for domestic prosecutions, to look at the impact on alternative justice 

mechanisms. This Chapter builds on the discussion in Chapter 3 by arguing that even though 

international criminal justice and its domestic complementary components are distinct from 

other alternative mechanisms of addressing conflict, the Court influences the conduct of such 

processes domestically. It is primarily argued that the intervention of the Court within a 

transitional justice process has a domineering impact on other justice processes, leading to their 

marginalisation and in some cases abandonment. However, the Chapter goes deeper to 

contextualise the impact in the cooperative - adversarial dichotomy of the two case studies 

discussed in this research. For Uganda, reliance on the international criminal justice process to 

deal with atrocity crimes lead to reluctance to operationalise other measures which would not 

be within the narrative that international criminal justice helps to entrench. On the other hand, 

it is shown that Kenya was eager to invoke alternative justice mechanisms as a counter-

narrative to international criminal justice which it considered against its interests.  
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The discussion in Chapter 5 turns to how the Court has measured up to the expectations of 

victims and affected communities, in their direct and indirect interaction with the Court. This 

Chapter begins by problematising the question of ‘victimhood’ under the Rome Statute and 

how the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion into this category bear on victims and affected 

communities of atrocity crimes. The Chapter further proceeds to interrogate what the Court has 

meant to this constituency through its provisions and practice on participation, reparation and 

general assistance through the Trust Fund for Victims (TFV). The Chapter concludes that 

despite the centralisation of victims of atrocity crimes in the Rome Statute, the Court has faced 

challenges in actualising the promise. There is disparity in the expectations and the lived 

experiences of victims. Furthermore, it is also concluded that the socio-political context of each 

country plays a key role in access, information and security – factors that are key in enhancing 

this experience.     

  

In Chapter 6, a number of conclusions are drawn from the research and suggestions are 

proffered for future research. First, the practices of the ICC in its almost two decades of 

existence, through its policy and judicial decisions, betray an institution suffering from an 

identity crisis which has been translated to the domestic sphere. In turn, the impact of the Court 

in the ‘shadow’ of international criminal justice has followed a highly contested legacy in its 

relationship with domestic jurisdictions and reception by victims and affected communities. 

However, it is underscored that the socio-political context of the Court’s interventions dictates 

the dynamics of impact. The Court, while holding out to be apolitical, has wittingly and 

unwittingly been drawn into domestic politics on conflict.  

  

Second, the ICC has been at the centre of dialogues on justice and accountability for mass 

atrocity crimes since it opened its doors. From conventional armed conflicts to instances of 
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massive human rights violations, the Court has had an impact on legally labelling crimes, 

representing a departure from past conflicts. This to a large extent has led to greater scrutiny 

on violations and also led to domestic efforts to deal with those atrocities, at least through law 

and policy changes. Conversely, the ICC has from the beginning unintentionally, though 

through a passive policy adopted by the first Prosecutor, led to the side-lining of domestic 

approaches to justice in favour of the Court hence minimising the role of States in addressing 

mass atrocity crimes. 

 

Third, the justice and accountability dialogues in the domestic set up have now incorporated 

perspectives of victims of atrocity crimes, a constituency that was seldom heard in the past. 

The Court has, however, struggled with meeting the expectations of these victims by creating 

categories depending on case selection, hence leaving some victims out and creating 

unmitigated expectations even for those recognised as victims when cases are terminated or 

end in acquittals. On the other hand, there is increased recognition of these victims in domestic 

jurisdictions largely due to the Court’s victim-centred approach. 

 

Fourth, the justice contestations resulting from the adversarial relationship between the Court 

and Kenya led to the development of local approaches to mass atrocities that reflected a push 

back on international criminal justice but also portrayed the reality of the pressures of 

international criminal justice indirectly. These approaches reflect more of a disagreement with 

the Court’s approaches rather than a rejection of the international criminal justice project.  

Finally, the findings of this research come at a time when the ICC has come under increased 

scrutiny and many questions have been raised on its legitimacy. By demonstrating, through 

data and literature, that the impact of the ICC can be studied holistically, the research hopes to 

provide an important resource for future research work on the legitimacy of the court. It is also 
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hoped that this research can lead to more research on local approaches to atrocity crimes, 

beyond the shadow of international criminal justice.  

1.6 Approach  

1.6.1 Methodology 

In focusing on how the ICC has impacted on justice through perceptions of its various 

audiences, it will be argued that the Court’s approaches to mass atrocities on the one hand, and 

the ‘response’ of the various audiences on the other, determine what kind of ‘dialogue’ is going 

on between the various levels. It will be essential to explore how the ICC has understood the 

justice needs of victims and affected communities through its practices but an equally 

important task will be to examine how those that interact with the Court (States, domestic 

jurisdictions, victims and affected communities) translate the Court’s outcomes into their local 

context. This ‘homecoming,’ as Carsten Stahn calls it,37 is the gateway to understanding the 

Court’s impact. By exploring the outcomes produced by the Court and their effect on the 

Court’s key audiences, this thesis takes the conversation beyond the narrow focus of the ICC 

as a criminal court and how it measures the outputs of criminal trials.  

This research begins with laying the groundwork for assessing how the Court has measured up 

to expectations. The question of what goals international criminal justice serves is not a 

foregone conclusion. This research, therefore, adopts a theoretical approach in analysing what 

can be discerned from the Court’s instruments, policies, decisions and academic commentary 

as the ‘shadow’ cast in the Court’s interventions. A number of studies have theorised the role 

of the Court as casting a shadow on domestic criminal jurisdictions to influence legal changes 

                                                 

 
37 Carsten Stahn, ‘Between Faith and Facts: By What Standards Should We Assess International Criminal 

Justice?’ (2012) 25 Leiden Journal of International Law 251, 282. 
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and action towards addressing atrocity crimes.38 The term has also been invoked in questioning 

the Court’s identity and legitimacy.39 By focusing on the Court as the site of production of 

international criminal justice, this research theorises the ICC as influencing how atrocity crimes 

are addressed domestically through formal and informal mechanisms as well as its effects on 

dynamics of conflict, attribution of responsibility and, identifying and providing redress for 

victims of atrocity crimes.  

The ‘shadow’ framework in this research is applied as a broader depiction of international 

criminal justice’s effects rather than focusing solely on the ICC. While the ICC is at the centre 

of the analysis as the institution through which international criminal justice is reproduced, a 

broader analytical framework as adopted here takes into account the role of other actors who 

are part of the international criminal justice project when the ICC intervenes. These may be 

civil society actors, international human rights NGOs, and development partners in what has 

come to be referred to, collectively, as ‘norm entrepreneurs.’40 Whereas critical decisions that 

influence the shadow cast emanate from the ICC, these other actors are influential in the actual 

translation of the shadow of international criminal justice in the domestic context.41  

                                                 

 
38 See, Kevin Jon Heller, ‘The Shadow Side of Complementarity: The Effect of Article 17 of the Rome Statute on 

National Due Process’ (2006) 17 Criminal Law Forum 255; Chandra Lekha Sriram and Stephen Brown, ‘Kenya 

in the Shadow of the ICC: Complementarity, Gravity and Impact’ (2012) 12 International Criminal Law Review 

219; Eadaoin O’Brien, Par Engstrom and David Cantor, ‘In the Shadow of the ICC: Colombia and International 

Criminal Justice’ Report of the expert conference examining the nature and dynamics of the role of the 

International Criminal Court in the ongoing investigation and prosecution of atrocious crimes committed in 

Colombia, London, 26-27 May 2011 (unpublished); Benjamin J. Appel, ‘In the Shadow of the International 

Criminal Court: Does the ICC Deter Human Rights Violations?’ (2018) 62 Journal of Conflict Resolution 3.  
39 See, for instance, Carsten Stahn, ‘How is the Water? Light and Shadow in the First Years of the ICC’ (2011) 

22 Criminal Law Forum 175. 
40 The origin of the term ‘norm entrepreneurship’ is often attributed to Cass Sunstein. See, Cass R. Sunstein, 

‘Social Norms and Social Roles’ (1995) Chicago Working Paper on Law and Economics No. 35, 7. See, also, 

Tshepo Madlingozi, ‘On Transitional Justice Entrepreneurs and the Production of Victims’ (2010) 2 Journal of 

Human Rights Practice 208. 
41 Clarke notes in this regard that, ‘NGOs in international criminal law networks … work alongside international 

donors and national governments to engage in the dispensation of services and advocacy, the spread of 

international justice institutions, and the support of new forms of governmentality, such as the ICC.’ See, Kamari 

Maxine Clarke, Fictions of Justice: The International Criminal Court and the Challenge of Legal Pluralism in 

Sub-Saharan Africa (Cambridge University Press 2009) 63. 
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Chapter Two is dedicated to enquiring how the Court has reflected the shadow of international 

criminal justice, which is then applied in the analysis in the subsequent chapters. This approach 

requires a theoretical analysis of key assumptions of this shadow through a study of Court 

documents (Statute, Rules of Procedure and Evidence, Regulations), policy decisions of the 

OTP, speeches, and decisions of the various Chambers of the Court. This is also assisted by 

academic commentary spanning over two decades of the Rome Statute.    

The theoretical analysis in part one of this thesis provides a useful background that is weighed 

against the second part of the thesis which focuses on lived experiences from the two case 

studies. Evaluation of the Court’s impact (and of any international criminal court/tribunal for 

that matter) is an issue that has preoccupied the Court itself, scholars, and practitioners.42 The 

Assembly of States Parties kickstarted the internal review process by calling upon the Court to 

‘develop qualitative and quantitative indicators that would allow the Court to demonstrate 

better its achievements and needs…’43 Following up on this call, the Court (with the pro bono 

assistance of the Open Society Justice Initiative) embarked on developing ‘Court-wide’ 

performance indicators.44  

The Court exercise aimed at developing performance indicators has been, understandably, 

inward; focused on institutional criteria for effectiveness. These are: proceedings, 

management, security, and victims’ access.45 Whereas this exercise is useful from a governance 

perspective, it is also of utmost importance to assess the Court from its external sites of 

                                                 

 
42 See, generally, ICC Forum, ‘How can the Performance of the ICC be Properly Assessed?’ 10 July 2017. 

<https://iccforum.com/performance> 
43 ICC-ASP, Resolution ICC-ASP/13/Res.5, (ICC-ASP/13/Res.5), 17 December 2014, Annex I, para 7(b). 
44 ICC, Report of the Court on the development of performance indicators for the International Criminal Court, 

12 November 2015. See also, Open Society Justice Initiative, ‘Establishing Performance Indicators for the 

International Criminal Court’ Briefing Paper, November 2015. 
45 ICC, Report of the Court on the development of performance indicators for the International Criminal Court, 

12 November 2015.  

https://iccforum.com/performance
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international criminal justice production – the domestic arena.46 This external review may 

differ in focus and scope as what may be prioritised by external constituencies as an indicator 

of the Court’s impact may be different from what the Court prioritises.47 Certainly, an ‘ICC-

centric’ performance assessment lacks the input of those affected by its work.48 The research 

agenda of this thesis, which is aimed at analysing the lived experiences of the Court in the 

domestic set up, therefore, seeks to reframe the discussion on the Court’s impact through a 

more nuanced approach.  

The second part of the thesis, which focuses on experiences from the two case studies, is drawn 

from both primary and secondary sources. Domestic policies and legislation, parliamentary 

debates, reports, court documents and news items were analysed with a view to finding a 

connection between the interventions in Uganda and Kenya and domestic processes. The 

research also relies on data obtained from semi-structured interviews of key informants drawn 

from community and religious leaders, government officials and politicians, civil society, 

journalists, legal practitioners, ICC field staff, and academia. Purposeful sampling was applied 

in selecting interviewees and this was informed by their background, knowledge of the 

activities of the Court in the two situation countries and roles they have played in domestic 

efforts for justice. The interviews were conducted in July 2018 and July and August 2019 in 

Nairobi and Eldoret (Kenya), and Kampala and Gulu in Uganda. Some interviews were 

conducted on the phone with respondents who could not be accessed during the field trips. In 

total, 37 individuals were interviewed in the two countries (19 in Uganda, 15 in Kenya, 1 via 

                                                 

 
46 Christian M. Devos, Sara Kendall and Carsten Stahn, ‘Introduction’ in Christian M. Devos, Sara Kendall and 

Carsten Stahn (eds), Contested Justice: The Politics and Practice of International Criminal Court Interventions 

(Cambridge University Press 2015) 2. 
47 Brandeis Institute for International Judges, ‘The Authority of International Courts and Tribunals: Challenges 

and Prospects’ (2016) International Center for Ethics, Justice and Public Life, Brandeis University, 22-23. 

<https://www.brandeis.edu/ethics/pdfs/internationaljustice/biij/BIIJ2016.pdf>  
48 Carsten Stahn, ‘Is ICC Justice Measurable? Re-Thinking Means and Methods of Assessing the Court’s Practice’ 

(ICC Forum, 10 July 2017). <https://iccforum.com/performance#Stahn> 

https://www.brandeis.edu/ethics/pdfs/internationaljustice/biij/BIIJ2016.pdf
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email communication and 2 over the phone).49 Interviewees were identified and selected 

mainly through contacts from my previous experience working in Kenya and brief consultancy 

in Uganda and through recommendations from these contacts.50 Each interview lasted between 

45 minutes and 1 hour and most were conducted in English. A few interviews were done in 

Kiswahili, a language the researcher is well conversant with. The interviews were recorded and 

transcribed. 

A few challenges were expected with interviewing some of the respondents who may be 

considered as ‘elites.’ Transitional justice, as a general field, attracts field research in 

conflict/post-conflict societies and as a result, there is a high likelihood of getting the same 

standard form responses from participants who are in vantage positions. These responses might 

be a reiteration of popular beliefs without evidence or inbuilt biases because of their roles or 

positions. I was also aware of the potential power imbalances between the elite interviewees 

and myself as a new researcher.51 It, therefore, became incumbent on me to device an 

interviewing approach that would minimise these challenges. 

When faced with what I considered standard form responses that appeared to be biased from 

the perspective of the interviewee, I resorted to asking open ended questions that would give 

                                                 

 
49 See, Appendix. 
50 I worked in Kenya as an investigator and legal counsel (2011–2012) for a defence team in one of the Kenyan 

cases before the ICC. I also engaged in consultancies with civil society groups and media over a period of 4 years 

from 2012 until 2016 on issues of domestic justice processes in Kenya. In these roles, I interacted with various 

actors involved in the set-up of the proposed Special Tribunal for Kenya. In Uganda, I was engaged in a brief 

consultancy in 2015 where I interacted with some actors in the legal sector. The contacts established in Kenya 

and Uganda through my work were valuable interviewees. The contacts also assisted in recommending and 

contacting other interviewees. My previous experience working in the field in the two countries provided me with 

important advance perspectives on the situation but I was also concerned that this would potentially create bias in 

my eyes. To minimise any bias, I avoided expressing my views to my interviewees as I sought their perspectives. 

I also took this opportunity to challenge my own perspectives. Lastly, using open ended questions allowed the 

interviewees to freely express themselves without limiting them by my possible bias.      
51 See, generally, Katherine E. Smith, ‘Problematising power relations in ‘elite’ interviews’ (2006) 37 Geoforum 

643. 
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an opportunity for one to tell a story rather than be restricted to adopting a position.52 Even 

then, closed ended questions would also be used to regain control of the interview if the 

interviewee would go out of topic. 

A key informant group that was not directly engaged in these interviews is the victim group. 

Indeed, this group possesses invaluable information in regard to their experiences. The 

omission of this group from direct interviews was due to the time, training and facilities 

required in order to minimise re-traumatisation. It would have required me to have sufficient 

training to provide counselling or to engage a counsellor, allocate more time per interviewee 

to express themselves emotionally, and to take care of the interviewee’s other emotional 

needs.53 However, observations from other public events that had the participation of victims 

in Gulu and Eldoret were also taken into account.54 Participants who have worked with victims 

and victim groups directly, including civil society and legal representatives were also 

interviewed. The findings of this research have also been cross-checked with others that 

interviewed victims directly.55     

  

Also related to measures that were taken while undertaking fieldwork, I was aware of the safety 

concerns that are associated with conducting empirical research in conflict/post-conflict 

situations. This is especially so in societies that experience conflicts with heavy political 

                                                 

 
52 Simon Haliday and Patrick Schmidt, ‘Yves Dezalay and Bryant Garth and Dealing in Virtue’ in Conducting 

Law and Society Research: Reflections on Methods and Practices (Cambridge University Press 2009) 200, 205-

206. 
53 See, Heather McCosker, Alan Barnard and Rod Gerber, ‘Undertaking Sensitive Research: Issues and Strategies 

for Meeting the Safety Needs of All Participants’ (2001) 2 Forum Qualitative Social Research, paras 32-35. 
54 In Eldoret, I attended a ‘prayer and reconciliation’ meeting held at Eldoret’s Huruma Grounds which was 

organised by victims’ groups of the 2007–2008 Post-Election Violence on 7 November 2015. In Gulu, I attended 

a public event organised by the ICC Field Office and civil society groups to commemorate the International Justice 

Day on 17 July 2019.   
55 See, for instance, Chris Tenove, ‘International Justice for Victims? Assessing the International Criminal Court 

from Victims’ Perspectives in Kenya and Uganda’ Africa Portal, Research paper No. 1 of 4, September 2013; 

VRWG, ‘The Impact of the Rome Statute System on Victims and Affected Communities’ April 2010. 

<http://www.vrwg.org/VRWG_DOC/2010_Apr_VRWG_Impact_of_ICC_on_victims.pdf> 

http://www.vrwg.org/VRWG_DOC/2010_Apr_VRWG_Impact_of_ICC_on_victims.pdf
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undertones. Certainly, my two case studies fall into that category. In order to minimise the risk 

of exposing my participants to any possible harm, their anonymity and confidentiality has been 

protected with the exception of some participants who consented to the disclosure of their 

names. Any identifying information was also excluded from the data analysed from these 

interviews. This research approach was approved by the research ethics committee of my 

department and university.  

While this research does not claim to be a work of pure ethnography,56 it adopts a ‘multi-

textured, open-ended and discursive’57 approach in conducting interviews and gathering data 

from various sources that are affected by the Court’s interventions in the field. This is primarily 

done through collection of data along three main themes of the domestic contextualisation of 

justice for atrocity crimes: impact on criminal justice processes, impact on alternative justice 

mechanisms, and impact on victims and affected communities directly.  

The broad range of issues falling under these themes and their interplay with the Court, no 

doubt, make it necessary to employ an interdisciplinary approach in their analysis. By drawing 

upon other disciplines in synthesising and analysing the data collected in the field, such as law 

and development, international relations, politics, and sociology, this research broadens the 

focus of the Court’s impact on its audiences by acknowledging the socio-political context 

where the Court works.   

                                                 

 
56 Ethnography has been defined as a process that: 

involves prolonged observation of the group, typically through participant observation in which the 

researcher is immersed in the day‐to‐day lives of the people or through one‐on‐one interviews with 

members of the group. The researcher studies the meanings of behavior, language, and interactions of 

the culture‐sharing group.  

John W. Cresswell, Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design: Choosing Among Five Traditions (1st Edition, Sage 

Publications 1998) 58. 
57 On this approach, see, John Flood, ‘Socio-Legal Ethnography’ in Reza Banakar and Max Travers, Theory and 

Method in Socio-Legal Research (Hart Publishing, 2005) 34. 
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Studying the impact of the Court in addressing conflicts in post/conflict societies leads to close 

interaction with various approaches to dealing with the atrocities and providing redress for 

victims. Transitional justice as a research field provides a useful framework for questioning 

approaches to redressing conflict in society. Through a critical approach to transitional justice, 

this research aims to measure the impact of mechanisms adopted, in comparison to the needs 

of victims and affected communities. Similarly, this research will seek to place international 

criminal justice and especially the creation of the ICC within the framework of law and 

development and explore how a successful study of the domestic impact of this institution may 

be informed by understanding this relationship. Further, as will be demonstrated in the 

conceptual framework below, the kind of impact that the Court has in countries where it 

intervenes is highly dependent on its relationship with the said countries and their domestic 

politics. On this note, the fields of international relations and politics are relevant for 

understanding the data collected and analysing it.  

In doing this research, I was keenly aware of the difficulties experienced by researchers in 

terms of making the connection between the Court and certain domestic outcomes. Indeed, the 

question of causation comes up whenever claims of the Court’s impacts comes up. It was 

necessary in this research to adopt an approach that that is transparent about claims of impact 

especially in the Court’s theorised and alleged impact. Through data, this research aims to 

establish the link between intervention and some domestic legal and policy changes. This is 

done through the establishment of the actors, timing and reasons for domestic processes. While 

this research employs process-tracing through identification of diagnostic evidence that in turn 

leads to causal inference, it is acknowledged that establishment of a causal link with certainty 

may not be possible in all cases. In fact, in some cases, a combination of social, political and 

economic factors played a part in what may have been perceived as resulting from the Court’s 

intervention. In such cases, a clear explanation is provided in regard to other possible factors 
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that influence an outcome being analysed. The open-ended approach adopted in this research 

also allows the researcher to consider not only positive but also negative/unintended 

consequences of intervention. 

 

1.6.2 Conceptual framework 

As noted above, the principle of complementarity has been at the centre of studies on the 

domestic effects of the Court. Although it has been argued that the normative underpinning of 

this principle catalyses domestic impact of the Court, this research goes beyond that assumption 

by identifying themes and patterns from the data collected and applying those themes and 

patterns in  a conceptual framework for understanding State behaviour and how that State 

behaviour may influence what kind of impact the Court may have domestically. The central 

theory that is identified through the various effects of the Court’s intervention discussed in this 

thesis is that State behaviour, and in turn the impact of the Court, is dictated by the prevailing 

socio-political context of the conflict. Essentially, the two case studies show that a State may 

exhibit either a cooperative attitude (cooperative State) or an adversarial attitude (adversarial 

States) towards the Court depending on this socio-political context. Drawing on existing 

theories of State behaviour, this part outlines a framework that draws on data collected and 

literature in order to offer a more nuanced understanding of the impact of the Court in the two 

selected case studies. 

 

ICC Interventions in Context 

It is generally argued that international criminal justice operates at the intersection of law and 

politics.58 Various studies have tried to understand the relationship between the Court and 

                                                 

 
58 See generally, Philipp Kastner, International Criminal Justice in Bello?: The ICC Between Law and Politics in 

Darfur and Northern Uganda (Martinus Nijhoff 2012) 2; David Bosco, Rough Justice: The International Criminal 

Court in a World of Power Politics (Oxford University Press 2014); Kenneth A. Rodman, ‘Justice as a Dialogue 

between Law and Politics: Embedding the International Criminal Court within Conflict Management and 
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politics. These studies are an acknowledgement that the Court does not exist in a vacuum and 

it is necessary to understand how politics affects its work. For political realists, the argument 

has been that the Court can only ignore politics at its own peril.59 However, there doesn’t seem 

to be agreement on how much politics should influence decisions of the Court.60 On the other 

hand, the Court has openly rejected the notion that politics could have a role to play in its 

work.61 This research, however, goes beyond the debate of what role politics plays in 

international criminal justice by adopting a pragmatic approach which enquires into how the 

domestic socio-political context has influenced the Court’s impact. 

 

It will be argued below that a country’s socio-political context is necessary to understand what 

relationship it will have with the Court and how that relationship will affect the Court’s impact. 

The argument is informed by the premise that, through their governments, States are the 

primary point of engagement with the Court even though international criminal law targets 

individuals. States occupy an important place in the international criminal justice matrix: as 

parties to the Rome Statute, having the power to refer cases or accept jurisdiction, and as the 

focal points for cooperation with the Court.62  

 

A number of factors may determine the relationship that the Court will have with a Situation 

country where it has intervened. Primarily, this relationship is defined by the mode of triggering 

                                                 

 
Peacebuilding’ (2014) 12 Journal of International Criminal Justice 437; Phil Clarke, Distance Justice: The Impact 

of the International Criminal Court on African Politics (Cambridge University Press, 2018).  
59 Geoff Dancy and Florencia Montal, ‘From Law versus Politics to Law in Politics: A Pragmatist Assessment of 

the ICC’s Impact’ (2017) 32 American University International Law Review 645, 647-648. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Doing Justice to the Political: The International Criminal Court 

in Uganda and Sudan’ (2011) 21 European Journal of International Law 941, 942. Kamari M. Clarke, Abel S. 

Knottnerus and Eefje De Volder, ‘Africa and the ICC: An Introduction’ in Kamari M. Clarke, Abel S. Knottnerus 

and Eefje De Volde (eds), Africa and the ICC: Perceptions of Justice (Cambridge University Press 2016). 
62 Marco Bocchese, ‘Justice Cooperatives: Explaining state attitudes toward the International Criminal Court’ 

(African Studies Association 59th Annual Meeting, 1 December 2016).  
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jurisdiction that leads to the intervention. The key question is whether the triggering of 

jurisdiction was in the interests of the State. This breaks the different modes of triggering 

jurisdiction under the Rome Statute into two broad categories. The first category is of States 

who willingly invite the Court to intervene in their territory (through a self-referral pursuant to 

Article 14 or through acceptance of jurisdiction pursuant to Article 12(3)). The other category 

comprises States against whom the Court intervenes through either a proprio motu 

investigation by the Prosecutor pursuant to Article 15 or through a Security Council referral 

pursuant to Article 16. The mode of triggering jurisdiction is the most elementary way of 

predicting State behaviour towards the Court.63   

 

In regard to States who willingly invite the court to exercise jurisdiction, the assumption is that 

the Court acts as a strategic partner in their wider objective of resolving the conflict. As argued 

by Bocchese, ‘the perceived convergence (or coincidence) of interests between Court officers 

and state leaders should, in theory, usher in friendlier and more fertile bilateral relations.’64 

Therefore, States are more likely to be receptive to international criminal justice if crimes 

committed within their territory are largely attributable to a non-State actor. In the case of 

Uganda, for instance, the referral to the Court was strategic in assisting its military efforts 

against its enemy, the LRA.65 Uganda’s relationship with the Court is theorised as 

‘cooperative’,66 in this framework.  

 

                                                 

 
63 Steven D. Roper and Lilian A. Barria, ‘State Co-operation and International Criminal Court Bargaining 

Influence in the Arrest and the Surrender of Suspects’ (2008) 21 Leiden Journal of International Law 457, 464. 
64 Marco Bocchese, ‘Justice Cooperatives: Explaining state attitudes toward the International Criminal Court’ 

(PhD Thesis, Northwestern University 2018) 22. 
65 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Doing Justice to the Political: The International Criminal Court 

in Uganda and Sudan’ (2011) 21 European Journal of International Law 941, 949. 
66 ‘Cooperative’ in this framework is distinguished from the general obligation of States Parties to cooperate under 

Article 86 of the Rome Statute or obligation of third States to cooperate pursuant to a Security Council Resolution 

in case of a Security Council referral.   
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On the other hand, a State is unlikely to be receptive to international criminal justice if an 

intended or launched international crimes investigation or trial is against that State’s interests. 

This may happen if government officials or their political allies are implicated in crimes within 

their territories or an international intervention doesn’t serve the ends of domestic politics for 

instance in the case of an ongoing delicate peace process. Such a State may find itself at the 

‘enforced’ end of international criminal justice either through a Security Council referral or a 

proprio motu investigation by the Prosecutor. Such an intervention is likely to go against the 

affected State’s interests and consequentially occasion pushback against the Court.67 The case 

study of Kenya is theorised as being ‘adversarial’ to the Court in this framework. 

 

In addition to the mode of triggering jurisdiction, other factors which could influence the 

relationship between the Court and the situation State as shown from this research are the status 

of suspects targeted for investigation and the type of conflict resulting in the atrocity crimes 

investigations. In regard to those who are targeted for investigations, the targeting of State 

officials or their allies may result in a strained relationship with the Court. This is an issue that 

has preoccupied the Court in the Kenya Situation where among those who were targeted for 

investigation and prosecution were high-ranking government officials.68 This is contrasted with 

a situation where those who are targeted for investigations are high-ranking government 

officials of a former regime – in which case the new regime may have an incentive to cooperate 

with the court in their prosecution.69 On the other hand, the targeting of rebels induces 

                                                 

 
67 Leslie Vinjamuri, ‘The International Criminal Court and the Paradox of Authority’ (2016) 79 Law and 

Contemporary Problems 275, 283; Laurence R. Helfer and Anne E. Showalter, ‘Opposing International Justice: 

Kenya’s Integrated Backlash Strategy Against the ICC’ iCourts Working Paper, No. 83, 2017. 

<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2885435>  
68 There was back and forth litigation in the Kenya cases over the issue of cooperation, with the Prosecutor 

accusing Kenyan authorities of obstructing the Court’s work. This led to the referral of Kenya to the Assembly of 

States Parties by Trial Chamber V(B) for non-cooperation. See, The Prosecutor v Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta, Second 

Decision on Prosecution’s Application for a Finding of non-compliance under Article 87(7) of the Statute, (ICC-

01/09-02/11-1037), 19 September 2016. 
69 Cases in point: Ivory Coast and Libya.  
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cooperation from the Situation State. The Situations where rebels have been targeted solely 

have led to sentiments that the self-referrals have implicitly been on an understanding that they 

would only focus on non-State actors.70 Whereas it may be argued that a self-referral gives the 

Court carte blanche in terms of the scope of investigations,71 there is less likelihood that such 

investigations can extend to State actors or their allies at the risk of losing cooperation.72 

Nouwen and Werner sum up the dilemma caused by the dependency of the Court on States for 

cooperation as follows: 

Officially, the Court is independent and can prosecute all sides in a conflict. However, 

“endowed with no more powers than any tourist in a foreign State”, the OTP depends 

heavily on cooperation by the government on issues ranging from issuing visas for its 

investigators to the execution of its arrest warrants. As long as it defines its success by 

pointing to completed cases before the Court, the OTP thus needs cooperative relations 

with the government of the state on the territory or by the nationals of which crimes 

were committed. Prosecuting government officials will usually not be beneficial to such 

relations.73  

Related to the issue of who is a target of ICC investigations is the type of conflict that is subject 

of atrocity crimes. Long running conflicts – often armed conflicts – are defined by the existence 

of an established rebel group fighting against the government. In this case, it is in the State’s 

                                                 

 
70 William A. Schabas, ‘Crimes Against Humanity: The State Plan or Policy Element’ in Michael P. Scharf and 

Leila Nadya Sadat (eds), The Theory and Practice of International Criminal Law: Essays in Honor of M. Cherif 

Bassiouni (Martinus Nijhoff 2008) 347, 361; Leila Nadya Sadat, ‘The International Criminal Court and the 

Transformation of International Law’ in Michael P. Scharf and Leila Nadya Sadat, The Theory and Practice of 

International Criminal Law 322. Sadat argues that self-referrals presented ease of cooperation with the referring 

State Party as compared with other jurisdiction triggering mechanisms. 
71 Leslie Vinjamuri, ‘The International Criminal Court and the Paradox of Authority’ 282. 
72 It is noted that even though the Prosecutor has attributed the failure to prosecute State actors to insufficiency of 

gravity, cooperation played a big role in the scope of investigations. See, Janet McKnight, ‘Accountability in 

Northern Uganda: Understanding the Conflict, the Parties and the False Dichotomies in International Criminal 

Law and Transitional Justice’ (2015) 59 Journal of African Law 193, 202. 
73 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Doing Justice to the Political’ 964 (footnotes omitted). 
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interests to obtain assistance in putting it to an end.74 International criminal justice may offer 

States such an opportunity through the criminalisation of the rebel group. For instance, in the 

case of Uganda, the court’s indictment of the LRA rebels helped Uganda’s military strategy of 

defeating the enemy – the LRA. For the Court, indicting rebels only ensures swift cooperation 

from State authorities in investigations and arrest.  

    

On the other hand, short term conflicts that cannot be qualified as armed conflicts may have 

the involvement of organised gangs, which may be affiliated with politicians or high-ranking 

government officials.75 Kenya was the first State where an investigation was commenced in 

regard to crimes committed outside of an armed conflict. Two reasons may explain such States’ 

unwillingness to engage with international criminal justice. First, investigations will most 

likely target the political class or those in power and hence they will use their positions to 

frustrate such investigations. Second, such States may consider the conflict leading to atrocity 

crimes not to be of a magnitude to attract international intervention. Plausibly as well, short-

term conflicts borne out of political contests may lead to negotiated power-sharing between the 

warring factions, hence the unwillingness to allow international intervention.   

    

Scholars have argued that the effect of the Court can be best understood through the normative 

effect of the complementarity principle. In this complementarity frame, two main arguments 

have been made. First, that the ICC exercises oversight over national jurisdictions through the 

principle of complementarity which in turn translates into domestication and application of 

                                                 

 
74 David Bosco, ‘Discretion and State Influence at the International Criminal Court: The Prosecutor’s Preliminary 

Examinations’ (2017) 111 The American Journal of International Law 395, 402. 
75 Carey Shenkman, ‘Catalyzing National Judicial Capacity: The ICC’s First Crimes against Humanity Outside 

Armed Conflict’ (2012) 87 New York University Law Review 1210, 1228. 
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norms of international criminal law, in order to be adjudged as adequate.76 The Court is also 

argued to trigger domestic jurisdictions to act in order to avoid the sovereignty costs of 

intervention – losing the right to try their own nationals in the Court.77  

 

Whereas the complementarity framework is very useful in analysing State behaviour in an 

impending ICC intervention period, and even after, it is also true that States can be driven by 

other considerations outside sovereignty concerns in their relationship with the Court as will 

be shown by the two case studies herein. To this end, Uganda as a cooperative State 

instrumentalised the Court to achieve its political or military goals of resolving the conflict 

within its borders which, it may be argued, outweighed any sovereignty concerns.78 In other 

cases, intervention of the Court may be seen as promoting rather than undermining sovereignty. 

For instance, in Uganda and the DRC the ICC found States who were willing to invite the Court 

to deal with a rebel ‘problem’ they had. On the one hand, the ICC was a new court that was 

hungry for cases and, on the other hand, there were States that needed help to deal with rebels 

within their borders. Therefore, to these two States, sovereignty considerations were not an 

issue that would dissuade them from ICC intervention. Rather, these States saw the Court as 

their path to sovereignty.79 

  

                                                 

 
76 Jann K. Kleffner, ‘The Impact of Complementarity on National Implementation of Substantive International 

Criminal law’ (2003) 1 Journal of International Criminal Justice 86, 87. 
77 Jann K. Kleffner, ‘The Impact of Complementarity on National Implementation of Substantive International 

Criminal law’ 88; See, however, Robert Cryer, ‘International Criminal Law vs. State Sovereignty: Another 

Round?’ (2006) 16 European Journal of International Law 979, 986. Cryer argues that complementarity, as a key 

pillar of the Rome Statute, was not necessarily created as a buffer between States and the Court but may also be 

seen as ‘a use of state sovereignty for international ends.’ 
78 This is especially the case when a State is facing the threat of an active conflict – especially one that has been 

going on for a long time and is costly to the government’s counter-insurgency efforts.  
79 Certain instances of conflict may threaten the sovereignty of a State. As argued by Cryer, ‘a lack of sovereign 

authority’ may lead to international crimes. See, Robert Cryer, ‘International Criminal Law vs. State Sovereignty’ 

1000. 
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Conversely, even though a State that may be considered adversarial like Kenya was more 

inclined to consider the Court as costly to its sovereignty, its response was not a reproduction 

of international criminal justice in the domestic sphere but rather a challenge to the very idea 

of international criminal justice through the promotion of alternative justice. The upshot of this 

framework is, as argued by Nouwen and Werner, that the political dimensions of the Court’s 

work are an integral part of understanding its impact.80  

 

A focus, solely, on complementarity as a framework for analysing the Court’s impact may also 

be seen as limiting the scope of inquiry. Within the complementarity framework, the focus of 

impact is on domestic processes which may pass the test of Article 17, but a broader framework 

would be useful in explaining what kind of impact the Court may have beyond the expectation 

of triggering (mostly) criminal proceedings domestically. Although the key expected outcome 

of the intervention of the Court is the triggering of domestic prosecutions, impact from a 

broader perspective has to be seen from how the Court influences other (non-criminal) justice 

mechanisms and how it is received by victims and affected communities. Drawing from the 

two cases studies and the data analysed herein, these effects and relations may be summarised 

as follows.  

Table 1. Effects and Relations  

                                                 

 
80 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Doing Justice to the Political’ 946. 
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Area of impact 

Outcome 

Uganda 

(Cooperative) 

                       Kenya 

 

(Adversarial) 

 

Domestic criminal 

processes 

 

 

 

 

 Willingness to 

prosecute the enemy; 

 One-sided 

prosecutions; 

 Rule of law reforms to 

support the criminal 

justice sector; 

 Donor-driven support 

for criminal justice 

reform. 

 

 Unwillingness to prosecute 

those in power or allies; 

 Few prosecutions of lower 

ranking perpetrators, if any; 

 Rule of law reforms to 

demonstrate ability; 

 Lack of genuine intention for 

criminal justice; 

 Prevalence for ‘show-

reforms’; 

 Resistance to reforms seen to 

be entrenching the Court 

domestically. 

 

Alternative Justice 

Mechanisms 
 No incentive to 

undertake AJM; 

 ICC used as a tool to 

control the narrative; 

  International criminal 

justice overshadows 

any call for AJMs; 

 Acceptability of 

international criminal 

justice in the country 

may open up the 

discursive space for 

broader transitional 

justice initiatives. 

 More inclination to roll out 

alternative justice aspects; 

 Alternative justice viewed as 

a way to counter the ICC; 

 Broader perspectives on 

justice challenges the ICC-

narrative on the conflict; 

 AJM mechanisms likely to 

be instrumentalised and 

characterised by tokenism. 

Victims and affected 

communities 
 Victims have more 

access to the Court; 

 Secure environment 

for victim engagement 

by the Court and TFV; 

 Reparations unlikely 

to satisfy the victims 

due to high numbers; 

 TFV assistance more 

effective due to 

acceptance of the 

Court’s intervention 

by the political class 

and the communities. 

 Constrained participation due 

to security concerns; 

 Victims faced with anti-ICC 

sentiments from the political 

class; 

 Victims and affected 

communities caught up in the 

battle over the justice 

narrative between the Court 

and the State; 

 Limited to no engagement by 

TFV;  

 TFV work affected by 

backlash against the Court. 
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Areas of Impact and Outcomes 

a. Domestic Criminal Processes 

The mounting of domestic criminal prosecutions is the ideal outcome of the principle of 

complementarity. Both Kenya and Uganda engaged in rule of law reforms but for different 

reasons and, no doubt, with different results. Whereas Uganda intended to offer ‘cooperative 

complementarity’ by supporting the work of the Court through domestic prosecutions, Kenya 

intended to forestall the ICC. The results are, however, different: for Uganda, there were some 

successes in domestic prosecutions against rebels, but Kenya did not have any marked success 

especially because  those implicated in the violence were in power or were their political allies. 

 

For both Uganda and Kenya, the domestic legal and institutional changes were effected against 

a backdrop of pressure by civil society groups and donors. In both cases, there was a general 

view that any domestic changes must be ICC-centric in terms of definition of crimes and 

institutional structures which imitate the ICC.  

 

b. Alternative Justice Mechanisms 

For alternative justice mechanisms, the reverse expectation of criminal justice processes was 

experienced in Uganda and Kenya. Uganda pursued its domestic political agenda towards 

resolution of a conflict through international criminal justice. In this case, democratically 

driven processes outside of the control of State narratives on violence and apportionment of 

responsibility like implementation of a comprehensive national transitional justice policy have 

been shunned. The ICC was argued to provide the Ugandan authorities a chance to legitimise 
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its militarised policies towards the northern Uganda conflict.81 This gave no room for 

accommodation of other narratives of the conflict or solutions thereof. The preference for 

international criminal justice is reflected domestically through prioritisation of mechanisms 

which are in direct support of the aims of international criminal justice. This is supported 

further by donor dynamics which favour criminal justice oriented projects. Alternative justice 

mechanisms, which may provide an additional platform for redressing atrocities, is 

consequently sidelined in these dynamics.   

 

On the other hand, Kenya was more inclined to roll out aspects of justice that have a broader 

outlook to causes and possible remedies for atrocities. Through these mechanisms, Kenya 

aimed to provide a counter-narrative to the narrative of international criminal justice which 

focuses on the personal responsibilities of those in power in the atrocities. There was reference 

to systemic inequalities caused by effects of colonialism and the role of western hegemonic 

powers. Such narratives indict the international criminal justice project for ‘decontextualising’ 

conflicts and eliminating the role of the Western powers in their origins and perpetuation.82 

The promotion of alternative justice mechanisms in Kenya was largely aimed at taking the 

attention off the ICC and discrediting its role in redressing atrocities. 

 

c. Impact on Victims and Affected Communities 

In addition to corresponding domestic processes that may replicate international justice or 

endeavour to provide an alternative way of addressing atrocities discussed above, State 

behaviour may have impacts on the experiences of victims and affected communities in their 
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direct relationship with the Court. The direct relationship contemplated in this analysis is 

participation, Court-ordered reparations, and assistance through the Trust Fund for Victims. In 

any of these interventions, the existing relationship between the Court and the State plays a key 

role in either enhancing or hindering the experiences. 

 

In regard to victims’ participation in proceedings before the Court, their ability to freely consult 

with their legal representatives and to be accessible is important in ensuring their voice is heard. 

The security and safety of victims and witnesses is directly proportional to the level of 

cooperation between the Court and the State. In a cooperative State like Uganda, victims and 

affected communities are likely to face fewer challenges in interacting with the Court and 

expressing their views and concerns. In an adversarial relationship like Kenya, however, 

victims and affected communities faced political backlash and security threats that potentially 

minimised their participation. Victims and affected communities inevitably found themselves 

at the centre of a clash between the Court and the State over narratives of the conflict.83 

 

There is also a direct correlation concerning the relationship between a State and the Court on 

the ability of the Court to provide reparative justice for victims. On a basic level, effective 

investigations are important for successful criminal trials, which in turn ensure that orders for 

reparation can be granted against those found to be culpable. Similarly, the Prosecution’s 

ability to successfully trace and/or freeze assets of those on trial ensures that such assets will 

                                                 

 
83 Geoffrey Lugano, ‘Assessing the Acceptance of International Criminal Justice in Kenya’ Susanne Buckley-

Zistel, Friederike Mieth and Marjana Papa, After Nuremberg. Exploring Multiple Dimensions of the Acceptance 

of International Criminal Justice (International Nuremberg Principles Academy 2017) 12. Lugano presents the 

perspectives of affected communities in Kenya towards the Court in the following terms: 

Individual community narratives of the conflict contradicted the ICC’s mission of justice. Among the 

Kalenjin, the violence was spontaneous, thus Ruto’s and Sang’s indictments were unfounded and based 

on a witch hunt. For the Kikuyu, the community was under attack and retaliation was justified to protect 

it, and later efforts at prosecuting Kikuyu leadership on the basis of the crimes committed in self-defence 

was itself an injustice. 
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become available in case the trial ends up in a conviction. Indeed, the Court (Trial Chamber 

V(B)) has underscored this link.84 These two scenarios are possible in a cooperative 

relationship with the Court. On the other hand, an adversarial relationship may actively hinder 

effective investigations on its territory, and may be unwilling to provide cooperation in regard 

to tracing and freezing assets of suspects. This was the case in Kenya. 

 

Effective investigations and cooperation in regard to tracing and/or freezing assets are, 

however, not the only factors that may influence the Court’s ability to grant satisfactory 

reparative justice to victims. It is an uncontested principle of reparations that reparations are 

payable only to those victims who are eligible – meaning those against whom harm has been 

established and where the harm is attributed to the convicted person.85 This therefore means 

that all other victims who are ineligible but have suffered harm will not benefit from the 

reparations. This is especially relevant in a Situation where one is convicted for some of the 

incidents in the indictment and acquitted of others. However, this is also more pronounced 

where the Prosecutor chooses to investigate only one side of the conflict for strategic reasons 

of cooperation. It has been argued that Prosecutors take into consideration expediency in 

making decisions in selection of cases and accused persons.86   

 

The work of the TFV in providing assistance to victims is also highly dependent on the 

acceptability of the judicial function of the Court in the Situation where it has intervened. This 

means that in a cooperative State, where the Court enjoys political goodwill and by extension 

                                                 

 
84 See, The Prosecutor v Uhuru Muigai Kenyatta, Decision on the implementation of the request to freeze assets, 
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acceptance within the affected communities, there is a higher likelihood of the assistance 

making an impact in the lives of victims and affected communities. On the other hand, TFV 

may have little to no presence in a Situation where the Court faces hostility from the political 

class and consequently even in the communities themselves. In Uganda, for instance, the work 

of the TFV was affected by changing attitudes towards the Court. At the beginning, when the 

Court was seen as disrupting the peace process and even the Ugandan authorities sought the 

‘withdrawal’ of the case, the communities were hostile towards any work associated with the 

Court. Later, when the peace process had ended, the Court started facing less resistance. 

 

It has been acknowledged by TFV that victims themselves are likely to be endangered if it 

launches assistance in an insecure Situation due to blurring of the differences between its 

activities and the judicial function of the Court.87 Further, even though TFV activities are run 

by partner organisations, the likelihood of those activities or partners being at risk is higher 

where there is open hostility towards the Court. TFV has not made public its decision in regard 

to the assessment conducted in Kenya but it is highly probable that its decision not to launch 

any programmes so far has been influenced by the security situation.   

 

Whereas this framework has provided a general framework for understanding the Court’s 

impact in two distinct socio-political contexts that may fit the cooperative – adversarial 

dichotomy, further research will need to be conducted in other contexts with similarities or 

with other unique characteristics to conclude whether the results will be similar.  
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1.6.3 Choice of Case Studies 

Uganda and Kenya represent distinct backgrounds in their interactions with the Court even 

though their have a lot in common as common law leaning countries and neighbours with 

cultural and linguistic links. Uganda was the first situation before the Court and currently the 

longest. The situation was triggered by a self-referral. On the other hand, Kenya was the first 

proprio motu situation before the Court and one of the shortest interaction with the Court with 

all the substantive cases having been withdrawn or collapsed. The length and trigger 

mechanism provided a good platform of analysing the interactions in these two case studies.  

 

Furthermore, in terms of the kind of conflict that led to the Court’s intervention, Uganda had a 

long running LRA conflict in northern Uganda that had precipitated in a humanitarian crisis 

that was getting out of hand. Kenya, on the other hand, had a short-lived election related 

violence. Uganda’s military approach had recorded little success and the attempted peace 

negotiations prior to the Court’s intervention had not succeeded. The conflict that gave rise to 

the investigations into atrocity crimes in Kenya was short-lived and had ended by the time the 

Court intervened. Kenya did not have a ‘rebel problem’ that was the focus of the investigations 

but key suspects in the investigations later rose to the top echelons of power as President and 

Deputy President of the country.  
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CHAPTER 2:  WHAT IS THE SHADOW?  

2.0 Introduction 

The promise of international criminal justice to prevent atrocity crimes and hence put an end 

to impunity may seem unrealistic. Some critics even question the rationale of investing in 

international criminal law rather than focusing efforts on other endeavours to build peace, 

security, infrastructure and domestic institutions as a preventative measure rather than being 

reactionary.88 Payam Akhavan considers  that international criminal justice is akin to 

‘spectator’s justice’ that intervenes only after violations have occurred.89 Even then, 

international criminal justice has been considered to produce various outcomes which go 

beyond its principal role of determining the guilt or innocence of those alleged to have 

committed atrocity crimes based on the facts and law.90 However, there is no consensus on 

what outcomes international criminal justice should give priority to, leading to contestations 

from the various audiences it serves. Often, international criminal tribunals invoke certain goals 

in their practice in order to appeal to various constituencies, and as part of their legacy 

projects.91 International criminal tribunals engage in outcome production at every stage of their 

proceedings: from investigations to final judgements.  

 

For the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg (IMT), the Tokyo Tribunal and the ad 

hoc tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda, their flexibility in forging an identity was 

curtailed by their jurisdictional and temporal limitations but the ICC, on the other hand, enjoys 

wider leeway in what goals it pursues in its decisions and what identity it builds for itself as a 
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91 See Carsten Stahn, ‘Legacy in International Criminal Justice’ in Margaret M. deGuzman and Diane Marie 

Amann (eds), Arcs of Global Justice: Essays in Honour of William Schabas (Oxford University Press 2018), 271. 
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result. The lack of clarity, however, on what goals the Court should prioritise or pursue has led 

various audiences to place different expectations on the Court,92 and the Court itself to assume 

roles which may sometimes contradict each other. 

 

This chapter sets the tone, so to say, for the thesis of this research by mapping the authority of 

the ICC through the role it has assumed in the global justice system while exercising its role as 

a permanent international court for the prosecution of atrocity crimes. The chapter will 

demonstrate that the Rome Statute’s unique architectural design through the principle of 

complementarity and its relationship with the United Nations through the Security Council 

places the Court in a position to have considerable influence in setting the pace for international 

criminal justice at both international and domestic levels. The Court’s practice has, however, 

elicited various contestations on the limits of its authority and its role in the global justice 

system. These contestations are evident in the tensions between different goals and the 

reception by its various audiences. This chapter, therefore, takes an ‘inside-out’ focus on how 

the production of the Court’s goals through its practice has informed how the Court is seen 

within the global justice system and consequentially, as will be shown in subsequent chapters, 

this discussion lays the basis for evaluating the Court’s domestic impact.  

 

The next three parts begin by introducing the goals of international criminal justice as they 

have been understood over the years and moving to a specific focus on what goals are 

discernable from the Rome Statute system of international criminal justice. This is followed by 

a critical discussion of the goals exhibited through the Court’s practice by identifying what 

goals have been prioritised and the contestations evoked. The last part bridges the discussion 

                                                 

 
92 See, generally, Luis Moreno-Ocampo, ‘Prologue: The Prosecutor’s Use of Legal Policies’ in Martha Minow, 

C. Cora True-Frost & Alex Whiting (eds), The First Global Prosecutor (University of Michigan Press 2015).  
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in part two on what goals the court has given priority to and how these goals inform the Court’s 

impact that will be discussed in subsequent chapters.  

 

2.1 From Nuremberg to Rome: Goals of International Criminal Justice 

The principles underpinning modern day international criminal law are attributed to the 

International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg (Nuremberg Tribunal).93 It is argued that the 

existence of the Nuremberg Tribunal as well as the Tokyo Tribunal meant that individuals and 

especially leaders had notice that they would be punished if they committed international 

crimes and hence they would be deterred.94 Yet still, some see these tribunals as having been 

intended to deal with particular events and not having any broader goal, a kind of accidental 

occurrence.95 Efforts to transform the Nuremberg ideals96 into some mechanism were 

considered in the period following the Nuremberg trials, with the most notable ones being at 

the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA)97 and the International Law Commission 

(ILC).98 However, despite consensus on these ideals, their effect was not felt for a long time 

and they did not spur any international prosecutions despite massive violations of human rights 

continuing unabated during the Cold War.99   

 

                                                 

 
93 See, Christian Tomuschat, ‘The Legacy of Nuremberg’ (2006) 4 Journal of International Criminal Justice 830, 
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94 Eric Posner, The Perils of Global Legalism, 178. 
95 Payam Akhavan, ‘The Rise, and Fall, and Rise, of International Criminal Justice’ (2013) 11 Journal of 

International Criminal Justice 527, 527. 
96 Individual criminal responsibility and irrelevance of official capacity have been identified among the principles 

of international law recognised by the charter and judgment of the tribunal. 
97 This was done through United Nations General Assembly Resolution 95(1) (1946) (UN Doc. A/64/Add.1.) See, 

Robert Cryer, Prosecuting International Crimes (Cambridge University Press 2005). 
98 ILC, Principles of International Law Recognized in the Charter of Nürnberg Tribunal and in the Judgement of 

the Tribunal, 1950 Yearbook of the International Law Commission 852.  
99 Eric Posner, The Perils of Global Legalism, 192. See also, Payam Akhavan, ‘The Rise, and Fall, and Rise, of 

International Criminal Justice’ 527. 
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The 1990s presented a turning point in international criminal justice with the establishment of 

the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International 

Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) later to deal with the atrocities committed in the former 

Yugoslavia and Rwanda respectively. In establishing these tribunals, the Security Council 

mandated them to put an end to impunity and ‘contribute to the restoration of peace’ and 

‘contribute to ensuring that such violations are halted.’100 These two opened the lid on 

international tribunals with a proliferation of others such as the Special Court for Sierra Leone 

(SCSL) and Extraordinary Chambers of the Courts in Cambodia (ECCC) in the years that 

followed.  

 

The establishment of a permanent ICC, coming soon after the establishment of the ICTY and 

ICTR tribunals, presented an intention to transform ad hoc mechanisms for international 

criminal justice to permanent ones. The court was therefore seen as providing a perpetual notice 

to would-be perpetrators of atrocity crimes with the hope of creating deterrence.101 Even more, 

the ICC was anticipated to play a prominent role as a ‘building block’ in the international 

criminal justice project.102 The enthusiasm of the international community about this 

prospective new mechanism was evident at the Rome conference where 160 States, 17 

intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) and 124 non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 

congregated to negotiate the statute.103 This was further demonstrated by the high number of 

ratifications within a relatively short period. Mireille Delmas-Marty argues that these 

                                                 

 
100 See United Nations Security Council Resolution 827 (1993), 25 May 1993, S/Res/827; United Nations Security 
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101 Anne-Marie Slaughter, ‘Memorandum to the President’ in Alton Frye (ed), Toward an International Criminal 
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International Criminal Court, Press Release L/2889 (20 July 1998). 
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ratifications demonstrate the states’ intention to give the court a central role in the global justice 

system.104 

 

The international criminal justice project as embodied in the post-Nuremberg tribunals 

(including the ICC) has been associated with, non-exhaustively, the objectives of bringing to 

justice the authors of violations, contributing to peace and reconciliation, establishing a 

historical record, preventing recurrence of violence and re-establishing the rule of law.105 

Whereas this international criminal justice project has faced a lot of scrutiny in its claim to 

deter atrocities or foster peace and reconciliation,106 its symbolic value in the fight against 

impunity still holds. These tribunals have represented a prospect of being held to account and 

in turn influenced those who exercise political power to reconsider their ways.107 Even though 

there is no clear empirical evidence that dictators have been deterred by these tribunals from 

committing atrocities, their mere existence has contributed to the culture of accountability.108 

 

However, there is no consensus on what goals the Court should pursue. The Statute refers, in 

the preamble, to the determination to ‘put an end to impunity … and thus contribute to the 

prevention of such crimes.’109 This has been considered a ‘lofty’110 aspiration which reflects a 

                                                 

 
104 Mireille Delmas-Marty, ‘The ICC as a Work in Progress for a World in Process’ in Margaret M. deGuzman 
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Post-Conflict Societies’ UN Doc. S/2004/616, 23 August 2004. Para 38. 
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(2016) 70 International Organisations 443. 
107 Payam Akhavan, ‘The Rise, and Fall, and Rise, of International Criminal Justice’ 528. 
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broad objective of the Court but does little to shed light on the exact objective of the Court. 

The lack of clarity on the Court’s objective has arguably made it difficult to determine its 

effectiveness as there are no benchmarks to assess the Court’s work.111 On the other hand, 

debate on what the objective of the Court is has been dismissed by those who consider the 

Court as only having a single objective, that is, a permanent mechanism for the prosecution of 

international crimes.112  

 

Nevertheless, the objective of the Court as captured in the preamble can be seen in its role as a 

criminal court tasked with ensuring that the most serious crimes do not go unpunished.113 As a 

criminal court, the ICC is associated with two main theories of punishment which may be seen 

as the primary objectives of the court. First, the court is expected to prevent the commission of 

atrocity crimes.114 The goal of deterrence is, however, highly contested and its effect may be 

felt over time.115 The Court is also expected to contribute to retribution, which has been held 

as the expression of ‘outrage of the international community.’116 

 

Whereas the criminal function is the primary focus of the Court, the nature of international 

courts makes their goals broader than simply serving as criminal courts and, in the specific case 

of the ICC, its unique architecture in the global system that defines its relationship with 

individuals, States and the United Nations Security Council makes this claim valid. The Rome 

                                                 

 
111 Florian Jessberger and Julia Geneuss, ‘The Many Faces of the International Criminal Court’ (2012) 10 Journal 
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Statute has therefore been argued to create a mechanism to tackle impunity through ‘an 

interconnected system of international criminal justice.’117 Therefore, in addition to the general 

goals of international criminal justice that cut across all the international criminal tribunals, 

other goals flow from the ICC’s unique architectural design that are necessary to analyse in 

understanding its impact.  

 

In a departure from the architecture of the ad hoc tribunals that came before it, the Rome Statute 

gives primacy to states in the investigation and prosecution of international crimes. The 

relationship between the Court and domestic jurisdictions is defined through the principle of 

complementarity which stipulates that the Court shall not have jurisdiction unless the State 

which has jurisdiction over the case is ‘unwilling or unable’ to exercise jurisdiction.118 In this 

relationship, the Court is expected to serve as a means to strengthen the domestic rule of law, 

which in turn should be an essential cog in the fight against impunity. This objective, it has 

been argued, may be achieved either through the ‘catalytic effect’ the Court may have on 

national jurisdictions to investigate or prosecute international crimes when it ‘threatens’ to 

                                                 

 
117 Sang-Hyun Song, ‘The Role of the International Criminal Court in Ending Impunity and Establishing the Rule 
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intervene,119 or through more direct leverage that would possibly involve outreach or capacity 

building.120  

 

Further, the Court’s relationship with the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is seen as 

the enforcement mechanism of the Council’s mandate of maintenance of international peace 

and security under Chapter VII of the Charter of the UN.121 In this role, the Court has therefore 

been seen as having a goal of ‘peace and security.’ Over and above the relationship between 

the Court and the UNSC, the Court is expected to promote peace and security through 

intervening in conflicts around the world that may threaten international peace and security, 

even if such conflicts are not referred to the Court through the Security Council. On the other 

hand, the Court may be expected not to intervene in certain circumstances in order to prioritise 

peace if such an intervention may threaten peace negotiations. Related to this is the contribution 

to reconciliation. Even though seen as a peripheral goal,122 the Court has also been perceived 

as contributing to other goals of transitional justice in post-conflict societies. This may be seen 

through the Court as the criminal component of transitional justice mechanisms,123 or through 

fostering reconciliation as complementary mechanisms to prosecution of international crimes. 
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Another objective that is pursued by the Court is victim redress. Obtaining justice for victims 

of crime is a primary objective for any criminal justice system. The Rome Statute framework 

for the participation and reparations for victims of crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court 

is a novel practice in international criminal courts that combines retributive and reparative 

justice.124 This framework and subsequent practice of the Court in underscoring the centrality 

of victims before the Court is understood as having a bearing in the overall fight against 

impunity.  

 

2.2 From Rome to The Hague and Beyond: Goals in Action  

The above goals are not exhaustive in any way as the project of international criminal justice 

is expected to pursue a variety of goals depending on the audience. For the limited purpose of 

this thesis, this chapter will focus on the message that has come out of Court practice so far 

with a particular focus on how it has determined its jurisdiction and admissibility of cases, and 

selected situations and cases. It is, therefore, necessary to put a caveat that this research does 

not purport to present the goals discussed below as the only goals of the ICC but rather focuses 

on understanding how the Court’s practice so far has manifested certain objectives more than 

others and in what ways it has done so.  

 

Certainly, the author is aware of the limitations that this research faces in terms of available 

data to draw from (especially in regard to the limited number of completed cases) due to the 
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Court’s relatively short existence. On the other hand, however, as will be demonstrated, the 

Court’s situations and cases in its formative years have drawn most attention in terms of their 

value in understanding the possible impact of the Court and hence provide the appropriate data 

to conduct this inquiry. In addition, the fact that only a limited number of cases have been 

finalised before the Court does not hinder the assessment of the Court’s general policy direction 

and judicial philosophy, which is not expected to radically change soon. Indeed, for a Court 

with shared jurisdiction with States, determinations on jurisdiction and admissibility of cases 

at the preliminary stages impact more on this relationship than a final determination of guilt or 

innocence of an individual.125  

 

Whereas the final outcome of cases may have an impact on the Court’s fulfilment of its 

perceived goals,126 its impact on States, victims and communities affected by atrocities will 

depend on direct and indirect intervention by the Court to ensure crimes are prosecuted either 

by domestic authorities or by the Court. Further, a focus on the process rather than the outcome 

of criminal trials for this research is bolstered by the fact that outcomes do not give a complete 

picture of the impact of the Court as only a few cases end up being tried up to completion.127 

It may be necessary, through separate research and with sufficient data, to consider how the 

Court has achieved its aims post final judgment. 

 

The first section analyses the Court’s practice in regard to complementarity; a concept that lies 

at the core of the relationship between States and the Court. Related to this relationship is a 
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discussion of the Court’s jurisdictional reach vis-à-vis State sovereignty through interpretation 

of crimes in the next section. This will be followed by a discussion of the expressive role of 

the Court in its situation and case selection practice, necessitated by its limited capacity and 

the requirement to focus on cases of sufficient gravity. The last two sections address the Court’s 

practice in regard to the contested relationship between international criminal justice and goals 

of reconciliation, peace and security, which may be seen as being advanced through the Court’s 

primary role of prosecution but are also arguably advanced through deference to the processes 

that promote them in lieu of prosecution.  

 

 

2.2.1 Strengthening of the Domestic Rule of Law through Complementarity 

One of the key expectations of the ICC is in its ability to use the complementarity relationship 

with States to encourage States to investigate and prosecute international crimes within their 

jurisdictions. As a central pillar of the relationship between the Court and States, the Court can 

only exercise jurisdiction upon satisfaction that the State which would exercise such 

jurisdiction is either unable or unwilling to do so. The principle of complementarity as 

enshrined in the Rome Statute is, however, considered as manifesting itself in two dimensions: 

as creating a horizontal cooperative relationship between the Court and States in the 

prosecution and adjudication of international crimes (complementarity as division of labour) 

and as an admissibility test.128  
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The dual nature of this principle portends the most important avenue of studying the impact of 

the Court on domestic jurisdictions. When invoked as an admissibility component, it entails 

the balancing of sovereignty of States with international criminal justice through the 

recognition of States’ jurisdictional primacy. On the other hand, the principle is also utilised as 

a catalyst for domestic prosecution of international crimes. The Assembly of States Parties to 

the Rome Statute (ASP) has underscored, in this regard, the need to develop domestic capacity 

for the prosecution of international crimes by urging ‘the Court, States Parties and other 

stakeholders, including international organisations and civil society, to further explore ways in 

which to enhance the capacity of national jurisdictions to investigate and prosecute serious 

crimes of international concern…’129    

 

Complementarity as division of labour 

In its policies, the OTP has conceptualised complementarity as creating ‘an interdependent 

mutually reinforcing international system of justice.’130 In this system, the State has primacy 

to investigate or prosecute international crimes but may also consent to a ‘division of labour’ 

that would involve the prosecution of some cases at the ICC while the State handles the rest.131  

At the preliminary stage of investigations into international crimes in a Situation, the 

Prosecutor gathers information to determine whether there are any domestic proceedings in 

regard to potential cases that would affect admissibility of those potential cases. Ideally, this 

preliminary examination is expected to trigger the State to comply with its obligations to 

investigate and prosecute the alleged perpetrators. Indeed, the goal of the Court in putting an 

end to impunity depends on the ability of States to take up their primary role of investigating 
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and prosecuting these crimes. As famously declared by the first Prosecutor of the Court upon 

being sworn in, ‘As a consequence of complementarity, the number of cases that reach the 

Court should not be a measure of its efficiency. On the contrary, the absence of trials before 

this Court, as a consequence of the regular functioning of national institutions, would be a 

major success.’132 This statement and policy statements from the OTP show a strong conviction 

that the effective functioning of national systems would ultimately contribute to the success of 

the Court. 

 

This, arguably, places an obligation on the OTP to support domestic legal systems to 

investigate and prosecute international crimes. Some commentators have argued for a more 

‘positive’ role for the OTP in encouraging complementarity.133 In its ‘Policy Paper on 

Preliminary Examinations,’ the OTP aims to ‘contribute to the two overarching goals of the 

Rome Statute: the ending of impunity, by encouraging genuine national proceedings, and the 

prevention of crimes.’134 What has not been clear, though, is how the OTP practice encourages 

domestic proceedings in the absence of any positive obligation in the Rome Statute or any clear 

policy direction. The earliest policies drafted at the initial stages of the Court shed light on the 

practice of the OTP that has focused on giving the Court a bigger role with the hope that it 

could stimulate domestic impact. In the 2003 ‘Paper on Some Policy Issues before the Office 

of the Prosecutor,’ it was noted that the contribution of complementarity to the goal of 
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preventing impunity could be achieved if domestic jurisdictions were motivated to act when 

‘the ICC has successfully prosecuted the leaders of a State or organisation.’135   

 

‘Positive’ Complementarity 

A short while after assuming office as the first Prosecutor of the Court, Luis Moreno-Ocampo 

announced that his office had embarked on a ‘positive’ approach to complementarity as a key 

strategy that would encourage domestic jurisdictions to investigate and prosecute international 

crimes whenever possible.136 In linking this strategy with the goal of ending impunity, the 

Office adopted a ‘two-tiered’ approach that would see the Court focus on the most responsible 

perpetrators while domestic jurisdictions would investigate and prosecute lower ranking 

perpetrators.137   

 

In its Prosecutorial Strategy, the OTP sought to elaborate the ‘positive’ approach to 

complementarity as an exercise in encouraging States to undertake investigations and 

prosecutions where circumstances allow and fostering cooperation in the process.138 This 

document identifies the following four activities towards encouraging States to prosecute 

crimes: 

a) providing information collected by the Office to national judiciaries upon their 

request pursuant Article 93(10), subject to the existence of a credible local system 

of protection for judges or witnesses and other security-related caveats; sharing 

databases of non-confidential materials or crime patterns; 
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b) calling upon officials, experts and lawyers from situation countries to participate in 

OTP investigative and prosecutorial activities, taking into account the need for their 

protection; inviting them to participate in the Office’s network of law enforcement 

agencies (LEN); sharing with them expertise and trainings on investigative 

techniques or questioning of vulnerable witnesses;  

c) providing information about the judicial work of the Office to those involved in 

political mediation such as UN and other special envoys, thus allowing them to 

support national/regional activities which complement the Office’s work; and  

d) acting as a catalyst with development organizations and donors’ conferences to 

promote support for relevant accountability efforts.139  

 

However, to clear doubt on any expectation to turn the OTP into a development agency that 

would provide capacity building for domestic judiciaries in prosecuting international crimes, 

the Office clarifies that these collaborations would be ‘without involving the Office directly in 

capacity building or financial or technical assistance.’140 Recently though, the OTP seems to 

have relaxed this stance by taking part in capacity building for magistrates of the Special 

Criminal Court for the Central African Republic.141  

 

OTP under the Court’s Second Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, has also reiterated its support for 

a positive approach to complementarity but clarified that the same would be pursued through 

the normal execution of the office’s mandate which would include, ‘(1) the sharing of its 

expertise in international criminal law, investigations or witness protection upon request, (2) 
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the inclusion, where appropriate, of national investigators or prosecutors into its teams for the 

duration of an investigation, or (3) the participation in the coordination of national and ICC 

investigations.’142  

 

The Court’s intervention in the DRC, Uganda, CAR, Sudan and Kenya can be credited with 

activities that led to the establishment of some domestic mechanisms in these states towards 

adjudication of atrocity crimes, though with varied levels of success. In the DRC, military 

tribunals have conducted numerous trials of both rebels and government forces since the ICC’s 

intervention.143 These trials have made considerable effort at bridging the impunity gap caused 

by the ICC’s selectivity which is inherent in its limited jurisdictional scope but also arising out 

of the one-sided approach in the Prosecutor’s investigations pursuant to the referral. Even 

though the military tribunal have directly applied the Rome Statute and the Rules of Procedure 

and Evidence, they have not domesticated the Statute, hence creating contestation on the 

appropriate legal framework to apply.144  

 

In Uganda, the establishment of the International Crimes Division within the High Court is 

credited to the Court.145 This division has, however, barely taken off with only one case to its 

name that is in its initial stages. Sudan, on the other hand responded to the Prosecutor’s 

initiation of investigations by setting up the Special Criminal Court on the Events in Darfur 

(SCCED).146 This court did not live up to the expectations of complementarity and only 
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managed to charge a few individuals for petty offences like looting.147 Similarly, Kenya’s 

unsuccessful attempt to establish domestic mechanisms for the prosecution of crimes arising 

out of the 2007–2008 Post-Election Violence (PEV) is another case of a failure of the goal to 

build domestic judicial capacity through positive complementarity.148 

 

The establishment of the Special Criminal Court for CAR through a culmination of efforts of 

various international partners with the support of the OTP is perhaps the first successful 

mechanism established directly,149 and indirectly through other partners.150 Even though fully 

operational now, the success of this Court and complementarity will be seen as cases unfold. 

Already, despite commencing investigations, the ICC has issued a warrant of arrest against two 

suspects in the CAR II situation, Mr. Alfred Yekatom151 and Mr. Patrice-Edouard Ngaïssona,152 

who have been transferred to the Court. 

 

ii. ‘Burden Sharing’ or ‘Burden Shifting’? 

In furtherance of the positive complementarity policy, it has been argued that the Court and 

States can contribute to ending impunity through consensually agreeing to ‘burden sharing’ 

with the Court taking up cases against the most responsible perpetrators of international crimes 

and the States prosecuting mid- and lower-level perpetrators.153 Theoretically, this creates a 
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collaborative relationship between States and the Court that would contribute to furthering the 

goal of strengthening the domestic rule of law and ensuring there are no impunity gaps.  

 

However, this prosecutorial strategy has not been consistent with the practice. In the nascent 

years of the Court the Prosecutor actively engaged in seeking self-referrals to the Court at the 

expense of encouraging domestic jurisdictions to prosecute atrocity crimes.154 Whereas the 

practice of consensually ceding jurisdiction to the Court has been argued to find backing in the 

Rome Statute,155 self-referrals were unanticipated at the Rome conference when the States were 

negotiating complementarity.156 On the face of it, by willingly ceding its jurisdiction to the 

Court when it could otherwise not prosecute, a State is promoting the goal of putting an end to 

impunity. However, whether employed as a means to get the newly established institution to 

get working,157 or towards achieving the goal of ending impunity, this policy approach raises 

a number of contestations on its ability to encourage domestic jurisdictions to prosecute and 

hence strengthen the domestic rule of law as the ultimate route to contributing to the goal of 

ending impunity. 
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First, these consensual referrals have implicitly been on an understanding that they would only 

focus on non-State actors.158 As argued in Chapter 1, the Prosecution prioritised cases where 

cooperation was guaranteed and this meant focussing investigations on one side of the conflict. 

The referrals in Uganda and the DRC were characterised by a rather symbiotic relationship 

between the Court and the States where the States would refer a situation to the Court and the 

Court would focus investigations on only one party to the conflict, being the armed group, to 

the exclusion of the role of the State in the atrocities. This scenario defies the logic of the ICC’s 

status as a court of last resort that would essentially focus on those perpetrators that the 

domestic courts wouldn’t be able to prosecute because of their position or influence.159 Ideally, 

the Prosecutor is expected to pursue the goal of ending impunity with no regard to who ends 

up being indicted.160  

 

Second, even though by taking up cases through these voluntary referrals the OTP arguably 

contributes to ending impunity by prosecuting cases which would not have been otherwise 

prosecuted by the referring State, the result is that these States end up transferring responsibility 

to the Court and have no incentive to conduct domestic trials. The focus of international 

criminal justice on the global rather than the domestic is bound to contradict the long-term goal 

of building the domestic rule of law. This also defeats the stated policy of the OTP to encourage 

domestic prosecutions. 
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Third, this ‘burden shifting’ comes at a huge financial and political cost to the Court,161 which 

should prioritise its resources in more deserving cases and not just on the willingness of the 

State to cooperate.162 Oddly, the OTP seemed to be aware of the potential dangers of States 

transferring their responsibility to the Court. In an Informal Expert Paper issued in 2003 titled 

‘The Principle of Complementarity in Practice’ it was noted that the Prosecutor would, among 

other things, engage with States, exert public pressure and adopt a policy that would focus on 

the most responsible in order to contain potential overflow of cases.163   

 

Fourth, the Prosecutor’s positive complementarity strategy is focused on a bigger role for the 

Prosecutor whereas the States would play a smaller, supporting role with no clear mechanism 

for horizontal engagement. Moreover, in its earliest policy statement, OTP foresaw a situation 

where the domestic jurisdiction would be encouraged to undertake prosecutions of connected 

crimes such as money laundering in order to ‘support the Court’s efforts.’164 The practice itself 

does not show direct OTP assistance to States that it has intervened in for domestic proceedings 

in regard to the subject matter of the intervention. Despite formalising agreements for pursuing 

positive complementarity with the DRC, Uganda and CAR, there has been little clarity on the 

manner and modalities of supporting domestic proceedings in these countries.165 In the 

Situation in the Republic of Kenya, the Prosecutor engaged in discussions with the Kenyan 

authorities and issued public statements calling for the establishment of domestic mechanisms 
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for the prosecution of the alleged perpetrators of the PEV. The Prosecutor adopted what he 

referred to as a ‘three-pronged’ strategy that was intended to have the Court prosecute those 

who were alleged to be most responsible for the 2007–2008 PEV, with mid- and lower-level 

perpetrators being prosecuted at the domestic level and the involvement of a transitional justice 

mechanism (truth commission, in this case) to promote peace and reconciliation.166 Even 

though the Prosecutor publicly voiced his support for this ‘three-pronged’ approach, there is 

no evidence of his office working to promote or encourage the second and third prongs in 

regard to domestic trials and the truth commission that was established in Kenya.  

 

Soon after the Court issued summonses against six suspects in the two Kenyan cases, the 

Government of Kenya sought, pursuant to Article 93(10) and Rule 194, ‘assistance of and 

cooperation from the Court and the Prosecutor in respect of its national investigations into 

allegations of Post-Election Violence in Kenya.’167 This request was rejected by Pre-Trial II 

for failure to show the existence of investigations into the conduct that constituted crimes under 

the jurisdiction of the Court.168 Curiously though, the OTP opposed the request citing concerns 

for witnesses and arguing that Kenya had not initiated any investigations as the language of 

Article 93(10)(a) requires.169 The Prosecutor’s opposition to Kenya’s request for cooperation 

on the basis of absence of investigations was certainly not in line with its positive 

complementarity strategy in encouraging domestic jurisdictions to investigate and prosecute 

international crimes. Further, even though concern over witnesses was a matter that could have 
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been negotiated and addressed within the framework of cooperation, the Prosecutor’s 

objections on these grounds betray a ‘comparative advantages’170 perception that the ICC is 

better than domestic jurisdictions, indirectly pursued in the Prosecutor’s positive 

complementarity strategy. This negates the framework of cooperation created under the Rome 

Statute for partnership rather than competition.171 

 

Complementarity as an admissibility test 

Pursuant to Article 17(1)(a) & (b), the Court may make a determination that a case is 

inadmissible on the basis of having been investigated or being investigated by the State having 

jurisdiction over the case, unless the said State is ‘unwilling or unable’ to carry out 

investigations or prosecution. This is in line with States exercising primacy over international 

crimes committed within their jurisdiction. The Court has not yet determined unwillingness or 

inability on the part of the States where the cases before the Court originated from, but has 

found cases to be admissible on grounds of ‘inactivity’, stating that where domestic 

proceedings are inexistent then the situation amounts to inactivity, which does not warrant a 

determination of unwillingness or inability.172  

 

One may see these determinations as unproblematic for States that have willingly ceded their 

jurisdiction to the Court through self-referrals but they elicit contestation in regard to what they 

portend for the primary duty of States to prosecute crimes, as reiterated in the Rome Statute. 
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Was this a criterion contemplated in the Statute? Maybe not, as the complementarity regime 

was seen as a safeguard against States who would not prosecute, either to shield perpetrators 

or because of a breakdown of their institutions,173 and not those who would willingly transfer 

that task to the Court.  

 

This is also related to the question of how long ‘inactivity’ should be for the Court to find a 

case admissible. In the Kenya situation, the first State to challenge admissibility before the 

Court, the Government of the Republic of Kenya argued for more time to show that it was in 

the process of investigating crimes arising out of the electoral violence.174 The Court made a 

finding that there was inactivity and made reference to the fact that Kenya had failed to 

establish a proposed tribunal to deal with the crimes arising out of the 2007–2008 Post-Election 

violence.175 The challenge with a post-conflict society reeling from violence would be crafting 

the right approaches to dealing with atrocity crimes which would address a whole sphere of 

transitional justice requirements.176 In such a case, it is not unexpected that a State may not 

prioritise immediate prosecution of perpetrators of atrocity crimes, for various reasons, but key 

amongst them being the strengthening of weakened institutions and the appropriate legal 

regime to prosecute such crimes, activities that would require more time and engagement rather 

than intervention by international mechanisms. 

Similarly, the Court’s jurisprudence in regard to what amounts to a ‘case’ for purposes of 

making a determination whether a case is inadmissible before the Court may be seen as narrow 
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and promoting a bigger role for the ICC vis-à-vis States in the prosecution of international 

crimes. A case has been defined as consisting of ‘specific incidents during which one or more 

crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court seem to have been committed by one or more 

identified suspects.’177 The Court has further clarified that in order for a case to be found to be 

inadmissible then the case at the domestic courts should involve the same person who is subject 

of the case before the Court for the same conduct.178 This criterion has come to be known as 

the ‘same person – same conduct’ test, and has been endorsed by the Appeals Chamber in the 

Kenyan and Libyan situations. 

 

This restrictive approach to complementarity, when seen from the perspective of the Court’s 

ultimate goal to put an end to impunity, may be justified as a mechanism that would ensure 

crimes do not go unpunished rather than giving more deference to a State’s primary role to 

investigate and prosecute where such a State has not focused its investigations on the 

individuals being investigated by the Prosecutor.179 It however runs in conflict with the need 

for a holistic approach to justice and synching the needs of various audiences with the goals of 

the Court in the following ways.  

 

First, by demanding that an admissibility challenge must meet the strict ‘same person – same 

conduct’ test, the Court takes control of the narrative for the conflict on who should bear 

responsibility and in what sequence. This approach may put pressure on States to focus 

investigations on the persons and incidents which are subject to an ICC investigation and 
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therefore neglect other incidents.180 In such a case, the Court’s practice may not be in 

congruence with the justice needs of the victims, affected communities and the State. Further, 

as argued by Mark Drumbl, the practice of the Court is a perpetuation of the notion that justice 

translates to punishment through a criminal process,181 therefore narrowing States’ options in 

redressing crimes through sequenced transitional justice mechanisms.  

 

Second, the Court’s ‘choice’ of persons against whom domestic proceedings should focus on 

and conduct that should be the subject of inquiry essentially limits the domestic jurisdiction’s 

power to adopt workable strategy in investigating atrocity crimes. Whereas the Prosecutor has 

aimed through the office’s strategy that she would pursue strategies towards investigations that 

may involve possible investigations against lower level perpetrators as the office builds a case 

against those who are most responsible,182 this widely practised prosecutorial strategy is 

effectively unavailable for the domestic prosecutor who must direct investigations against 

individuals subject to the Court’s investigations or the Court would take up their cases. Further, 

the Court wouldn’t take into consideration any prospective investigations by a State 

challenging admissibility or any steps taken between the time of filing the challenge and the 

determination.183 In her dissenting opinion in the Kenyan admissibility challenge, Judge 

Ušacka criticised the Pre-Trial Chamber’s finding of admissibility for failing to take into 

account investigative steps that would be taken by a State challenging admissibility from the 
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time of launching the challenge and before determination.184 In Judge Ušacka’s opinion, the 

Pre-Trial Chamber should have taken the opportunity to monitor Kenya’s domestic 

mechanisms for prosecuting crimes arising out of the 2008–2008 PEV, especially when Kenya 

had asked for more time to show progress of ongoing investigations.185  

 

This challenge is further compounded by the fact that the domestic prosecutor is expected to 

focus investigations on the exact incidents and individuals who are subject to the Prosecutor’s 

investigations, without room for any flexibility,186 leading to a situation of competition between 

the Court and domestic authorities rather than cooperation.187 One would therefore wonder 

whether the ‘same person – same conduct’ criterion supports the objective of the Court through 

complementarity or it acts more as an avenue for competition between the domestic and 

international criminal justice. As it stands, the Court has not found the right balance between 

the use of complementarity as a tool for collaboration and its use as an admissibility criterion 

in order to ensure that domestic jurisdictions are not unjustifiably denied an opportunity to 

redress crimes within their jurisdictions.  

 

Ultimately the choice of cases and defendants by the ICC may not be in congruence with the 

domestic prosecutor’s choices or with domestic choices in addressing the conflict but the two 

processes (international and domestic) should work towards the aim(s) of justice. However, 

one level (the international) exerts influence on the choices made domestically through 
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influencing the narrative on what justice mechanisms are appropriate and how to pursue them, 

regardless of local or domestic needs. Such influences may come in the form of civil society 

pressure in support of ‘ICC-oriented’ mechanisms,188 or donor funding priorities that would be 

channelled to ICC-oriented mechanisms to the exclusion of others.189  

 

2.2.2 Messaging Through International Criminal Justice  

Pursuing a broad goal of ending impunity within a limited mandate requires an innovative 

approach towards selection to ensure that the situations and cases that the Court focuses on 

shine a light on bigger perspectives. That can be achieved if the situations and cases selected 

are representative of certain ideals that are necessary in achieving the ambitious project. For 

that reason, the Prosecutor has justified his decisions on the message that they communicate. 

Whether communicating to the international community, victims, affected communities or 

States where conflicts occur, the ICC does so in a number of ways: issuing statements upon 

opening Preliminary Examinations, selecting cases for investigation, issuing warrants of arrest, 

through opening statements during trial, and judgements, among others. In these many ways 

that the Court’s different organs express themselves, the message is intended to resonate with 

the target audience.190 Through this, the expectation is that the Court builds its identity in the 

global justice system.  

 

This part considers key messages that the court has communicated to victims, affected 

communities and States in its selection decisions. These have been aimed at stigmatising 
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conduct which violates international criminal law, and putting on notice perpetrators thereof, 

especially political and military leaders. With its limited capacity, the selection of cases for the 

ICC is justifiably expected to have a bigger impact in terms of the Court’s ability to make a 

statement.191  

 

Through messaging, the ICC has an opportunity to communicate to wider audiences on its 

work, especially with growing contestation of its legitimacy.192 The decisions of the OTP on 

what cases the Court takes up are bound to attract the attention of the global audiences to which 

the Court speaks on the basis of their symbolic value rather than what they are likely to 

achieve.193 For instance, the trial against the first sitting president to be indicted by the Court, 

Omar Al Bashir of Sudan, may not have taken off due to failure to arrest him but the indictment 

carries symbolic value in the fight against impunity. It therefore makes more sense to evaluate 

the Court’s goals through an expressivist function rather than through their ability to achieve 

deterrence or retribution. Indeed, deterrence may be achieved through the stigmatisation of 

those who are targeted for prosecution.194 However, the problem of prioritisation arises again 

in terms of what norms the Court should express in its selection decisions.195  

 

The selection of situations and decisions on cases is dependent on the gravity test established 

under the Rome Statute which provides that a case may be declared inadmissible if it ‘is not of 
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sufficient gravity to justify further action by the Court.’196 The Rome Statute further 

underscores the determination that the ‘most serious crimes of concern to the international 

community as a whole must not go unpunished.’197 The delimitation of the Court’s jurisdiction 

to the ‘most serious’ crimes, despite the fact that all crimes under Article 5 of the Rome Statute 

are serious in nature, serves to highlight the Court’s limited capacity.198 However, 

notwithstanding the huge implications of this gravity criterion on the Court’s work, the Rome 

Statute is ambiguous on the applicable threshold, thereby leading to substantial controversy on 

what kind of situations and cases are worthy of the Court’s attention. 

 

The uncertainty on the threshold for gravity gives the Prosecutor much leverage in determining 

the direction the Court takes and its legacy.199 The huge responsibility carried by this office in 

selecting cases for the Court invariably makes the decision making complex and bound to 

attract criticism when the Prosecutor takes action or when he or she fails to.200 It is for this 

reason that OTP policies in case and situation selection can be seen to express certain norms 

intended to achieve the Court’s overall goal. The practice has not shown consistency, with the 

office invoking quantitative or qualitative factors, or both, to justify selection decisions. To 

date, selection decisions have underlined the need to stigmatise conduct considered to be 

causing more harm to victims than others through cases involving sexual and gender-based 

crimes, children, attacks on peacekeepers and cultural property. The choice of defendants has 

to a large extent focused on political and military leaders as the ‘most responsible.’ Even 
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though these expressive decisions have had varying levels of success, they have helped shape 

the Court and the message it wants to communicate, as explored below.  

 

Stigmatising Harmful Conduct 

The Prosecutor, through the Regulations of the OTP and its Policy on Case Selection and 

Prioritisation, has adopted a mixed approach towards selection of cases that involves an 

analysis of both qualitative and quantitative factors.201 These factors include ‘the scale of the 

crimes; the nature of the crimes; the manner of commission of the crimes; and the impact of 

the crimes.’202 With limited resources and capacity, the Court is understandably expected to 

focus on a limited number of cases. It falls on the OTP, therefore, to ensure that the selected 

cases are of high qualitative value and capable of contributing to the goals of the Court. It has 

been argued that international prosecutions should focus on ensuring that they stigmatise 

conduct that is most harmful to victims.203 Through this, selection of cases should underscore 

the seriousness of the conduct selected. Even though all crimes under the Rome Statute are 

serious crimes, certain crimes may be considered particularly more harmful to their victims 

and therefore warrant the focus of the Court’s limited resources.  

 

The OTP Policy Paper on Case Selection and Prioritisation has identified a number of crimes 

that the office considers under-prosecuted and whose prioritisation may highlight their 

gravity.204 The crimes identified for prioritisation include ‘crimes against or affecting children 

as well as rape and other sexual and gender-based crimes…attacks against cultural, religious, 
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historical and other protected objects as well as against humanitarian and peacekeeping 

personnel.’205 The focus on these crimes has indeed led to increased attention on their 

seriousness, hence underscoring the need for States and the international community to take 

steps in preventing and punishing such violations.  

 

In the Court’s first case against Mr. Lubanga for enlisting and conscripting children below the 

age of fifteen, the Prosecutor sought to deal with the rampant problem of child soldiering.206 

As further noted by the OTP, the charges against Mr. Lubanga presented ‘an unprecedented 

opportunity to shine a spotlight on this abuse of children worldwide.’207 There is no empirical 

evidence that Lubanga’s prosecution and conviction has deterred this harmful practice against 

children but indictments against violators are believed to contribute to some deterrence against 

the use of children in armed conflict.208 However, there is doubt whether Lubanga’s indictment 

was deliberate for its pedagogic value or it was simply opportunistic. OTP admits that the 

charging of Lubanga for the crime of enlisting, despite the existence of other crimes that were 

arguably more severe such as sexual and gender-based crimes, was opportunistic because of 

the imminent release of Lubanga from custody in the DRC.209 There has also been criticism 

that the Lubanga case failed to properly articulate the realities of child soldiering.210   
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In the Situation in Mali investigations into war crimes of destruction of cultural properties were 

timely as they came when there was heightened destruction of religious and cultural properties 

in Iraq and Syria by the Islamic State group.211 While these crimes in Iraq and Syria fall outside 

the jurisdiction of the Court unless referred by the Security Council, the ICC cases serve to 

highlight the impact of these crimes on cultural and religious heritage and to put pressure on 

States and the international community to take steps towards their prosecution.212 Further, even 

though not apparent in the Mali cases, destruction of cultural or religious property is, in most 

cases, tied to other international crimes such as crimes against humanity or genocide.213  

 

However, the Prosecutor has been criticised for giving too much attention to crimes of a less 

serious nature compared to other crimes committed within the same situation. In the Mali 

situation, after three years of investigations, the OTP has solely based its first two cases on 

destruction of cultural property while there has been no focus so far on other serious 

violations.214 Crimes of destruction of cultural property are inherently serious in nature but as 

noted by the Trial Chamber in Al Mahdi, ‘crimes against property are generally of lesser gravity 

than crimes against persons.’215 The Prosecutor’s decision to base the first case in Mali on 

crimes of destruction of cultural property is arguably strategic but just like the Lubanga case, 

opportunism played a big role in the case, seen as the strongest case so far before the Court, 
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due to overwhelming evidence of the destruction and the culpability of Al Mahdi. The Court is 

therefore seen as pursuing a pyrrhic victory rather than having meaningful impact in the choice 

of cases for prosecution. Further, questioning the rationale of focusing on thematic crimes, 

critics have wondered if such a focus would have overall impact on victims as the primary 

focus of international criminal justice, rather than endearing itself to the international 

community as an abstract constituency.216   

 

In addition, whereas the policy to focus on crimes that are seldom prosecuted is sound as a 

strategy to end impunity for their commission, the Office has failed to show why it would be 

justifiable to prioritise certain crimes to the exclusion of other equally or more serious 

violations within the same situation or in other situations. For instance, in the Darfur situation, 

Luis Moreno-Ocampo, the former Prosecutor, was hard placed to justify the case involving an 

attack against peacekeepers where there were 12 victims while deciding not to proceed with a 

formal investigation in the Situation in Iraq due to a relatively low number of victims.217 

Ocampo’s successor, Fatou Bensouda, reopened the preliminary investigation in Iraq, 

signalling a shift in policy within the OTP.218 Even though the seriousness of crimes against 

peacekeepers cannot be belaboured,219 it is hardly convincing that prioritisation of crimes 
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against peacekeepers rather than crimes against civilians under supposed protection of a 

multinational force, as in the Situation in Iraq, would contribute to the goals of the Court.  

 

In other circumstances, the determination of gravity by reference to the number of victims 

rather than a qualitative criterion has afforded the OTP room to balance political considerations 

that may be associated with some cases or situations (Iraq and Uganda). For instance, in 

defending his decision to focus investigations on the crimes committed by the LRA to the 

exclusion of crimes committed by Ugandan forces, the Prosecutor argued that upon analysing 

all of the crimes committed within the Situation, ‘Crimes committed by the LRA were much 

more numerous and of much higher gravity than alleged crimes committed by the UPDF.’220 

This is despite allegations violations of human rights by Ugandan forces of a serious nature 

including sexual and gender-based crimes, killings and forcible displacement.221 The lack of 

transparency in the way the OTP has determined gravity for situations and cases before the 

Court has enabled the office to pursue an expansive mandate for the Court.222 

 

Targeting the ‘Most Responsible’ Perpetrators  

It is contended that targeting persons suspected to be the most responsible for commission of 

atrocities should be the goal of international criminal justice in order to ensure deterrence.223 It 

has been uncontroversial in the history of international criminal trials that such persons are the 
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senior leaders.224 In one of its earliest policy statements, the OTP purposed that it would ‘focus 

its investigative and prosecutorial efforts and resources on those who bear the greatest 

responsibility, such as the leaders of the State or organisation allegedly responsible for those 

crimes.’225 Often, these persons have been those who occupy the highest political or military 

offices within the State or non-State groups that commit atrocities.226  

 

Indeed, with the exception of a few cases, the Court has issued warrants of arrest and 

summonses against senior military and political leaders in the situations the Court has 

intervened in.227 Through these cases, the Prosecutor has sought to steer the Court towards an 

expressivist role in the fulfilment of its goal of ending impunity by showing that those who 

hold the highest offices cannot evade accountability. Through high-profile cases, the 

Prosecutor has sought to promote the Court as a bastion against leadership crimes.  

 

Whereas the focus on those who bear the most responsibility is generally accepted as the goal 

of international criminal justice,228 preoccupation with only those who are deemed the most 

responsible may have the adverse effect of neglecting other perpetrators who play a key role 

in atrocities, when the State takes no steps in prosecuting them, hence creating an impunity 
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gap.229 From the earliest cases, the Prosecutor argued that the policy focus on the most 

responsible does not restrict the office from focusing investigations on lower ranking 

perpetrators. The Prosecutor took the approach that restricting investigations to only those who 

are ‘most responsible’ may have the effect of promoting impunity in other categories of 

perpetrators.230 On paper, the office has a policy of extending investigations to higher and mid-

level perpetrators responsible for the most serious crimes as a mechanism to seal impunity 

gaps, especially in situations where domestic mechanisms are not likely to take up these 

cases.231 This strategy, the Office argues, is intended to assist especially in situations where 

identification of the most responsible perpetrators is difficult, by starting with investigations 

involving lower ranking perpetrators as the Office builds a case against the high-ranking 

perpetrators.232 In some cases, the OTP has indicated that the office may pursue lower-level 

perpetrators whose conduct is ‘grave or notorious.’233 Carla Del Ponte, a former ICTY 

Prosecutor, notes in regard to this strategy that sometimes it may be necessary to focus 

investigations on persons who, even though not occupying the highest levels of political or 

military leadership, are nevertheless considered most responsible for playing a key role in the 

commission of atrocities.234  
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The strategy of spreading investigations to include lower ranking perpetrators was first utilised 

by the OTP in the case against Bosco Ntaganda, who was not considered a high-ranking 

perpetrator at the time when a warrant for his arrest was requested. In that case, the Appeals 

Chamber endorsed the Prosecutor’s policy approach by rejecting Pre-Trial Chamber 1’s 

restriction on the category of perpetrators who would satisfy the gravity test.235 The Appeals 

Chamber observed that such a restrictive interpretation of the gravity requirement would lead 

to ‘…exclusion of many perpetrators…’ and hence have the effect of hindering the Court’s 

ability to achieve its deterrent role.236 In actual practice, however, this strategy has seldom been 

used in case selection and sequencing, especially in situations where the office is likely to 

encounter a lack of cooperation by going after high-profile cases. Instead, the Prosecutor has 

mostly focused on high-profile cases in the situations in Kenya, CAR 1, and Ivory Coast. 

Coincidentally the cases in these situations have ended up in termination, discontinuation or 

acquittals questioning the rationale of such a focus. The focus on only high-profile cases 

ignores the complexity of investigating international crimes and is prone to encounter 

hurdles.237 This difficulty is exacerbated in the context of applying international criminal law 

to communal violence through one or two cases of those considered the most responsible, 

where mid or lower level perpetrators are many, and their role is perhaps better known to the 

communities than the role of the high-profile suspects.  
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On the other hand, the open-ended strategy may elicit two internal contradictions. First, 

whereas a wider prosecution strategy serves to seal impunity gaps, an expansive role for the 

Court goes contrary to the OTP’s own policy of positive complementarity, which is intended 

to encourage domestic prosecutions of a lower cadre of perpetrators. By adopting a strategy 

that focuses investigations on a wide range of suspects in a Situation, the Prosecutor would be 

taking the easier route out with possible short-term results but costly in the long term in the 

fight against impunity due to the Court’s limited capacity. The Prosecutor is not likely to take 

steps to encourage domestic jurisdictions to investigate and Prosecute when she can do it 

herself, with the advantage of better capacity and maybe resources. As argued by Akhavan, 

though:  

the ICC must resist the temptation of institutional self-perpetuation…The role of the 

ICC in catalysing internationalization of relevant international norms in domestic 

systems may be less sensational than trials at The Hague. But in the long term, it is a 

far more important and far-reaching contribution to eradicating impunity.238 

 

Secondly, the Court would be applying double standards by implicitly rejecting employment 

of the ‘bottom-up’ strategy to prosecutions in the domestic context as a barrier to admissibility 

of cases against a category of alleged higher-level perpetrators,239 while practising the same 

strategy through the OTP. As acknowledged by the OTP, this strategy is informed by the need 

to gather evidence against higher-level perpetrators by building on investigations against lower 

level perpetrators.240 By demanding that a State show evidence of investigations or 

prosecutions against the same suspects subject to an ICC investigation through a narrow 
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construction of the ‘same person – same conduct’ criterion, the Court denies States the 

necessary deference to strengthen their rule of law and deal with impunity. States that have 

been recently affected by conflicts may justifiably require more deference in dealing with 

perpetrators of atrocities.241  

 

Irrelevance of Official Capacity 

The ICC is based on the ‘foundational premise’ that it applies without distinction on the basis 

of official capacity as espoused in Article 27(1) of the Rome Statute.242 The importance of this 

provision, which has been touted as the ‘cardinal provision of modern international criminal 

law’, has been succinctly captured in the words of Trial Chamber V(a) which saw the fight 

against impunity as ‘a hopelessly lost cause’ without it.243  

 

The symbolic capital of indicting a Head of State in Africa was first experienced with the 

indictment of former Liberian President, Charles Taylor, by the Special Court for Sierra Leone 

(SCSL). The optimism of what this portended is succinctly described by Abdul Tejan-Cole, 

‘As pictures of Taylor in handcuffs were printed in the newspapers, the myth of the West 

African “big man” was finally shattered. Justice was no longer like a spider’s web that caught 

only the flies; occasionally hawks could be entangled, too.’244 With the ICC issuing warrants 

of arrest against Al Bashir, Gaddafi and Gbagbo, the narrative of the ‘big man’ facing justice 

is now embedded in the minds of victims of atrocity crimes.  
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The indictment of former Sudanese President Omar Hassan Al Bashir has been one of the 

strongest signals of the Court’s resolve that it exercises jurisdiction without regard to anyone’s 

position, yet it has attracted push back that has threatened to derail the Court in equal measure. 

Right from the start, the Court invoked its object and purpose as part of the justification for the 

issuance of a warrant of arrest against Al Bashir despite the lack of contention on its power to 

do so.245 Further in the ensuing controversy over the enforcement of his warrant of arrest, the 

Court has appealed to its object and purpose to find that States Parties are under an obligation 

to arrest Al Bashir despite contradicting obligations under customary international law. The 

PTC I ruling on Malawi’s failure to arrest Al Bashir underscored the importance of the arrest 

of a Head of State in the ability of the Court to fulfil its goal, as set out in the Statute, by finding 

that reliance on Article 98(1) to refuse to arrest and surrender by a State party, ‘would disable 

the Court and international criminal justice in ways completely contrary to the purpose of the 

Statute…’246 Similarly, on the DRC’s failure to arrest, PTC II observed that reluctance by 

States Parties to take measures to cooperate with the Court including arrest and surrender 

undermines the goal of ending impunity.247 

 

It came as no surprise, therefore, when the Appeals Chamber in the appeal by the Hashemite 

Kingdom of Jordan over Jordan’s referral to the Assembly of States Parties over failure to 

arrest Al Bashir required parties to address ‘the significance of … a contextual interpretation 

of the Statute, in the light of its object and purpose…in the determination of the appeal…’248 
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that involved the relationship between Article 27(1) and Article 98(3) of the Rome Statute. The 

Appeals Chamber later, controversially,249 determined that under customary international law, 

Heads of State have no immunity from prosecution before international criminal courts.250   

 

The pursuit of symbolism through indictment of those considered to be most responsible, and 

especially those in political power, has however come with a heavy cost. The collapse of the 

cases against Kenyan leaders have portended an unintended perception that international 

criminal justice is unable to effectively prosecute those in power despite wanting to be seen as 

doing so – a narrative that fits into the perception that if you possess political power then you 

can’t be held accountable.251 This was also the case with the case of Al Bashir who evaded 

arrest for a long time but has now been detained domestically. Indeed, the Court may be 

credited for casting a shadow that led to his domestic prosecution, albeit for unrelated offences. 

Furthermore, there is already talk that he may eventually be transferred to the Court.252 In this 

regard, the Court’s shadow may have taken long but it has taken effect.    

 

2.2.3 Maximising Victim Protection 

Related to the Court’s goal of deterring serious crimes is the protection of victims of rights 

violations. Though not a human rights Court per se, the ICC contributes to the protection of 

rights of victims by preventing their violation.253 The Court has thus, in its formative years that 
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have entailed interpretation of crimes under the Rome Statute, reflected human rights in its 

‘goals, values, and terminology’.254 This interpretation is based on a victim-oriented 

teleological approach that takes maximisation of victim protection at its core.255 By using the 

victim protection approach as justification for a broad view of the Court’s jurisdiction, the 

Court’s practice opens it up to potential collision with sovereignty of States. The maximisation 

of victim protection by the Court may, however, be inferred from the criminalisation of crimes 

against humanity by the Rome Statute.  

 

In the early practice of the Court, it has been confronted with the challenge of the extent of its 

role in protection of human rights through the question of whether the regime of crimes against 

humanity under the Rome Statute is applicable to non-State actors. Crimes against humanity 

under Article 7(1) of the Rome Statute have been defined as any of the listed acts (a–k) ‘when 

committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, 

with knowledge of the attack.’ In addition to this definition, the Rome Statute includes a 

requirement that in order for an attack against any civilian population to qualify as a crime 

against humanity, the same must be ‘pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational 

policy to commit such attack.’256 This additional requirement, which was not included in the 

definition of crimes against humanity under the statutes of the ICTY and ICTR tribunals, has 

been a source of controversy centred on whether non-state groups can commit crimes against 

humanity as defined under the Rome Statute, or the same are only reserved for States and State-

like entities. On the one hand of this debate are those who favour a restrictive approach, arguing 

that the Rome Statute definition of crimes against humanity follows the criminal state 
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conception as was applied in the Nuremberg trials.257 On the other hand, the majority favour a 

broader approach that extends the jurisdiction of the Court to non-State groups, also finding 

support in commentary.258 The core of this debate goes back to the delicate balance between 

state sovereignty and the reach of the Court that was negotiated at the Rome Conference. 

  
With the ambiguity over the implication of this policy requirement, it didn’t come as a surprise 

that the first determination on the Court’s jurisdiction in regard to crimes against humanity 

where non-State actors were involved, outside of an armed conflict situation,259 would lead to 

a split decision. In the decision authorising an investigation into the Situation in the Republic 

of Kenya, a 2-1 majority starkly differed with the minority judge on the extent of jurisdiction 

for the Court when considering the contextual elements of crimes against humanity.260 The 

majority favoured a broader role for the Court, finding that the requirement for organisational 

policy would be satisfied if an entity committing crimes was capable of ‘perform(ing) acts 

which infringe on the basic human values…’261 rather than possessing state-like characteristics, 

as argued by the dissenting judge.262 The restrictive approach foresaw a very limited role for 
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the Court in contemporary intra-state conflicts that lead to massive violations of human rights 

by groups that would not meet a ‘state-like’ criterion.263 

 

Further, the two divergent positions between the majority decision and the dissenting opinion 

highlighted the disputed limits of international criminal justice vis-à-vis state sovereignty, with 

the latter perceiving the role of the Court as only to intervene in a matter that is beyond the 

sovereignty of a State. In his dissenting opinion, Judge Kaul argued that the Court should only 

intervene when a matter is one that concerns the international community as a whole and hence 

the objection on the basis of State sovereignty becomes irrelevant.264 By this logic, it would 

seem that Judge Kaul appreciated the Court’s relationship with States as dividing the roles of 

adjudicating over international and ordinary crimes between the Court and States 

respectively.265 The difficulty with this proposition is its incongruence with the principle of 

complementarity that creates a shared jurisdictional structure between States and the Court 

(where States enjoy primacy) for all the crimes under the Rome Statute. Judge Kaul’s opinion 

may have been informed by his views on who the authors of crimes against humanity can be 

(States and State-like entities), hence the conclusion that such crimes would be adjudicated at 

the international stage, but that does not remove jurisdiction from the State itself, even when it 

cannot prosecute them – hence triggering an ICC Prosecution. Prosecuting State agents when 

they can’t be tried by their own governments, as argued by Philipe Sands, is the essence of the 

Court,266 but that does mean domestic jurisdiction is automatically ousted when crimes are 

committed by those State agents. Indeed, as noted by Judge Eboe-Osuji in a separate matter, 
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‘all the international crimes nominated in the Rome Statute are reduced to national crimes, at 

a certain level of abstraction.’267  

 

The fundamental difference in the two approaches is further underscored by the understanding 

of the purpose of the Rome Statute in criminalising crimes against humanity. Whereas the 

majority adopted the view that the regime of crimes against humanity under the Rome Statute 

is meant to protect ‘basic human values’,268 the dissent criticised this approach as opening up 

the Court to potentially any human rights violation, something that would be contrary to its 

limited purpose.269 The dissent therefore sought to differentiate between an international crime 

and ‘human rights infractions’, arguing that the former would concern the international 

community as a whole and hence be subject to the jurisdiction of the Court, while the latter are 

strictly within the authority of the State.270 The dissenting judge further argued that the regime 

of crimes against humanity does not concern itself with rights infractions within the 

sovereignty of a State but protects against threats to ‘peace, security and well-being of the 

world’ and would be seen therefore as protecting ‘humanity and fundamental values of 

mankind.’271 

 

The importance of understanding the different positions on the normative value of the Court is 

to be seen in what kind of global impact the Court is expected to have, where most 

contemporary conflicts are characterised by non-State actors and therefore would fall below 
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the threshold set by the dissenting opinion. By understanding the Court as protecting ‘basic 

human values’ the Court invoked a victim-oriented interpretation,272 which potentially opened 

wide its jurisdiction to many of the atrocities that happen in intra-state conflicts around the 

world. One might see this as a necessarily good approach that gives hope of justice to the 

millions of victims of human rights violations across many countries. On the other hand, there 

is the fear that these victims are not likely to get the satisfaction they may anticipate from the 

Court due to its limited capacity.273 The Court would be setting itself up for failure by over-

promising,274 and under-delivering. Further, the broad approach potentially runs afoul of the 

principle of legality.  

 

On the other hand, an appeal to a vague criterion of protecting ‘humanity’, as advanced by the 

dissenting opinion, may be seen as ignoring the reality of contemporary conflicts which can 

lead to mass victimisation without the involvement of a State or a State-like entity. One would 

wonder, therefore, whether the harm to ‘humanity’ is determined by the actors and not by the 

extent of the harm. Indeed, as Frédéric Mégret puts it, ‘There is at least superficial plausibility 

that “humanity” – either as a community or an essence – is harmed whenever thousands of 

people are slaughtered.’275 However, in a different context, Mégret justifies the differentiated 
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treatment of crimes committed by State actors and those committed by non-State actors by 

arguing: 

even assuming the number of victims to be constant. Here one might argue that, all other 

things being equal, there is something particularly abhorrent about committing crimes as a 

state and that even though the end result of the violence may look the same –– a victim 

killed or raped is a victim killed or raped –– the normative nature of state crimes is 

distinct.276 

 

The debate on what the proper focus of the ICC is underscores the reality of ambiguity in 

negotiated treaties and especially in this case where sovereignty of States was at stake.277 In 

essence, a broad interpretation of the Court’s jurisdiction invokes tensions that States were 

wary of during the Rome negotiations. On the other hand, the extension of international 

criminal law to non-State actors can be seen as reproduction of State power and therefore losing 

focus on the ‘state-driven’ criminality which is at the core of its development.278 The role of 

the Court in developing international criminal law through interpretation and ‘giving life’ to 

the provisions in the Rome Statute, therefore, becomes the all-important function and the 

practice of the Court, so far, shows an institution anxious to establish itself firmly in the global 

justice system but prone to making errors in the process. Whereas a broad approach by the 

Court in interpreting its jurisdiction is not wrong, per se, the same might be seen as unwarranted 

as a matter of policy.279  
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2.2.4 Reconciliation  

International criminal justice is understood to contribute to reconciliation through the 

construction of a truthful record of the events surrounding violence, hence helping the affected 

communities to have closure.280 Through this process, international criminal trials, even though 

not comprehensively due to their selectivity, provide a narrative of the violence and the 

responsibility of those subject to prosecution.281 This role is, however, contested. This is due 

to doubts over the ability of international criminal trials to reconstruct facts to the satisfaction 

of the affected communities.282 It is further argued that reconciliation is a subjective exercise 

that is seldom dependent on the truth as would be established by a criminal trial.283 On the other 

hand, the role of the ICC in fostering reconciliation may be assessed from the perspective of 

how the court fosters reconciliation in the context of complementarity. From this standpoint, 

the inquiry would be whether commencement of investigations and prosecutions by the Court 

triggers other transitional justice processes that may promote reconciliation amongst 

communities affected by atrocities. Another way to look at it would be whether the Rome 

Statute can be interpreted to accommodate non-criminal justice processes aimed at 

reconciliation in the domestic context as ousting the ICC’s jurisdiction. This section focuses 

on these two notions.    

 

The question of what kind of connection the ICC would have with non-criminal forms of justice 

such as truth commissions and amnesties has been lingering for a while now despite the Court 

having been in existence for almost two decades. It was also the subject of debate at the Rome 
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conference without resolution.284 At the centre of this controversy is whether the Court may 

defer to some of these mechanisms and in what circumstances it can do so. The Prosecutor has 

adopted a measured approach toward broad goals of transitional justice in post-conflict 

societies in order to avoid what the office has perceived as potential clashes between the OTP’s 

mandate and other mechanisms of a non-criminal nature.285 In the Situation in Uganda, the 

Court’s intervention was received with mixed reactions, with local leaders, civil society and 

religious organisations in Northern Uganda feeling that it could jeopardise the peace talks 

between the Ugandan government and the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) to end the long 

running conflict, while international human rights organisations supported it.286 Faced with 

these potentially clashing processes, the OTP continued with its investigations although they 

were kept low key and the Office did not take part in the other initiatives in order to maintain 

impartiality.287 

 

The Prosecutor’s policy approach towards these mechanisms in the context of complementarity 

has been understandably a cautious one as there is a danger of appearing to legitimise some 

mechanisms that may be intended to avoid accountability. For instance, in the Kenyan 

situation, the Prosecutor was reluctant to engage with the Kenyan Truth Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission (TJRC), perhaps for fear that his engagement could have been seen 

as giving validation to a process through which the Kenyan authorities were keen to use as a 

mechanism to avoid accountability.288 In its practice, the OTP has sought to promote 
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accountability as a contributing factor to transitional justice rather than as a competing notion. 

The Office has expressed willingness to collaborate with processes that are not meant to be a 

substitute for accountability but seek to complement accountability processes. One such 

process is the Colombian Special Jurisdiction for Peace, which the Office has accepted as ‘an 

innovative complex and ambitious system designed to ensure accountability as part of the 

implementation of the peace agreement.’289 

 

Despite the cautious approach to non-criminal transitional justice processes, the OTP is 

however keen to utilise their outcomes to further investigations into crimes within the 

jurisdiction of the Court. The Prosecutor has welcomed the prospect of the Truth, 

Reconciliation and Reparations Commission (TRRC) of the Gambia’s investigatory role, 

aimed to establish whether international crimes were committed within the period of its 

mandate (July 1994 – January 2017).290 Even though the Prosecutor had avoided overtures by 

the Kenyan TJRC to establish a framework for engagement,291 he still sought the commission’s 

assistance to obtain evidence when cases against four suspects had been confirmed for trial.292   

 

There is yet to be a judicial determination on the compatibility of non-criminal processes with 

the goals of the Court, especially when they arise in the context of complementarity as an 

admissibility bar.293 One such possible scenario is a case where domestic amnesties or other 
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forms of non-criminal sanctions may be used as a challenge to the admissibility of a case.294 

Even though the Prosecutor’s practice has been a strictly formalistic approach towards 

complementarity, and there is consensus that mechanisms that would generally exempt one 

from criminal liability are generally incompatible with the Rome Statute,295 the judges will 

have carefully determine the relationship between the Court and other non-criminal truth-

seeking processes. Besides, reconciliation and the objects of the Court do not clash but are 

necessary components in a post-conflict society.296  

 

2.2.5 Peace and Security 

Similar to the goal of reconciliation, the Court’s goal of peace and security may be achieved 

through prosecution as a means to achieve peace and security, or non-prosecution through 

deference to peace within the context of the Prosecutor’s powers under Article 53(1)(c) not to 

proceed with an investigation ‘in the interests of justice.’297 The first proposition of justice as 

a means to peace is argued to be tied to the court’s goal of deterrence through prosecution. This 

reasoning was also evoked by the Security Council in the establishment of the ICTY and 
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ICTR.298 The advancement of peace may also be seen as drawing its structural underpinning 

from the Court’s relationship with the UN Security Council,299 and through its jurisdiction over 

the crime of aggression.300 Through this relationship, it has been argued that the Court exercises 

a special mandate of peace and security when a case is referred to the court by the Security 

Council acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations.301 

 

The second proposition has been rejected by the OTP which has argued that durable peace is 

only achievable through justice hence discounting the ‘peace versus justice’ dichotomy.302 This 

position has been contested by commentators who argue that there is room to utilise the power 

of the Prosecutor not to initiate an investigation in order to promote the interests of peace. It 

has been argued that this discretionary power may be used when a prosecution may not be 

conducive in a situation of ongoing violence in order to incentivise the parties to the conflict 

to cease hostilities.303 However, the Prosecutor has, through the Policy Paper on the Interests 

of Justice, made it clear that the use of this discretionary power is exceptional and that there is 

a presumption in favour of prosecution.304 Further, the OTP policy states that the Prosecutor 

will be guided by the object of putting an end to impunity as contained in the Rome Statute 

before invoking this discretion.305  
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Contextually, the Prosecutor’s policy toward this admittedly imprecise criterion is informed by 

a human rights approach to interpretation of the Statute which favours prosecution in response 

to human rights violations.306 This construction was advanced by non-governmental 

organisations mostly comprised of well-established human rights organisations who argued for 

a restrictive approach.307 With such a narrow understanding of ‘interests of justice,’ it is yet to 

be seen what kind of situation might trigger this discretion by the OTP.  

 

Scholars have argued that this discretion ought to be used in a situation where an investigation 

or prosecution might not be appropriate due to ongoing peace negotiations, or the existence of 

other non-criminal justice mechanisms that would fit the circumstances better.308 This 

mechanism has also been seen as an avenue for the promotion of the broad goals of transitional 

justice in a post-conflict society,309 however, the Prosecutorial policy paper dims the hopes of 

utilising this avenue to achieve goals of peace and reconciliation by affirming that the ‘interests 

of justice’ were not analogous to the ‘interests of peace’ and that the latter would fall within 

the mandate of other entities.310  

 

Further, the Prosecutor’s understanding of the interests of justice is grounded in a narrow 

construction of the Court’s goal of deterrence as mandatorily requiring prosecution as a means 
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to stop immediate or future violence and, hence contributing to the maintenance of peace and 

security.311 In heralding the establishment of the ICC as signifying a paradigm shift from the 

use of politics to resolve conflicts to the use of law,312 the first Prosecutor, Luis Moreno-

Ocampo, made it clear that his office would not take into account political compromises for 

peace in the place of prosecution. Under Ocampo, the office, therefore, adopted a retribution 

theory approach to crime as a means to achieve the goal of ending impunity.313 Similarly, 

Ocampo’s successor, Fatou Bensouda, reaffirmed this stand upon assuming office.314 

 

2.3 Conclusion: Reconciling Outcomes and Effects 

The aim of this Chapter has been to map what goals the ICC has given priority to by reviewing 

the court’s practice and the contestations it evokes in the global justice system. The Chapter 

confirms that there is a lack of consensus on what goals the Court should pursue, even 

internally. It is clear from various commentaries and the practice of the Court that there is 

ambiguity on what purpose the Court should pursue or prioritise over others. The goals 

prioritised by the Court keep changing depending on the needs of its constituencies. In the 

formative years of its existence, the Court has demonstrated anxiety to establish its place within 

the global justice system through navigating a complicated relationship with States and the 

ever-evolving intrastate conflicts. This may also be attributed to the pressure of being the first 

permanent international criminal tribunal with (an almost) universal mandate.  
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This Chapter has demonstrated that the Court has exploited the ambiguity in its legal texts to 

extend its scope through a broad interpretation of its jurisdiction and a narrow interpretation of 

complementarity in favour of a bigger role for the ICC as against domestic jurisdictions. 

Through this practice, the Court has significantly contributed in shaping narratives of justice 

for atrocity crimes both on the international stage and domestically through development of 

key concepts that touch on its jurisdiction and especially its relationship with States. Among 

these is the principle of complementarity. This principle, considered a key pillar of the Court’s 

relationship with States in the Rome Statute, has gained prominence in most of the OTP’s 

policy documents but remains largely underutilised as a tool to foster development of the 

domestic rule of law as seen from the practice so far. On the other hand, in the context of 

admissibility, the Court has restricted the ability of States to wrest jurisdiction from the Court 

on the basis of this principle through a requirement that they must focus investigations on the 

same persons and conduct that is subject to an ICC investigation. Although the Court’s 

approach has been justified by the need to seal impunity gaps, an overly broad jurisdictional 

reach for the ICC raises questions of capacity and the role of States in the fulfilment of the 

Court’s goals. 

 

Again, through a restrictive understanding of the Court’s goal of putting an end to impunity, 

the ICC has promoted prosecution as a goal to deterring atrocity crimes above other conflict 

resolution mechanisms that may be preferred within the domestic set-up, hence narrowing 

options for justice. This approach sidelines the role of other transitional justice mechanisms 

that may have a broader approach to conflicts. Even then, the Court’s limited capacity 

necessitates selectivity on who to prosecute, with the inevitability of justice gaps where there 

are no clear mechanisms of engagement between the Court and domestic authorities, to the 

chagrin of victims and affected communities. Similarly, pursuing ‘high-profile’ cases and in 
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other cases one sided investigations to a conflict have done little to advance the Court’s overall 

goal. In any case, practice shows that the expected symbolic capital of high-profile cases may 

not have gone as expected with the collapse of cases against Kenyatta and Ruto, the acquittal 

of Bemba and Gbagbo, and the failure to arrest former Sudanese President Al Bashir. Although, 

in Al Bashir’s case, his eventual domestic prosecution after being toppled from power may be 

seen as happening under the shadow of the Court. There is also a possibility that he may be 

transferred to the Court in the future.  

 

On the other hand, the Court’s practice has arguably widened the scope of protection for 

victims of atrocity crimes through liberally applying the Statute to encompass crimes 

committed by non-state actors, even when this approach has been seen as encroaching into the 

sovereign authority of States. Further, through a qualitative approach to selection of cases, the 

OTP has applied criteria that has sought to stigmatise conduct that it considers harmful due to 

its rampant occurrence, impact on victims, and the rarity of investigations into such conduct.      

 

The aim of this thesis is to broaden the focus of the impact of the Court from the narrow 

focus on the expected triggering of domestic prosecutions to a holistic impact on its different 

constituencies. It is, however, not feasible to base the success of the Court on any of the goals 

that it is expected to pursue. A holistic study of the Court’s impact requires, this research 

posits, a shift from internal analysis of how the Court functions and especially how it has 

perceived its roles, to looking at external perspectives by the audiences the Court serves to 

gauge their expectations and reception.315 However, the two processes cannot be separated 
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hence the need to understand the internal outcome production, as this Chapter has sought to 

demonstrate, before it can be measured against expectations.   

 

In focusing on how the ICC has impacted on justice through perceptions of its various 

audiences, it will be argued that the Court’s approaches to mass atrocities on the one hand, and 

the ‘response’ of the various audiences, is the determinant of what kind of ‘dialogue’ is going 

on between the various levels. It will be essential to explore how the ICC has understood the 

justice needs of victims and affected communities through its practices but an equally 

important task will be to examine how the Court’s audiences have translated the Court’s 

outcomes into their local context. This ‘homecoming’, as Carsten Stahn calls it,316 is the 

gateway to understanding the Court’s impact. By exploring the outcomes of the Court’s 

practice so far and their effect on the Court’s audiences, this Chapter has therefore built the 

necessary foundation for showing how such practices and the contestations that they elicit have 

impacted on domestic discourses on defining conflict, victims, affected communities and the 

appropriate responses to conflict.  

The next three chapters are based on empirical data collected from two ICC Situation countries: 

Kenya and Uganda. The chapters focus on examining the effects of the Court’s intervention on 

domestic criminal justice systems for addressing atrocity crimes (Chapter Three), impact on 

alternative justice mechanisms (Chapter Four), and impact on victims and affected 

communities (Chapter Five).   
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CHAPTER 3:  BEYOND COMPLEMENTARITY: THE ICC’S EFFECT ON 

DOMESTIC CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS 

3.0 Introduction 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Court has been argued to possess the ability to trigger 

domestic investigations and prosecutions for international crimes. This chapter will interrogate 

further this presumed catalytic effect on domestic criminal justice processes. Most studies have 

sought to understand the ICC’s impact on domestic criminal justice systems through the 

complementarity frame. Indeed, as this chapter will show, complementarity plays a big part in 

setting the domestic dialogue on justice and accountability. While there are varying opinions 

on complementarity’s catalytic effect domestically,317 this chapter intends to offer a more 

nuanced understanding of the Court’s impact domestically from a broader perspective of its 

direct and indirect impacts. By expanding the conversation beyond complementarity, this 

research will also unpack the relationship of the ICC with domestic politics and development 

in the context of post-conflict societies.  

 

The intervention (or threatened intervention) of the ICC in post-conflict societies may be 

broadly seen as having the effect of setting the discourse on justice for victims of atrocity 

crimes. The Court has cast a shadow over transitional justice processes in countries under its 
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jurisdiction by normalising criminal justice as the response to violence,318 a situation that may 

be seen as marginalising other justice mechanisms.319 In regard to domestic decision making 

at a policy and legislative level on how to deal with atrocity crimes, the Court’s shadow is an 

integral part of this process, which encompasses both legal and political considerations. 

Whether directly or indirectly, the ICC performs more than its judicial function by assuming a 

political role that places it in a position to exert influence.320 Although the Court has sought to 

dissociate itself from possible politicisation of its role and rejected the tag of a development 

aid agency,321 the reality of its interventions is different, as will be shown in this chapter. 

 

Even though the complementarity regime under the Rome Statute gives states near-complete 

autonomy to decide how to go about justice and accountability for mass atrocity crimes, a core 

network behind the international criminal justice project (comprising mostly national and 

international NGOs)322 have driven a narrative that domestic mechanisms need to attain certain 

international standards in order to be acceptable.323 Similarly, the Commonwealth Secretariat, 
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an intergovernmental agency, drafted a model law which informed Kenya and Uganda’s 

implementing legislation mirroring the provisions of the Rome Statute.324  

 

In this respect, the Rome Statute system and the Court’s impact may be seen from the 

perspective of rule of law reform. States that have recently suffered violence find themselves 

in a situation where they have to evaluate the sufficiency of their domestic justice mechanisms 

against the demands of various actors who use the ICC as the yardstick. Using international 

parameters represented by the ICC (which at this time is engaged in preliminary inquiries or 

assessing whether crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court have been committed), such States 

end up engaging in ICC-inspired law reform practices. Although there could be a need for law 

reform in societies that have been through conflicts and violation of human rights in order to 

restore the rule of law, ICC-centric reforms may work for or against transitional justice aims 

of such societies, as discussed here and in the following chapters. 

 

This network behind what has come to be known as the international criminal justice project, 

may work independently in promoting these norms through the process of ‘norm 

entrepreneurship,’ a term invented by Cass Sunstein,325 but sometimes they do so in 

collaboration with the Court’s various organs, mostly the Registry and the OTP. Similarly, 

donor agencies have played a big role in the context of rule of law reform by supporting legal 

transfers and processes that reflect an ICC-centric form of justice.326 Whereas legal transfers 

in law and development have been associated with transplantation of laws and norms from the 
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West to the developing countries,327 the international criminal justice project draws from norms 

developed at Nuremberg and now espoused by the ICC as the bare minimum for domestic 

trials. This is because international criminal law and by extension the ICC has marketed itself 

as the ultimate response to violence. 

 

On the ‘market culture’ of international criminal law, Christine Schwöbel argues that the field 

has represented itself as the solution for conflicts through the ‘idea of global justice.’328 ICL’s 

growth agenda, as articulated by Schwöbel, informs its current representation and fit within the 

narratives of law and development. As a permanent international criminal court, the ICC has 

come to indirectly represent itself as the standard for international criminal justice. Indeed, the 

Nuremberg legacy, which stagnated during the Cold War and was resuscitated in the early 

1990s through ad hoc tribunals, finds a home in the ICC which is now associated with 

discourses on international criminal justice. 

 

States have also played a part in the promotion of the role of international criminal law in post-

conflict societies. By embracing ICC-centric law reforms, a state may look to legitimising its 

own domestic mechanisms in order to invoke that as a shield against sovereignty costs that 

may arise with an ICC intervention. This has led to States seeking direct buy-in from the ICC 

of their domestic processes, as proposed by the Kenyan Judicial Service Commission’s report 

for the establishment of an International Crimes Division.329 As some commentators have 
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argued, a more active role for the ICC akin to monitoring of domestic criminal proceedings is 

necessary for effectiveness.330 One of the ways of playing an active role has been proposed to 

be through outreach and technical assistance.331  

 

This Chapter intends to show that even though the Court’s direct impacts through 

complementarity’s theorised catalytic effect have been minimal, it has nevertheless created 

discursive spaces within the countries under examination that have informed the approaches 

taken by these countries in addressing atrocity crimes within their jurisdictions. These 

approaches have sought to reflect ICC-centric justice in their policies, laws, institutions and 

practice. This wholesale incorporation of international criminal law norms domestically, 

however, gets entangled in critiques of law and development. Particularly, international 

criminal law may lead to exceptionalism, marginalisation and unsustainability. Further, as will 

be shown below, States have used the rule of law reforms, in some cases, to advance their own 

domestic political agenda, and in other cases, as a smokescreen of their obligations in 

addressing atrocity crimes.332 

 

3.1 Uganda: Navigating Politics, Peace and Domestic Accountability in the Shadow of the 

ICC  

Domestic mechanisms for prosecution of atrocity crimes associated with the conflict in 

northern Uganda may be linked to peace negotiations between the Government of Uganda and 
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the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in Juba, known as the ‘Juba talks’ (2006–2008). These 

talks culminated in the signing of a number of agreements which included an Agreement on 

Accountability and Reconciliation (29 June 2007) and its Annexure (19 February 2008) (herein 

collectively referred to as Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation).333 Though the 

Final Peace Agreement (FPA)334 was not signed by Joseph Kony, the LRA leader, Uganda took 

steps to implement some of its provisions, as will be discussed below. The agreement also 

anticipated that the relationship between domestic mechanisms (formal and non-formal) and 

the ICC would be addressed in the accountability and reconciliation framework. 

 

The context to the Juba peace talks is key to understanding how the ICC influenced the 

transitional justice paradigm in the talks, which led to the proposal to establish a special 

division of the High Court. There had been previous unsuccessful attempts to reach a peace 

agreement between the Ugandan government and the LRA in the past.335 The most recent 

attempt prior to the Juba peace talks was in the year 2004 when the government declared a 

ceasefire following a public appeal by the rebel group for talks to end the conflict.336 However, 
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these talks collapsed and the government resumed military operations against the LRA in 

2005.337  

 

Subsequent to the issuance of warrants of arrest against the LRA leadership by the ICC, peace 

talks were opened between the LRA and the Ugandan government at the instigation of Salva 

Kiir, the President of Southern Sudan (then an autonomous region of Sudan which would later 

achieve full independence in 2011 and become the Republic of South Sudan). LRA’s 

acceptance of a negotiated peace agreement was informed by its weakening position militarily 

due to the withdrawal of its ally, the Sudanese Armed Forces, upon the signing of the 

Comprehensive Peace Agreement between the Government of Sudan and the Sudan People’s 

Liberation Movement/Army.338 Therefore, it is plausible that the LRA rebels were not solely 

drawn to the negotiating table out of fear of the warrants of arrest issued against them even 

though the ICC had lurked in the shadows since December 2003 when Uganda referred the 

Situation in Uganda to the Court. Despite not being the sole driving force for the peace talks, 

the ICC would later figure prominently in the peace talks by becoming a bargaining chip for 

the Ugandan government, and later on becoming an obstacle that threatened to derail the talks 

completely. As the negotiations progressed, it was becoming more and more apparent that the 

Ugandan government had not fully contemplated the implications of its ICC referral. By 

dangling the ICC as a bargaining point, the government mistakenly believed that it would stop 

the warrants if the LRA agreed to cease hostilities. President Museveni was categorical in 

calling for the LRA to sign the peace agreement: 
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Why should we reward you before you give us peace? If the ICC indictments are 

removed, it will make the terrorists untouchable. The removal of the indictments will 

be a reward for their signing of the agreement. Otherwise you will die in our hands or 

in the hands of the ICC.339  

The LRA on its part remained adamant that the warrants had to be dropped before a peace deal 

could be reached. The group’s deputy leader, Vincent Otti, made it clear that ‘not even a single 

LRA soldier will go home before [the indictments] are lifted.’340 Despite the government’s 

belief that it had control of the ICC process, it soon realised that it did not and thus the Court 

would be an obstacle to a comprehensive peace agreement between the parties owing to the 

outstanding warrants.341 It thus became necessary to deal with the question of accountability 

as part of the agenda of the peace talks in a manner that would satisfy the LRA and comply 

with obligations under the Rome Statute.342 This led to the exploration of the available options 

and how they would fit into the requirements of complementarity.343 The eventual agreement 

was to be crafted in a manner that could circumvent the ICC through domestic mechanisms – 

with the aim of achieving both accountability and reconciliation through the use of alternative 

justice mechanisms.344 One thing was clear though was that with the ICC at the centre of the 

discussions on accountability, any conceptualisation of justice that did not envisage criminal 

accountability was bound to fall short.  
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3.1.1. Framing Accountability in the Peace Agreements 

The framing of the compromise position, as reflected in the Accountability Agreement, was 

the establishment of domestic mechanisms for accountability within the transitional justice 

process, which would include reconciliation. It was envisaged that these mechanisms would 

give effect to the principle of complementarity, in this case understood as establishing domestic 

mechanisms that would enable Uganda to prosecute the LRA cases domestically and therefore 

deny the Court jurisdiction.345 The intention here was to ‘lay groundwork for a challenge on 

the admissibility of the case against the LRA leadership before the ICC.’346 This compromise 

position would not be sufficient for Joseph Kony, however, who demanded, as a precondition 

for signing the Final Peace Agreement, the withdrawal of the warrants of arrest against the 

LRA leaders issued by the ICC.347 Kony’s refusal to sign the FPA didn’t stop the Ugandan 

government from going ahead to implement parts of it, notably the establishment of a special 

division of the High Court and kickstarting dialogue on other transitional justice mechanisms 

through the formation of a Transitional Justice Working Group under the Justice, Law and 

Order Sector (JLOS),348 that was tasked with developing a transitional justice policy. 

 

The establishment of the ICD ostensibly presented an opportunity for domestic accountability 

mechanisms for atrocity crimes committed in the conflict in Northern Uganda but was faced 

with challenges of balancing parallel transitional justice efforts that were pursued through other 

non-prosecutorial mechanisms, notably the amnesty law that had been enacted in the year 
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348 The Justice, Law and Order Sector (JLOS) has been described as, ‘a sector wide approach adopted by 

Government of Uganda bringing together 18 institutions with closely linked mandates of administering justice 

and maintaining law and order as well as the promotion and protection of human rights.’ See, 

<https://jlos.go.ug/index.php/about-jlos/our-history> 

https://jlos.go.ug/index.php/about-jlos/our-history
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2000,349 and proposed alternative justice mechanisms through the draft National Transitional 

Justice Policy.350 The ICD was also bound to face criticism of selectivity by only focusing on 

crimes committed by the LRA.351 Possible crimes committed by government forces would be 

handled by mechanisms within the military, a situation that has cast doubt on whether these 

military courts can satisfactorily deal with atrocity crimes.352   

 

3.1.1 Complementarity as Creating Mirroring Obligations 

Domesticating the Rome Statute 

Uganda ratified the Rome Statute on 14 June 2002,353 at a time when it was engaged in a 

military campaign against the LRA codenamed ‘Operation Iron Fist.’354 As argued by Kenneth 

A. Rodman and Petie Booth, Uganda’s accession to this treaty and later referral of the situation 

in northern Uganda to the ICC was to boost its military strategy,355 rather than as a commitment 

to upholding human rights.356 Rodman and Booth point to the Ugandan military forces’ 

continued brutal campaign against the LRA as evidence that accession to the Rome Statute did 

not instil in Uganda a sense of upholding human rights.357 Even though joining the Rome 

Statute and self-referral of the situation to the ICC did not bind the Prosecutor to investigating 

                                                 

 
349 Uganda Amnesty Act, Chapter 294. For a background discussion on the Amnesty Act and its implications on 

potential crimes committed by LRA rebels see, Paul Bradfield, ‘Reshaping Amnesty in Uganda: The Case of 

Thomas Kwoyelo’ (2017) 15 Journal of International Criminal Justice 827.  
350 Justice Law and Order Sector, Final Draft National Transitional Justice Policy, June 2019 (copy on file). 
351 The Accountability Agreement excluded state actors from ‘special justice processes’ under the agreement (A 

& R Agreement, para 4.1). 
352 For more on this critique see, Emma Charlene Lubaale, ‘Military Courts and Prosecution of Offences by 

National Defense Forces in the Dawn of the Complementarity Regime: The Case of Uganda’ (2017) 28 Criminal 

Law Forum 709. 
353 See, ICC-ASP, ‘List of States Parties’                                                  <https://asp.icc-

cpi.int/en_menus/asp/states%20parties/Pages/states%20parties%20_%20chronological%20list.aspx> 
354 Ronald R. Atkinson, ‘From Uganda to the Congo and Beyond: Pursuing the Lord’s Resistance Army’ 

International Peace Institute, December 2009, 7. 
355 Kenneth A. Rodman & Petie Booth, ‘Manipulated Commitments: The International Criminal Court in Uganda’ 

(2013) 35 Human Rights Quarterly 271, 284-285. 
356 See for instance, Beth A. Simmons & Allison Danner, ‘Credible Commitments and the International Criminal 

Court’ (2010) 64 International Organisations 225, 234 who suggest that states, especially those dealing with 

conflicts, may join the ICC as a way of binding themselves to accountability for human rights transgressions.  
357 Kenneth A. Rodman & Petie Booth, ‘Manipulated Commitments’ 286. 

https://asp.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/asp/states%20parties/Pages/states%20parties%20_%20chronological%20list.aspx
https://asp.icc-cpi.int/en_menus/asp/states%20parties/Pages/states%20parties%20_%20chronological%20list.aspx
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only the LRA crimes,358 the practice of the Prosecutor of encouraging self-referrals in order to 

obtain cooperation has been linked to the one-sided nature of investigations.359  

 

Domestication of the Rome Statute didn’t happen until 2010, right before the first review 

conference of the Rome Statute which was held in Kampala. This conference has been 

suggested to have been a motivation for the reintroduction of the domestication bill in 

Parliament,360 after the initial 2004 draft lapsed in the seventh parliament and the 2006 draft 

had taken too long to proceed to the second reading. Peace negotiations with the LRA are also 

said to have contributed to the delay in passing the 2006 bill as it was feared this could derail 

the talks.361 

 

Even though this law was not going to have immediate relevance in the prosecution of crimes 

committed prior to its promulgation due to the prohibition on non-retroactivity under the 

Ugandan Constitution,362 the search for justice for the victims of the conflict in northern 

Uganda featured prominently. The draft law was seen as an avenue of ‘(bringing) justice closer 

to the people.’363 At the same time, it raised concerns about how the formal justice mechanisms 

                                                 

 
358 Beth A. Simmons & Allisson Danner dismiss the suggestion that Uganda could have used the ICC as a strategy 

to deal with the LRA as this referral left open the possibility of investigations against government forces.   
359 See, William A. Schabas, ‘Complementarity in Practice’: Some Uncomplimentary Thoughts,’ (2008) 19 

Criminal Law Forum 5, 19.  
360 See, Christopher Mbazira, ‘Prosecuting International Crimes Committed by the Lord’s Resistance Army in 

Uganda,’ in Chacha Murungu & Japhet Biegon (eds), Prosecuting International Crimes in Africa (Pretoria 

University Law Press 2011) 215; Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire 198. 
361 Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 10 March 2010, 10. 
362 Article 28(7), Constitution of Uganda, 1995. See, cf, Christopher Mbazira, ‘Prosecuting International Crimes 

Committed by the Lord’s Resistance Army in Uganda,’ 217. Mbazira argues that, ‘Going by the provisions of the 

ICC Act, leaders of the LRA could be prosecuted in Uganda…because the ICC Act has retrospective effect over 

the events in Uganda.’ 
363 Remarks by Hon. Denis Hamson Obua (Youth Representative, Northern) during the debate for the second 

reading of the International Criminal Court (ICC) Bill. Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 10 March 2010, 6. 
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would relate to alternative justice mechanisms that were to be rolled out in a comprehensive 

national transitional justice policy.364  

 

The domestication process for this law followed a template provided by the Commonwealth 

secretariat with a few modifications.365 The law adopts the crimes and their definitions as spelt 

out in the Rome Statute,366 and discretional application of the elements of crime therein.367 The 

domesticating law also aligned the penalties applicable for international crimes with those 

under the Rome Statute by prescribing the maximum sentence as life imprisonment rather than 

the death penalty, which still exists under the Penal Code for murder. Uganda, therefore, 

understood its obligations as requiring a mirroring of crimes and punishment in the 

domesticating law.   

 

The ICC Act also excluded immunities for state officials as grounds for not arresting and 

handing over a person to the ICC despite the existence of domestic immunities under Article 

98(4) for the President while holding office.368 This inconsistency was noted by the 

Parliamentary Committee on Legal and Parliamentary Affairs but the provision was retained 

following the explanation of the Deputy Attorney General, Freddie Ruhindi, that national 

immunities could not shield sitting heads of state from accountability under international law. 

He argued: 

Irrelevance of official office under Article 27 of the Rome Statute is quite an interesting 

one, but we shall uphold the immunity nationally. However, like amnesty, you cannot 

                                                 

 
364 Remarks by Hon. Alice Alaso (Woman Representative, Soroti) during the debate for the second reading of the 

International Criminal Court (ICC) Bill. Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 10 March 2010, 7. 
365 See, Commonwealth Model Law to Implement the Rome Statute. <https://asp.icc-

cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/library/asp/MODEL_LAW-Commonwealth-ICC-ENG.pdf> 
366 See, Sections 7, 8 & 9, International Criminal Court (ICC) Act, 2010. 
367 See, Section 19 (4) (a), ICC Act. 
368 Section 25, ICC Act.  

https://asp.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/library/asp/MODEL_LAW-Commonwealth-ICC-ENG.pdf
https://asp.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/asp_docs/library/asp/MODEL_LAW-Commonwealth-ICC-ENG.pdf
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invoke it at international level. You cannot say, “Our President is immune under our 

laws for being tried while in office.” You cannot say that under international law.369 

However, in what is an apparent disconnect between these legal reforms and actual 

implementation of the rule of law domestically in the case studies here: Kenya and Uganda, 

the invitation of former Sudanese President, Omar Al Bashir, to Kenya in 2010,370 and Uganda 

in 2016,371 and failure to arrest him goes contrary to stated commitments. It reinforces the 

argument that ICC-inspired rule of law reforms have not automatically birthed actual 

commitments to accountability in Kenya and Uganda as concluded in this chapter.   

 

A Special Court for Special Crimes: Uganda’s International Crimes Division (ICD) 

The structure and operations of the ICD has largely been informed by what may be seen as 

Uganda’s efforts to comply with its obligations under the Rome Statute. In addition to the 

dilemma of how formal criminal justice would work alongside traditional justice mechanisms, 

the Juba Talks had to grapple with the question of what form the domestic mechanisms would 

take in order to satisfy complementarity under the Rome Statute. The question of what States 

needed to do in order to be adjudged compliant under the facet of complementarity, where the 

principle is used to challenge jurisdiction of the ICC, was the subject of a lot of academic 

attention in the formative years of the Court. 

 

Human rights groups at the Juba talks were at the forefront to demand the adoption of 

international standards in the domestic mechanisms that were to be established. These human 

rights groups made proposals during the Juba talks that any domestic justice mechanisms must 

                                                 

 
369 Hansard, 10 March 2010, 17. 
370 Richard Lough, ‘Sudan’s Bashir attends Kenya constitution ceremony’ Reuters, 27 August 2010. 

<https://af.reuters.com/article/topNews/idAFJOE67Q04020100827> 
371 Africa News, ‘Sudanese president defies ICC, attends Museveni’s inauguration’ 12 May 2016. 

<https://www.africanews.com/2016/05/12/sudan-s-bashir-defies-icc-and-attends-museveni-s-inauguration//> 
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meet international standards in order to be found to be ‘adequate’ under the Rome Statute.372 

Supported by donor funding, the ICD’s establishment and operations have sought to ‘mirror’ 

the ICC domestically.  

 

The establishment and operationalisation of the ICD reflects its designation as a special court. 

Its establishment was done through an administrative decree of the then Principal Judge of the 

High Court, Hon. Justice James Ogoola, pursuant to Article 141 of the constitution of the 

Republic of Uganda of 1995.373 Despite the ICD’s designation as a division of the High Court, 

alongside other specialised divisions,374 it benefits from a special set of rules that incorporate 

special procedures, witness protection, and victim participation in an attempt to mirror the 

practice of the ICC.375 This mirroring has had obvious benefits and some shortcomings in 

sustainability of domestic adjudication of atrocity crimes, as discussed further below.  

 

Victim Participation before the ICD 

Uganda, which follows a common law tradition, had restricted the role for victims of crime in 

its ordinary criminal justice process to that of witnesses.376 However, with the establishment of 

the ICD, victims of the Northern Uganda conflict have a chance to share their experiences 

through taking part in all stages of the case against Kwoyelo. Even though the Accountability 

Agreement promised more in terms of a shift from a purely retributive criminal justice system 

                                                 

 
372 See for instance, Human Rights Watch, ‘Benchmarks for Assessing Possible National Alternatives to 

International Criminal Court Cases Against LRA Leaders’ May 2007. 
373 See, The High Court (International Crimes Division) Practice Directions, 2011, Legal Notice No. 10 of 2011, 

31 May 2011. <https://www.legal-tools.org/doc/d5a66e/pdf/> 
374 Existing specialised divisions in the High Court include, Anti-Corruption, Civil division, Commercial, 

Criminal, Execution and Bailiffs, Family and Land division. 
375 See, The Judicature (High Court) (International Crimes Division) Rules, 2016 (ICD Rules). 
376 See generally, Simon Robins, ‘Restorative approaches to criminal justice in Africa: The case of Uganda’ in 

The theory and practice of criminal justice in Africa (Monograph 161) (Institute for Security Studies 2009) 57-

84. 

https://www.legal-tools.org/doc/d5a66e/pdf/
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to a restorative one that would have included elements of traditional justice,377 these elements 

have not been incorporated yet.378  

 

The Kwoyelo trial before the ICD has so far attracted the participation of 98 victims who are 

represented by legal counsel.379 However, despite an attempt at mirroring the practice of the 

ICC by granting a number of victims a right to participate and leaving it open for more to join 

the case, these rights are at a risk of being derailed because of lack of financial support from 

the government to facilitate them.380 Furthermore, procedurally, the victims have complained 

of being denied effective participation before the court, which requires them to make a fresh 

application every time in order to examine a witness through their counsel.381 

 

Witness Protection 

Implementation of international standards domestically has enabled discourse on witness 

safety and efforts to implement certain measures for witness protection, despite the legal reform 

process stalling. The ICD Rules have empowered the court to order, on an ad hoc basis, 

measures for the protection of victims, witnesses or other persons who may be at risk.382 These 

measures may be applied at both the pre-trial and trial stages of a case. At the pre-trial stage, 

these may include maintenance of witness anonymity prior to the commencement of trial,383 

redactions of witness statements,384 delayed disclosure,385 restricted disclosures only to certain 

members of a defence team,386 and exceptionally, the monitoring of non-privileged 

                                                 

 
377 See, Annexure to the Accountability Agreement, clause 19-21. 
378 See, Chapter Four. 
379 Interview with Henry Kilama Komakech (Gulu, July 2019). 
380 Ibid.  
381 Ibid. 
382 Rule 22 (3), ICD Rules. 
383 Rule 22 (3) (a), ibid. 
384 Rule 22 (3) (c), ibid. 
385 Rule 22 (3) (d), ibid. 
386 Rule 22 (3) (e), ibid. 
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communications of an accused person.387 At the trial stage, the Trial Judge or Trial Panel may 

review the protection measures ordered by a pre-trial Judge at the request of the prosecution or 

defence,388 and may order the government to ensure ‘the protection, privacy and well-being of 

the witnesses and victims proposed to appear before the Trial Panel.’389  

 

In addition to the powers of the Judges of the court to order protective measures, the Registrar 

has been empowered, in consultation with the government, to provide assistance and protection 

measures to witnesses and victims. The assistance includes medical, psychosocial,390 and 

training of the prosecution and defence counsel on handling of especially vulnerable witnesses 

on ‘trauma, impact of sexual violence, security and confidentiality…’391 The Registrar is also 

expected to advise the Court on integration of a gender perspective in the work of the court that 

would enable it to effectively handle sexual and gender-based crimes.392   

 

Despite the extensive nature of the measures that can be taken by the ICD, it still faces 

challenges of lack of independent institutions and funding to support its work through 

protecting witnesses and victims of atrocity crimes. Even though these measures represent a 

significant attempt of implementing international standards on protection of witnesses and 

victims of atrocity crimes, many of them still remain on paper. William Byansi, lead counsel 

for the prosecution in the Kwoyelo case, offers an insider’s perspective of the challenges 

involved:    

                                                 

 
387 Rule 22 (3) (g), ibid. 
388 Rule 34 (1), ibid. 
389 Rule 34 (2), ibid. 
390 Rule 34 (3) (b), ibid. 
391 Rule 34 (3) (e), ibid. 
392 Rule 34 (3) (f), ibid. 
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In Uganda we don’t yet have a very good regime of protecting witnesses. We don’t 

have the law, we don’t have resources, we don’t have an institution in charge of just 

protection. We are just trying to manage the situation as it is. When it came to testifying 

in court, some of these witnesses expressed fear. We cannot offer them much in terms 

of protecting them from where they are. We can at least protect them from the public.393 

 

3.1.2 Domestic Prosecutions: The ICD and Echoes of Victor’s Justice   

Uganda’s efforts to establish domestic mechanisms for prosecution of international crimes 

have received considerable attention as the premier complementarity Court in the region – even 

prompting study trips to the court for benchmarking, notably by a Kenyan delegation – but the 

ICD has come to symbolise power dynamics occasioned by the ICC’s intervention in the 

northern Uganda conflict. The referral by Uganda prompted the inclusion of an accountability 

agenda in the Juba peace talks and eventually shaped the accountability discourse in Uganda 

in a manner that has singly focused on crimes allegedly committed by the LRA to the exclusion 

of those committed by the Ugandan military forces. As described by Anna Macdonald, ‘An 

inscrutable international organization, the ICC was linked inextricably to the NRM and carried 

with it an apparent power to shape the narratives and allocate blame and punishment.’394  

 

By excluding state actors from the special justice mechanisms established under the 

Accountability Agreement which included the current ICD,395 it meant that the court was only 

going to focus on crimes committed by the LRA rebels in the conflict, and crimes committed 

                                                 

 
393 Quoted in Sophie Neiman, ‘Can a Court in Uganda Deliver Justice to Victims of the Lord’s Resistance Army?’ 

(World Politics Review, 21 May 2019). <https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/27873/can-a-court-in-

uganda-deliver-justice-to-victims-of-the-lord-s-resistance-army> 
394 Anna Macdonald, ‘“In the interests of justice?” The International Criminal Court, peace talks and the failed 

quest for war crimes accountability in northern Uganda’ (2017) 11 Journal of Eastern African Studies 628, 642.  
395 Para 4.1 Accountability and Reconciliation Agreement. 
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by government forces would be handled by military courts.396 Whereas state actors would still 

be held liable through the military court martial process, the differentiated treatment of their 

crimes with those that would be handled by the ICD may potentially deny victims of such 

crimes an opportunity to get justice because of the closed nature of such trials.397 The 

characterisation of crimes as service offences by prosecuting through court martial means that 

such prosecutions would mostly focus on minor transgressions within military ranks and may 

not capture the culpability of government forces in atrocity crimes.398 Further, by treating 

soldiers differently and prosecuting them with ordinary criminal offences rather than 

international offences, the impact of their culpability may be minimised, and so would be the 

plight of their victims by shutting their experiences out of the justice system.  

 

The separate treatment of LRA crimes from those of the military forces is a domestic 

replication of the ICC’s reproduction of State power which can be seen through OTP’s sole 

focus of investigations on LRA crimes.399 All the Court’s cases in regard to the conflict are 

drawn from crimes committed by the LRA rebels to the exclusion of crimes committed by 

government forces.400 This situation reinforces the claim that the ICC has been an instrument 

of propagating State power.401 These sentiments also underscored the LRA’s reservations 

                                                 

 
396 The Uganda People’s Defence Forces (UPDF) Act, Section 119 subjects government forces who commit 

crimes to military law. 
397 Luke Moffett, Justice for Victims before the International Criminal Court 205. 
398 See for instance, New Vision, ‘Gulu court martial convicts 120 UPDF soldiers’ 20 September 2007.  
399 Even though the OTP exercises an independent mandate in establishing whether crimes within the jurisdiction 

of the ICC have been committee in a situation, the focus on LRA crimes alone played strategically to ensure 

cooperation. Rather curiously, the announcement of the referral of the Situation in Uganda was followed by a 

joint press conference by the Ugandan President and the Prosecutor in London. See, ICC Press Release, ‘President 

of Uganda refers situation concerning the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) to the ICC,’ 29 January 2004. 

<https://www.icc-

cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=president+of+uganda+refers+situation+concerning+the+lord_s+resistance+army

+_lra_+to+the+icc>  
400 Open Society Initiative, ‘Putting complementarity into practice: Domestic justice for international crimes in 

DRC, Uganda, and Kenya’ (2011), <https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/sites/default/files/putting-

complementarity-into-practice- 20110120.pdf> 
401 Carsten Stahn, A Critical Introduction to International Criminal Law 418.  
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during the peace negotiations that the Ugandan government was using the ICC for its own 

ends.402 Further, as observed by a civil society actor, by excluding its forces from the 

jurisdiction of this special division, ‘the Ugandan government had managed to dominate 

domestic accountability narratives just as it did with the ICC through the referral.’403 Stephen 

Oola also notes that the ICC’s intervention has ‘furthered a narrow and one-sided interpretation 

of the conflict.’404 

 

Indeed, the Uganda scenario fits well with the expected outcomes within the framework of a 

cooperative State. By undertaking one-sided prosecutions domestically through the special 

criminal mechanisms established under the ICD, Uganda has shown that the ICC induces 

cooperative States to roll out domestic mechanisms which follow the narrative enabled by 

international criminal justice: the focus on crimes committed by the ‘enemy.’ The 

entrenchment of international criminal justice domestically is also bolstered by donor support 

of ICC-centric justice. 

 

3.1.3 Outsourcing Justice to the ICC? – the Case of Dominic Ongwen 

The ICD’s complementarity paradox has been the Ugandan government’s agreement to the 

transfer of Dominic Ongwen, who was captured in the Central African Republic, to the ICC 

while the ICD is in existence and operational. There has been no indication that Uganda was 

not in a position to try Ongwen before the ICD despite having referred the situation to the Court 

in 2003 on the grounds that it was not in a position to apprehend the suspects and that ‘the ICC 

is the most appropriate and effective forum for the investigation and prosecution of those 

                                                 

 
402 Interview with one of the mediators of the peace talks, Nairobi, July 2018. 
403 Interview with a Gulu-based civil society activist, Gulu, July 2019. 
404 Stephen Oola, ‘In the shadow of Kwoyelo’s trial: The ICC and complementarity in Uganda’ in Christian De 

Vos, Sarah Kendall and Carsten Stahn (ed), Contested Justice: The Politics and Practice of International Criminal 

Court Interventions (Cambridge University Press 2015) 151. 
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bearing the greatest responsibility.’405 In fact, Uganda later confirmed in a communication to 

the Court that it was keen to take up cases against individuals for whom the ICC had issued 

warrants if they were captured.406 Further, Uganda has provided the Court with crucial 

evidence in the form of radio intercepts and witnesses in the Ongwen case, which shows that it 

could not have faced challenges in regard to evidence had it decided to prosecute Ongwen 

domestically.407  

 

However, earlier on, in admissibility proceedings initiated suo motu upon seeking information 

from the Ugandan government on the status of the Accountability Agreement and what steps 

had been taken domestically towards implementing it, Pre-Trial Chamber II held that the cases 

were admissible,408 a move that was seen as discouraging domestic efforts to set up 

mechanisms for accountability.409 It was apparent that the ICC was not willing to let go of this 

case irrespective of the possibility of domestic proceedings which could render it inadmissible 

later on.410 This state of affairs renders doubt about the ICC’s commitment to developing 

domestic capacity to prosecute international crimes. More so, it brings into focus the 

                                                 

 
405 The Prosecutor v Joseph Kony, Vincent Otti, Okot Odhiambo, Dominic Ongwen, Decision on the admissibility 

of the case under article 19(1) of the Statute, ICC-02/04-01/05 (10 March 2009). Para 37. 
406 See, Prosecutor v Joseph Kony, Vincent Otti, Okot Odhiambo, Dominic Ongwen, ‘Annex 2 to “Report by the 

Registrar on the Execution of the ‘Request for Information from the Republic of Uganda on the Status of 

Execution of the Warrants of Arrest’”’ 28 March 2008 (ICC-02/04- 01/05-286) In a letter authored by Jane F. B. 

Kiggundu, AG. Solicitor General, the government of Uganda argued that:  

The special division of the High Court is not meant to supplant the work of the International Criminal 

Court and accordingly, those individuals who were indicted by the International Criminal Court will have 

to be brought before the special division of the High Court for trial.  
407 Prosecutor v Dominic Ongwen, Decision on the confirmation of charges against Dominic Ongwen (ICC-01/04-

01/15-422-Red) 23 March 2016, para 50-51. See also, Tom Maliti, ‘Witness Says Uganda Has Eavesdropped on 

LRA Communications for 17 years’ (International Justice Motor, 27 January 2017). 
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intercepts-of-lra-communications/>  
408 The Prosecutor v Joseph Kony, Vincent Otti, Okot Odhiambo, Dominic Ongwen, Decision on the admissibility 

of the case under article 19(1) of the Statute, ICC-02/04-01/05 (10 March 2009). 
409 Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire, 140. 
410 Sarah M. H. Nouwen & Wouter G. Werner, ‘Doing Justice to the Political: The International Criminal Court 

in Uganda and Sudan’ (2011) 21 European Journal of International Law 941, 954. 
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Prosecutor’s positive complementarity strategy (discussed in Chapter Two) which has 

indirectly encouraged States to outsource justice to the Court. 

 

Despite all indications that the Ugandan judiciary is indeed able to mount prosecutions of the 

LRA leaders, one way to understand its failure to assume jurisdiction over Dominic Ongwen 

upon his capture is apparent acquiescence on the part of the Ugandan government to the ICC’s 

drive for self-perpetuation in pursuing these cases. Indeed, being the only LRA leader facing 

warrants to have been captured, Ongwen became the Court’s ‘Poster Child’, giving the Court 

the first case from the highly publicised atrocities in northern Uganda.411 This case seems to 

hold everything for a Court that continues to face a credibility crisis.412 As described by Jessica 

Hatcher-Moore, ‘Ongwen’s trial has swollen from a simple trial to a do-or-die chance to prove 

the validity – or not – of the ICC at a time when it is undergoing an existential crisis.’413  

 

On its part, the Ugandan government’s interests in setting up domestic mechanisms (as part of 

its broader military strategy) had now been overtaken by events with a dissipated LRA and it 

didn’t take much convincing by the Court to cede jurisdiction to it.414 The need for self-

perpetuation on the part of the Court has no doubt overshadowed the development of a 

                                                 

 
411 Janet Anderson, ‘Dominic Ongwen, the Imperfect Poster Child of the ICC’ (Justice Info, 20 September 2018). 
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sustainable domestic capacity for prosecution of international crimes. It is, therefore, more 

likely that Kony would be tried by the ICC if he were captured.415  

 

Plausibly as well, the Ugandan government may have waived its right to prosecute Ongwen 

before the ICD because of the huge financial implications of conducting domestic trials 

modelled along international standards, as the ICD had sought to do. Even though the 

establishment of this court has attracted donor funding through the JLOS, this has not been 

sufficient to sustain the Kwoyelo trial, which has been hampered by claims of insufficient 

funding.416 The delays in the commencement of the trial also led to donor fatigue.417 Uganda 

has to contend with costs for court appointed lawyers for the defence and victims, in addition 

to the usual budget to run the court. These costs have proved to be an impediment to the smooth 

running of the Kwoyelo case.418 A government official interviewed confirmed that indeed this 

was a concern for the Ugandan government who saw such expenses as unnecessary when they 

could be taken up by an ‘already too willing International (Criminal) Court.’419 Further, even 

though at the beginning the Ugandan authorities showed willingness to treat the ICD as a 

special court – which was interpreted broadly to accord it certain international standards as 

discussed above – the government was now reluctant to advance any special treatment in terms 

of funding to this court than would be used in ordinary courts.  

 

                                                 

 
415 Vincent Otti, the LRA deputy leader against whom there is an outstanding warrant is reportedly deceased. See, 

Skye Wheler, ‘LRA deputy Otti is dead, Sudanese official says’ (Reuters, 23 January 2008). 

<https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSL23695656>  
416 Delays in the commencement of the Kwoyelo trial were partly attributed to lack of funding. See, International 

Centre for Transitional Justice, Victims Fighting Impunity: Transitional Justice in the Great Lakes Region, March 

2017, p. 4. <https://www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/Great_Lakes_Report_March.pdf> 
417 Interview with Legal Representative for Victims in the Kwoyelo case, Henry Kilama Komakech (Gulu, July 

2019). 
418 Lino Owor Ogora, ‘Kwoyelo Requests Transfer to ICC Due to Prolonged Trial; Accuses Prison Guard of 

Assault’ (International Justice Monitor, 12 March 2019). <https://www.ijmonitor.org/2019/03/kwoyelo-requests-

transfer-to-the-icc-due-to-prolonged-trial-accuses-prison-guard-of-assault/> 
419 Interview with a Ugandan Government official (Kampala, July 2019). 

https://www.reuters.com/article/idUSL23695656
https://www.ictj.org/sites/default/files/Great_Lakes_Report_March.pdf
https://www.ijmonitor.org/2019/03/kwoyelo-requests-transfer-to-the-icc-due-to-prolonged-trial-accuses-prison-guard-of-assault/
https://www.ijmonitor.org/2019/03/kwoyelo-requests-transfer-to-the-icc-due-to-prolonged-trial-accuses-prison-guard-of-assault/
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A court that has endeavoured to reflect its operations on the ICC has had to caution against 

expectations that it would act like the ICC. Harriet Ssali, the ICD’s former registrar, explains 

that one of the challenges faced by the ICD is funding for legal representatives of victims and 

the accused, ‘When [lawyers] look at their colleagues in the ICC being paid in a certain way, 

they expect the same. We keep reminding them that this is a domestic court.’420 In effect, 

Uganda, just like Kenya (as discussed below) soon realised that modelling the ICD as a special 

court, that would mirror international standards, would not be sustainable in the long run.  

 

3.1.4 ICD v ICC (Un)complementary comparisons 

The transfer of Dominic Ongwen to the ICC while Thomas Kwoyelo’s trial is still pending 

before the ICD has led to inevitable comparisons between the two cases. There have been 

mixed reactions domestically in regard to Ongwen’s transfer to the ICC vis-à-vis a domestic 

trial or whether he should be subjected to alternative justice mechanisms or granted amnesty.421 

On the flip side, some affected communities have drawn parallels between the wellbeing of 

Ongwen as compared to Kwoyelo, noting that Ongwen seems to be receiving better treatment 

than Kwoyelo, who is detained in a local prison.422 A picture of a well-dressed and seemingly 

healthy Ongwen, who is said to have sired a child while in the ICC detention unit,423 as 

compared with Kwoyelo’s allegations of torture and assault while in a Ugandan jail, at a micro 

level, affect domestic perspectives of justice by invoking a comparison between international 

                                                 

 
420 Harriet Ssali, registrar of the ICD as quoted in Sophie Neiman, ‘Can a Court in Uganda Deliver Justice to 

Victims of the Lord’s Resistance Army?’ (World Politics Review, 21 May 2019). 

<https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/27873/can-a-court-in-uganda-deliver-justice-to-victims-of-the-

lord-s-resistance-army> 
421 For an analysis of different views arising out of Ongwen’s transfer to the ICC, see, Refugee Law Project, 

‘Ongwen’s Justice Dilemma: Perspectives from Northern Uganda’ 26 January 2015. 

<http://www.iccnow.org/documents/Ongwens_Justice_Dilemma.pdf> 
422 Interview with a victim group representative of one of the four (Ongwen) case locations (Gulu, July 2019).  
423 Anthony Wesaka, ‘LRA’s Ongwen fathers child in prison’ Daily Monitor (Kampala, 24 September 2018). 

<https://www.monitor.co.ug/News/National/LRA-Ongwen-fathers-child-prison-Mapenduzi-conjugal-

rights/688334-4774506-4o6gip/index.html> 

https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/27873/can-a-court-in-uganda-deliver-justice-to-victims-of-the-lord-s-resistance-army
https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/articles/27873/can-a-court-in-uganda-deliver-justice-to-victims-of-the-lord-s-resistance-army
http://www.iccnow.org/documents/Ongwens_Justice_Dilemma.pdf
https://www.monitor.co.ug/News/National/LRA-Ongwen-fathers-child-prison-Mapenduzi-conjugal-rights/688334-4774506-4o6gip/index.html
https://www.monitor.co.ug/News/National/LRA-Ongwen-fathers-child-prison-Mapenduzi-conjugal-rights/688334-4774506-4o6gip/index.html
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and domestic justice and question the claimed effect of the ICC on domestic mechanisms. Not 

surprisingly, these comparisons are apparent to Kwoyelo whose trial commenced in 2019 while 

Ongwen’s trial is in the final phase with an ongoing defence hearing. Kwoyelo has asked to be 

transferred to the ICC:  

I have been severely denied justice …. I have been in prison for 10 years now. 

Therefore, with due respect to this court, I request that my case be transferred to the 

ICC because I want it to be completed because this court is handling my trial so slowly 

and yet other cases have progressed faster than mine.424 

Even though case backlog is a live issue in the Ugandan judiciary,425 Kwoyelo’s case has 

received the most attention for its high-profile nature as well as the expectations set by the ICD 

upon its set up. By mirroring the institutional structure of the ICC and holding out to be the 

model complementarity Court, the ICD created expectations that it would uphold higher 

standards than those expected of ordinary courts in Uganda. This mechanism promised even 

better by reducing the physical and psychological distance of international criminal justice. 

Therefore, in failing to meet certain expectations that it had projected, the ICD is likely to 

suffer a legitimacy crisis in the eyes of the victims who view it through the lens of the ICC.426   

 

Further, by holding a domestic trial, closer to the victims of the alleged crimes of Kwoyelo, 

this court would have provided the ideal forum for justice. Surprisingly, the affected 

communities in northern Uganda perceive the Ongwen trial to be closer to them than the 

                                                 

 
424 Lino Owor Ogora, ‘Kwoyelo Requests Transfer to the ICC Due to Prolonged Trial; Accuses Prison Guard of 

Assault’ (International Justice Monitor, 12 March 2019) (Quoting Thomas Kwoyelo). 

<https://www.ijmonitor.org/2019/03/kwoyelo-requests-transfer-to-the-icc-due-to-prolonged-trial-accuses-

prison-guard-of-assault/> 
425 A JLOS report for the year 2016/2017 estimates the percentage of backlog cases in the system at 24%. See, 

The Justice Law and Order Sector, Annual Report 2017/18. See also, Uganda Judiciary, ‘Judges, Registrars 

Discuss Case Backlog Reduction Strategies’ 6 November 2017. 

<http://www.judiciary.go.ug/data/news/437/3082/Judges,%20Registrars%20Discuss%20Case%20Backlog%20

Reduction%20Strategies.html> 
426 Interview with a head of a community-based organisation in Gulu (Gulu, July 2019). 

https://www.ijmonitor.org/2019/03/kwoyelo-requests-transfer-to-the-icc-due-to-prolonged-trial-accuses-prison-guard-of-assault/
https://www.ijmonitor.org/2019/03/kwoyelo-requests-transfer-to-the-icc-due-to-prolonged-trial-accuses-prison-guard-of-assault/
http://www.judiciary.go.ug/data/news/437/3082/Judges,%20Registrars%20Discuss%20Case%20Backlog%20Reduction%20Strategies.html
http://www.judiciary.go.ug/data/news/437/3082/Judges,%20Registrars%20Discuss%20Case%20Backlog%20Reduction%20Strategies.html
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Kwoyelo trial. This is attributed mostly to a robust outreach programme by the ICC in northern 

Uganda that includes frequent community engagement and screening of the Ongwen trial.427 

The ICC has partnered with the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA) through 

the ‘Access to Justice’ project to provide such screening in 23 locations that were affected by 

Ongwen’s alleged crimes, and other media and interactive information sharing sessions.428 It 

has been observed that the Ongwen trial is better known than the Kwoyelo trial and the 

Ugandan government should emulate the ICC.429 

   

Over and above the parallels that have been drawn between the ICC and the ICD, the Ongwen 

case before the ICC was bound to invoke interest in the Kwoyelo case. Though being tried in 

two different systems and for different crimes,430 the two cases are based on the same conflict. 

As noted by a former official of the ICD, ‘these are two soldiers who fought in the same war 

but are going to be tried in totally different environments.’431 In fact, the ICD was concerned 

about the impending commencement of the Kwoyelo trial in 2015 while Ongwen’s 

confirmation of charges had been postponed for a year. This meant that Kwoyelo’s trial would 

have kicked off first, prompting heightened preparations to ensure that ‘nothing goes wrong.’432 

However, the Kwoyelo trial didn’t commence until 2018 due to other reasons. 

 

                                                 

 
427 Interview with ICC Field Outreach Officer, Maria Mabinty Kamara (Gulu, July 2019).  
428 ICC Press Release, ‘Danish Ambassador and ICC Registrar Launch ‘Access to Justice’ Project in Uganda and 

mark International Criminal Justice Day’ 17 July 2017. < https://www.icc-

cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1323>  
429 Personal observations by participants in a public forum organised by the ICC Outreach Office to mark the 

International Criminal Justice Day in Gulu, 17 July 2019. 
430 Kwoyelo is charged with 93 counts of different crimes under the Penal Code Act, crimes against humanity 

under customary international law, and violations of article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions of 1949. See, 

Uganda v Thomas Kwoyelo alias Litoni, Confirmation of Charges Ruling, 30 August 2018. (On file with author). 

On the other hand, Ongwen faces 70 counts of war crimes and crimes against humanity in relation to acts allegedly 

committed between 2002 and 2005. See, Prosecutor v Dominic Ongwen, Document Containing the Charges, 

(ICC-02/04-01/15) 22 December 2015.   
431 Email from former ICD official to author, July 2018. 
432 Ibid.  

https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1323
https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr1323
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On the other hand, having the two trials in different forums elicits the possibility of 

fragmentation of the historical narrative of the conflict. Even though contested, international 

criminal tribunals as well as domestic courts engage in the process of interpreting history.433 In 

a situation where domestic trials as well as international trials are happening for cases arising 

from the same conflict, narrative pluralism is expected.434 Depending on the pace of the 

domestic trial against Kwoyelo, all indications are that the ICC case against Ongwen might be 

finalised ahead of the Kwoyelo case, although there is a possibility of appeal proceedings.  

  

What these comparisons might be showing is a case of a domestic mechanism that has projected 

more than it can deliver, but some of the criticism and comparison are as a result of blurring 

the differences inherent between international criminal tribunals and domestic criminal justice 

mechanisms. The ICD has without doubt struggled to sustain all the attributes of a ‘special 

court’ and yet this may not be enough in the eyes of the affected communities who have to 

compare it with the ICC. This situation warrants a more nuanced approach to understanding 

the dichotomies in the context of how the ICC’s intervention can be interpreted as enhancing 

domestic capacity or alienating the domestic justice system. By looking at domestic 

mechanisms through the lens of international standards – in this case comparing with 

international tribunals which are often well resourced435 – victims and affected communities 

may feel a sense of differentiated justice for atrocities arising from the same conflict and 

                                                 

 
433 See, generally, Richard Ashby Wilson, ‘The Historical Record of the International Criminal Tribunal for the 

Former Yugoslavia’ (2005) 27 Human Rights Quarterly 908. For arguments on why courts should not concern 

themselves with documenting history, see, Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report of the Banality of 

Evil (Penguin Classics 2006).  
434 See, generally, Barrie Sander, ‘History on Trial: Historical Narrative Pluralism Within and Beyond 

International Criminal Courts’ (2018) 67 International Criminal Law Quarterly 547. 
435 See for instance, Jane Patricia Bako, ‘One Step Forward, One Step Back: The Fate of Victims Before the 

International Crimes Division of Uganda’ (International Justice Monitor, 27 June 2018). 

<https://www.ijmonitor.org/2018/07/one-step-forward-one-step-back-the-fate-of-victims-before-the-

international-crimes-division-of-uganda/> the author compares the victim participation process before the ICC 

and the procedure in the ICD. 

https://www.ijmonitor.org/2018/07/one-step-forward-one-step-back-the-fate-of-victims-before-the-international-crimes-division-of-uganda/
https://www.ijmonitor.org/2018/07/one-step-forward-one-step-back-the-fate-of-victims-before-the-international-crimes-division-of-uganda/
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understandably, they may feel that the ICC presents a better opportunity for them, 

comparatively. These concerns can be overcome if some level of synching exists in a situation 

where there are simultaneous domestic and international trials. This can be achieved by closing 

justice gaps through a robust transitional justice mechanism that empowers victims, and the 

tempering of the ICC’s ‘outsider’ perception through reduction of the distance apparent in its 

form of justice and local processes. 

 

3.2 Kenya: Rule of Law Reform in the Shadow of the ICC  

Kenya signed the Rome Statute on 11 August 1999 and later ratified the statute in 2005 

following the change of regime from Moi’s government to Mwai Kibaki’s National Rainbow 

Coalition (NARC) government, an act that was seen as fulfilment of the reform which the new 

government elected in 2002 had promised.436 Even though the 2002 election was a turning 

point in Kenya’s democratic history, the NARC government represented little hope for respect 

for human rights and a departure from impunity as its key figures were themselves part of the 

Moi regime.437 The coalition was more informed by a desire to end the KANU rule rather than 

any struggle for human rights that could have defined its raison d'être and perhaps help shape 

its prioritisation.438 Significantly, as well, the Rome Statute could not be applied domestically 

without domesticating legislation due to Kenya’s dualist status prior to the 2010 Constitution.  

                                                 

 
436 The Kenya National Assembly Official Report (Hansard), 16 Dec 2010, 39. See also Christian De Vos, ‘All 

Roads Lead to Rome: Implementation and Domestic Politics in Kenya and Uganda’ in Christian De Vos, Sarah 

Kendall and Carsten Stahn (eds), Contested Justice: The Politics and Practice of International Criminal Court 

Interventions (Cambridge 2015) 393; BBC News, ‘New Kenya leader promises reform’ 30 December 2002. 

<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/2614963.stm>   
437 Human Rights Watch, ‘Kenya’s Unfinished Democracy: A Human Rights Agenda for the New Government’ 

Vol. 14, No. 10 (A), December 2002. <https://www.hrw.org/reports/2002/kenya2/kenya1202.pdf>  
438 See for instance, Gerhard Kemp, ‘South Africa’s (Possible) Withdrawal from the ICC and the Future of the 

Criminalisation and Prosecution of Crimes Against Humanity, War Crimes and Genocide under Domestic Law: 

A Submission Informed by Historical, Normative and Policy Considerations’ (2017) 16 Washington University 

Global Studies Law Review, 411, 422-434, who argues that the African National Congress struggle against the 

apartheid regime in South Africa had shaped its approach towards human rights. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/2614963.stm
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Soon after the ratification, a draft International Crimes Bill for the domestication the Rome 

Statute was presented to Parliament in June 2006 but it did not proceed beyond the first 

reading.439 It was reintroduced to Parliament in May 2008 soon after the PEV as part of the 

measures for legal reform when the country was desperately working to restore its reputation. 

As noted by one of the contributors to the debate in Parliament, there was urgency in passing 

the law, ‘to help [the] country take the right position in international standing.’440  

 

Contextually, at this time, there was little focus on the immediate need for accountability in the 

debate for this law, as compared to the later debate on the formation of a special tribunal which 

occurred after the Waki Commission report had made specific recommendations for addressing 

the PEV crimes. Domestication of the Rome Statute was fronted as a general reform measure 

that could be good ‘for the future.’441 Contrary to the expectation that a possible threat of 

intervention by the ICC could lead States to embark on domestic efforts to address atrocity 

crimes,442 this law easily sailed through Parliament because it portended no immediate threat 

of accountability to the political class. It was instead debated as part of the larger reform process 

to address the violence and was seen as having more relevance for future application as it would 

not be used retroactively to deal with the PEV. On the part of Kenya, therefore, domesticating 

the Rome Statute through the International Crimes Act was a way to show that it was keen to 

address recurring electoral violence through law reform rather than holding those who were 

                                                 

 
439 Christian De Vos, ‘All Roads Lead to Rome’ 394. 
440 Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard), 7 May 2008, 916. 
441 Hansard, 7 May 2008, 913. 
442 See, for instance, Jann Kleffner, ‘The Impact of Complementarity on National Implementation of Substantive 

International Criminal Law’ (2003) 1 Journal of International Criminal Justice 86; Jann Kleffner, 

‘Complementarity as a Catalyst for Compliance’ in Jann Kleffner and Gerben Kor (eds) Complementary Views 

on Complementarity: Proceedings of the Roundtable on the Complementary Nature of the International Criminal 

Court, Amsterdam, 25/26 June 2004 (TMC Asser Press 2006). 
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responsible domestically accountable. These token reforms were seen within civil society 

circles as a way of hoodwinking the international community that the country was back on 

track after the violence.443 

 

3.2.1 The International Crimes Act, No. 16 of 2008 (ICA) 

Kenya’s domestication of the Rome Statute adopts the model developed by the Commonwealth 

secretariat by fully importing the crimes as defined in the statute and incorporating their 

elements into the International Crimes Act.444 To a small extent, however, the ICA departs 

from the Rome Statute by adopting the optional definition in the Commonwealth Model Law 

that expands the definition of Crimes Against Humanity (CAH) to include, ‘an act defined as 

a crime against humanity in conventional international law or customary international law that 

is not otherwise dealt with in the Rome Statute or in this Act.’445 This addition recognises the 

potential restrictive nature of the Rome Statute in defining crimes against humanity, especially 

in regard to the contextual requirement, and allows the possibility of resorting to customary 

international law as at the time such crimes have been committed, and other international 

treaties, even if the acts are not recognised as CAH under the Rome Statute. It also creates an 

opportunity for the development of international criminal law.446  

 

The ICA also extends criminal liability for the commission of international crimes to natural 

persons. Section 2(1) of the Act defines ‘person’ to mean ‘a natural person, a company or 

                                                 

 
443 Interview with a civil society activist, Nairobi, August 2019. 
444 See, Commonwealth Model Law to Implement the Rome Statute. Section 6(4), 7(5)(b). 
445 Section 6(4). 
446 The definition of crimes against humanity under customary international law is still a contested matter but 

there is general consensus in commentary that the definition in the Rome Statute does little to shed clarity. See 

generally, Charles Chernor Jalloh, ‘What Makes a Crime Against Humanity a Crime Against Humanity’ (2013) 

28 American University International Law Review 381.  
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association or body of persons corporate or unincorporated.’ The extension of criminal liability 

to legal persons is also in tandem with Kenyan law which recognises such liability.447  

 

An aspect of the Rome Statute that generated debate in parliament was, however, the 

irrelevance of official capacity as contained in Article 27. The parliamentary committee on 

legal affairs unsuccessfully tried to import this provision into the domesticating legislation as 

a general principle of criminal law that would be applicable in Kenya.448 This was opposed on 

the basis that the Kenyan Constitution as at that time recognised immunity for the head of state 

for criminal offences while in office,449 and a provision in a statute would be unconstitutional 

unless the constitution was changed. The then Attorney General, Amos Wako, informed 

parliament that the issue would be taken up in the constitutional review process that was 

happening.450 Indeed the 2010 Constitution removed immunity for international crimes which 

are applicable to Kenya.451  

3.2.2 Witness and victim protection reforms 

Amendments to the Witness Protection Act, 2006 

One of the reasons for distrusting existing judicial mechanisms in Kenya following the PEV, 

the Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence, Kenya (CIPEV/Waki 

Report) had noted, was the failure to implement the witness protection law which had 

occasioned ‘real and genuine difficulties in investigating violence of such magnitude as took 

                                                 

 
447 See Sections 20–23, Penal Code, Cap 63 Laws of Kenya and Section 2 Interpretation and General Provisions 

Act, Cap 2 Laws of Kenya. 
448 Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard), 11 December 2008, 4076. 
449 Section 14 of the Constitution of Kenya, 1963. 
450 Hansard, 11 December 2008, 4076. 
451 Under Article 143 (1) & (4) of the Constitution of Kenya 2010 a sitting president enjoys immunity from 

criminal proceedings during their tenure in office but with the exception of crimes pursuant to a treaty to which 

Kenya is part of. This effectively incorporates removal of immunity for international crimes under the Rome 

Statute. 
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place after the 2007 elections.’452 This report led the ICC Prosecutor to make demands that the 

Kenyan government operationalise witness protection as part of the negotiations that ensued 

prior to the request for authorisation to investigate.453 At this time, the OTP was actively 

engaged in talks with Kenyan authorities in regard to establishment of mechanisms for 

investigations and prosecutions of mid and lower level perpetrators of the PEV pursuant to its 

policy of positive complementarity.454 

 

Kenya had previously enacted a Witness Protection Act in 2006 due to witness safety 

challenges it faced in the prosecution of corruption cases.455 However, this law remained 

inoperative as it lacked structures and a budget to run its operations.456 Concerns over the 

inadequacy of the 2006 law were highlighted during the debate on formation of a special 

tribunal following the Waki Commission recommendation.457 Kenya’s ability to establish 

domestic mechanisms for prosecution of crimes arising out of the PEV was therefore tied to 

the establishment of effective protection for potential witnesses. This was exacerbated by the 

fact that some of the witnesses who had testified before the Waki Commission, which had 

recommended the formation of a special tribunal, were probably known and were under no 

                                                 

 
452 See, Report of the Commission of Inquiry into the Post-Election Violence, Kenya (Waki Report), 455-456. 

See also, Ndung’u Wainaina, ‘Witness Protection a Must if Crime is to be Fought Successfully’ Daily Nation 

(Nairobi, March 5, 2015) <https://www.nation.co.ke/kenya/counties/witness-protection-is-a-must-if-crime-is-to-

be-fought-successfully-1073190>; Nabil M. Orina, ‘Expert Comment: Witness Protection Key to Ensure Justice’ 

The Star (Nairobi, 18 July 2018). <https://www.the-star.co.ke/news/2018-07-18-expert-comment-witness-

protection-key-to-ensure-justice/>   
453 ICC-OTP, ‘Agreed minutes of the meeting between Prosecutor Moreno-Ocampo and the delegation of the 

Kenyan Government’, 3 July 2009.  
454 Ibid. 
455 See, Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard) 5 July 2006, 1877. The then Attorney General, 

Amos Wako, in presenting the draft Bill before Parliament, urged: 

This is a very important Bill, particularly in our war against corruption. It is a good coincidence that I 

am moving this Bill when this morning, the National Action Plan against corruption was launched. The 

issue of witness protection is very important in the administration of the criminal justice system and, in 

particular, as I stated earlier, it aims at unravelling and successfully investigating and prosecuting 

corruption. 
456 Stephen Makabila, ‘Too Much Talk, But Very Little Action’ (The Standard, 16 January 2010) 

<https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/article/2000001087/too-much-talk-but-very-little-action>  
457 Kenya National Assembly Official Record (Hansard), 5 February 2009, 45.  
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protection. Concerns about their safety had started rising as soon as a list of names and boxes 

of evidence were handed over to the ICC Prosecutor by former United Nations Secretary 

General, Kofi Annan.458 There was, therefore, apprehension that setting up a local tribunal 

would further endanger their safety.459 The success of domestic adjudication of these crimes 

was necessarily encompassing a wide array of judicial and legal reforms that would include 

protection of witnesses.460 An effective witness protection law was also necessary to protect 

would-be ICC witnesses. As noted in a report by the Kenya National Dialogue and 

Reconciliation (KNDR) Monitoring Project, ‘The prospect of prosecution by the ICC triggered 

the disappearance and intimidation of potential witnesses, giving rise to the need for an 

effective witness protection programme.’461 

 

Witness protection, therefore, formed a key agenda item in the interactions between the OTP 

and the Kenyan authorities during the preliminary examinations stage and after the opening of 

investigations. The Prosecutor sought Kenya’s commitment in regard to putting up necessary 

measures for victim and witness protection, which entailed legal and institutional reforms.462 

This pressure led to reforms which were accelerated through the introduction of amendments 

to the Witness Protection Act in 2010.463 The Attorney General admitted that these 

amendments were a product of collaboration between Kenyan authorities, the ICC (Registry) 

and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), who provided technical 

                                                 

 
458 Jonathan Komen, ‘Waki Witnesses on the Run’ Daily Nation, (17 October 2009).  
459 Hansard, 4 February 2009, 40. 
460 Hansard 4 February 2009, 44-45. 
461 See, The Kenya National Dialogue and Reconciliation (KNDR) Monitoring Project Review Report, October 

2010 (KNDR 2010 Report), 10. 
462 International Criminal Court Office of the Prosecutor, ‘Agreed minutes of the meeting between Prosecutor 

Moreno-Ocampo and the delegation of the Kenyan Government’, 3 July 2009. See also, Judie Kaberia, ‘Kenya 

vows to protect ICC witnesses’ Capital News (Nairobi, 11 May 2010). 

<https://www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2010/05/kenya-vows-to-protect-icc-witnesses/> 
463 Lionel Nichols, The International Criminal Court and the End of Impunity in Kenya (Springer 2015). See also, 

L. Muthoni Wanyeki, ‘The International Criminal Court’s cases in Kenya: origin and impact’ Institute for Security 

Studies Paper no. 237, August 2012, 18. 
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assistance for drafting.464 There was, however, a deliberate attempt not to link these reforms 

with the ICC for fear that they would not have passed in parliament owing to the growing 

hostility within the political class to the ICC at this time.465 As an adversarial State, there was 

a danger that any reform that would be seen as entrenching international criminal justice would 

face opposition. 

 

Primarily, these amendments sought to strengthen the existing law and to create a framework 

for cooperation with the ICC. Kenya saw this as an opportunity to have a system that meets 

international standards and that would foster collaboration between itself and other 

countries.466 By amending the definition of who qualifies as a witness, the 2010 reforms made 

it possible for Kenya to protect witnesses of an international tribunal to which Kenya was a 

party.467 Witnesses also included those from the defence, a departure from the 2006 law which 

defined witnesses as including only state witnesses.468 Later in 2016, the definition of a witness 

was simplified to encompass, ‘a person who has made a statement or has given or agreed to 

give evidence in relation to an offence or criminal proceedings in Kenya or outside Kenya, and 

requires protection on the basis of an existing threat or risk.’469 This development reflected 
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good practice from countries and international tribunals with independent witness protection 

programmes.  

 

The main reform introduced through the 2010 amendments was the establishment of the 

Witness Protection Agency, a body that would be responsible for establishing and running a 

witness protection programme.470 This amendment effectively delinked witness protection 

from the office of the Attorney General to an independent entity. Crucially, as well, the 

amendments ensured financial autonomy for the agency by providing for direct funding from 

the consolidated fund rather than through the office of the Attorney General.471  

 

Kenya sought to challenge the admissibility of the cases against the suspects on the grounds, 

among others, that it had enacted amendments to its witness protection law to create 

independent and autonomous mechanisms to protect witnesses in possible investigations and 

prosecutions arising out of the PEV.472 Kenya put forward arguments that the Court ought to 

consider rule of law reforms that had taken place (or were taking place) as an indicator of its 

ability and willingness to prosecute the suspects and therefore render the cases inadmissible.473 

 

Despite these reforms aimed at addressing safety concerns for the PEV witnesses, the OTP was 

not satisfied with the government’s commitment to protecting witnesses, and more so due to 

the positions in government of the key suspects in the violence.474 Not long after summonses 
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later President), Ruto (Member of Parliament and former government minister, later Deputy President), Kosgey 
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were issued against the six suspects, the OTP alleged that there was involvement of government 

officials in intimidating witnesses.475 As a result of these concerns, ICC witnesses were directly 

protected by the Court. 

 

Kenya did not conduct domestic prosecutions for atrocity crimes arising out of the PEV, with 

the exception of a few prosecutions for low level perpetrators for ordinary crimes, but the 

reformed witness protection programme has been put to use in other serious and complex trials. 

Faced with challenges of witness safety in prosecuting terrorism and other transnational crimes, 

the High Court has, since the amendments, ordered procedural protective measures on 

application of the Director of Public Prosecutions ranging from redacted witness statements, 

to trials in camera and the use of pseudonyms.476 It is clear that the reforms to the witness 

protection laws in Kenya were directly and indirectly instigated by the OTP, but by being 

associated with the ICC, there have been concerns of lack of political will to fully 

operationalise the Witness Protection Agency, which is still underfunded.477 

 

The Victim Protection Act, 2014  

In addition to witness safety, it was also contended that the proposed mechanism for the Special 

Tribunal for Kenya (STK) did not take into account the rights of victims to seek or be provided 

with a remedy.478 This went contrary to the expectation that domestic mechanisms would be 

closer to the victims and therefore present victims with an opportunity to obtain justice in 

                                                 

 
(Member of Parliament and former Minister), Muthaura (Head of the Civil Service) and Ali (former Police 

Commissioner). 
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addition to contributing to healing.479 An international process was not seen as capable of 

taking into account other transitional justice aspects that Kenya needed apart from 

prosecution.480 Faced with accusations of institutional inadequacies following the ICC’s 

intervention, Kenya’s legal enactments and judicial interpretation of the rights of victims would 

be modelled along the Rome Statute and the jurisprudence of the ICC. 

  

The entry into force of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 marked the first time that victims’ 

rights were expressly recognised in the constitution. Article 50(9) required Parliament to 

legislate (within five years from the date of promulgation of the constitution) on victims’ rights 

and welfare, therefore giving the legislature wide discretion on the extent of these rights. It 

wasn’t until four years later in 2014 that the Victims Protection Act (VPA)481 was enacted to 

provide for these rights. The VPA provides a comprehensive regime for victim participation in 

criminal proceedings, protection of their dignity and compensation.482 

 

In a provision mirroring Article 68(3) of the Rome Statute, the VPA grants victims a right to 

participate where their personal interests have been affected. In this regard, it requires that: 

 (2) where the personal interests of a victim have been affected, the Court shall –  

(a) permit the victim’s views and concerns to be presented and considered at 

stages of the proceedings determined to be appropriate by the Court; and 

                                                 

 
479 Interview with the head of a non-governmental organisation, Nairobi, July 2019. 
480 Hansard, 5 February 2009, 35. 
481 Act no. 17 of 2014. 
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An Act of Parliament to give effect to Article 50(9) of the Constitution; to provide protection of victims 
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(b) ensure that the victim’s views and concerns are presented in a manner which 

is not –  

(i) prejudicial to the rights of the accused; or 

(ii) inconsistent with a fair and impartial trial.483 

In a criminal justice system that a few years earlier provided for no participatory role for a 

victim, this provision, expectedly, resulted in litigation on the extent of a victim’s exercise of 

this right as balanced with the rights of an accused person. The Court of Appeal (CoA) was 

confronted with this question for the first time in the case of I P Veronica Gitahi & another v 

Republic when an objection arose seeking to restrict the victim’s counsel’s role to watching 

brief in appellate proceedings on an appeal by the defence on the sentence imposed by the High 

Court.484 In dismissing the objection, the CoA acknowledged that despite Kenya being part of 

the common law system jurisdictions that had traditionally restricted the role of victims, recent 

developments in the legal regime on victim protection had to be understood on the international 

recognition of these rights as a vital component of legitimacy.485 This was the case for 

recognition of victims’ rights, especially in international tribunals and courts such as the ICC, 

whose influence on Kenya’s legal regime the CoA underscored.  

 

In another case, Leonard Maina Mwangi v Director of Public Prosecutions & 2 others, the 

defence objected to the victim being allowed to cross-examine witnesses, arguing that Section 

9(2) of the VPA only allowed the victim to communicate ‘direct(ly) to court and not through 

cross-examination of witnesses.’486 The defence further contended that the right to challenge 

or adduce evidence was only available to the two adversaries, being the prosecution and the 
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defence.487 Victims’ counsel, on the other hand, urged the court to reject the defence arguments, 

noting that victims’ participation was not limited to the passive role under the previous law but 

entailed full participation and the court had the powers to strike a balance that would protect 

the rights of the defence.488 

 

The court dismissed the defence counsel’s objection by finding that victims had a right to take 

part in all stages of the criminal process and they could do so through adducing evidence 

subject to the determination of the trial court on scope of their participation.489 The court noted 

that the recognition of victims’ rights under Kenyan laws accorded with international 

developments as recognised under the United Nations Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice 

for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power as well as the Rome Statute.490 In acknowledging 

the influence of the victims’ regime under the Rome Statute, the Court observed that victims 

and their legal representatives before the ICC can call and question witnesses subject to the 

court’s direction.491 

 

It is thus evident that despite the previously cautious approach by the courts on the extent of 

participation of victims, they have now adopted a more pragmatic interpretation as favoured 

by the ICC.492 In Republic v Joseph Lentrix Waswa, for instance, the victim’s counsel was, in 
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addition to making submissions at any stage upon application for consideration by the court, 

allowed to address the court on whether a prima facie case had been established against the 

accused, as well as on final submissions in case the accused was put on his defence.493  

 

3.2.3 Special Courts for Special Crimes 

Following the 2007–2008 post-election violence, there was scepticism about the ability of 

domestic mechanisms to try the PEV suspects. This was informed by a long history of impunity 

as documented in reports of inquiries into pre/post-election ethnic clashes in the past.494 This 

explains the dilemma that the Waki Commission faced when coming up with the 

recommendations on how the possible crimes arising from the violence would be redressed. 

On the one hand, there was sufficient basis to distrust domestic mechanisms and there had been 

calls, especially from civil society, to refer the violence to the ICC,495 and, on the other hand, 

the feeling that the violence was linked to historical injustices would be best redressed 

domestically in order to enhance domestic rule of law reforms. To strike a balance between 

these two competing narratives, the Waki Commission proposed the formation of a domestic 

tribunal that would have international characteristics. Factors that were considered by the Waki 

Commission in its proposal to set up a special tribunal included: the possibility that crimes 

against humanity had been committed during the violence,496 positions in society occupied by 
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the suspects of such crimes,497 and misgivings about the judiciary’s capability to handle such 

crimes.498 

 

Proposed Special Tribunal for Kenya 

The Waki Commission had made a time specific recommendation for the establishment of a 

special tribunal; in the case of failure a communication containing the evidence collected and 

a list of suspects could be handed to the ICC Prosecutor by the former UN Secretary General, 

Kofi Annan.499 At this time, the OTP weighed in indicating that it was following what steps 

Kenya was taking in addressing possible crimes arising from the PEV.500 Even though the OTP 

did not express any preference for the type of mechanisms to be established domestically, it 

was obvious later that the office supported the formation of a special tribunal and saw it as the 

ideal route to deal with impunity in Kenya.501 

 

Pressed with time, the government introduced two pieces of legislation in Parliament; one to 

establish the Special Tribunal for Kenya (STK) and another to entrench the tribunal in the 

constitution. The debate on these bills was highly divided along political lines, which was 

reflective of the violence that had just occurred. There was suspicion that any domestic 

mechanisms had the potential to be manipulated against one political side. Proponents for the 

establishment of the tribunal unsuccessfully sought to persuade their colleagues that Kenya 
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would suffer reputational costs if it failed to establish a local tribunal. The ICC was thus 

portrayed as a Court for ‘failed States’ where Kenya did not fit.502 In order to avoid suffering 

the attendant reputational risks, Parliament was urged not to allow the PEV cases to be taken 

up by the ICC.503 Comparing the PEV with the 1994 Rwandan Genocide, the Liberian civil 

war, the genocide in the former Yugoslavia and the conflict in Darfur, it was argued that it 

would not be appropriate to defer to the ICC.504 This debate underscored the catalytic effect of 

the Court’s complementarity regime through sovereignty costs, but also demonstrated 

perceptions of the Court as incapable of indicting the political elite.  

  

For the sceptics, despite the proposal to establish a domestic tribunal with international 

characteristics in order to assuage fears about its independence, there was doubt about the 

ability of any local mechanisms to prosecute those in leadership positions. This was partly due 

to past experiences but also due to the narrative driven by various actors behind the 

international criminal justice project who portrayed domestic mechanisms as inadequate when 

seen through international standards.505 The debate further underscored the challenges faced 

by domestic courts in dealing with leadership crimes. For instance, with the possibility that 

those who occupied positions of power would be implicated, as had occurred in previous cycles 

of violence, formation of a local tribunal was opposed on the fear that it would be susceptible 

to manipulation, whereas an international tribunal was cast as immune from these 
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machinations. Cyrus Jirongo, a former Member of Parliament for Lugari Constituency, 

expressed these fears during the debate in Parliament by arguing: 

…Our interest is in the leaders. Who are these people who caused pain to this country? 

Suppose the investigations point…at His Excellency the President, do you want to tell 

me that this country has the capacity to try him? Suppose the investigation points at the 

Prime Minister, do you want to convince the Republic of Kenya that we have the 

capacity to try him?506  

 

At the end of the day, despite a proposal to establish a domestic tribunal which had international 

characteristics to take care of concerns of manipulation, this idea was rejected by the political 

class. The rejection of this tribunal was, however, occasioned by those who sought to avoid 

accountability. Contrary to the expectation that complementarity would trigger domestic 

mechanisms in order to avoid the ICC’s intervention, there was a perception that the ICC was 

too slow and that it probably would not indict anyone.507 It was paradoxical that even though 

the ICC was seen as a representation of ideal standards for redressing atrocity crimes, it was 

also seen as highly inefficient and the best chance for those who sought to avoid accountability. 

It was also the case that the two political protagonists rejected domestic mechanisms because 

each side thought the other side was in the famous Waki envelope.508 This perception later 

changed when the Court indicted the six Kenyans and the government sought to challenge 

admissibility while seeking a fresh chance to establish domestic mechanisms. 
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The two bills for the establishment of the STK failed to garner support in Parliament and after 

a number of extensions of the initial deadline, Annan handed the contents of the envelope 

containing a list of suspects and evidence to the ICC Prosecutor.509 This signalled the end of 

hopes that Kenya would establish domestic mechanisms to try those who were most 

responsible for the violence. There were expectations, however, that other domestic 

prosecutions would still be carried out to seal the impunity gaps as the ICC would only 

concentrate on a small list of those who were deemed to be most responsible.   

 

Proposed International Crimes Division of the High Court of Kenya 

Following the rejection of a special tribunal and the intervention of the ICC, there was 

increased domestic pressure to come up with complementary mechanisms that would 

adjudicate over cases of mid and lower level perpetrators of crimes arising from the PEV. 

Despite committing to taking steps towards domestically investigating crimes arising out of 

the PEV during its challenges to the admissibility of the cases against the six suspects, Kenya 

did not take concrete steps to deal with these crimes. It was alleged that there was insufficient 

evidence to mount any prosecutions for these crimes.510 At this time, having lost the chance to 

wrest back jurisdiction from the ICC, there was no further motivation for domestic action. 

Kenya lacked a genuine intention for criminal justice. 

 

However, the seeming closure of any possibility for domestic proceedings did not stop the 

judiciary through the Judicial Service Commission (JSC) from a renewed attempt at 

establishing domestic mechanisms for dealing with the PEV crimes. This attempt, though 
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unsuccessful due to lack of political will, demonstrates perspectives of the judiciary, a key 

player in the justice system, on what would be an ideal structure within the existing framework 

to address crimes of a serious nature and the impact of the ICC in that process. In some ways, 

the judiciary embarked on its own confidence building exercise after its reconstitution 

following the 2010 Constitution.511   

 

The JSC, therefore, appointed a committee to look into the possibility of operationalising the 

International Crimes Act through the formation of an International Crimes Division (ICD) 

within the High Court. This committee submitted a report after conducting a study of literature 

and by visiting various models of domestic mechanisms for dealing with atrocity crimes, 

including Rwanda domestic courts and the Ugandan International Crimes Division, to identify 

best practices.512 The two case studies, according to the committee, presented useful lessons 

and benchmarks to consider. By aiming to meet international standards, the committee was 

keen to ensure effective domestic prosecution of international crimes that would comply with 

admissibility requirements under the Rome Statute.513 The ICD was thus proposed to be 

‘modelled on the standards of the ICC at The Hague with the same rules, practice and 

procedures being adopted…’514  

 

Even more, the committee proposed the involvement of the ICC, among other domestic 

criminal justice actors, as a ‘stakeholder’ in the setup processes.515 It is not clear what role ICC 
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representatives would have played if they had been part of the setting up process. Nevertheless, 

the ICC outreach coordinator in Kenya, Maria Kamara, welcomed the proposed court and 

expressed optimism that it would contribute to deterring atrocity crimes in Kenya.516 Further, 

study visits to the ICC were proposed to enhance capacity.517 The quest to be fully compliant 

with international standards is also reflected in the requirement that the government would 

commit, ‘through a memorandum of understanding to the International Community and the 

ICC that any person charged, prosecuted and convicted for committing an international crime 

shall not be sentenced to death.’518 This proposal was made despite the fact that the death 

penalty is recognised under Kenyan law for some offences.519  

On the structure of the planned ICD, the committee proposed that alongside the special court, 

a special prosecutor’s office be established which, though based within the existing Directorate 

of Public Prosecutions, would work independently with its own team.520 The Committee 

recommended that for this to happen, Parliament must enact legislation under article 157(12) 

of the Constitution,521 which allows powers of prosecution to be conferred on authorities other 

than the Director of Public Prosecutions. This proposal is among the best practices that was 

identified by the 7th Colloquium of International Prosecutors.522  
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Although expressing doubts about the existence of political will to implement this proposal, 

civil society generally supported the formation of an ICD as a measure to address the justice 

gap occasioned by Kenyan authorities’ failure to establish a special tribunal.523  

 

But despite the goodwill this proposal enjoyed across the key stakeholders, it has not been 

implemented due to political bottlenecks as well as sustainability concerns. Politically, the idea 

of a standing domestic mechanism for atrocity crimes is associated with the ICC and hence 

silently opposed. Even though, theoretically, States are expected to establish domestic 

mechanisms to counter the ICC, there was no incentive anymore to go ahead with establishing 

this court after the cases for core crimes in the situation in Kenya were either terminated or 

withdrawn. This was also exhibited in the context of an unwillingness on the part of Kenya, as 

a State in an adversarial relationship with the ICC, to pursue any cases arising from the PEV. 

As observed by a former Member of Parliament who represented one of the regions that was 

affected by the PEV, ‘the PEV was perceived as resulting from a political disagreement which 

led to neighbours fighting one another. The country is in the process of healing those wounds 

and any attempt to reopen that conflict may destabilise those communities that are trying to 

reconcile with one another.’524  

 

On sustainability, the proposal to create this mechanism would have required an extra budget 

in addition to the normal judiciary funding to sustain its operations. This was found to be an 

unsustainable venture by a subsequent feasibility study commissioned by the Judicial Services 
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Commission, whose report has not been publicly released.525 As it stands now, there is no 

indication that Kenya will establish the mechanism.     

 

3.3 Conclusion: Unpacking ICC’s Impact on Domestic Criminal Justice Systems  

The primary impact of the ICC in the case study of Uganda and Kenya has been spurring 

dialogue on justice mechanisms for atrocity crimes. In Uganda, even though it is not clear that 

the Court influenced the commencement of the peace talks in Juba, warrants issued against the 

LRA leadership while the talks were underway impacted on the framing of accountability in 

the peace talks, resulting in a comprehensive framework for accountability and reconciliation. 

In Kenya, the ICC can be credited with igniting the dialogue for justice for victims of political 

violence and the subsequent legal and institutional reforms that took place. These reforms 

happened in the shadow of an ongoing ICC investigation.  

 

Further, as shown in these two case studies, the ICC’s intervention has cast a shadow on 

reforms aimed at strengthening the domestic rule of law. The Court’s mere intervention has 

occasioned a narrative of certain standards that a domestic criminal justice system would need 

to achieve in order to be seen as complying. These are both structural and normative. Whereas 

these expectations do not flow from obligations under the Rome Statute and they have not been 

fronted by the Court as the standard for complementarity, they have been invoked in the name 

of the Court by donors, civil society, NGOs and other actors. Consequently, reforms to the 

domestic rule of law along the lines of international standards have come to define the domestic 

framing of justice. On the one hand, domestic courts are expected to exercise primary 

jurisdiction over atrocity crimes. On the other hand, complementarity has led to expectations 
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that domestic criminal justice mechanisms handling international crimes ought to reflect the 

level of seriousness of such crimes through implementation of international standards. In 

making a case for the creation of hybrid tribunals to handle international crimes, Mégret argues 

that such tribunals possess both international and domestic characteristics and hence are better 

placed in handling such crimes.526 Mégret however concedes that the Rome Statute’s 

complementarity regime, by not prescribing any particular characteristics for domestic courts, 

is contradictory to the idea of treating international crimes as truly international.527 

 

Has the mirroring positively contributed to creating a robust domestic mechanism for 

adjudication of atrocity crimes? In the case of Uganda, there is no doubt that much effort has 

gone into strengthening the ICD’s capacity despite the challenges. On the other hand, there 

seems to be no clear path to sustain trials of the magnitude of international crimes. The 

enthusiasm at the beginning, which was accompanied by generous donor aid, seems to have 

turned into fatigue as donor funds dried up.528 Even though the States under this inquiry have 

domesticated international crimes, most through the direct importation of the crimes under the 

Rome Statute and their definition, and have attempted and in some cases succeeded to establish 

domestic mechanisms mirroring some international standards, there is a clear disconnect 

between those efforts and substantive impact domestically for prosecution of perpetrators of 

atrocity crimes.  

 

The Ugandan government seems less interested in holding any more domestic trials after what 

may be seen as the success of its broader military strategy of driving the LRA from northern 

                                                 

 
526 Frédéric Mégret, ‘In Defence of Hybridity’ 746. 
527 Ibid, 751. 
528 Interview with Henry Komakech in Gulu, Legal Representative for Victims in the Kwoyelo Case (Gulu, July 

2019). 
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Uganda – which the Court was strategically part of. In the case of Kenya, rule of law reforms 

were fronted as a façade to its obligations. On the one hand, therefore, Uganda as a cooperative 

State benefitted from the ICC’s intervention and to a small extent carried out domestic 

investigations and prosecution. On the other hand, Kenya as an adversarial State showed no 

intention for domestic prosecutions of atrocity crimes despite implementing some reforms.   

 

The lack of a direct impact for the Court may be seen as occasioned by a missing link between 

the Court and domestic authorities. In the Kenya case study, it can be deduced that the OTP’s 

approach to complementarity (see Chapter 2) was impactful prior to intervention when used as 

a ‘carrot and stick’529 but once the Court assumed jurisdiction the lack of a framework of 

engagement with States led to less effective domestic justice. Akhavan reckons that a lack of 

powers on the part of the Court to compel domestic action is a reason for this,530 but the Court’s 

attitude to domestic jurisdictions so far has been hands-off with no intention for direct 

engagement in terms of assisting or promoting domestic action. Instead, the ICC has taken a 

competitive approach with domestic courts,531 with the obvious result that it wins owing to its 

advantage of being better resourced, comparatively. Even though it makes sense that the ICC 

focuses on those who are most responsible, so far there has been no focus on the majority of 

the perpetrators, who are mid and lower level. It was therefore not surprising that in Kenya, 

domestic efforts to establish mechanisms for adjudicating PEV crimes that existed prior to the 

ICC’s intervention were abandoned altogether once it was apparent that Kenya could not have 

the cases declared inadmissible before the Court.  

                                                 

 
529 See generally, Jann Kleffner, ‘Complementarity as a Catalyst for Compliance’ in Jann Kleffner and Gerben 

Kor (eds) Complementary Views on Complementarity: Proceedings of the Roundtable on the Complementary 

Nature of the International Criminal Court, Amsterdam, 25/26 June 2004 (TMC Asser Press 2006). 
530 Payam Akhavan, ‘Whither National Courts – The Rome Statute’s Missing Half’ (2010) 8 Journal of 

International Criminal Justice 1245, 1246. 
531 Phil Clark, Distant Justice, 150. 
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On the other hand, and plausibly as well, there is no indication that Kenya would have taken 

steps to domestically prosecute atrocity crimes if its admissibility challenge had been 

successful.532 Indeed, the Kenya situation is testimony to the need for the Court’s intervention 

when those who have been accused of atrocity crimes are in leadership positions or close to 

political power. Theoretically, Kenya would have prevented the ICC’s intervention if it had 

investigated or prosecuted the six individuals who were subject to the Court’s investigations. 

But as argued by Frédéric Mégret, the use of complementarity may lead to an undesirable result 

of preventing the ICC from exercising jurisdiction where it actually needs to do it.533 Mégret’s 

argument is premised on the nature of international crimes as international, hence requiring a 

different approach to ordinary crimes.534 Similarly, it may well be argued that the take home 

message from the discourse on justice for PEV victims in Kenya following the ICC’s 

intervention is that in some situations (where the alleged perpetrators of atrocity crimes or their 

associates are still in power), placing expectations on domestic courts to act in furtherance of 

complementarity may be unrealistic – hence the minimal impact domestically. As argued by 

Philippe Sands, prosecuting State agents, when they can’t be tried by their own governments, 

is the essence of the Court.535   

  

Looking to the future, it may be argued that the Court has had a normative impact in the 

situations where it has intervened, even though that impact has not been immediately felt, 

                                                 

 
532 As seen in the schedule of events that was proposed by the Government of Kenya in its admissibility challenge, 

none of the activities towards accountability were undertaken despite committing to do so. See, Kenya 

Admissibility Challenge. 
533 Frédéric Mégret, ‘In Defence of Hybridity: Towards a Representational Theory of International Criminal 

Justice’ (2005) Cornell International Law Journal 725, 731. 
534 Ibid. 
535 Philippe Sands, ‘After Pinochet: The Role of National Courts’ in Philippe Sands (ed), From Nuremberg to The 

Hague: The Future of International Criminal Justice (Cambridge University Press 2003) 72. 
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perhaps due to the existing socio-political contest as shown in the two case studies. The 

unexpected positive impact on the criminal justice systems in both countries, however, is likely 

to remain due to the benefits it creates to the criminal justice system broadly. Both countries 

have paid more attention to structures for investigating and prosecuting serious crimes 

including creation of special units, witness protection, victims’ participation and increased 

capacity. In both countries, this system has been put into use for complex criminal trials 

including trials for terrorism related cases.  
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CHAPTER 4:  IMPACT OF THE ICC ON ALTERNATIVE JUSTICE MECHANISMS 

4.0 Introduction 

This Chapter analyses the impact of ICC interventions on alternative justice processes. The 

relationship between international criminal justice and other domestic mechanisms of 

redressing atrocity crimes (non-criminal ones) has been a subject of various studies. With the 

advent of the ICC, global justice has been associated with international criminal justice, with 

the Court as its symbol.536 That designation, in itself, evokes certain contestations especially in 

regard to other forms of justice.537 Notably, the main contention in regard to international 

criminal justice and other forms of justice has been whether one can displace the other.538 This 

has been represented by competing conceptions of justice, often voiced through the ‘peace 

                                                 

 
536 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Foreword: Pursuing Global Justice through International 

Criminal Law’ 2015 (13) Journal of International Criminal Justice 73, 73. 
537 Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Foreword’ 74. 
538 This debate was alive during the negotiations for the Rome Statute but was left unaddressed in the final 

document. See, Darryl Robinson, ‘Serving the Interests of Justice: Amnesties, Truth Commissions and the 

International Criminal Court’ (2003) 14 European Journal of International Law 481, 483. He notes: 

First of all, agreement would likely have been impossible, given the sharp clashing views on the matter. 

Second, even if there were an agreement in principle, it would have been unwise to attempt to codify a 

comprehensive test to distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable reconciliation measures and to 

lock such a test into the Statute. Thus the drafters turned to the faithful and familiar friend of diplomats, 

ambiguity, leaving a few small avenues open to the court and allowing the court to develop an appropriate 

approach when faced with concrete situations. 
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versus justice’ debate,539 the place of alternative justice mechanisms in the complementarity 

regime,540 and the question of timing and sequencing in transitional justice.541 

However, this Chapter does not wade into these debates which have already received 

considerable attention in scholarship. Instead, the contestations that arise when considering the 

relationship between the ICC and other justice mechanisms domestically are useful in 

understanding how these dichotomies help shape the kind of impact an ICC intervention will 

have on other transitional justice mechanisms.  

For instance, when considering the Court’s relationship with other forms of justice through 

complementarity, two suggestions commend themselves. First, the Court may be out to assert 

itself as the ultimate response to large scale human rights violations, in a manner that may 

exclude other responses.542 The effect of this would be two parallel processes that do not 

contribute to each other and may, in some circumstances, be in direct competition with one 

another. Second, the Court may embrace other forms of justice in acknowledgement of its 

                                                 

 
539 See, for instance, Nicholas Waddell and Phil Clark (eds), Courting Conflict: Justice, Peace and the ICC in 

Africa (Royal African Society 2008); Phil Clark, Distant Justice: The Impact of the International Criminal Court 

on African Politics Cambridge University Press 2018) 187-229; Alyssa K. Prorok, ‘The (In)compatibility of Peace 

and Justice? The International Criminal Court and Civil Conflict Termination’ (2017) 71 International 

Organisation 213. 
540 See, for instance, Carsten Stahn, ‘Complementarity, Amnesties and Alternative Forms of Justice: Some 

Interpretive Guidelines for the International Criminal Court’ (2005) 3 Journal of International Criminal Justice 

695; Alexander K. A. Greenawalt, ‘Complementarity in Crisis: Uganda, Alternative Justice, and the International 

Criminal Court’ (2009) 50 Virginia Journal of International Law 107; Gregory S. Gordon, ‘Complementarity and 

Alternative Justice’ (2009) 88 Oregon Law Review 101; Gregory S. Gordon, ‘Complementarity and alternative 

forms of justice: A new test for ICC admissibility’ in Carsten Stahn and Mohamed M. El Zeidy (eds), The 

International Criminal Court and Complementarity: From Theory to Practice (Cambridge University Pres, 2011) 

745; Martha Minow, ‘Do Alternative Justice Mechanisms Deserve Recognition in International Criminal law: 

Truth Commissions, Amnesties, and Complementarity at the International Criminal Court’ (2019) 60 Harvard 

International Law Journal 1. 
541 See, generally, Laurel E. Fletcher, Harvey M. Weinstein and Jamie Rowen, ‘Context, Timing and the Dynamics 

of Transitional Justice: A Historical Perspective’ (2009) 31 Human Rights Quarterly 163; Alexander Dukalskis, 

‘Interactions in Transition: How Truth Commissions and Trials Complement or Constrain Each Other’ (2011) 13 

International Studies Review 432; Geoff Dancy and Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm, ‘Timing, Sequencing, and 

Transitional Justice Impact: A Qualitative Comparative Analysis of Latin America’ (2015) 16 Human Rights 

Review 321. 
542 Karen Engle, ‘Anti-Impunity and the Turn to Criminal Law in Human Rights’ (2015) 100 Cornell Law Review 

1069. 
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limited mandate and ability to address large scale violations. In this regard, the Court would 

see itself as part of the wider justice spectrum that includes other transitional justice 

mechanisms in a conflict/post-conflict society.543 Indeed, at the initial stages of interaction in 

the two case studies, the OTP entertained the idea of a holistic approach to conflict which 

encompassed accountability, reconciliation, and peace.544 However, the practice of the OTP, 

as shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis, has been a hands-off one where the office has avoided a 

direct role in other domestic transitional justice mechanisms. Despite the hands-off approach 

to other efforts of addressing atrocity crimes, there is empirical evidence that the intervention 

of the Court has had an impact (negative or positive) on the affected States’ efforts to address 

atrocity crimes through other mechanisms, as will be shown herein.  

Whether the Court adopts a competitive approach towards other justice mechanisms or 

becomes accommodative of their role in a situation where the Court intervenes has a bearing 

on the kind of impact the Court, as a dominant factor in a conflict/post-conflict society, will 

have on them. 

Building on the discussion in Chapter Three (impact on domestic criminal justice systems), 

this Chapter will focus on how the ICC, as one of the transitional justice mechanisms, impacts 

                                                 

 
543 This would fit within the United Nations definition of transitional justice which has defined the field as, ‘the 

full range of processes and mechanisms associated with a society’s attempt to come to terms with a legacy of 

large-scale past abuses, in order to ensure accountability, serve justice and achieve reconciliation.’ See, United 

Nations Security Council – Report of the Secretary General, The rule of law and transitional justice in conflict 

and post-conflict societies, (S/2004/616), 23 August 2004. 
544 In regard to Kenya, see, ICC-OTP. ICC Prosecutor supports three-pronged approach to justice in Kenya, 30 

September 2009. <https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr456&ln=en> The Prosecutor fronted what 

he referred to as a three-pronged approach, ‘with the ICC prosecuting those most responsible; national 

accountability proceedings as defined by the Kenyan Parliament, such as a Special Tribunal, for other 

perpetrators; and other reforms and mechanisms such as the Justice, Truth and Reconciliation commission to 

shed light on the full history of past events and to suggest mechanisms to prevent such crimes in the future. ‘ 

In regard to Uganda, see, ICC-OTP, Statement by the Chief Prosecutor on the Uganda Arrest Warrants, 14 October 

2005. <https://www.icc-cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/3255817D-fd00-4072-9F58-

fdb869F9B7cf/143834/lmo_20051014_English1.pdf> The Prosecutor stated that the indictments against the LRA 

leaders were part of, ‘a common effort to achieve justice and reconciliation, the rebuilding of communities and an 

end to violence in Northern Uganda.’ 

https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=pr456&ln=en
https://www.icc-cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/3255817D-fd00-4072-9F58-fdb869F9B7cf/143834/lmo_20051014_English1.pdf
https://www.icc-cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/3255817D-fd00-4072-9F58-fdb869F9B7cf/143834/lmo_20051014_English1.pdf
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on other (non-judicial) justice mechanisms in situations where the Court has intervened. 

Whereas it has been argued that the Court has played a big role in marginalising alternative 

justice mechanisms which may, in some cases, be preferred domestically in place of or as a 

complement to criminal sanctions,545 this Chapter will demonstrate that the relationship that 

exists between a Situation country and the Court is instrumental in understanding how the 

Court influences decisions taken by those in power in redressing conflict. As discussed in 

Chapter 3, the ICC stimulates a ‘cooperative’ State to establish domestic mechanisms for 

criminal justice, but the opposite is true for non-criminal justice processes. Whereas the Court 

enables the reproduction of State power in a State where it has obtained cooperation by 

focusing solely on a rebel group, such as Uganda, the same does not translate to alternative 

justice mechanisms where the said State may not have control of the justice narrative as it 

would in criminal processes. On the other hand, a State in an adversarial relationship with the 

Court may facilitate alternative justice mechanisms domestically with the aim of providing a 

counter-narrative through the same. In both cases, though, the Court has not shown willingness 

to give room to alternative justice mechanisms.  

 

4.1 Uganda, the ICC and Alternative Justice Mechanisms 

 

4.1.1 Introduction 

 

Having been through many decades of conflict, the intervention of the ICC in Uganda came at 

a point when Uganda had already attempted other processes to end hostilities, notably the 

amnesty programme and traditional justice mechanisms. As a result of this, political leaders, 

                                                 

 
545 Phil Clark, Distant Justice 189; Sarah M. H. Nouwen and Wouter G. Werner, ‘Monopolising Global Justice: 

International Criminal Law as Challenge to Human Diversity’ (2015) 13 Journal of International Criminal Justice 

174. 
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religious leaders, civil society, victims and other stakeholders were anxious to understand how 

the Court would relate to or affect the other processes that were already in force.546 On the part 

of the Ugandan government, its attitude toward the Court may be seen as one of a beneficial 

relationship. Uganda invited the Court to deal with the LRA to bolster its military efforts which 

had not succeeded.547 However, when it seemed that the intervention of the Court would 

complicate a peace process which had kicked off soon after the self-referral, Uganda wanted 

to backtrack on the referral but found it impossible to do so. This would later change when the 

LRA no longer posed a threat militarily and had been largely driven out of South Sudan, despite 

its leadership failing to sign the Final Peace Agreement. 

   

With the LRA weakened militarily, the Ugandan government lost interest in domestic amnesty 

and other traditional justice mechanisms that had been proposed in addressing the LRA 

conflict. Instead, the government benefitted from the conflict narrative that had been created 

by the sole focus on LRA crimes by the Court to the exclusion of those by government forces. 

This background helps explain the complexities of Uganda’s transitional justice process upon 

the intervention of the Court. Two key processes in Uganda’s domestic endeavour to address 

atrocity crimes have been shaped by the intervention of the Court and they will be explored in 

                                                 

 
546 During the Second Reading of the proposed International Crimes Bill which was a bill for the domestication 

of the Rome Statute in Uganda, questions were raised on what kind of relationship international criminal justice 

would have with informal mechanisms. Alice Alaso, the Women Representative for Soroti posed: 

I would like to understand the place of traditional justice vis-a-vis the ICC Bill that we are passing now. 

Previously, we have been asking Government to facilitate traditional institutions because you know that 

in the northern areas of West Nile, Acholi, Lango and Teso there was a lot of work in terms of 

reconciliation that was being done traditionally. 

Ms. Alaso also wondered if those who had been reconciled through traditional justice mechanisms that were 

already underway in some parts of northern Uganda would still be subjected to the ICC: 

Should we leave this House thinking that all those who were reconciled to their communities based on 

the traditional justice mechanism, from this point still have something to answer in the courts of Uganda 

and you could send them to the ICC. 

See, Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 10 March 2010, 7-8. 
547 H. Abigail Moy, ‘The International Criminal Court’s Arrest warrants and Uganda’s Lord’s Resistance Army: 

Renewing the Debate over Amnesty and Complementarity’ (2006) 19 Harvard Human Rights Journal 267, 273; 

Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire 129. 
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this section. First, Uganda’s Amnesty law that existed before the Court’s intervention 

transformed from a general amnesty law to a restricted amnesty that excluded those who were 

suspected of committing international crimes. Second, the Court’s intervention is weighed 

against the 2006–2008 peace talks between the Government of Uganda and the LRA (Juba 

Peace Talks) and the process of reconciliation that was to follow the peace talks.  

 

4.1.2 Amnesty law 

Uganda’s Amnesty law was enacted in the year 2000. Coincidentally, this is the year that 

Uganda signed the Rome Statute.548 The law was aimed at enticing rebel groups that were 

engaged in armed conflict to cease hostilities without the fear of prosecution.549 This was 

primarily the LRA but also other groups in the country. Since its enactment, the law has 

benefitted over 27,000 people who have sought and been granted amnesty by the Ugandan 

government.550 Out of these, LRA beneficiaries have been nearly half.551  

The Amnesty Act was largely the idea of Uganda’s civil society who lobbied for its enactment 

under the auspices of the Acholi Religious Leaders’ Peace Initiative (ARLPI).552 Amnesty, as 

a tool for conflict transformation in Uganda, is intricately linked to cultural and religious 

                                                 

 
548 Later in 2005, the Ugandan government objected to the extension of the Amnesty law on the basis that it was 

incompatible with the Rome Statute! See, Report of the Committee on Defence and Internal Affairs on the Petition 

on the Lapsing of Part II of the Amnesty Act, August 2013. Para 9.8.  
549 Amnesty Act 2000, Chapter 294 of the Laws of Uganda (Amnesty Act), Section 2 (1) and (2). 
550 Apollo Mubiru, ‘Over 27,000 former rebels granted amnesty’ New Vision (Kampala, 22 March 2019). 

<https://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1496747/27-rebels-granted-amnesty>  
551 Apollo Mubiru, ‘Over 27,000 former rebels granted amnesty’. 
552 See, Phil Clark, ‘All these Outsiders Shouted Louder Than Us’: Civil Society Engagement with Transitional 

Justice in Uganda’ Security in Transition Working Paper, SiT/WP/03/15, 2015, 5. See also, Patrick William Otim, 

‘The Role of the Acholi Religious Leaders’ Peace Initiative in Uganda’s Peacebuilding’ Beyond Intractability, 

March 2009. <https://www.beyondintractability.org/casestudy/otim-role>  

https://www.newvision.co.ug/new_vision/news/1496747/27-rebels-granted-amnesty
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practices of forgiveness that have been practised for many years in Uganda.553 The law was 

hailed as an important aspect of conflict transformation in Uganda by many Ugandans who had 

lived under the brutal effects of war for a long time.554 Conversely, following the ICC’s 

intervention, amnesty came under concerted opposition from international human rights groups 

and the Court on the basis that it violates the Rome Statute.555 This debate came to the fore 

especially during the Juba Talks when the parties to the talks were exploring options for justice 

for atrocities committed as a result of the LRA conflict.556  

In 2006, Parliament passed an amendment to the law to give powers to the Minister to declare 

certain persons ineligible for amnesty, subject to the approval of Parliament.557 This 

amendment was acknowledged to have been influenced by the intervention of the ICC and was 

aimed at excluding the top leadership of the LRA from the amnesty.558 Subsequently, in 2010, 

the minister presented before Parliament a request to declare Joseph Kony, Dominic Ongwen, 

Okot Odhiambo and Thomas Kwoyelo as ineligible to amnesty pursuant to the 2006 

amendment.559 In his request, the Minister explained that the request was based on the fact that 

three of the persons sought to be excluded had been indicted by the ICC.560 This request was, 

however, withdrawn by the Minister due to technicalities.561 

                                                 

 
553 For more on this, See, Stephen Oola, ‘In the Shadow of Kwoyelo’s Trial: The ICC and Complementarity in 

Uganda’ in Christian De Vos, Sara Kendall and Carsten Stahn (eds), Contested Justice: The Politics and Practice 

of International criminal Court Interventions (Cambridge University Press 2015) 159-160. 
554 See, Zachary Lomo and Lucy Hovil, Behind the Violence: the War in Northern Uganda (Institute for Security 

Studies 2004) 64. 
555 See, Phil Clark, ‘All these Outsiders Shouted Louder Than Us’ 8. 
556 See, Anna MacDonald, ‘“In the interests of justice?” The International Criminal Court, peace talks and the 

failed quest for war crimes accountability in northern Uganda’ (2017) 11 Journal of Eastern African Studies 626, 

629. 
557 Amnesty Act, Section 2A. 
558 The Ugandan President had indicated to the Prosecutor upon referring the Situation to the Court that he would 

occasion an amendment to exclude the LRA leadership from the amnesty law. See, UN Press Release, President 

of Uganda Refers Situation Concerning Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) to International Criminal Court, 29 

January 2004. <https://www.un.org/press/en/2004/afr821.doc.htm> 
559 Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 13 April 2010, 8. 
560 Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 13 April 2010, 8. 
561 Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 13 April 2010, 11. 
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Later on, in 2012, it became apparent that pressure from international human rights 

organisations opposed to the amnesty law had come to bear on the Ugandan government when 

it failed to renew Part II of the Amnesty Act upon its lapsing despite widespread support for 

renewal. This meant that amnesties could not be granted anymore. As noted by the Report of 

the Committee on Defence and Internal Affairs on the Petition on the Lapsing of Part II of the 

Amnesty Act, the government had contended that the Amnesty Act was inconsistent with the 

Rome Statute,562 hence the reluctance to renew it. The report, which eventually recommended 

the extension of the law, shows that external actors were influential in driving the narrative that 

the Act was inconsistent with the Rome Statute.563  

It can be deduced that the Ugandan government, which had initially accepted the amnesty law 

as a means to transform the conflict in northern Uganda, was now changing its tune under the 

pretext of complying with its obligations under international law. By arguing that the amnesty 

law would violate the Rome Statute, Uganda was invoking the ICC when it suited it. At the 

height of the Juba Talks when it became apparent that Kony would not participate in the 

negotiations while the warrants were pending, President Museveni promised Kony amnesty in 

order to have him accept a peace deal,564 even though this was not going to be possible. Later 

when it was clear that the peace talks had been overtaken by events and the LRA did not pose 

a serious danger, the Ugandan government was willing to invoke the Rome Statute in 

abandoning the whole amnesty programme.565 The implications of this were far reaching as the 

                                                 

 
562 Report of the Committee on Defence and Internal Affairs on the Petition on the Lapsing of Part II of the 

Amnesty Act, August 2013. Para 9.8.  
563 Christian M. De Vos, Complementarity, Catalysts, Compliance: The International Criminal Court in Uganda, 

Kenya and the DRC (Cambridge University Press, 2020) 170. 
564 Tom Malaba, Museveni Pledges to Grant Kony Amnesty, Uganda Radio Network (4 July 2006). 

<https://ugandaradionetwork.net/story/museveni-pledges-to-grant-kony-amnesty>  
565 Indeed, the legal dilemma faced by the Ugandan government was highlighted during a Parliamentary debate 

where a Member of Parliament, M.r Erias Lukwago, observed: 

 …the only reason given here is that these people are indicted by the ICC. I am sure by the time we 

started the peace negotiation process and by the time you got out this indictment, you knew the legal 

implications. The Attorney-General should have known that you can’t pursue the two parallel processes; 
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amnesty was a part of the transitional justice process that had been agreed during the Juba 

Talks.566  

Further, whereas one cannot point to a direct ICC pressure point in the prosecution of Thomas 

Kwoyelo, who would have benefitted from the amnesty law as did other LRA members of the 

same or higher rank,567 it has been argued that this prosecution was influenced by the 

impending ICC Review Conference in Uganda in 2010.568 The review conference, which is 

also argued to have influenced the passing of the International Crimes Act in Uganda,569 was 

seen as an opportunity to showcase Uganda’s commitment to complementarity.570 Oola, a 

leading transitional justice expert, has also argued that Kwoyelo’s trial was a pathway to obtain 

funding by donors who preferred criminal justice to other justice processes.571 Indeed, although 

Kwoyelo’s trial has been certified by Uganda’s top judicial organ, the Supreme Court,572 the 

legal and policy considerations for such a prosecution have been questioned.573   

The Kwoyelo Supreme Court judgement, which effectively excluded amnesty for serious 

crimes, is seen a reflection of Uganda’s efforts to comply with international norms and 

                                                 

 
negotiations and indictment, because the moment indictment is issued, the obligation we have as a 

country is to cause the arrest of the indicted individuals, not to talk peace with them. We knew the 

implications. 

See, Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 13 April 2010, 9. 
566 Paul Bradfield, ‘Reshaping Amnesty in Uganda: The Case of Thomas Kwoyelo’ (2017) 15 Journal of 

International Criminal Justice 827, 854. 
567 Notably, former LRA Brigadiers Sam Kolo and Kenneth Banya were granted amnesty. See, Tom Maliti, 

Witness Tells Court about Former LRA Officers Senior to Ongwen who are Free, (International Justice Monitor, 

9 May 2017). <https://www.ijmonitor.org/2017/05/witness-tells-court-about-former-lra-officers-senior-to-

ongwen-who-are-free/>  
568 Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire: The Catalysing Effects of the International 

Criminal Court in Uganda and Sudan (Cambridge University Press 2013), 221. 
569 See, Christopher Mbazira, ‘Prosecuting International Crimes Committed by the Lord’s Resistance Army in 

Uganda,’ in Chacha Murungu & Japhet Biegon (eds), Prosecuting International Crimes in Africa (Pretoria 

University Law Press, 2011) 215; Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire 198. 
570 Interview with a civil society activist (Kampala, July 2019). 
571 Stephen Oola, ‘In the Shadow of Kwoyelo’s Trial’ 164. 
572 See, Uganda v Thomas Kwoyelo, Constitutional Appeal No. 1 of 2012, 8 April 2015. 
573 Paul Bradfield, ‘Reshaping Amnesty in Uganda’ 845. 

https://www.ijmonitor.org/2017/05/witness-tells-court-about-former-lra-officers-senior-to-ongwen-who-are-free/
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particularly its obligations under the Rome Statute.574 The effects of this transformation of the 

amnesty law may be seen in its impact on the status of those who had already been granted 

amnesty. The fate of thousands of those who received amnesty certificates remains uncertain 

even though the probability of them being prosecuted is almost nil.575 The trial of Kwoyelo and 

later the lapsing of the amnesty law have also been a source of great uncertainty among those 

who did not receive an amnesty certificate. The returnees and their victims continue to live in 

suspicion, further widening rather than closing the gap of reconciliation.576 This has also 

undermined the law’s rationale of encouraging disarmament and reintegration into society.577 

Even though the exclusion of serious crimes from amnesty may be seen as a middle ground 

between international obligations and domestic reconciliation efforts through granting of 

amnesties,578 this has led to discord between the supporters of Kwoyelo and Ongwen and those 

who support their prosecution.579 Whereas one component of transitional justice has been 

achieved through criminal justice, reconciliation seems to have taken a back seat for these 

communities. This is exacerbated by Uganda’s failure to roll out a comprehensive transitional 

justice process that would encompass the whole spectrum of justice mechanisms as contained 

in the Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation (AAR).580    

                                                 

 
574 Oola observes that Kwoyelo’s trial was seen as ‘an example of putting complementarity ‘into practice.’ See, 

Stephen Oola, ‘In the Shadow of Kwoyelo’s Trial’ 166. 
575 Remarks by Sarah Kasande, Head of Office – International Centre for Transitional justice (ICTJ) – Uganda, 

made during a public forum organised by the ICC Field Outreach Office in Uganda and ICTJ in Gulu on 17 July 

2019. Ms. Kasande however noted that the Director of Public Prosecutions had not outlined a prosecutorial 

strategy following the Supreme Court decision on Kwoyelo. See also, Paul Bradfield, ‘Reshaping Amnesty in 

Uganda’ 853. 
576 Interview with a religious leader (Gulu, July 2019).  
577 Phil Clark, Distant Justice 198. 
578 Avocats Sans Frontieres, Amnesty: An ‘Olive Branch’ in Justice? (ASF 2012), 25. See also, Paul Bradfield, 

‘Reshaping Amnesty in Uganda’ 855. Bradfield argues that the Kwoyelo judgement, ‘may serve to improve social 

trust between the state and victim communities.’ 
579 Interview with a head of a civil society organisation (Gulu, July 2019). 
580 Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation between the Government of the Republic of Uganda and the 

Lord’s Resistance Army/Movement (Juba, Sudan) 29 June 2007. 
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It is apparent that the shadow of the ICC still hovers around debates on transitional justice, 

several years later. The ICC, through its field outreach office in Uganda, has been quite 

resourceful in informing communities what is to be expected from the different avenues of 

justice and clearing misconceptions about the Court.581 At the same time, the Court plays it 

safe in distancing itself from discussion on domestic transitional justice processes such as 

amnesty, which is a touchy issue in the communities. This has, however, not deterred the 

communities from prodding the Court officials on the ground for answers. Besides, for most 

of those at the receiving end of justice, the Court has been the most visible transitional justice 

mechanism. Further, as argued by Clark, the Court’s (and its supporters’) opposition to amnesty 

limits a country’s options for domestic non-prosecutorial process within the complementarity 

framework.582    

4.1.3 The Ugandan Peace Process 

The ICC’s effects on the Ugandan Peace Process are contested. Two main claims have emerged 

in this regard. First, it is argued that the intervention of the Court brought the LRA rebels to 

the negotiating table in Juba.583 On the other hand, it may be argued that the issuance of 

warrants of arrest against the LRA leaders jeopardised the chances of a peace deal. A third 

angle that is overlooked in this debate is the effect of the Court’s intervention on the overall 

transitional justice process beyond the peace talks which, in any case, was the biggest takeaway 

from the peace talks even though the Final Peace Agreement was not signed. This part will, 

therefore, interrogate these three claims that arise from the interaction of the ICC and the 

Ugandan Peace Process. First, did the ICC catalyse the peace process? Second, was the ICC an 

                                                 

 
581 Interview with Maria Mabinty Kamara, ICC Field Outreach Coordinator for Kenya and Uganda (Gulu, July 

2019). 
582 Phil Clark, Distant Justice, 199. 
583 Kasaija Phillip Apuuli, ‘The ICC’s Possible Deferral of the LRA Case to Uganda’ (2008) 6 Journal of 

International Criminal Justice 801, 804. 
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obstacle to the success of the peace talks? Lastly, the question of how the ICC affected the 

transitional justice process in Uganda will be explored. 

ICC as a Catalyst for Peace Negotiations? 

There had been previous unsuccessful attempts to initiate peace talks between the LRA and the 

Ugandan government prior to the Juba Peace Talks that were held between 2006 and 2008.584 

Notably, as discussed in Chapter Three, there was an attempt at kickstarting peace negotiations 

in 2004 that was spearheaded by Betty Bigombe – a former Minister for the Pacification of the 

North in the Ugandan government.585 The Ugandan government ceased military operations to 

allow for talks but the talks did not quite take off and military operations were resumed in 

2005.586 

Contextually, the attempted peace negotiations in 2004 and the resumption of military activities 

against the LRA were happening against the backdrop of an ICC investigation following the 

highly publicised referral of the Situation in Uganda in December 2003. The link between the 

commencement of an ICC investigation and the resumption of peace talks in 2006 is, however, 

not clear even though warrants of arrest against the LRA leadership were unsealed a few 

months before the talks officially commenced, on 13 October 2006.587 As explained by a 

member of the mediation team, the warrants of arrest came after the groundwork for the peace 

talks was already complete.588 As underscored in Chapter Three, this was necessitated by the 

changing political dynamics in the territory of Southern Sudan, which later became an 

                                                 

 
584 For more on the Ugandan Peace Process, see, Anna MacDonald, ‘In the interests of Justice?’ 630-631. 
585 Frank Nyakairu, ‘Uganda declares ceasefire with LRA rebels’ Reuters (14 November 2004). 

<https://reliefweb.int/report/uganda/uganda-declares-ceasefire-lra-rebels> 
586 Sarah M. H. Nouwen, Complementarity in the Line of Fire, 129. 
587 ICC Press Release, Warrant of Arrest unsealed against five LRA Commanders, 14 October 2005. 

<https://www.icc-cpi.int/pages/item.aspx?name=warrant+of+arrest+unsealed+against+five+lra+commanders>  
588 Interview with a member of the Juba Peace Talks Mediation Team (Nairobi, August 2019). 
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independent state as South Sudan. Indeed, following the signing of the Comprehensive Peace 

Agreement between the Government of Sudan and the Sudan People’s Liberation 

Movement/Army (SPLM/A),589 the LRA became exposed by the departure of the Sudanese 

Armed Forces from the south which was now under the administration of the newly formed 

Government of Southern Sudan (GoSS).590 The LRA had been a military ally of the 

Government of Sudan in the war against the SPLA.591 It also became pertinent for the GoSS to 

resolve the issue of the LRA, which was on its territory and posed a security danger to it.592 

This led the GoSS to strategically offer its offices to mediate between the LRA and the GoU.593 

The renewed peace talks were, therefore, launched in 2006 with the involvement of the GoSS 

through its Vice President, Riek Machar, as the Chief Mediator.594 

In sum, whereas the ICC intervention in Uganda following the referral in December 2003 led 

to heightened activities towards the resolution of the LRA conflict,595 there is no direct 

evidence that the said intervention put any pressure on the LRA to come to the negotiating 

                                                 

 
589 Also known as the Naivasha Agreement, the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) was an accord signed 

by the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM) and the Government of Sudan to end the second Sudanese 

Civil War and to recognise the right of self-determination of the people of Southern Sudan. The text of the 

agreement is available here <https://unmis.unmissions.org/sites/default/files/old_dnn/cpa-en.pdf> 
590 For a detailed account of the dynamics behind the involvement of the GoSS in the Peace Talks see, Ronald R. 

Atkinson, ‘“The realists in Juba”? An analysis of the Juba Peace talks’ in Tim Allen and Koen Vlassenroot (eds), 

The Lord’s Resistance Army: Myth and Reality (Zed Books 2010) 205-214; Sarah M. H. Nouwen, 

Complementarity in the Line of Fire 130-131. Some analysts have, however, suggested that the referral of the 

Situation to the ICC bore pressure on the Sudanese government to stop supporting the LRA. See for instance, H. 

Abigail Moy, ‘The International Criminal Court’s Arrest warrants and Uganda’s Lord’s Resistance Army: 

Renewing the Debate over Amnesty and Complementarity’ (2006) 19 Harvard Human Rights Journal 267, 271.  
591 Zachary Lomo and Lucy Hovil, Behind the Violence 28. 
592 David Mwaniki and Manasseh Wepundi, ‘The Juba Peace Talks – the checkered road to peace for Northern 

Uganda’ Institute for Security Studies, 28 March 2007, 2. 
593 David Mwaniki and Manasseh Wepundi, ‘The Juba Peace Talks’ 2. 
594 As argued by Allen and Vlassenroot, Machar was a comfortable choice for the LRA, having previously served 

as Sudan’s militia commander before he rejoined the SPLA in 2002. While collaborating with Sudan, Machar had 

interacted with the LRA, which was an ally in the war with the SPLA. See, Tim Allen and Koen Vlassenroot, 

‘Introduction’ in Tim Allen and Koen Vlassenroot (eds), The Lord’s Resistance Army 5. 
595 Notably, the referral led to renewed efforts on the part of Acholi leaders to seek for a peaceful resolution of 

the conflict by lobbying against the ICC investigation. See, Apuuli Phillip Kasaija, ‘Civil Society and Conflict 

Resolution: The Role of the Acholi Religious Leaders Peace Initiative (ARLPI) in the Northern Uganda Conflict’ 

Paper presented at the 7th Annual Conference of the International Society for Third Sector Research (ISTR) 

Bangkok, Thailand, 9–12 July 2006, 8-9. 
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table, save for some evidence of the investigations bearing pressure on the government of the 

Republic of Sudan to stop its military support of the LRA.596 However, as would be seen soon 

after the talks commenced, the warrants of arrest against the LRA leaders hung over their heads 

like the sword of Damocles, a situation which influenced their participation and the outcome 

of the talks, as discussed below.  

The ICC as a Derailment to the Ugandan Peace Process? 

Although it has been argued by some commentators that the intervention of the ICC in the 

Situation in Uganda positively influenced peace negotiations,597 the evidence to support such 

claims is anecdotal. On the other hand, there are credible arguments that the Court’s 

intervention perhaps derailed the signing of a Final Peace Agreement but also significantly 

influenced the direction of the talks.  

From the outset, civil society organisations led by Uganda’s foremost pro-amnesty group, the 

ARLPI, expressed reservations that the referral would stymie peace efforts, which were already 

uncertain. The groups felt that an investigation targeting the LRA would discourage the 

participation of its leaders.598 According to Bishop McLeod Ochola, the Vice-Chairman of the 

ARLPI, the investigation would ‘…destroy all efforts for peace. People want this war to stop. 

If we follow the ICC in branding the LRA criminals, it won’t stop.’599 Those who opposed 

the intervention of the Court were however categorical that they were not supporting impunity 

                                                 

 
596 Payam Akhavan, ‘The Lord’s Resistance Army Case: Uganda’s Submission of the First State Referral to the 

International Criminal Court’ (2005) 99 American Journal of International Law 403, 416. 
597 See, for instance, Philipp Kastner, International Criminal Justice in Bello? The ICC Between Law and Politics 

in Darfur and Northern Uganda (Brill, 2011) 80; Payam Akhavan, ‘The Lord’s Resistance Army Case: Uganda’s 

Submission of the First State Referral to the International Criminal Court’ (2005) 99 The American Journal of 

International Law 403, 404.  
598 Interview with a religious leader (Gulu, July 2019). 
599 Reliefweb, ‘Uganda: Peace groups and government officials worried about ICC probe into LRA’ 30 January 

2004. <https://reliefweb.int/report/uganda/uganda-peace-groups-and-government-officials-worried-about-icc-

probe-lra> 
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but merely disagreed on sequencing between peace and justice. The need to give way to peace 

before justice was expressed by Father Carlos Rodriguez, who remarked, ‘The issuing of … 

international arrest warrants would practically close once and for all the path to a peaceful 

negotiation…nobody can convince the leaders of a rebel movement to come to the negotiating 

table and at the same time tell them that they will appear in courts to be prosecuted.’600 

The unsealing of the warrants of arrest while plans for the Juba Talks were underway had a 

huge bearing on the peace process. First, this implied that the LRA leadership, a party to the 

talks, had been depoliticised and reduced to criminals to be arrested and taken to face the law. 

The consequence of this, as argued by Branch, is that any political demands by the group 

wouldn’t be taken seriously as it was now viewed through its leaders who were targets of 

arrest.601 Indeed, the northern Uganda conflict had underlying issues of economic and political 

marginalisation that were key in its resolution.602 Second, the existence of warrants against the 

LRA leadership meant that they could not directly take part in the talks for fear of being 

arrested.603 Instead, LRA was represented by persons who were considered not to have 

sufficient authority to negotiate on behalf of the group.604 The LRA delegation comprised 

mainly of diaspora-based sympathisers, without the participation of any top level LRA 

leader.605 On the other hand, Uganda was represented by a high-level delegation comprised of 

heads of various security forces.606  

                                                 

 
600 Quoted in Adam Branch, ‘International Justice, Local Injustice’ (2004) 51 Dissent 22, 24. 
601 Adam Branch, ‘Uganda’s Civil War and the Politics of ICC Intervention’ (2007) 21 Ethics and International 

Affairs 179,191. 
602 Zachary Lomo and Lucy Hovil, Behind the Violence 36-41. 
603 Interview with a member of the Juba Talks mediation team, Nairobi, August 2019. 
604 Interview with a member of the Juba Talks mediation team, Nairobi, August 2019. 
605 Simon Simonse, Willemijn Verkoren and Gerd Junne, ‘NGO involvement in the Juba peace talks: the role and 

dilemmas of IKV Pax Christi’ in Tim Allen and Koen Vlassenroot (eds), The Lord’s Resistance Army 231. 
606 Simon Simonse, Willemijn Verkoren and Gerd Junne, ‘NGO involvement in the Juba peace talks’ 70.  
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The ICC indictments became a sticking point in the peace negotiations. Whereas the LRA 

demanded the withdrawal of the warrants as a precondition for signing a final peace agreement, 

the GoU dangled the peace deal in order to seek the withdrawal of the warrants.607 The 

existence of the warrants against the LRA leaders therefore fundamentally influenced the 

negotiations for the better part of the two year period in two respects.  

First, both sides grappled with how to deal with the ICC warrants, which had proved to be a 

stumbling block in the negotiations. One of the options that was explored unsuccessfully was 

to convince the ICC to withdraw the warrants.608 The Ugandan government also supported the 

withdrawal of the warrants at this time, arguing that the LRA leaders would face justice at 

home rather than at The Hague.609 Somehow, the Ugandan government was under the wrong 

impression that it could ‘withdraw’ the case against the LRA rebels from the ICC having 

referred it to the Court.610 However, the ICC Prosecutor had stated publicly, in a manner that 

was in direct response to the calls to withdraw the warrants, that such a possibility was not on 

the table.611 In addition to weighing in on the discussions happening at the peace talks – albeit 

from a distance – the Prosecutor lobbied directly and indirectly for the support of the 

international community and international human rights groups.612 The international human 

rights groups spoke with one voice in Juba in calling for a formal criminal justice process 

                                                 

 
607 David Mwaniki and Manasseh Wepundi, ‘The Juba Peace Talks.’ 9-10. 
608 The LRA sent a delegation to the ICC to request the withdrawal of the warrants See, IWPR, ‘Ugandan Rebels 
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against the LRA leaders against whom warrants had been issued.613 The Judges were also quick 

to request more information on the steps that Uganda was taking on executing the warrants and 

also on the impact of the Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation.614 In other words, 

the Court was subtly reminding Uganda that it had an obligation to arrest the LRA leaders, 

despite any domestic processes to address the conflict. 

Second, as it became apparent that the ICC warrants would not be withdrawn, it also became 

necessary for the negotiators to craft an agreement on accountability that would satisfy both 

the complementarity requirements under the Rome Statute and the LRA.615 As noted above in 

regard to the debate on the applicability of the amnesty law, international human rights 

organisations opposed the possibility of granting amnesty to the LRA leadership who were 

facing warrants. This led to an agreement that provided for formal criminal justice processes 

and a vague recognition of alternative justice mechanisms.616 However, as discussed below, 

the advancement of formal criminal justice processes has taken priority over alternative justice 

mechanisms which are yet to be put in place. Further, contrary to the agreement to prioritise 

domestic criminal justice processes over the ICC in the spirit of complementarity, Uganda 

agreed to transfer Dominic Ongwen, who had surrendered to U.S. forces in CAR,617 to the 

Court, effectively denying his alleged victims a broader range of justice options as outlined in 

the Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation. 

                                                 

 
613 See, Human Rights Watch, ‘Benchmarks for Assessing Possible National Alternatives to International 

Criminal Court Cases Against LRA Leaders’ May 2007. <https://www.hrw.org/legacy/backgrounder/ij/icc0507/>  
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The intervention of the Court may also be seen as a legitimisation of Uganda’s military 

approach to the LRA conflict, an issue that affected the peace process. Uganda’s military 

offensive against the LRA served to legitimise the use of a military approach towards the 

conflict,618 an approach which had failed to bear any success for many years and led to untold 

suffering among the northerners. With this legitimisation, the ICC, therefore, played a role in 

delegitimising other approaches to the conflict,619 to wit, amnesty and peace negotiations. 

Indeed, Uganda’s juggling between a military approach and an international criminal justice 

response was evident in the period before the referral in 2002 when Uganda launched 

‘Operation Iron Fist’ through military operations against the LRA in Southern Sudan.620 Soon 

after the start of the Juba talks, the Ugandan army launched attacks on targets in Southern 

Sudan that led to the death of one of the LRA leaders, Raska Lukwiya, on 12 August 2006.621 

An agreement on cessation of hostilities was signed a few days later on 26 August 2006. Again, 

after the collapse of the Juba Peace Talks in 2008, Uganda launched another military operation 

dubbed ‘Operation Lightning Thunder’ against the LRA in its hideout in Garamba National 

Park.622 Further, it has been argued that the ICC itself supported the military efforts in order to 

capture the LRA leaders who had been indicted.623 This complicated Uganda’s commitment to 

the peace talks and eroded the LRA’s trust in the process.  

The intervention of the Court at a time when hopes for peaceful resolution of the conflict had 

increased can therefore be said to have potentially exacerbated the worsening humanitarian 

                                                 

 
618 Adam Branch, ‘Uganda’s Civil War and the Politics of ICC Intervention’ 184. See, also, Philipp Kastner, 

International Criminal Justice in Bello? 83, who argues that the LRA indictments criminalised the group and 
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crisis.624 The military campaigns that happened in the shadow of the intervention were done 

with the risk of harm to civilians from the hostilities or from retaliatory attacks from the 

LRA.625 The events prior to, during and after the peace talks demonstrate that at all times, 

Uganda had a three-pronged simultaneous strategy of using a military approach, attempting a 

peaceful resolution, or offering amnesty.626 The military approach seemed to be the fall back 

strategy that would be supplemented by the other strategies. For this reason, the intervention 

of the Court gave the conflict an international impetus that would be seen as aiding the military 

strategy. 

Despite the various setbacks the ICC portended to the peace talks, there is also evidence that 

other factors were at play. Significantly, a militarily weakened LRA was no longer a serious 

threat to peace and security in northern Uganda. For that reason, the Ugandan government 

wasn’t as keen on giving the group so much concession, even as it agreed to mediated peace 

talks. For instance, one of the issues that threatened to derail the talks at the beginning was the 

continued military onslaught by the UPDF despite observance of a truce by the LRA. However, 

despite the killing of Raska Lukwiya by the UPDF while the peace talks were underway, the 

LRA returned to the negotiating table.627 The involvement of the Court is important in 

                                                 

 
624 The northern Uganda crisis had been described by Jan Egeland, the UN Under Secretary General for 

Humanitarian Affairs as, ‘the biggest forgotten, neglected humanitarian emergency in the world…’ in 2003 during 

his visit to the region. See, Al Jazeera, Uganda’s war ‘worst forgotten crisis’ (11 November 2003). 

<https://www.aljazeera.com/archive/2003/11/2008410151518420888.html> 
625 See, Ronald R. Atkinson, Phil Lancaster, Ledio Cakaj and Guilaume Lacaille, ‘Do no harm: assessing a military 

approach to the Lord’s Resistance Army’ (2012) 6 Journal of Eastern African Studies 371, 379-380. Atkinson et 
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understanding how it unwittingly became instrumentalised to realise Uganda’s strategy against 

the LRA and towards addressing the long-running conflict.  

The ICC and the Transitional Justice Process in Uganda 

Despite the failure to sign the Final Peace Agreement,628 the Juba Peace Talks culminated in 

the signing of six agreements with several addendums and protocols. The first agreement which 

was signed by the parties was the Agreement on Cessation of Hostilities which was meant to 

‘create a conducive environment for the successful completion of the peace talks.’629 

Subsequently, the parties signed the Comprehensive Political Solutions Agreement on 2 May 

2007, which laid out mechanisms for comprehensively addressing the conflict; the Agreement 

on Accountability and Reconciliation on 29 June 2007,630 providing for a framework for justice 

and reconciliation; the Agreement on a Permanent Ceasefire on 23 February 2008; the 

Agreement on Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) on 29 February 2008, 

providing for implementation of DDR in accordance with national and international standards; 

and the Agreement on Implementation and Monitoring Mechanisms on 29 February 2008.   

The analysis under this part is restricted to the Agreement on Accountability and Reconciliation 

(AAR) which laid out a comprehensive process of transitional justice and how the intervention 

of the Court influenced its framing and roll out, which, as argued in Chapter Three, was an 

attempt to balance the considerations for formal justice driven by the principle of 

complementarity with other informal justice mechanisms.631 The ‘hybrid’ nature of justice 

                                                 

 
628 The Final Peace Agreement consisted of all the substantive agreements signed by the parties in Juba and an 

implementation schedule. 
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proposed by the AAR was partly a result of concerted lobbying over time by religious, civil 

society and international donor groups, in the build-up to the Juba Talks, to apply local 

conceptions of justice in lieu of the Court.632 

Chapter Three dealt with the intrigues that lead to the inclusion of an accountability agenda in 

the peace talks, which culminated in the establishment of a special division of the High Court 

now known as the International Crimes Division. The inclusion of a domestic mechanism for 

accountability was meant to primarily be a shield against the ICC. On the other hand, the LRA 

delegation was cognisant that amnesty was not on the table anymore and an acceptable proposal 

for those facing warrants of arrest would be a domestic process that would circumvent the ICC. 

Additionally, the LRA negotiators saw this as an opportunity to broaden the focus of 

accountability to address deeply seated injustices affecting northerners through other 

transitional justice mechanisms, apart from criminal justice.633 However, the final agreement 

largely focused on domestic criminal proceedings in order to satisfy complementarity 

requirements and to stave off the ICC.634 It was noted in the preamble of the AAR that this 

agreement was aimed at ‘promoting redress in accordance with the Constitution and … the 

requirements of the Rome Statute…and in particular the principle of complementarity.’635  

The difficult task of incorporating traditional justice in formal criminal justice processes is 

evident in the agreement. On the one hand, the parties were in agreement that the traditional 

justice mechanisms, which are outlined in the agreement as Culo Kwor, Mato Oput, Kayo Cuk 

                                                 

 
632 For a detailed chronology of the deliberations and processes that preceded and informed the Agreement on 
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and Tonu ci Koka,636 are an important part of reconciliation.637 On the other hand, how these 

mechanisms were to be applied in the context of complementarity remained the biggest 

challenge, since domestic mechanisms would involve prosecution in order to satisfy 

complementarity while the traditional justice mechanisms involved forgiveness without 

criminal sanctions.638  

Further, despite more detailed provisions in the agreement calling for the parties to promote 

reconciliation, to kick-start other processes for truth telling,639 and to offer reparations to 

victims,640 formal criminal justice processes have taken centre stage in transitional justice in 

Uganda. The only room left in the agreement for a broader appreciation of justice beyond the 

formal criminal justice process is in the proposal for application of alternative penalties in case 

of conviction for those alleged to have committed atrocities.641 However, this proposal remains 

inoperative due to the failure to enact legislation to give effect to the proposals. Even though 

this proposition may not benefit the LRA leadership against whom the warrants were issued,642 

it was still going to run into headwinds for its perceived incompatibility with Article 17 of the 

Rome Statute.643 
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There was optimism after the Juba Talks that Uganda would kickstart the whole spectrum of 

transitional justice with the establishment of a Transitional Justice Working Group (TJWG) 

within the JLOS. The TJWG was tasked with ‘develop(ing) a national policy and law on 

transitional justice for Uganda… to give effect to the commitments made in the Agreement on 

Accountability and Reconciliation.’644 Uganda moved with speed in establishing the special 

division of the High Court contemplated in the annexure to the AAR. This mechanism, which 

was named a War Crimes Division (WCD) and later renamed International Crimes Division 

(ICD), was established by the Principal Judge of the High Court pursuant to Article 141 of the 

Constitution of Uganda.645 However, the same enthusiasm has not been shown in regard to 

operationalising other mechanisms proposed in the AAR. The events around this time are 

instructive to understanding why a lot of effort and funding was expended on the ICD to the 

exclusion of other transitional justice mechanisms. Oola explains that there was urgency to 

enact the International Crimes Act in the build-up to the review conference that was held in 

2010.646  

 

The reluctance of Uganda in following through the proposals contained in the AAR is also 

reflected in the donor dynamics in the transitional justice field. Donors prioritised legal sector 

reforms that were seen as complementing the ICC over those that would promote 

reconciliation.647 The donor network was also keen on supporting the trial of Kwoyelo rather 

than a comprehensive transitional justice process.648 Whereas donors would have generally 

approached transitional justice from a broader perspective, they found ease in funding 

                                                 

 
644 The Justice, Law and Order Sector, Transitional Justice in Uganda. 
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646 Stephen Oola, ‘In the Shadow of Kwoyelo’s Trial’ 165. 
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programmes that were promoting formal processes of accountability rather than informal ones. 

The result of this kind of targeted funding was to slow the momentum of civil society 

organisations which were pushing for comprehensive transitional justice but were now finding 

themselves in a situation where they had to recalibrate their programmes to fit within the 

donors’ priorities.649 Consequently, even though it was acknowledged at the time of debating 

the International Crimes Act that the formal processes would not be sufficient in dealing with 

the large number of suspects,650 comprehensive transitional justice never quite took off and 

even the process of drafting a policy framework for transitional justice was only concluded in 

the year 2019.    

The key effect of prioritisation of formal criminal justice in the transitional justice arena in 

Uganda without paying attention to other processes that would promote reconciliation in the 

communities is the creation of a transitional justice gap. As argued by the head of a Gulu based 

civil society organisation, the trials against Dominic Ongwen and Thomas Kwoyelo, while 

supported by their alleged victims as a way of redressing their suffering, have sharply divided 

the community along the lines of those who support the trials and those who are opposed to 

them.651 Those interviewed for this research decry the lack of mechanisms for dealing with the 

aftermath of the trials within the community. Of concern to the community is how the two 

groups can be reconciled after the trials against Ongwen and Kwoyelo have been finalised.652  

                                                 

 
649 Interview with the head of a civil society organisation based in Gulu (Gulu, July 2019). Intervention leads to 

an increase in NGOs, both domestic and international, focusing on rule of law programmes in support of the work 

of the Court. As noted by Clarke, ‘NGOs in international criminal law networks…work alongside international 

donors and national governments to engage in dispensation of services and advocacy, the spread of international 

justice institutions, and the support of new forms of governmentality, such as the ICC.’ See, Kamari Maxine 

Clarke, Fictions of Justice: The International Criminal Court and the Challenge of Legal Pluralism in Sub-

Saharan Africa (Cambridge University Press 2009) 63. 
650 Remarks by Freddie Ruhindi, Deputy Attorney-General, during the Second Reading of the International Crimes 

Bill. See, Parliament of Uganda, Hansard, 10 March 2010, 16. 
651 Interview with the head of a Gulu based civil society organisation, Gulu, July 2019. 
652 Interview with a head of office for a civil society organisation, Gulu, July 2019. 
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The intervention of the Court may also be seen as contributing to widening the justice gap in 

Uganda. By focusing on only a few cases of top leaders of the LRA, the Court and its domestic 

imitation, the ICD, have ignored a wide range of perpetrators in society. This is particularly 

concerning to victims who have to see them in their midst every day. As observed by a 

participant in a public forum organised by the ICC and a local NGO, the International Centre 

for Transitional Justice (ICTJ), ‘there are people who committed worse crimes and they are 

still walking free. Why are they protected?’653 While it does not make sense to subject every 

suspected perpetrator to prosecution in order for society to realise justice, a lack of mechanisms 

to deal with mass perpetrators threatens healing in such societies. Indeed, international trials 

complemented with domestic trials of lower and mid-level perpetrators together with other 

local processes for truth telling and reconciliation are an ideal package for dealing with mass 

atrocity crimes. On the other hand, a lack of a clear transitional justice policy creates 

uncertainty among those who may have played a part in the conflict on whether they will be 

prosecuted or not, thus hindering their smooth resettlement into society.    

On a positive note, despite being the looming shadow behind the setbacks to a broader 

conceptualisation of transitional justice in Uganda, the Court has led to a robust debate on the 

field generally and increased awareness within communities who are agitating for justice. It 

has never been in doubt that the intervention of the ICC is quite limited in redressing atrocities 

related to the LRA conflict. Most of those atrocities happened before 2002, the temporal 

jurisdiction of the Court. In addition to that, the Court has so far indicted several of those who 

are alleged to be behind the atrocities. The domestic criminal mechanism – the ICD – has so 

far instituted one trial which is underway. This situation therefore necessitates the expansion 

                                                 

 
653 Observations by a participant at an event organised by the ICC Field Office in Uganda in conjunction with 
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of dialogue on broader justice beyond the two institutions. Indeed, several Uganda based NGOs 

and international NGOs have stepped up efforts in agitating for the approval of the National 

Transitional Justice Policy to give way for a comprehensive roll out of transitional justice. For 

many of those in communities that have waited for years for justice, it is a story of hope and 

disappointment. The intervention of the Court presented hope but at the same time the 

realisation of the limits of its jurisdiction is always a disappointment. This interaction cannot, 

however, only be defined by hope and disappointment. The Court has provided a platform in 

these communities to understand what the Court can do and what other actors – especially the 

government – should do.654  

4.2 The ICC and Alternative Justice Mechanisms in Kenya 

Non-criminal transitional justice mechanisms, as a complement to the formal accountability 

processes in Kenya, were largely overshadowed by the focus on the ICC and the proposed 

domestic tribunal. There was no doubt that a comprehensive transitional justice approach 

would have advanced wider goals than the formal criminal process was promising, especially 

since the violence in Kenya was attributed to historical injustices that went way back to 1963 

when Kenya gained independence.655 It was also apparent that the violence that happened in 

Kenya was as a result of many years of injustices and human rights violations that had not been 

addressed over time. Indeed, when seen in the context of the objects of the Rome Statute ‘to 

put an end to impunity’, truth seeking, reconciliation and reparations which address deeper 

underlying issues that lead to conflict such as inequalities in resource distribution and historical 

injustices have a longer-term effect on preventing future conflicts that would lead to mass 

atrocity crimes. 
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As discussed in Chapter Three, there was a gap in terms of formal criminal process due to the 

failure to establish a domestic tribunal as proposed or to prosecute the mid and lower level 

perpetrators before the ordinary courts in Kenya.656 This situation occasioned a huge justice 

gap which was heavily felt by the victims who wondered why the violence had been reduced 

to six names that were announced as the suspects.657 Hopes of broadening the investigations 

were never realised and this made the focus on alternative justice mechanisms even more 

important. 

 

This part of the chapter focuses on non-criminal aspects of justice that played out following 

the Post-Election Violence (PEV). It addresses, first, the formal process of truth seeking and 

reconciliation through the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission (TJRC) that was 

established in the aftermath of the violence and, secondly, other informal reconciliation 

mechanisms and their relationship with the ICC process. 

 

4.2.1 The Kenyan Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

In 2002, upon coming into office on a platform of change from the long-term rule under the 

former President Daniel Arap Moi, the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) set up a task force 

to collect views on whether there was a need to establish a truth commission to look into past 

human rights violations and economic crimes.658 The task force, chaired by Makau Mutua, 

returned a verdict that a truth commission should be established no later than June 2004.659 

                                                 

 
656 See, Chapter Three. 
657 Interview with Ndung’u Wainaina, Executive Director – International Centre for Policy and Conflict (ICPC), 

(Nairobi, July 2019). 
658 Kenya, Report of the Task Force on the Establishment of a Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission, 26 
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These recommendations were, however, ignored. In the aftermath of the violence, one of the 

mechanisms that were proposed by the Kenya National Dialogue and Reconciliation was the 

setting up of a truth and reconciliation commission.660 Kenya set up a Truth, Justice and 

Reconciliation Commission through an Act of Parliament in 2008 with a wide mandate that 

covered violations since independence and up to the post-election violence period. The 

Commission was established, ‘[T]o promote peace, justice, national unity, healing, and 

reconciliation among the people of Kenya by:  

establishing an accurate, complete and historical record of violations and abuses of 

human rights and economic rights inflicted on persons by the State, public institutions 

and holders of public office, both serving and retired, between 12th December, 1963 

and 28th February 2008.661 

 

Despite being enacted into law in October 2008, there was no further action to establish the 

commission until almost a year later, in response to the threat of intervention by the ICC.662 

Perhaps tied to the problems the TJRC would face later in regard to its credibility, it was seen 

as a ploy by the government to avoid accountability and justice from the beginning.663 Ronald 

Slye, a TJRC commissioner, notes that even though the creation of a truth commission would 

be seen as fostering positive complementarity, its creation was ‘in the context of a struggle 

between the Kenyan government and the ICC prosecutor over whether and how to hold 

accountable those most responsible for the PEV.’664  

 

                                                 

 
660 Truth, Justice, and Reconciliation Commission, ‘KNDR Documents – Agreed Statement on How to Resolve 
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Analysis of Truth Seeking in the Absence of Political Will’ 2012 (on file with author). 
664 Ronald Slye, The Kenyan TJRC 242. 
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The Commission was dogged with credibility issues arising mainly out of the appointment of 

Bethwel Kiplagat, a man who had been mentioned adversely in regard to past atrocities, as its 

chairman. It further faced opposition especially from civil society, who alleged that it could be 

used as a ploy to evade accountability.665 Beyond this, it was obvious that any would-be 

alternative mechanism that did not comply with ICC-style criminal accountability was now 

seen as a threat to justice and therefore opposed.666 It was no surprise therefore when civil 

society actors found it easier to support the ICC rather than the TJRC or both processes. On 

the part of civil society, Kenya would not be trusted to ensure accountability through the TJRC 

due to past unimplemented reports of similar mechanisms that had looked into historical 

injustices and causes of electoral violence.  

 

It didn’t help matters that the political class sought to amend the law establishing the truth 

commission in order to grant it powers to prosecute those implicated in the PEV.667 This gave 

credence to the initial suspicions of civil society that the commission was a ploy to evade 

accountability for the violations that had occurred.668 The failure of these mechanisms to have 

any impact can also be attributed to a failure by the Prosecutor to follow through with the 

promise to encourage domestic jurisdictions to prosecute international crimes, instead 

preferring a bigger role for the Court.669 There is no doubt that even though the Prosecutor had 

                                                 

 
665 BBC News, ‘Kenya set to get truth commission’ (24 October 2008). 
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667 Government of Kenya, ‘Cabinet Statement on the National Mechanism for Dealing with Post Election 
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adopted a ‘three-pronged’ approach towards complementarity which involved the prosecution 

of high-level perpetrators by the ICC, the involvement of the special tribunal to prosecute mid 

and lower level perpetrators and a truth commission as a non-formal complementarity 

mechanism,670 he was swayed by the rejection of the TJRC process by most of the civil society 

groups who regularly consulted with him.671 One could also argue that these non-formal 

mechanisms were opposed for fear that they would be utilised by the political class to challenge 

accountability of cases arising from the situation. Alternative justice mechanisms have been 

perceived as being structurally incompatible with the Rome Statute under its complementarity 

regime. Even then, the utility of such mechanisms as a potential bar to admissibility has not 

been determined by the ICC.672 Kenya, however, did not seek to challenge admissibility of the 

cases on the basis of the existence of a TJRC. 

 

When seen in the context of the effect the ICC had on the TJRC process, it can be discerned 

that the Prosecutor’s preference for formal criminal processes as advancing positive 

complementarity over non-formal processes contributed to the TJRC’s legitimacy crisis. For 

two institutions that had separate but complementary mandates, one would have expected that 

they would have established a framework for their engagement.673 Even though there were 

technical challenges on how it could be done due to the confidentiality clause in the TJRC Act, 
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the law allowed recommendation of investigation and prosecution by the commission, which 

would have benefitted the ICC.674 The ICC would also have been required to provide 

guarantees of confidentiality.675 Even so, the Prosecutor later unsuccessfully sought the TJRC’s 

assistance to obtain evidence when cases against four Kenyan suspects had been confirmed in 

2012.676   

  

The centralisation of criminal accountability to the exclusion of other non-formal mechanisms 

can be attributed to the lack of faith in previous inquiries in Kenya due to a failure to implement 

the recommendations of previous commissions of inquiry which had addressed some of the 

causes of conflicts in independent Kenya.677 At the end of the day, the TJRC was unable to 

provide the much-needed complementary mechanism, even though it was not going to usurp 

the work of the criminal process, as alleged by those who were opposed to it. Its 

recommendations, however, remain unimplemented five years since it completed its work 

because of lack of political will to present the report to parliament for discussion. The 

suspicions may have been well founded, after all. 

 

4.2.2 ‘The enemy of my enemy is my friend’ – Reconciliation out of a Common Front 

against the ICC 

The Rome Statute states the long-term goal of the ICC as being deterrence of violence that 

leads to the commission of atrocity crimes.678 Indeed it has been argued that prosecutions for 
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human rights violations may deter future violence through their normative impact.679 While it 

is beyond the scope of this chapter to examine whether the ICC’s intervention helped to prevent 

political violence in Kenya, there is ample evidence of its indirect impact in fostering 

reconciliation. In the case of Kenya, it has been argued that the indictment of political leaders 

instilled a fear of punishment in the political class in the run up to the 2013 and 2017 general 

elections and therefore prevented violence.680 In fact, following a peaceful election in 2013, 

the Court was credited with helping to prevent violence.681  

 

The ICC charges against Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto were, however, an indirect source 

of reconciliation especially in the communities that were worst hit by the PEV in the Rift Valley 

through the political alliance between Uhuru Kenyatta and William Ruto that symbolised 

reconciliation.682 This alliance, which led to the formation of government by leaders 

representing the two ethnic683 groups that were associated with the PEV, was borne out of a 

united front against the Court.684 The two were able to rally their communities to support them 
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in spite of the ICC cases hanging over them and in defiance of calls by some western countries 

against their election.685  

 

Despite the political opportunism that could be seen in this alliance, it fostered some informal 

reconciliation between these two communities and prevented ethnic animosity during the 2013 

election. This development was instrumental to the domestic understanding of justice and 

accountability for the PEV in three respects. First, it challenged the international criminal 

justice principle of individual criminal responsibility for the violence by convincing the 

communities that the responsibility for the conflict was communal rather than individual. 

Second, through advancing a counter-narrative of justice, this alliance exposed the disconnect 

between the process of international criminal justice on the one hand, and priorities for victims 

of mass atrocities on the other. Third, it evoked neo-colonial sentiments that worked to garner 

local and regional support. 

 

First, the focus of the Court on a few individuals that were considered as most responsible for 

the PEV worked to galvanise communities around these individuals, whom the communities 

considered were being scapegoated out of what was considered a political dispute. What 

happened may be seen as what Eldar argues are the effects of perceptions of scapegoating in 

creating ‘the collective cycle of guilt.’686 The communities that represented the political bases 

for Kenyatta and Ruto (Kikuyu and Kalenjin ethnic communities respectively) therefore felt a 

responsibility to rally behind their own de facto leaders,687 who now had sufficient numbers to 
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ascend to office as President and Deputy President of Kenya through the Jubilee Alliance. 

Certainly, the quest to win the elections as a united front was also incentivised by the possibility 

that if they won the ICC would have a difficult time prosecuting them.688 The rallying call to 

unite these communities therefore resonated well.  

 

Gitobu Imanyara, a human rights lawyer and politician who has spent many years as a civil 

society activist, and is currently the publisher of a leading magazine touching on law and 

society issues, provided some perspective on how this happened. Imanyara explains that the 

kind of political competition that led to the 2007–2008 PEV was deeply rooted in colonial 

policies of ‘divide and rule’689 along ethnic lines.690 This, he argues, was transposed into 

Kenyan electoral politics, which are conducted as ethnic competitions.691 As a result, political 

competition has been always seen as ethnic and when it results in violence, responsibility is 

attributed to ethnic groups rather than individuals.692 This perspective explains why it was 

easier for Uhuru and Ruto – the political leaders of their respective ethnic groups – to galvanise 

their communities to absorb the blame for the violence and consequentially absolve them, as 

individuals, of any role.   

 

Second, the unity of purpose between the communities that were most affected by the PEV 

may be seen as the result of a successful counter-narrative by the political leaders on the causes 
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of the violence and the appropriate solutions thereto. While acknowledging the atrocities 

committed in the 2007–2008 PEV, both Kenyatta and Ruto maintained their innocence and 

promised to address the plight of victims through resettlement and reconciliation of 

communities.693 As observed by the former Uasin Gishu County Assembly Speaker, Isaac 

Terer, ‘we have already healed as a nation and all we need is to move on. The coming together 

of the Kikuyus and Kalenjins in the last election is clear proof of reconciliation; what else is 

the ICC looking for?’694 The leading of the peace building and reconciliation efforts by 

Kenyatta and Ruto, both of whom had been indicted by the ICC at that time, underscored this 

contestation.695 Further, that the two leaders were able to rally groups that bore the brunt of the 

PEV to emphatically reject the ICC calls portrays international criminal justice as distant from 

post-conflict settings. As a further statement of the rejection of the ICC-driven process, Kenyan 

Members of Parliament where President Kenyatta’s Jubilee Alliance controlled a majority 

passed a motion to withdraw from the Rome Statute.696 Even though Kenya has not followed 

through with this withdrawal, these events underscored how perceptions of justice were heavily 

influenced by political rhetoric. 

 

Third, Kenyatta and Ruto were able to rally support behind their anti-ICC drive through 

allegations of neo-colonialism by arguing that the ICC was being used by the West to target 

Africans.697 On the effectiveness of the neo-colonial narrative, Geoffrey Lugano notes that, ‘It 
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exploited local and regional historical and political contexts, thus gaining prominence in 

national and regional discourses…’698 Indeed, this narrative invoked memories of colonial 

brutality, with some drawing parallels between Kenyatta’s trial before the ICC and his father’s 

trial by the colonial administration in Kenya,699 and Ruto’s trial being compared with the 

tribulations of the Nandi resistance leader during the colonial times, Koitalel Arap Samoei.700  

 

4.2.3 Reparations for Victims of the PEV in Kenya 

The TJRC report made comprehensive recommendations for reparations for victims of gross 

violations of human rights in the period of its mandate (12 December 1963 – 28 February 

2008), which includes the PEV period.701 In these recommendations the implementation 

committee is required to take into account a reparations policy framework proposed by the 

commission which would involve victims and aimed ‘to contribute to a process of 

reconciliation and healing in Kenya.’702 This report is, however, pending before parliament and 

has not been implemented. The lack of interest in implementing the recommendations of the 

TJRC may be seen as related to the collapse of the Kenyan ICC cases. The political class is no 

longer interested in pursuing formal alternative justice mechanisms even though these were 

fronted as an alternative to the ICC. Similarly, even though this process was considered ‘safe’ 

by the political class as compared to the ICC, the final report has far ranging findings and 

recommendations that the same political class be indicted.703  
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Despite the failure to implement the TJRC report, the government has focused on resettlement 

and compensation of victims of the PEV. These reparative efforts have managed to provide a 

counter-narrative to the ICC and hence indirectly ensured some form of justice for these 

victims. Through these payments and resettlement efforts, the government exploited the justice 

gap created by a system that did not provide a timely remedy to the victims of the PEV. The 

government’s narrative that the PEV was a political dispute that affected communities was a 

counter-narrative to the ICC’s theory of individual criminal responsibility of those indicted. In 

effect, the government pushed for restorative justice as the appropriate response to the PEV 

rather than retribution. Indeed, as noted by the Common Legal Representative of Victims in 

the Prosecutor v William Ruto and Joshua Arap Sang case, some victims sought to withdraw 

from participating in the case in order to take part in peace processes.704   

 

The failure of Kenyan authorities to prosecute those who bore responsibility for the atrocities 

– especially the mid and lower level perpetrators – necessitated the government’s efforts to 

provide reparations as it faced increased criticism. In President Kenyatta’s State of the Nation 

address to the joint sitting of the Houses of Parliament in 2015, he acknowledged that there 

had been challenges in prosecuting those responsible and offered a promise of restorative 

justice for the victims of the PEV. He stated: 

 

We must indeed recall our options are not limited to retributive justice. There also exists 

the promise of restorative justice. In many ways, Kenyans and humanity overall, have 

benefitted from restorative justice, an approach that is deeply rooted in our cultural and 
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historical realities, particularly when such conflicts have a communal and political 

dimension. Many thousands of Kenyans have reached out to reconcile with one another. 

My administration was forged from this reconciliation, and is building on the efforts of 

the last government to advance the resettlement, reconciliation and relief to internally 

displaced people. I am committed to continuing these efforts as necessary. 

Notwithstanding the recommendation of the TJRC report, I have instructed the 

Treasury to establish a Fund of 10 billion shillings over the next three years to be used 

for restorative justice.705 

 

In establishing this fund, the Government of Kenya expressed an intention to provide 

immediate relief for victims of the PEV who had not received any form of redress through the 

ICC. The payments would have also provided important relief by having a wider scope of 

beneficiaries than the ICC would have provided even if the cases had been successful through 

reparations. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that this fund has been operationalised.706 In 

the view of civil society activists who have been involved with victims, the government 

strategies were meant to stave off the ICC and with no ICC threat anymore, there is no will to 

operationalise them.707 The money paid to those who have received some payments has been 

criticised as a ‘political bribe’ rather than a genuine attempt to pay reparations.708 

 

If the resettlement and compensation of the victims had been carried out in a satisfactory 
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manner, it would have scored the goal of advancing Kenya’s obligations under international 

human rights law and indirectly providing a safe landing for the victims who had failed to get 

reparations from the ICC.709 The reparative efforts by the Kenyan government can however be 

criticised for their utter tokenism and for being intended to meet political ends rather than 

satisfying Kenya’s obligations to redress rights violations. Without implementing the 

recommendations of the TJRC, it is doubtful whether the government is genuinely committed 

to redressing the harm suffered by the PEV victims beyond using these reparations as leverage 

against the ICC.710 

 

On the other hand, it came to be known that the former Prosecutor was actually considering an 

off-the-books deal with the Kenyatta government that would involve the payment of 

reparations for victims as an ‘honourable exit’, in exchange for dropping of charges when it 

was obvious that the case was collapsing.711 This revelation was not only startling (given the 

OTP’s insistence that it had sufficient evidence against Kenyatta) but it evidences a deeper 

challenge of the helplessness of international criminal justice when it is unable to meet the 

expectations of victims and lacks a framework of engagement with States on redressing rights 

violations. Nevertheless, this might be a strategy to consider in appropriate cases where the 

Court can use its soft powers to leverage compensation of victims when the evidence is not 

sufficient to go ahead with a trial.    
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4.3 Conclusion: Unpacking Impact on Alternative Justice Mechanisms 

ICC intervention weighs heavily in influencing post-conflict policy to be adopted, thereby 

setting the narrative of the conflict and how to resolve it.712 It is, therefore, common that there 

would be expectations of what international criminal justice should deliver beyond what it is 

actually able to deliver. These expectations stem from the need for a holistic approach to 

conflict and to some extent the blurring of the role of different aspects of transitional justice. 

Ordinarily, in a set up where comprehensive mechanisms exist for redressing conflict, each 

aspect of the conflict, to wit: truth seeking about the causes of violence, judicial mechanisms, 

reparations and rule of law reforms, has its specific mandate. On the other hand, where one 

mechanism (in this case international trials) assumes discursive authority on a conflict, then 

there could be undue expectations that this mechanism should deliver on other aspects of 

transitional justice. 

The two case studies have shown that the centralisation of international criminal justice as a 

response to conflict may lead to two outcomes. Where a State benefits from the conflict 

narrative created by international criminal justice, other transitional justice mechanisms may 

become marginalised. On the other hand, where a State is in an adversarial relationship with 

the Court, this may give impetus to alternative justice in order to provide a counter-narrative 

to the ICC.  

In Uganda, the involvement of the Court in the LRA conflict and the opening of an 

investigation by the OTP was an opportune moment for the Ugandan government to shape the 
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conflict narrative using international criminal justice. While welcoming the initiation of the 

investigation by the OTP, Uganda’s Defence Minister at the time, Amama Mbabazi, noted that 

the government, ‘strongly believes that, at long last the LRA terrorists, who have committed 

terrible crimes against innocent and law-abiding citizens of this country, are going to face 

justice.’713 Indeed, the Ugandan government narrative of the conflict, which portrayed the LRA 

as the ‘enemy’, was aided by OTP’s one-sided investigation which focused only on crimes 

committed by the LRA. As argued by Nouwen and Werner, ‘The Ugandan government … 

redefined the conflict in northern Uganda in terms of international criminal law in order to use 

international criminal justice as another instrument to defeat its enemy.’714 Uganda, which had 

a military problem of dealing with the LRA, thus incorporated the ICC as part of its strategy to 

defeat the LRA. This was obvious from the initiation of the referral, which was done by the 

Ministry of Defence rather than the Ministry of Justice.715 

Furthermore, emboldened by the ICC’s investigation and within the context of 

complementarity, Uganda followed suit in excluding State actors from the jurisdiction of the 

International Crimes Division (ICD) of the High Court.716 

The Ugandan government has also failed to take steps towards actualising comprehensive 

transitional justice in Uganda despite having signed the Agreement on Accountability and 

Reconciliation with a promise of rolling out the same. In the ICC, Uganda found a convenient 

avenue of resolving the northern Uganda conflict without committing to a broad range of 
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justice processes.717 Instead, the government has focused on international and domestic trials 

of LRA rebels. The reluctance to roll out comprehensive transitional justice can therefore be 

seen as the fear of losing control of the narrative. As it is, the intervention of the Court has 

helped the Ugandan government to retain control of the narrative. The narrative, as argued by 

Branch, is a one-sided portrayal of the conflict by only highlighting the brutality of the LRA.718 

By advancing this narrative through international criminal justice, Uganda has impeded inquiry 

into the role of State actors in the long running conflict, the omission of the State in protecting 

victims of the conflict and ways of redressing them, and generally decontextualised the whole 

conflict. It is argued that the government of Uganda was receptive to donors supporting 

transitional justice but only if the programmes they supported did not upset ‘the existing 

balance of power.’719 This situation has led to a gap in the transitional justice process in 

Uganda.720   

In Kenya, it became apparent that the Prosecutor’s strategy of apportioning blame, equally, to 

two politically opposing sides was not a sound move to resolve a political crisis.721 First, this 

prosecutorial strategy failed by only targeting those who would, at the time, have been 

considered mid-level leaders in their respective political groups rather than those who were at 

the top, i.e. former President Mwai Kibaki, who was the leader of the Party of National Unity, 

and former Prime Minister Raila Odinga, who was the leader of the Orange Democratic 
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Movement. Second, unintendedly, the political balancing of cases from the two sides of the 

political conflict led to a unity of purpose between Kenyatta and Ruto, who eventually became 

President and Deputy President, respectively, that was aimed at ‘beating’ the Court.722 Third, 

while the OTP strategy of selecting cases from each side of the political conflict might have 

been aimed at diffusing tensions, it did not factor in what would happen if cases in on one side 

of the political divide were to collapse, as happened when the cases against Kenyatta, Muthaura 

and Ali fell by the wayside while the case against Ruto and Sang proceeded for a year before 

eventually collapsing. This situation led to suspicion among supporters of Ruto, who 

questioned why Kenyatta’s case had collapsed while Ruto’s case proceeded.723    

Despite a semblance of efforts domestically to address the PEV in Kenya after the intervention 

of the ICC, there was no genuine effort to address the root causes of the violence, bring to 

account those who were responsible,724 or pay reparations to the victims. Instead, the token 

efforts to resettle or pay reparations to some victims can only be seen as a ‘political coverup.’725 

Whereas it was expected that the threat of the ICC would lead to genuine domestic efforts to 

address the plight of the victims, Kegoro argues that instead, the processes have been 

politicised and instrumentalised.726 One such strategy adopted by the government was making 

internally displaced persons (IDPs) ‘invisible’ in order to support the narrative that the conflict 

had been resolved hence there was no need to engage further with the ICC.727 Indeed, the 

insincerity of domestic efforts for reparations was apparent in the sole focus on those IDPs who 

were in camps and the failure to address integrated IDPs,728 and other victims that were not 
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victims of displacement, especially victims of sexual and gender-based violence.729 There was 

also deliberate exclusion of victims of other PEV related crimes that were not under the focus 

of the ICC, such as victims of police brutality in Kisumu and Nairobi. 

In Kenya, therefore, all domestic efforts were aimed at countering the ICC narrative rather than 

addressing atrocity crimes that had been committed. The political class, who were at the centre 

of allegations of fanning violence, preferred domestically driven political processes for 

resolution of the conflict where they could control the narrative,730 rather than formal processes 

that would have been outside the gamut of politics. The effect of this approach was that after 

the collapse of all cases in the Kenyan situation there was no further incentive to implement a 

full transitional justice process, especially following the recommendations of the TJRC which 

called for structured reparations. The report of the TJRC remains unimplemented despite 

providing a clear roadmap for dealing with injustices and rights violations since independence. 

In effect, the Prosecutor’s optimism that Kenya would be ‘an example to the world’731 in 

addressing atrocity crimes fell by the wayside due to the lack of credible investigations to 

conduct criminal trials internationally and domestically, and Kenya’s instrumentalised 

transitional justice processes that solely focused on countering the ICC rather than providing 

justice to the victims of the PEV.  
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CHAPTER 5:  THE ICC’S EFFECTS ON VICTIMS AND AFFECTED 

COMMUNITIES 

5.0 Introduction 

The Rome Statute represents a significant departure from the statutes of the ad hoc tribunals in 

regard to the role of victims in the trials before the ICC.732 The centrality of victims in the 

Court’s practice has been noted as the raison d’être of the Court.733 The potential for the Court 

to redress victims’ rights was expressed by the Vahida Nainar, who upon the adoption of the 

Rome Statute expressed optimism that, ‘By keeping victims’ interests, concerns and rights 

among its primary objectives, the ICC Statute is poised to do “justice” with a human face and 

help in the healing process and the recovery of the victims…’734 This, according to Nainar, ‘is 

and ought to be the ultimate goal’ of the Court.735 The idea that the Court advances justice for 

victims of atrocity crimes has, therefore, been intrinsically linked to the Court’s legitimacy.  

On the other hand, when the ICC is known as a ‘victims’ court’, the measurement of the Court’s 

successes will depend, to a large extent, on how it manages to deliver on the promise it portends 

for victims and affected communities. Undoubtedly, with vaunted expectations, the system 

suffers the risk of occasioning disappointments on this constituency due to the political 

dependency it creates. On the other hand, the victims’ regime in the Rome Statute may be seen 

as sustaining the ICC itself rather than responding to the needs of victims.  

A lot of literature has focused on the innovativeness of the Rome Statute system in regard to 
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justice for victims of atrocity crimes and its general impact on the legitimacy of the Court. 

Similarly, there is significant research on the effect of the victim-oriented system on the rights 

of accused persons.736 However, there has been little focus on how this system has translated 

to justice for victims and affected communities. Furthermore, there is an assumption of what 

exactly justice for victims appertains to.737 There is also paucity of empirical scholarship from 

the perspective of victims and affected communities on what this system has meant for them.738 

This section focuses on assessing how the Rome Statute framework of victims’ participation, 

reparations and assistance through the Trust Fund for Victims (TFV) has impacted on victims 

and communities who have been affected by atrocity crimes in Kenya and Uganda. By 

interrogating the logic behind the victims’ regime in the Rome Statute and the practice so far, 

vis-à-vis the satisfaction on the part of victims and affected communities, the chapter aims to 

turn the conversation from how this regime has contributed to promoting the legitimacy of the 

international criminal justice project to a conversation on what it has done to respond to the 

needs and expectations of victims.  

Victims of atrocity crimes are principally concerned with the punishment of those responsible 

for violation of their rights. By investigating and prosecuting persons responsible for atrocity 

crimes, the Court is in a position to satisfy this primary concern. Additionally, there are three 

different ways in which the Court may have a direct impact on victims and affected 

communities in situations where it intervenes. First, the Court offers a chance for victims 

affected by crimes under investigation to participate before the Court at different stages of the 
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Hague’ (2015) 13 Journal of International Criminal Justice 281, 282. 
738 See, however, Chris Tenove, ‘International Justice for Victims? Assessing the International Criminal Court 
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proceedings.739 Secondly, victims may benefit from reparations ordered by the Court in a case 

where an accused person has been convicted.740 Third, even though acting independently of 

the Court, the TFV may implement mechanisms for ‘general assistance’ to alleviate the 

conditions of victims and affected communities in situations under investigation.741  

This research will focus on what each of the three aspects of victim engagement with the Court 

mean for their satisfaction, as a goal of the Court. In order to do that, the research will lay the 

theoretical arguments for each aspect and check them against perspectives from field 

interviews in Kenya and Uganda. This discussion will, however, not be complete without a 

contextual exposition of victimhood in the context of ICC interventions and what this means 

for the kind of impact the Court would have on victims of atrocity crimes and affected 

communities.  

5.1  Victimhood under the Rome Statute: The ICC and the reproduction of victim 

hierarchies  

The question of who qualifies as a victim under the Rome Statute may be answered, broadly, 

by reference to Rule 85(a) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence which defines ‘victims’ as 

‘natural persons who have suffered harm as a result of the commission of any crime within the 

jurisdiction of the Court.’ Victims may also include ‘organisations or institutions that have 

sustained direct harm to any of their property, which is dedicated to religion, education, art, or 

science or charitable purposes, and to their historic monuments, hospitals and other places and 

objects for humanitarian purposes.’742 The victim is required to establish a causal link between 
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the harm suffered and the crime in question.743 

Even though it is not within the scope of this research to discuss the concept of victimhood 

before the ICC in detail, it is intended to highlight how the Court’s judicial processes have led 

to narratives of exclusion and feelings of being unacknowledged amongst some victims. 

Whereas the Court claims to speak or may be seen as speaking on behalf of victims of atrocity 

crimes744 and stakes its legitimacy to this constituency, the number of victims who may be in 

actual contact with the Court is small when compared with the general population of victims 

in a situation under investigation. In other words, the Court’s actions on behalf of the narrowly 

defined victims participating or seeking reparations before the Court must be measured from a 

broader constituency.745 The Court has struggled to explain its limits when confronted with 

questions of exclusion.746 

In that regard, this part focuses on three issues that are relevant to victimhood as a status in the 

countries under this study and how those issues have shaped perspectives on justice for victims 

and affected communities. First, the shifting ‘victim status’ in the different stages of 

proceedings before the court and the implications thereof; second, victims who fall outside the 

jurisdictional scope of the Court; and third, the dilemma of victims who may also be 

perpetrators. 

                                                 

 
743 Situation in Democratic Republic of the Congo, ICC, Decision on the Applications for Participation in the 
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Interventions (Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
745 Jo-Anne Wemmers, ‘Victims and the International Criminal Court (ICC): Evaluating the Success of the ICC 

with Respect to Victims’ (2009) 16 International Journal of Victimology 211, 224. 
746 Interview with Maria Mabinty Kamara, the ICC Outreach Coordinator for Kenya and Uganda (Gulu, July 
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5.1.1 Changing victim status 

The nature of proceedings at the Court may lead to a situation where persons who were 

considered as victims in one stage of the proceedings may not be legally classified as victims 

in another due to the identification of specific cases in a situation or changing scope of a case. 

This implies that victims left out in this process will not be eligible to participate or seek 

reparations in a case. This process of inclusion and exclusion seeps through the analysis on the 

Court’s impact on victims and affected communities. Sara Kendall and Sarah Nouwen have 

characterised this identification as a pyramid, with the general category of victimhood 

encompassing all types of victims in a society forming the base of the pyramid and the victims 

in a case before a Trial Chamber forming the narrow end of the pyramid.747 

Victims within a situation under examination may take part in different stages of proceedings. 

The first of this is the situation phase, when the Prosecutor is investigating to determine 

whether a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court has occurred. At this stage, victims of the 

situation under investigation may be consulted by the Prosecutor,748 and may make 

presentations to the Court.749 Depending on the scope of the investigation, the victims at this 

stage may be many. Following the investigation, the Prosecutor makes a decision on the 

conduct to focus on and the persons against whom she will seek summonses or warrants of 

arrest. The issuance of an arrest warrant or summons to appear moves the proceedings to the 

second stage where specific cases have been identified.750 This stage narrows down the number 

                                                 

 
747 Sara Kendall and Sarah Nouwen, ‘Representational Practices at the International Criminal Court: The Gap 
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748 Rules of Procedure and Evidence (RPE), Rule 46. 
749 RPE, Rule 50(5). 
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of victims who are recognised to only those that suffered harm as a result of the conduct which 

forms the cases identified by the Prosecutor. The narrowing down of specific cases means that 

many other victims who suffered harm within the situation, but not as a result of the conduct 

that forms the cases, will be left out. Even further, the next phase, the third phase involves 

cases that have been confirmed for trial, which means that certain conduct or certain suspects 

may be excluded from the confirmed charges. This further filters out more victims. 

Juridically, the eventual victims that are recognised as eligible to participate in the trial phase 

and apply for reparations if the trial ends up in a conviction are significantly fewer in number 

than the victims of the situation, generally. This has been the reality with many victims in 

different situations before the Court. It is an unintended effect of a system that was created to 

alleviate the harm suffered by victims of atrocity crimes through participation and reparations. 

The divesting of victim status, as argued by Mina Rauschenbach and Damien Scalia, ‘…brings 

the risk of great frustration among those initially attributed victim status at the “situation” stage 

and then who, from one day to the next, find themselves barred from participation in the 

process.’751 Victimhood, as a status, has thus come to be defined through a judicial process,752 

rather than the factual reality on the ground.  

The Court and the various representatives of victims have struggled to explain the changing 

status of victimhood to those who get excluded.753 The ICC’s field outreach office has tried to 

manage the disappointment of the victims whose harm did not result from conduct that forms 

part of the eventual cases by explaining to the victims that were left out that the Court had a 
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limited mandate and indicating that there were other avenues, nationally, for redressing the 

harm suffered.754 On his part, the Legal Representative for Victims in the Ruto and Sang case 

was also aware of the repercussions of recognising a smaller number of victims from a large 

pool and urged the Court to consider awarding reparations to victims of the situation rather 

than victims of the case in his submissions on the question of reparations upon the termination 

of the case.755  

There is no doubt, as well, that the Court is aware of the adverse effects of the stratification of 

victims, especially at the end of the trials when the question of reparations has to be determined. 

The Court, in Prosecutor v Katanga, endorsed the view that collective reparations may be 

useful ‘to fill the gap where individual reparations will not completely redress the harm 

suffered by all the victims of mass crimes or their community.’756 The Court has also 

determined that in awarding reparations it would consider reparations that would not trigger 

tensions in the community,757 an eventuality that may arise when some of the victims feel left 

out.758 

Victims allowed to participate in the two Kenyan cases represented a narrower categorisation 

of victimhood out of the PEV acts over which the Court was exercising jurisdiction as 
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demarcated in the confirmation of charges decisions. Even though victims of the PEV were 

often talked about in a general abstract manner in the course of the two trials, only a limited 

category of these victims had a legal status through the recognition as case victims.759 Kendall 

and Nouwen point to the distinction between the legally recognised victim and the abstract 

victim by characterising this ‘entity’ as one which … ‘transcends all actual victims and 

corresponds to no individual victims in their particularity.’760  

5.1.2 Victims outside the Court’s temporal jurisdiction 

In addition to narrowing down victim status through judicial processes, the ICC, sometimes, 

intervenes in ongoing conflicts or situations that have had previous episodes of violence which 

fall outside the temporal jurisdiction of the Court. In such circumstances, there are numerous 

‘spill-over’ victims from periods that are outside the Court’s jurisdiction. These victims who 

have previously suffered similar victimisation find themselves on the sidelines for not fitting 

within the parameters of the Prosecutor’s investigations. 

This situation is especially pronounced in Uganda where most of the atrocities were committed 

in the LRA conflict prior to 1 July 2002, the date of the Rome Statute coming into force. It is 

estimated that prior to this date, more than 20,000 children had been abducted and forcefully 

recruited into the LRA as child soldiers.761 Among those abducted was Dominic Ongwen, who 

                                                 

 
759 For instance, despite making a finding that there were reasonable grounds to believe that the Kenya Police 
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would later be indicted by the Court for atrocities committed after 1 July 2002.762 Among 

communities in northern Uganda that have faced many years of conflict, the intervention of the 

ICC has created platforms for bringing to the fore the plight of victims whose rights have not 

been redressed. As observed by a religious leader from Kitgum in northern Uganda, ‘the limited 

mandate of the ICC necessitates a dialogue on how to address victims of atrocities committed 

outside the timeframe of the Court.’763   

In Kenya, the repeated cycles of electoral violence that were similar to the 2007–2008 PEV 

had previously resulted in many victims in different parts of the country.764 Particularly, 

Eldoret, Nakuru and some parts of Nairobi had been hotspots for violence in the electoral cycles 

of 1992 and 1997, as documented in reports of domestic inquiries.765 In some instances, certain 

victims were victimised in all three cycles of electoral violence. This situation means there was 

a huge victim base at the time the ICC intervened and even though their victimisation did not 

result from the events that formed the subject of the investigations, it brought renewed hope 

for payment of reparations by kickstarting a broader transitional justice dialogue.766  

 

5.1.3 Blurred lines: the Victim – Perpetrator Dilemma  

The ICC case against Dominic Ongwen has sparked intense debate domestically on his status, 

with some arguing that he should be treated as a victim rather than as a perpetrator. This is 

informed by the fact that Ongwen was abducted at a tender age and forcibly recruited as a child 
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soldier in the LRA.767 Those who argue that he should be treated as a victim note that LRA 

victimisation was widespread and included abductions, loss of property, injuries and deaths.768 

Instead, they blame the government for failing to protect those who were abducted by the LRA, 

including Ongwen.769 On the other hand, equally strong arguments are made by those who 

label him as a perpetrator. This includes the OTP which argued that even though Ongwen had 

suffered victimisation as a child, the Court should focus on his criminal liability as an adult. In 

her opening statement at the opening of the case against Ongwen, the Prosecutor submitted: 

But having suffered victimization in the past is not a justification, nor an excuse to 

victimise others. Each human being must be considered to be endowed with moral 

responsibility for their actions. And the focus of the ICC’s criminal process is not on 

the goodness or badness of the accused person, but on the criminal acts which he or she 

has committed. We are not here to deny that Mr. Ongwen was a victim in his youth. 

We will prove what he did, what he said, and the impact of those deeds on his many 

victims.  

This Court will not decide his goodness or badness, nor whether he deserves sympathy, 

but whether he is guilty of the serious crimes committed as an adult, with which he 

stands charged.770 

Academic commentary has also weighed in on the dilemma of prosecuting Ongwen. Mark A. 

Drumbl argues that the arguments from both sides of the debate are likely to obscure the 
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necessary focus on child soldiering. He notes, ‘It would be a shame if criminally prosecuting a 

former child soldier ended up diverting the gaze of the international community from the 

complexities of child soldiering and the liminality of the process of coming of age.’771 Drumbl 

especially wonders how the narrative shifted from the Lubanga case, where the Court linked 

the past and the present of former child soldiers as ‘linear and continuous’, to the Ongwen case 

where Pre-Trial Chamber II rejected such suggestions in regard to Ongwen’s status as a former 

child soldier.772 This narrative shift is best illustrated by the Prosecutor’s opening statement in 

the Lubanga case where he argued, ‘The children still suffer the consequences of Lubanga’s 

crimes. They cannot forget what they suffered, what they saw, what they did…’773 

Further, as Drumbl argues elsewhere, the prosecution of Ongwen fits within international 

criminal law’s problematic dichotomisation of ‘…guilt/or innocence…and victim/or 

perpetrator.’774 International criminal law constructs the victim and the perpetrator as opposites 

of each other without grey zones. Christine Schwöbel-Patel argues that the contrasts through 

which victims and perpetrators are portrayed are instrumental in advancing ‘their constitution 

and construction as each other’s antithesis.’775 The polarity of international criminal law may 

therefore ignore the experience of people like Ongwen who suffered the horrors of the conflict 

and may be accused of committing atrocities themselves. Ignoring the experiences of victim 

perpetrators, which may resonate with many former child soldiers, through a straitjacket 
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process of criminal trials excludes the context of their victimisation.776  

The limited mandate of international criminal law then raises the question whether the ICC is 

the right forum for adjudicating over Ongwen’s case. For some victims and affected 

communities, Ongwen’s trial opens up bigger questions which may not be resolved at the ICC. 

For instance, the ICC’s sole focus on the crimes allegedly committed by the LRA to the 

exclusion of the UPDF in the atrocities committed in the conflict implies that Ongwen’s trial 

will not uncover the role of other parties in the conflict. Similarly, a criminal trial, whether 

domestic or international, is not able to address deeper issues of the political economy of 

conflicts, especially the role or failure of the State and the international community in its 

propagation and/or resolution.  

Despite the concerns about the propriety of subjecting Ongwen to trial at the ICC and the 

restrictive nature of a criminal inquiry, hope has been expressed that a trial before the ICC has 

a better chance of unravelling a much more complete picture of the LRA conflict and the roles 

of the various actors than a trial in Uganda that would only focus on him.777 

The strong disagreements over how Ongwen should have been dealt with have further divided 

affected communities in northern Uganda who are struggling with reconciliation. Already, as 

observed by the head of a community-based organisation in Gulu, ‘the trial has divided the 

community in the middle with some people supporting Ongwen’s prosecution and others 

opposing it. There will be need to reconcile the two groups after the trial is completed.’778   
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5.2  Voice and Agency: the impact of the ICC’s Victims Participation Regime 

In post-conflict societies, transitional justice processes deployed often centralise victims in 

their operations. This, as argued by Kieran McEvoy and Kirsten McConnachie, is to ‘underline 

the bonafides’ of those processes.779 Various actors within the transitional justice processes, 

often claim to speak on behalf of or about victims, during this time. Tshepo Madlingozi, 

however, points to the disempowering nature of this rhetoric.780 These actors, whom 

Madlingozi refers to as ‘transitional justice entrepreneurs’, portray victims as feeble subjects 

that need saving through certain legal processes.781 Inevitably, contests over the ‘victims’ 

agenda’ may arise within transitional justice processes, with some actors accusing others of not 

representing the accurate position of victims. A case in point is the conflict in northern Uganda 

and the question of appropriate justice mechanisms following the LRA conflict. Whereas most 

locally based NGOs in northern Uganda claimed that victims were opposed to the ICC and 

preferred amnesty and traditional justice mechanisms,782 international NGOs conducted 

surveys which showed support for formal criminal justice including the intervention of the 

ICC, in addition to other transitional justice mechanisms, to deal with atrocities committed in 

the war.783  

These processes, therefore, evoke contestation over what the victims’ voice is, who represents 
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it and how it is represented. Even when speaking for the ‘imagined’ victim, transitional justice 

actors may not necessarily agree on what the victim wants. Different quarters (including states) 

may present different positions on the needs of victims, with the dominant voices often 

marginalising other voices.784 This situation is summed up in the words of an NGO 

representative who was interviewed in a study on civil society engagement with transitional 

justice in Uganda:  

At Juba, our situation got hijacked by all these foreign groups like Amnesty [International] 

and ICTJ [International Center for Transitional Justice], using our case to support the ICC 

and say that there should always be international trials. But what about the voices of local 

people? We went to Juba but couldn’t get our voices heard because all these outsiders 

shouted louder than us. Then they turned to us and said, don’t you know about your 

international obligations? Do you want Kony to walk free?785 

Just like in the broader transitional justice field, the notions of victims’ voice and agency 

underlie the success of the ICC’s interactions with victims in its work. To assess whether this 

regime has contributed to the goal of victim satisfaction, this research sought to understand the 

extent to which the system as currently designed and employed promotes victims’ agency. In 

conducting this research, I was acutely aware of the subjectivity of my own enquiry and the 

danger of substituting the voice of victims with my own voice when I analyse data obtained 

from the field. The small sample of victims, community leaders, civil society organisations and 

victims’ representatives consulted through semi-structured interviews and participation in 

community public forums are certainly not sufficient means to authoritatively claim to 
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represent the position of victims without seeming to ‘steal’ their story.786 However, the data 

collected here has been cross-referenced with other similar studies,787 and other documents 

including Court filings and statements that are attributable to victims, to develop a qualitative 

discussion on attributes of the Court’s participation regime as measured against the goal of 

victim satisfaction. 

This part, therefore, probes the theoretical arguments for victims’ satisfaction through 

participation, which provides a foundation for analysis of the empirical data obtained from 

Kenya and Uganda.  

A number of scholars have proffered various suggestions for measuring the significance of an 

ideal victims’ participatory regime at the ICC. According to Megan Hirst, it is a ‘no brainer’ 

that such a system must accord value ‘to the victims’ in a way that would create ‘agency and 

empowerment.’788 Hirst argues that outcomes are not a good measurement of value for victims 

because these might go either way,789 even though they are seen as the ultimate interest for 

victims – to get the person who harmed them punished and to obtain redress.790 In her view, it 

is in the interests of the victims, in participating in criminal trials, to be satisfied that the process 
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has been fair.791 Further, Wemmers argues that victims’ expectations can be managed by a fair 

process even though the final outcome would be disappointing.792 The basis of these arguments 

is that as a separate entity from the prosecution and without any influence on the final outcome 

of a trial, other than through provision of evidence as witnesses, the satisfaction of the victims 

is determined by how they perceive the process has empowered them. 

However, Hirst and Wemmers’ arguments can be faulted for ignoring the reality of victims of 

atrocity crimes. First, many of these victims have little appreciation of the differences between 

procedural and substantive justice. What matters more to them is the outcome of a process in 

terms of redressing their suffering. Even though the satisfaction of being part of a process to 

obtain justice for their suffering cannot be understated, such victims attach more significance 

to redressing their situation, which is dependent on the outcome of the process.  

According to Christine Chung, meaningful participation implies the ability of victims to 

present views and concerns to the Court as outlined in the Rome Statute.793 The extent to which 

the Court has been able to allow victims to express their views and concerns should be the 

measure of agency and empowerment on the part of the victims. Even though this is a non-

controversial way of looking at the concept of meaningful participation, the reality of the 

complexity of proceedings and the huge numbers of victims must be considered in assessing 

this question. 

The question of whether the ICC system of justice achieves agency and empowerment for 

victims of atrocity crimes through the participation regime may, thus, be broken down further 

by focusing on the two key aspects that define this regime. The first is in regard to what story 
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is expressed through ‘views and concerns’, and the second concerns the way that story is told 

through legal representation. By allowing victims to express their views and concerns when 

their personal interests are affected, the Court, theoretically, provides a platform for victims to 

have their voices heard.  

One of the challenges for the victims’ participation system under the Rome Statute is to ensure 

that this participation is more than symbolic and victims’ ‘views and concerns’ are not 

abstracted. The obvious disconnect or ‘distance’794 between ICC proceedings and the 

perspectives of victims on the ground portend a situation where the ‘views and concerns’ 

expressed by victims may not fit within the highly legalistic environment of an ICC trial. This 

may necessitate the distillation of such views and concerns with the danger of losing their 

import in the ‘translation.’   

Besides concerns of abstraction of the ‘views and concerns,’ victims may be excluded from the 

initial phase of proceedings, which could have more bearing on their rights, and may only be 

allowed to participate meaningfully within the parameters of the prosecutor’s scope of 

investigations. Victims who find themselves outside the scope of an investigation by virtue of 

the further narrowing down of the particular incidences of focus from the general situation have 

no chance of expressing their views and concerns, as per the Court’s jurisprudence in the DRC 

situation.795 Even within the scope of the OTP investigation, victims do not have a chance of 

expressing their views on choice of suspects. 

For practical reasons, participation of victims is organised through legal representatives, given 

the possible large numbers of victims who would be eligible to participate in any particular 
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situation or case. Representation through a legal representative plays a vital role in a system 

that is distant from victims and those affected by atrocity crimes. It is important for victims 

that this person is someone they can trust and have confidence in. This may be the case when 

such a person has been selected by the victims themselves.796 As the person through whom the 

victims’ story is told, their experience and perception of the Court may depend so much on this 

relationship, as argued by Wemmers.797 The representatives thus hold substantial influence on 

what story is told and how the story is told.798 Two concerns will be addressed in the field 

experiences from Kenya and Uganda. First, the sheer numbers of victims make it challenging 

to effectively consult with them before making representations before the Court. Second, 

victims may hold diverse views on an issue of concern to them, resulting in a situation where 

the legal representative has to distil or sometimes replace the views and concerns of the victims 

with what he or she would consider is in the best interests of the victims,799 a situation that 

potentially undermines agency. This situation is compounded in cases where collectivised 

representation has not taken into account the diversity of different victim communities.  

 

5.2.1 Experiences of Victims Participating in the Uganda Situation 

In Uganda, there are currently 4300 victims participating in the Ongwen case. Out of those, the 

Legal Representatives for Victims (LRVs) are representing 2506 victims while the Office of 

the Public Counsel for Victims (OPCV) represents about 1800 victims.800 The victims’ legal 

teams conduct quarterly meetings with a large group of victims where the victims are briefed 

                                                 

 
796 Killean and Moffett argue that the ability of victims to select their legal representative is an important indicator 

of legal agency. Rachel Killean and Luke Moffett, ‘Victim Legal Representation before the ICC and ECCC’ 

(2017) 15 Journal of International Criminal Justice 713, 722. 
797 Jo-Anne Wemmers, ‘Victims and the International Criminal Court (ICC)’ 222. 
798 Rachel Killean and Luke Moffett, ‘Victim Legal Representation before the ICC and ECCC’ 717. 
799 Ibid. 
800 Telephone interview with a member of the legal team representing victims in the Ongwen case, May 2019. 
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on developments and they get to share their views and concerns.801 In between the large group 

meetings, the legal teams organise smaller focus group oriented discussions frequently 

(monthly) where each victim gets a chance to engage more on substantive issues that concern 

them.802   

Collective participation for victims in the Ongwen case has been successful due to the close 

ties within the victim community in northern Uganda. Indeed, in the Ongwen case, the victims 

represented by the Legal Representatives for Victims had engaged the LRVs prior to their 

official appointment by the Court to represent them.803 This was through the work of a national 

NGO in Uganda, Uganda Victim Foundation, where the victims had interacted with the LRVs 

prior to the commencement of the case. The appointment of Joseph A. Manoba and Francisco 

Cox as the LRVs was, therefore, a significant step in ensuring the relationship of trust that had 

been built with these lawyers would continue, rather than making a new appointment that 

would require fresh familiarisation with the victims. However, the Court sought to interfere 

with this arrangement by appointing a team from the Office of the Public Counsel for Victims 

(OPCV) to represent victims in the Ongwen case, with the consequence that the LRVs picked 

by victims themselves would not benefit from the legal aid scheme even though they were 

allowed to represent victims.804 Essentially, the Court took issue with the manner of 

appointment of those LRVs, arguing that only LRVs appointed by the Court would benefit 

from legal aid.805 From a good governance perspective, the Court was right in insisting that the 

appointment of legal representative for victims had to be done procedurally in order to benefit 

                                                 

 
801 Telephone interview with a member of the legal team representing victims in the Ongwen case, May 2019. 
802 Ibid. 
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from the legal aid scheme. This is necessary to avoid situations where different victim groups 

may disagree on choice of legal representative.  

However, the Court procedures in appointment of legal representatives may be criticised for 

their failure to effectively engage with victims in choosing their representatives. The victims’ 

choices for LRVs are completely marginalised with the Court making the decision without 

their input, even though their views are sought. The Court’s practice in regard to appointment 

of LRVs continues to come under sharp focus and has been criticised for ignoring victims’ 

agency in choosing their own counsel.806 As the LRVs in the Ongwen case noted in regard to 

the Court’s initial decision not to recognise their appointment for purposes of legal aid: 

The suggestion that victims are not empowered to appoint counsel of their own 

choosing raises serious questions about how meaningful participation at the ICC really 

is. On the contrary, victims were punished for exercising their statutory choice and 

appointing two people who they had a previous engagement with and whom they 

trusted to represent their interests.807  

Both teams (the LRVs and OPCV teams) have maintained a team of field assistants and focal 

contacts to coordinate victim engagement in the field to ensure meaningful participation. The 

focal contacts for victims are especially essential in this regard for purposes of getting in touch 

with victims who are spread out in different areas. As noted by one of the team members, many 

victims are based in areas that have poor telecommunications coverage, which makes it 

essential to have focal points of contact to coordinate with field officers when mobilising 
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victims for a meeting.808 Further, to ensure effective interactions, these focal points of contact 

are drawn from already existing leadership structures within victim communities.809 

Despite the existence of well-defined structures and strategies for engagement with victims to 

ensure meaningful participation, the victims’ legal teams are overwhelmed by the high number 

of victims they are representing. This challenge especially comes to bear when the legal teams 

need to mobilise victims for consultations.810 In addition to the logistical challenges of 

arranging meetings with a large number of participants, legal teams have had to contend with 

meagre resources allocated to these field activities.811 With limited resources, it becomes 

impossible to conduct regular engagements with victims. Many victims’ legal teams have been 

forced to seek more funds from the Registry since allocated ‘resources run out well before the 

conclusion of the hearings…which in turn forces the LRVs to limit their activities with victims 

in the field.’812  

In terms of expectations through the participation process, victims in Uganda have their focus 

firmly on the outcome of the process. For victims of crimes allegedly committed by LRA, and 

Ongwen in this case, the victims are anxious to know, ‘through these proceedings, if he 

(Ongwen) is principally responsible for the commission of the crimes.’813 In these proceedings, 

therefore, the victims expect that the process would be fair in order to lead to a fair outcome 

that would settle questions of liability for the harm they suffered. It was also apparent that the 

victims felt a sense of ownership of the process by being actively involved in the trial through 

                                                 

 
808 Telephone interview with a member of the legal team representing victims in the Ongwen case (May 2019). 
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regular updates and the live screening of the proceedings. The victims have been keenly 

following the trial (through the screening organised by the ICC outreach office) and they 

receive updates on the kind of evidence that has been tendered before the Court. This, it has 

been argued, has helped to reduce the figurative and geographical distance between the seat of 

the trials and the communities where the atrocities occurred.814 Indeed, it was observed that 

victims and affected communities in northern Uganda were more aware of what was happening 

in the Ongwen case, a trial conducted at The Hague, than they were about the Kwoyelo case, a 

trial that is being held in Gulu, not far from their communities, due to the live screening of the 

Ongwen case in 23 locations and the engagement with the ICC outreach office.815 

For some victims though, the idea of retributive justice against the accused does not strike a 

chord. It is openly acknowledged that the trials have supporters as well as opponents in 

communities that are struggling with distinguishing victims from perpetrators.816 This 

especially rings true in the case of Dominic Ongwen, who was captured and taken in as a child 

soldier by the LRA and later became a commander during the period he has been accused of 

committing atrocity crimes.817 Many perceive this as justice for the Ugandan government, 

which was the protagonist in the conflict. These sentiments are legitimised by the sole focus 

on crimes committed by the LRA without addressing crimes committed by government forces 

either domestically or internationally. For these victims, as they have reiterated from the 
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beginning when the situation was referred to the Court, what matters to them is peace, 

reconciliation and reparations.818  

 

5.2.2 Experiences of Victims Who Participated in the Kenya Situation 

Victims’ participation in the Kenyan cases at trial came at a time when the Court felt 

overwhelmed with the practice of applications and representations and moved to drastically 

address the process and the ordering of representation in a manner that would be efficient in 

the use of time and resources. In what came to be referred to as the ‘Kenya model’, they sought 

to simplify the process by replacing the application process with a registration where victims 

who wanted to participate under the common legal representation system would simply register 

and be recognised as such, rather than going through a lengthy application process819 which 

had proved to be tedious and time consuming.820  

In regard to representation, the Court created a two-tiered system of Common Legal 

representation which included representation through a Common Legal Representative (CLR) 

and representation by the Office of the Public Counsel for Victims (OPCV) ‘acting on the 

Common Legal Representative’s behalf.’821 In this system, the CLR would be based in the field 

where he or she would have primary contact with the victims and would only appear before 

the Court at ‘critical junctures of the trial.’822 The OPCV, on the other hand, would be in charge 

                                                 

 
818 Ibid. 
819 The Prosecutor v William Samoei Ruto and Joshua Arap Sang, Decision on victims’ representation and 
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representation, para 41. 
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of the day-to-day proceedings before the Court, on behalf of the CLR.823   

For purposes of authorisation to participate, the Court only required those victims who wished 

to participate directly to apply to be recognised as such, while all the other victims who wished 

to be represented by the CLR were only required to register on a list that would be administered 

by the registry and made available to the CLR.824 Victims who had been admitted to participate 

at the confirmation of charges stage were automatically deemed to have registered under the 

new system.825 Whereas this system sought to address the inefficiencies of the victim 

application system which required victims to fill in a detailed form before a decision would be 

made on their participation, the new system possibly opened up the victims’ participation to 

critiques of advancing mere symbolism by eliminating the process of verification of the link 

between the harm suffered and the crimes through an independent process.    

On the face of it, the Court in coming up with the Kenya Model might have thought that the 

appointment of one CLR in each case to represent victims and the simplification of the 

authorisation process would make things easy for victims’ participation in Kenya, but the 

reality was different. Two challenges came to bear later on once the CLRs had been appointed. 

First, the huge number of victims in both cases posed a challenge for effective consultations. 

Second, by appointing a single CLR for each of the cases, the system did not anticipate the 

diversity of the victim communities in Kenya and potential for conflicting positions among 

these communities, even in the same case.  

Out of the approximately 20,000 victims in one of the cases (Kenyatta case), the CLR of 
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victims was able to interact with only a fraction of the victims (4%),826 due to difficulties in 

reaching and identifying victims who were not centrally placed.827 Even though it is not 

possible to represent all the views and concerns of such a big number of victims on matters that 

affect them, and a representative survey would suffice in seeking instructions, a situation where 

the CLR felt that he was not able to reach a satisfactorily representative population of his clients 

raises concerns about whether the participation was meaningful. An NGO official interviewed 

illustrates the challenge posed by the huge numbers, stating that ‘many of the victims of the 

violence in Nakuru and Naivasha had relocated to different parts of the country and were not 

centrally placed thus making it difficult to be mobilised by a single legal representative and his 

staff.’828  

Further, most of the victims were spread out in different parts of the country following their 

displacement, with few having returned to their previous homes. Intermediaries who worked 

with Common Legal Representatives of Victims in the two cases had experienced difficulties 

contacting victims and consulting with them when the cases were active before the Court. This 

problem was also compounded by security concerns for the victims and anyone who was 

working with the Court.829 In the Ruto and Sang case, for instance, the CLR narrated how he 

had to move venues for meetings or call off meetings due to security concerns or open 

hostilities from those who were opposed to the Court’s intervention in Kenya.830 These 

concerns, which were later attributed to the withdrawal of some victims from participation, 
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were a hindrance to effective consultations. 

Concomitant with the huge numbers was the obvious challenge that these victims, from diverse 

backgrounds and possibly having different issues of concern, were expected to speak with one 

voice through the CLR. The contrary was true. The experience of the Kenyan cases proved, as 

argued by Luke Moffett, that even when dealing with victims of the same crimes, their needs 

or priorities for justice may not necessarily converge.831 Victims in the Kenyan situation were 

deeply divided on questions of responsibility for harm suffered, choice of cases and crimes to 

focus on.832 It was inevitable that even within the narrowly defined victim status resulting from 

the Prosecutor’s selection of cases for prosecution, victims had to contend with the Prosecutor’s 

choice of perpetrators and charges to focus on,833 a situation that didn’t sit well with some of 

them. Similarly, victims were divided along the lines of those who had benefitted from 

government resettlement efforts and those who were yet to receive any compensation.834 In the 

Kenyan situation, victims within the same case separately complained of differentiated 

treatment by the Kenyan authorities on the basis of their perceived political leanings and 

tribes.835 

This situation was particularly complicated for the CLRs, who were expected to represent the 
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views and concerns of victims on matters that arose in Court. One of the obvious challenges of 

having a CLR for victims with diverse interests is the feeling by some of the victims that their 

views and concerns are not brought before the Court. In cases where the CLR has to use 

intermediaries to reach victims because of logistical challenges of contacting each individual 

victim, as was the case in Kenya, the intermediaries would collect the views of the victims and 

channel them to the CLR.836 The CLR then had to collect the views of his clients and ‘process’ 

them into legally sound submissions to present before the Court. In a politically charged 

environment and deeply divided situation like Kenya, it was not unusual that victims of the 

same crimes would hold clashing perspectives on matters where they would be consulted by 

the CLR.  

In a number of instances, the CLRs in the Kenyan cases found themselves in situations where 

they had to seek the views of their clients on matters that came up in the trials, such as questions 

on excusal from continuous attendance,837 and the place for holding trials.838 For the CLR in 

the Kenyatta case, it was pertinent that the views of the victims be represented as accurately as 

possible without moderation.839 However, in some matters which he considered ‘technical’ he 

could represent a position which he believed was in the best interests of the victims.840 

Conflicting or subjective views led the CLR in the Ruto and Sang case to offer his own 

alternative views on what he thought were the best interests of the victims in a case where he 
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considered that they had not properly appreciated the ramifications of the issue for which their 

views were sought. Cautious not to appear as substituting his clients’ views with his own, the 

CLR took note of ‘the inevitable variance’ of his views on the one hand, and the views and 

concerns raised by the victims, but urged the Chamber to take both into account in order to 

make ‘a proper assessment of the interests of justice.’841 As observed by the CLR: 

…some of the views expressed may have carried an element of subjectivity in nature, 

and that some of the reasons for those views may not be established by or founded upon 

law, and cannot therefore, stricto sensu, be categorized as “legal”. Nevertheless, the 

Victims’ Representative considered it necessary to set out the views and concerns and 

the reasons therefore as faithfully as possible, in order to fully and clearly demonstrate 

to the Trial Chamber the victims’ concerns…842  

The ‘distillation’ of the victims’ views and concerns and presentation by the CLRs as ‘legal’ 

submissions has the evident effect of presenting these views in an abstract manner that 

resonates with the victim as an abstract entity rather than an individual. This abstraction 

narrows down the views and concerns of victims to general themes, which concern the interests 

of the victims, in the opinion of the CLR.843 Although this may be seen as negating victims’ 

agency, the reality of international criminal trials necessitates the presentation of victim views 

and concerns in a representative manner due to large numbers and possible clashing of 

perspectives. It is upon the legal representatives, thus, to crystallise such views into general 

themes that would satisfy the victims’ interests.   
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Participation has also exposed the challenges of satisfying victims’ expectations within a very 

legalistic field. In the Ruto and Sang case, although the ‘withdrawal’ of 97 victims from 

participating can be attributed to the security concerns at the time in Kenya, it is hard to ignore 

the fact that the victims were starting to question the ‘promise of justice’ from the Court. First, 

as explained by the CLR, the victims were uncomfortable with the idea of communal 

reparations that they had been told were a possibility at the end of the case – if there was a 

conviction.844 In opposing communal reparations such as schools or health facilities, the 

victims contended that these would benefit the perpetrators who still lived amongst them. Even 

though this was misplaced concern that had no bearing on participation but would become 

relevant later if reparations were to be paid, it portrayed the challenge that would have been 

faced in translating international criminal justice outputs into local expectations. Opposition to 

collective reparations, which are the most appropriate form of reparations in a situation of mass 

victimisation, is also based on the knowledge gap caused by the distance of international trials 

from communities as well as a lack of effective local dissemination and outreach. In addition, 

it is possible that such sentiments were fuelled by political propaganda that sought to discredit 

the Court.  

It was also evident that most of the victims had not appreciated the difference between 

participation and reparations, often confusing the two.845 One of the periodic reports by the 

Registry to the Court in the Kenyan situation noted that, ‘For some victims the question of 

reparations is closely linked to their interest in the participation process’846 and that ‘the word 

“registration” was perceived as directly linked to the topic of reparations amongst the 
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participants.’847 Perhaps the mix up of the two concepts would have been ameliorated by proper 

outreach programmes and an increase in resources for the LRVs and their teams in the field, 

but the situation compounded a bigger underlying issue, that is, the victims’ prioritisation in 

terms of justice and what mattered most to them. For instance, it turned out that many victims 

were willing to forgo participation for compensation and were only participating as leverage 

for compensation from the government.848  

Finally, the Chamber had also allowed the views and concerns of victims who chose not to 

register or were prevented from doing so by reason of security or other concerns to be 

represented by the CLR, ‘in a general way.’849 On the face of it, this decision can be lauded for 

removing all barriers to victim participation before the Court but at the same time the decision 

raises fundamental questions on representation. Whereas the Chamber made it clear that it 

strived to make victim participation more than a symbolic gesture,850 opening up representation 

to potentially abstract views and concerns of victims who have not registered can be seen as 

advancing mere symbolism. Further, as argued by Sergey Vasiliev, this system undercuts the 

traditional understanding of legal representation.851  

 

5.3 Reparations: The ICC as an Avenue for Repairing Harm Done? 

The significance of integration of reparations into the international criminal justice system has 

been underscored as necessary redress for victims due to the limited reach of international 
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criminal trials.852 This has, however, been a fairly ambitious venture with the high number of 

victims associated with atrocity crimes in situations where the Court may exercise jurisdiction. 

From the perspective of victims, the reparations regime presents an opportunity to be 

compensated for harm suffered and to be brought as close as possible to the situation they were 

in before they suffered harm. Even though there have been no reparations in Uganda and 

Kenya, this part explores what these prospects mean(t) for victims in the two situations. 

In as much as the right to participate and to present ‘views and concerns’ is an equally useful 

mechanism, ultimately, the promise of reparations overshadows this right. In fact, most of the 

victims participating in the cases do not distinguish between the two and see their participation 

as linked with reparations at the end of the case.853 As shown in the Ruto and Sang case where 

the prospects of what they considered unsatisfactory potential reparations was one of the 

reasons that led to the withdrawal of some victims, the victims’ concerns are geared towards 

compensation for harm rather than the substance of the case. The personal interests of victims 

are indeed more pronounced at the reparations stage.854 

So far, the Court has awarded both collective and individualised reparations in the cases that 

have been completed before it. The Court has awarded collective reparations in the Lubanga 

and Al Mahdi cases. In the Katanga case, the Court awarded, for the first time, individual 

reparations finding that a symbolic sum of US $250 per victim would provide ‘some measure 
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of relief for the harm suffered by the victims.’855 In these cases, especially the Lubanga case 

which was the first one before the Court, the Court has struggled to establish the right 

parameters for reparations and to demarcate the role of the TFV in the reparations process. 

With the TFV rolling out collective reparations for child soldiers which potentially replicated 

assistance programmes already in place, there was a likelihood of overlap in these separate 

mandates. This brings to the fore the normative differences between the two mandates. 

Reparations arise from a legal right of the victims to be redressed by the offender while 

assistance is about provision of general needs of victims and affected communities.856 The 

challenge of TFV-administered collective reparations is therefore on the targets for the 

reparations vis-à-vis the targets under the assistance mandate. Whereas the assistance mandate 

targets victims of crimes under the jurisdiction of the Court, generally,857 the reparations are 

applicable to specific victims of the crimes for which the accused has been convicted.858 

Indeed, the Appeals Chamber has restricted the beneficiaries of reparations to only those 

victims who are ‘eligible’,859 therefore setting aside the TFV’s proposed community-based 

reparations model which had been accepted by Trial Chamber I.860  

The concern for reparations administered through the TFV, as argued by Moffett, is the blurring 
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of the normative basis behind reparations with assistance, which has a different normative aim, 

and thus potentially watering down rights of victims entitled to reparations.861 But then, as seen 

below under the TFV’s assistance mandate, the two mandates can complement each other to 

fill gaps left by limited reparations when they are granted. 

The reparations regime under the Rome Statute also portends other challenges which reflect on 

its ability to provide an avenue for repairing harm suffered by victims and affected 

communities. First, as pointed out above under the concept of victimhood, the whole victims’ 

regime under the statute is affected by the politics of legal stratification. Eventual awarding of 

reparations, if a trial ends in a conviction, is based on the case selection and incidents that form 

part of the conviction. This means that the number of victims eligible for reparations may 

decrease further from those who had been authorised to participate in the case if an accused 

person gets convicted for some but not all of the counts. This means that right from the time 

an investigation is initiated in a situation until a final reparations order is made, the Court is 

continuously engaged in a process of legal ordering which is foreign to the victims and affected 

communities but which has ramifications on whether their suffering is recognised. Irrespective 

of the victims’ suffering, decisions on their eligibility for reparations may be influenced by 

factors of convenience for the Prosecutor in selection of cases and accused persons, such as his 

ability to obtain evidence.862 The outcry over the Prosecutor’s sole focus on child soldiers in 

the Lubanga case, to the exclusion of other equally or more serious allegations of sexual and 

gender-based violence, is evidence of how this prosecutorial discretion may lead to absurd 
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results. This may certainly lead to more harm for victims left out of this recognition.863      

Second, even if it is uncontroversial from the drafting history and commentary on the Rome 

Statute that the reparations regime under the statute follows the conviction of the accused,864 

the emphasis on a formalistic approach to reparations is a major weakness of this regime that 

has potential to lead to absurd results. The proposal to grant the Court powers to require a State 

to grant appropriate reparations was rejected at the Rome Conference.865 Even though the 

Statute provisions in regard to reparations are without prejudice to the right of victims to seek 

reparations under national or international law,866 the disappointment on the part of the victims 

is inevitable in situations where domestic and regional mechanisms for reparations have not 

been operationalised.  

This challenge is especially apparent at the conclusion of a trial when an acquittal or 

termination has happened. In a filing pursuant to the termination of the Ruto and Sang case, 

the CLR for victims urged the Court to adopt a broad interpretation of the principles of 

reparation in the Statute and to make a finding that reparations to victims of a case were not 

concomitant to a conviction.867 In his submissions, the CLR contended that the Court had 

powers to order the TFV or a State to provide reparations where a trial results in an acquittal 

or termination.868 The argument raised by the CLR for an expanded interpretation of the 
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reparations regime under the Rome Statute was, however, rejected by the Majority of the Trial 

Chamber which found that it had no jurisdiction over the case as it was terminated, and in any 

case a question of reparations would not arise in the case of an acquittal or termination of a 

case.869 The Majority observed that:  

…the view that victims must be able to express their views and concerns on matters of 

reparations does not mean that this Chamber is the right forum to entertain such views and 

concerns. Indeed, there are no pending proceedings related to the harm allegedly suffered 

by the victims of the post-electoral violence before this Court, let alone this Chamber. The 

Majority understands that while “this must be dissatisfactory to the victims, a criminal court 

can only address compensation for harm suffered as a result of crimes if such crimes have 

been found to have taken place and the person standing trial for his or her participation in 

those crimes is found guilty”.870 

This situation is confusing for victims who have suffered harm and placed hopes in this system 

to redress the harm suffered. In his dissenting opinion in Ruto and Sang, Judge Chile Eboe-

Osuji notes that the question of harm suffered had been acknowledged by all parties and the 

Government of Kenya.871 For victims and affected communities, this system may not make 

sense when they expect the harm suffered to be redressed. It is true that the ICC is but one of 

the transitional justice mechanisms involved in redressing harm suffered, and other avenues – 

especially obligations falling on states for reparations – should fill in the gaps but, as discussed 

in Chapter 5, ICC intervention may potentially marginalise these other options. In other 

instances, the uncertainty of obtaining reparations may lead victims to find themselves in a 
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situation where they feel that they have to choose one process over another. In the Ruto and 

Sang case, some victims saw their participation in the ICC as leveraging compensation from 

the Government of Kenya and were willing to withdraw from participation if they were 

compensated.872   

The question of reparations for victims in case of an acquittal or termination will continue to 

be in focus, especially in the context of the Court’s consistent messaging on the centrality of 

victims in its justice system. By pegging reparations to the conviction of an accused person, 

the reparations regime under the Rome Statute may create pressure on victims, who now have 

an interest in conviction rather than establishment of the truth.873 In effect, an acquittal or 

termination of a case may lead to disappointment on the part of the victims. It became necessary 

for the Court to explain in the Bemba case that an acquittal is not a ‘failure’ of justice.874 In the 

Ruto and Sang case, victims and rights groups expressed disappointment over the Court’s 

decision that it had no jurisdiction to entertain requests for reparations following the 

termination of the case.875 Perhaps the regime under Article 75 is ripe for reconsideration 

because of the uncertainty it creates in terms of managing expectations and perceptions of 

justice for victims of mass criminality. 
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5.3.1 Uganda: the long, uncertain wait 

Following the surrender of Dominic Ongwen to the Court to face trial, there is no doubt that 

victims of his alleged crimes are anxious to see the result of the trial and especially the 

prospects of reparations in case it ends in a conviction. Two issues may inform what sort of 

impact such reparations, if any, would have on victims. First, at the end of the trial if a 

conviction is entered then the Court will have to determine whether collective or individual 

reparations will be ordered and what they would cover. Secondly, the lengthy process of the 

reparations stage in a case may further prolong the victims’ suffering. 

In regard to the nature of reparations that may be awarded by the Court, there is a high 

possibility of collective reparations being ordered due to the widespread nature of victimisation 

as a result of the LRA conflict in northern Uganda.876 Even if individual reparations are 

awarded, they may be minimal and merely symbolic, like those that were awarded in the 

Katanga case.877 On one hand, the idea of collective reparations reinforces the perception that 

the victims’ regime under the Rome Statute is merely symbolic but, on the other hand, they 

may be the appropriate award in a situation where the victims are many, spanning different 

periods of violence that fall within and outside the temporal jurisdiction of the ICC. Collective 

reparations are therefore likely to address the concerns of victims who feel left out due to the 

limited temporal jurisdiction of the Court and one-sided focus of the investigations in the LRA 

conflict. Rule 98(3) of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence provide that a reparations award 

may be made through the Trust Fund for Victims ‘where the number of the victims and the 

scope, forms and modalities of reparations make a collective award more appropriate.’ Indeed, 
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in the Lubanga case, the ICC acknowledged that it would be more beneficial to award 

collective reparations in situations where there are few requests for reparations but numerous 

victims within the situation as a result of the criminality of the convicted person as established 

in the judgement of the Court.878 

Victims in the Uganda situation, generally, seem to be receptive of the idea of collective 

reparations. This may be explained in two ways. First, the victims in northern Uganda where 

most of the atrocities of the LRA were committed are in close knit communities and would 

welcome reparations that benefit communities as a whole.879 These communities have self-

organised since the war in seeking justice for the atrocities as well as getting back on their feet 

after the war.880 Further, the TFV assistance programmes which have been on the ground for 

some time now have brought the communities even closer.881  

Secondly, the communities in northern Uganda are keen on reconciliation, both amongst the 

communities and even with the perpetrators. Individualised reparations are more likely to set 

apart the few victims who benefit than collective reparations which may be seen as benefitting 

the community.882 This may cushion against the feeling of being left out for victims who are 

not eligible to benefit individually. 

Most victims of the LRA conflict are, however, concerned that it may take too long before they 

receive any reparations, from the Court or from the Ugandan government. As noted by a 

community-based organisation coordinator in Gulu, ‘Most victims are living in despair that 
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they might die before they receive any reparations for their suffering.’883 The practice before 

the Court so far has not been encouraging. In the first case the reparations proceedings took up 

to four years before a final order was issued. For victims that have had to contend with a long 

wait before a trial commenced while the accused was still at large, and a considerably lengthy 

trial, having to wait a long time for reparations following a conviction is a painful process. 

Further, while the trial against Ongwen may result in an acquittal, hence, no reparations would 

be awarded by the Court, victims have emotionally invested in this trial with expectations that 

the ICC would award better reparations than they could receive domestically.884 This has 

caused ‘(un)complimentary’ comparisons between the victims in the Ongwen case and those 

of the Kwoyelo case.885 Henry Kilama Komakech, a Legal Representative for Victims in the 

Kwoyelo case, dryly observes that ‘some victims feel that they would have been better if they 

were victims of Ongwen rather than Kwoyelo.’886  

 

5.2.1. Kenya: the unfulfilled promises 

Victims in the Kenya situation had placed high hopes on the ICC to redress the harm caused 

by the PEV.887 This was especially the case owing to past injustices that had not been addressed 

and hence the victims saw the Court as the only avenue to break impunity.888 With a failure to 

establish domestic mechanisms to redress the atrocities committed during the PEV, the ICC 
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remained the only option for many victims.889 The Kenyan situation was also marked by a 

heavily politicised domestic effort to pay reparations for victims of the PEV, which led to 

exclusion of some victims, especially those who were supportive of the ICC intervention.890 

The ability of reparations to redress the atrocities in question had, however, become a heated 

topic even before the cases were finalised. As opposed to the situation in Uganda where the 

victim communities are open to collective reparations and see them as contributing to 

reconciliation, the victims in the Kenyan cases had started expressing their disapproval of the 

potential for awards of collective reparations. For these victims, their scepticism over collective 

reparations may be seen in two ways. First, most victims were displaced following the PEV 

and are spread all over the country. Such a situation makes it hard to craft an order for collective 

reparations that are suitable for victims even in the same case. Second, for some who may have 

returned to their homes after the PEV, their disapproval of collective reparations is that they 

may benefit perpetrators.891 Some victims don’t trust that a system that would be entrusted with 

administering collective reparations would be corruption-free.892 This may be informed by 

experiences with the Kenyan government’s resettlement and compensation efforts, which have 

been marred by allegations of politicisation.893  

Following the termination of cases in the Kenyan situation, victims of the PEV expressed their 

disappointment at being left without a remedy, especially because the cases were not 

determined on their merit. What has been evident in the cases that have either been withdrawn 

or ended up in acquittals is that the hopes of victims have been raised and dashed. Acquittals 
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and terminations of cases are within the normal course of justice and should not be seen as a 

failure of the Court to address the needs of victims. However, the Court is under an obligation 

to engage with the victims and affected communities effectively to manage their 

expectations.894 Whereas an acquittal shouldn’t be seen as a failure of the system, the regime 

of victims’ participation and reparations under the Statute creates an insurmountable challenge 

when this outcome occurs. First, international criminal trials are complex and lengthy, which 

means that victims and affected communities are engaged with the process for a long time and 

may invest both emotionally and through their participation in an outcome that is favourable 

to their needs. In this way, the participation of the victims is somehow distorted if their sole 

intention and expectation is to have an outcome that ends with a conviction.  

5.4 General Assistance by the Trust Fund for Victims: A Necessary Plug? 

In addition to its mandate as an implementer of some forms of reparations when ordered by the 

Court pursuant to the Rules of Procedure and Evidence,895 the TFV may apply its other funds 

for the benefit of victims.896 These funds, which are not subject to the control of the Court, are 

in the form of voluntary contributions from states and organisations separate from the resources 

‘collected from awards for reparations, fines and forfeitures.’897 This makes the general 

assistance which may be undertaken under these provisions by the authority of the board of 

directors of the TFV akin to development aid by donors. Conceptually, the assistance is 

different from reparations, which may be paid at the end of a trial, as it focuses on assisting 

victims of crimes under the jurisdiction of the Court within a situation, who may have physical, 
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psychological and/or material needs.898   

This general assistance mandate of the Fund plays a vital role in assisting victims and victims 

communities who have suffered different types of harm and are in need of immediate assistance 

pending any other reparative effects that might come from the Court or other processes.899 

Considering the complexity of trials for atrocity crimes, which may drag on for a lengthy 

period, assistance offered in this manner has the potential to have more impact on victims and 

communities reeling from violence than eventual reparations in case of a conviction. The 

immediacy of the assistance and its broad reach, therefore, define this mandate. The Fund is 

cognisant of this and has outlined its understanding of the assistance mandate as necessary to 

provide: 

an immediate response, at the individual, family, and community level, to the injury 

needs of victims who have suffered harm from crimes within the jurisdiction of the 

Court. Assistance projects also permit the TFV to assist a wider victim population 

than that which may be possible in relation to harms suffered within specific cases 

before the Court.900  

Even though independent of the Court, the TFV is regarded as part of the Court within the 

communities where it has initiated programmes.901 Furthermore, there has been blurring of this 

distinction over time as demonstrated by the Court’s practice. Indeed, the Court can be said to 
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of Directors of the Trust Fund for Victims for the Period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, (ICC-ASP/17/14), 23 July 

2018, para 58. 
901 Jo-Anne Wemmers, ‘Victims and the International Criminal Court (ICC)’ 225; Interview with an official of a 

community based organisation in Gulu, Gulu (July 2019). See also, Situation in Uganda, Notification of the Board 

of Directors of the Trust Fund for Victims in accordance with Regulation 50 of the Regulations of the Trust Fund 

for Victims with Confidential Annex, (ICC-02/04-114), 25 January 2008, para 41. 
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exercise a form of persuasive influence over the activities of the TFV under the assistance 

mandate by identifying areas where this mandate would be most appropriate, especially where 

findings have been made that a certain category of victims suffered harm but their suffering 

cannot be attributed to the convicted person.902 This may provide a ‘safety net’ for victims who 

fall outside cases but have been equally harmed by acts associated with the crimes under the 

jurisdiction of the Court.903 In other instances, the assistance mandate has been deployed to 

mitigate the effects of an acquittal where expectations for reparations were already high 

following a conviction which was later overturned on appeal, as happened in the Bemba case.904 

It can, therefore, be argued that the TFV and the Court are joined at the hip and its successes 

(and failures) may be attributed to the Court. Judge Eboe-Osuji sees this connection clearly by 

observing that: 

the Rome Statute has now integrated reparative justice into the framework of 

administration of justice at the ICC. That being the case, an orderly and coordinated 

approach to the administration of justice must engage the question whether it can truly 

be said that the Trust Fund for Victims is ‘an independent body from the Court.’ 

Second, the Trust Fund’s raison d’être is necessarily beholden to the establishment of 

the Court, in the sense that without the establishment of the Court, the Assembly of 

States Parties would have established no Trust Fund for Victims.905  

                                                 

 
902 See for instance, The Prosecutor v Germain Katanga, Order for Reparations pursuant to Article 75 of the 

Statute (ICC-01/04-01/07-3728-tEng) 24 March 2017, para 154. Trial Chamber II pointed out victims of sexual 

and gender-based violence to the TFV to consider in its assistance mandate. 
903 Alina Balta, Manon Bax and Rianne Letschert, ‘Trial and (Potential) Error: Conflicting Visions on Reparations 

Within the ICC System’ (2019) 29 International Criminal Justice Review 221, 234. 
904 See, ICC-ASP, Report to the Assembly of States Parties on the Projects and the activities of the Board of 

Directors of the Trust Fund for Victims for the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, (ICC-ASP/17/14) 23 July 

2018. The TFV notes that the relaunch of the assistance mandate in Central African Republic would prioritise 

those victims who had been participating in the Bemba case. 
905 The Prosecutor v William Ruto and Joshua Arap Sang, Decision on the Requests regarding Reparations, 

(Dissenting Opinion of Judge Eboe-Osuji), para 32. 
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5.4.1 TFV Assistance in Uganda 

The TFV has launched assistance programmes in northern Uganda since 2008. Upon carrying 

out an assessment in 2007 to identify the needs of the victims, the TFV notified the Pre-Trial 

Chamber II of 18 projects it intended to undertake in northern Uganda.906 These projects 

focused on physical and psychological rehabilitation, and to some extent material support for 

victims of crimes within the jurisdiction of the Court (from 1 July 2002 onwards).907  

Being the first time the TFV had invoked the assistance mandate in a situation country, the 

TFV explained that it would use partners to implement the projects on the ground and this was 

particularly necessary because it needed to distance its activities from the judicial role of the 

Court in order to ensure the safety of the beneficiaries.908 The security situation at the time of 

assessment in 2007 was still volatile and the TFV’s potential intermediaries had received 

threats by being associated with the Court.909 Putting these threats in context, the TFV 

conducted an assessment in the backdrop of an ongoing peace process between the LRA and 

the Ugandan government and there was a growing feeling that the ICC was a spoiler to this 

process, especially among the Acholi religious leaders and local NGOs in northern Uganda.910 

Nevertheless, the TFV rolled out the programmes through its implementing partners and has 

been providing assistance since then.   

The TFV estimates that 7 million people are in need of assistance in northern Uganda.911 Over 

a period of 10 years, the TFV has been able to directly give assistance to slightly over 100,000 

                                                 

 
906 See, Situation in Uganda, Notification of the Board of Directors of the Trust Fund for Victims in accordance 

with Regulation 50 of the Regulations of the Trust Fund for Victims with Confidential Annex, (ICC-02/04-114), 

25 January 2008. 
907 Ibid. 
908 Ibid, para 41. 
909 Ibid, para 57. 
910 See, Henry Waswa, ‘Kampala May Demand Annulment of LRA Warrants’ (IWPR, 18 July 2007). 
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victims,912 representing a small fraction of those who are in need of assistance. The TFV’s 

challenges in terms of reaching more victims and affected communities is partly attributable to 

an outreach and communication problem. There seem to be challenges in terms of coordination 

and communication between the TFV and other ICC offices on the ground.913 Without a clear 

messaging strategy between the TFV and especially the Field Outreach Office of the Registry, 

there is confusion amongst communities on the role of the TFV and how it relates to the work 

of the Court. A member of the legal representative for victims team notes that very few of their 

clients were aware of, let alone had benefitted from, the assistance programmes almost 8 years 

since the first programmes were launched.914 However, community-based organisations, civil 

society organisations and local NGOs have intensified efforts to sensitise communities on the 

role of the TFV. The legal representatives for victims have also been instrumental in informing 

the victims they represent of these programmes.  

On account of its focus on physical rehabilitation, psychological rehabilitation and material 

support, the TFV has launched activities through its partners in the field that have sought to 

alleviate the effects of war on victims and affected communities.  

The physical rehabilitation is focused on those with physical injuries with the aim of helping 

the affected victims be productive members of society.915 Victims of the many years of conflict 

in Uganda suffered physical injuries arising from mutilations occasioned by the LRA, rape and 

other sexual violations, and other injuries.916 Besides receiving therapy and treatment for 

                                                 

 
912 Trust Fund for Victims, Report to the Assembly of States Parties on the activities of the Board of Directors of 

the Trust Fund for Victims for the period 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018, (ICC-ASP/17/14), 3. 

<https://www.trustfundforvictims.org/sites/default/files/reports/ICC-ASP-17-14-ENG.pdf> 
913 Jennifer McCleary-Sills and Stella Mukasa, ‘External Evaluation of the Trust Fund for Victims Programmes 

in Northern Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo’ 43. 
914 Telephone interview with a member of the legal representative for victims team (May 2019). 
915 Jennifer McCleary-Sills and Stella Mukasa, ‘External Evaluation of the Trust Fund for Victims Programmes 

in Northern Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo’ 24. 
916 Jennifer McCleary-Sills and Stella Mukasa, ‘External Evaluation of the Trust Fund for Victims Programmes 

in Northern Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo’ 16, 24. 
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injuries as well as corrective surgeries, the physical rehabilitation programmes have also made 

an impact through the provision of artificial limbs for those who lost limbs in the conflict.917 

The TFV has also launched programmes through its partners that seek to address the 

psychological effects of the conflict. These programmes are aimed at benefitting those 

suffering from trauma and addressing psychosocial needs of victims and affected communities 

so that they can cope with the effects of conflict. These activities, which have targeted both 

victims and communities where they live, have included individual and group trauma 

counselling and community sensitisation.918 

On material assistance, the TFV supported, albeit for a short period, projects for economic 

empowerment of communities through accessing village loans, vocational training, education 

grants and adult literacy classes.919 Material support was phased out in 2013 due to what the 

TFV termed ‘social, economic and security’ reasons.920 

In addition to the TFV’s direct impact on its targeted programme activities, it has achieved 

broader impacts through its snowball effect on aid agencies specifically focusing on projects 

relevant to assisting victims and affected communities. As explained by an official of an 

implementing partner organisation, ‘since the TFV launched its programmes in 2008 there have 

been an increase in organisations partnering or complementing the work of the TFV mandated 

programmes due to increased visibility of the needs of the communities affected by war.’921 In 

certain instances where a victim may not benefit from a TFV funded project due to the temporal 

                                                 

 
917 Lino Owor Ogora, ‘ICC Trust Fund for Victims’ Delegation Visits Gulu; Pledges More Support for 

Rehabilitation Programs’ (International Justice Monitor, 5 March 2018).  
918 Jennifer McCleary-Sills and Stella Mukasa, ‘External Evaluation of the Trust Fund for Victims Programmes 

in Northern Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo’ 12. 
919 Jennifer McCleary-Sills and Stella Mukasa, ‘External Evaluation of the Trust Fund for Victims Programmes 

in Northern Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo’ 8. 
920 TFV, Assistance & Reparations: Achievements, Lessons Learned, and Transitioning, 2015, 38. 
921 Interview with the head of a TFV implementing partner, Gulu (July 2019). 
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scope of the assistance mandate, the implementing partner endeavours to link the victim with 

other organisations that may assist. However, on a general level, the implementing partners 

have portrayed great flexibility in terms of offering assistance to victims who may otherwise 

be considered to be outside the scope of assistance.922 This is because a number of the 

implementing partners are also separately funded to run the same projects that they run on 

behalf of the TFV.923  

The TFV programmes in northern Uganda may also be seen in their ability to promote the 

engagement of victims and affected communities in transitional justice processes.924 Civil 

society interviewees noted that the rehabilitation efforts have given victims who had detached 

themselves from the larger community due to their physical or psychological injuries a sense 

of self-esteem.925 The sensitisation at the community level has also proved useful in creating 

an environment where the communities are more sensitive towards victims.926 By reconnecting 

with the communities, the victims have been able to actively take part in other activities 

spearheaded by the ICC, NGOs and civil society towards justice for their suffering. The TFV’s 

assistance has especially enabled victims and affected communities to actively engage with 

ongoing trials domestically and at the ICC. This may also help to manage their expectations.927 

It was also noted that these community engagements between victims who suffered harm and 

other members of the community have promoted reconciliation.928 

A concern for the implementing partners and civil society groups working with victims in 

                                                 

 
922 Interview with the head of a civil society organisation, Gulu (July 2019). 
923 Interview with the head of a TFV implementing partner, Gulu (July 2019).  
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Fund for Victims Under Its Assistance Mandate’ (2019) 19 Chicago Journal of International Law 491, 513. 
925 Interview with the head of a civil society organisation, Gulu (July 2019). 
926 Interview with a religious leader from northern Uganda, Gulu (July 2019). 
927 Leila Ullrich, ‘Beyond the ‘Global – Local Divide’ Local Intermediaries, Victims and the Justice Contestations 

of the International Criminal Court’ (2016) 14 Journal of International Criminal Justice 543, 560. 
928 Interview with an official of the Justice and Reconciliation Project, a civil society organisation based in Gulu, 

Gulu (July 2019). 
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northern Uganda is the question of sustainability of TFV projects. The rehabilitation 

programmes that are benefitting these communities may be needed for a long time, hence the 

need to have a transition strategy. Granted, as the TFV assistance has led to an increase in other 

developmentally oriented assistance to complement its work without working with the 

government sector, sustainability concerns are well founded. Indeed, the expectation is that a 

comprehensive transitional justice roadmap that has been in the pipeline will be rolled out soon 

to provide some continuity.929 

5.4.2 TFV Assistance in Kenya  

TFV has not initiated any projects to assist victims of the PEV in Kenya so far, to the 

disappointment of victims and affected communities in the country. Human Rights Watch, in 

a letter to the Board of Directors of the TFV, sought assistance especially for victims of sexual 

and gender-based violence who had been ignored through the government reparations which 

had focused on resettling those who were in Internally Displaced Persons’ camps.930 This letter 

came immediately following the termination of the Ruto and Sang case before the ICC and 

therefore the end of any prospect of reparations. However, to date, the TFV has not initiated 

any projects in Kenya. 

This situation doesn’t attract much attention outside human rights NGOs’ circles and the 

victims’ body, because of the lack of legal obligation on the part of the TFV to provide 

assistance, but it forms a key issue on efficiency and the lack of transparency in decision 

making and selection of beneficiaries for assistance by the TFV. It should be noted that the 

TFV has not had any other engagement beyond a situational assessment which was conducted 
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in 2015.931 Whereas the needs of victims of PEV in Kenya, just like those of victims of any 

other situation of massive violation of human rights, were urgent, and have remained 

unaddressed for most victims for over 10 years since the violence, the TFV has not made a 

decision in regard to any assistance programmes in Kenya even though a considerable sum has 

already been applied to situational assessment. The TFV has been criticised for its prudence in 

spending its funds,932 but the fund has to deal with huge expectations with minimal funds from 

donors.  

The discretionary nature of the assistance mandate should, arguably, counterbalance any 

expectations of assistance unless a decision has been made to launch assistance in a situation 

but, on the part of the victims and affected communities, the prospect of assistance represented 

hope of redress. Victims in the Kenya situation were well informed of this possibility and this 

made their wait even longer.933 Upon hearing the news that the Fund would finally commence 

the situational assessment, more than six years after the violence had occurred, many expressed 

weariness but still held on to a glimmer of hope of obtaining assistance.934 Victims who 

particularly needed this assistance were those who had suffered sexual and gender-based 

                                                 

 
931 Trust Fund for Victims, List of Decisions of the Board of Directors of the Trust Fund for Victims 12th Meeting, 
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violence, physical injuries, and displacement.935 In particular, victims of sexual and gender-

based violence and those who had suffered physical injuries required urgent medical and 

psychosocial support.936 This was due to the skewed nature of Kenya’s victims’ assistance 

programme, which had prioritised resettlement of those who were in IDP camps due to their 

visibility.937 

For the Kenyan victims and affected communities, therefore, the Fund missed an opportunity 

to seize the occasion in regard to its two focal points of impact; that is, providing immediate 

relief, and as a fall back for victims who are left without a remedy following an acquittal, 

termination/withdrawal of a case or those who fall outside the acts of victimisation that form 

part of a conviction. There is no doubt that a delay of more than 10 years (at the time of 

conducting field research) since the violence in Kenya is inordinate even if the TFV decides to 

launch any assistance in the future. Many victims of the violence craved medical treatment and 

psychosocial support but there was little to no support from the Kenyan government.938 

Equally, the withdrawal of charges against Kenyatta and the termination of the Ruto and Sang 

case was an ideal point to trigger the Fund’s assistance mandate. As the TFV’s situation 

assessment could probably have shown, huge gaps still remain in effectively redressing the 

harms suffered by the PEV victims due to the tokenism of Kenya’s reparative efforts and a 

failure to implement the TJRC report recommendations.939 
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937 Interview with George Kegoro, Executive Director, Kenya Human Rights Commission, Nairobi (July 2019). 
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Some experts have, however, been of the opinion that the TFV’s lack of engagement may be 

justified in terms of its limited funds and the need for prioritisation of situations that may be 

more deserving.940 Christine Alai, a transitional justice expert, reckons the TFV’s assistance 

mandate should be seen in the context of complementarity, where the TFV only steps in to 

complement a state’s obligations, rather than to take over.941 Whereas these sentiments are 

correct, it would help if the TFV had transparent criteria for applying its assistance mandate in 

some situations to the exclusion of others.        

5.5 Conclusion: Unpacking Impact on Victims and Affected Communities 

The Rome Statute and the ICC have sought to centralise victims of atrocity crimes in the 

international criminal justice arena. Indeed, this has been a remarkable development that has 

given many victims hope and a voice. Even though, admittedly, this promise is rather ambitious 

in the face of the Court’s limited mandate and capacity, and has created a level of political 

dependency, ICC interventions have opened up discursive spaces for wider transitional justice 

mechanisms in the situations under investigation and given a voice for many victims to agitate 

for other means of redressing their suffering domestically. These may be, for instance, calling 

for domestic trials, reparations and even civil mechanisms of seeking compensation for harm 

suffered. The impact of the Court’s intervention on victims and affected communities in 

different situations, however, varies greatly. As it will be demonstrated by the analysis below, 

this impact in these two case studies is tied to the relationship that exists between the Court 

and the State in question.  
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On a general level and across all situations where the Court has intervened, the Court faces 

challenges of building a sustainable and efficient system but at the same time providing 

meaningful redress for victims. The challenges posed to this system have been further 

compounded by the huge expectations created by the centralisation of victims in the work of 

the Court with the obvious result of building up unrealistic expectations. From a different 

perspective, one may argue that the Court has been unfairly loaded with the task of redressing 

the needs of all the victims of atrocity crimes in situations where it intervenes and that the 

conversation should focus on what the broader transitional justice process (including criminal 

trials which the Court focuses on) should do to achieve optimal justice. The difficulty with this 

position is, however, that criminal trials have dominated dialogues for transitional justice in 

post-conflict societies. The intervention of the ICC has indirectly led, in some cases, to a 

prioritisation of criminal justice over other transitional justice mechanisms, and in others, a 

complete marginalisation of non-criminal mechanisms for redressing victims.942 It is therefore 

necessary that the Court tempers the perception of being a ‘panacea’ for justice for victims of 

atrocity crimes.943  

A high number of victims participating in the cases is a reflection of the impact of the process 

at a community level. Indeed, this can be seen as fostering bonds within victimised 

communities and contributing towards their healing.944 On the other hand, without a properly 

managed system for victims’ participation, the high numbers have the potential to water down 
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the quality of participation,945 instead turning it into mere symbolism.946 Indeed, in the Kenyan 

situation especially, the legal representatives of victims were only able to meet with a small 

fraction of their clients due to difficulties in accessing and meeting the many victims who are 

eligible to participate, due to insecurity or because they are in different parts of the country. 

Further, participation may be more meaningful at the investigation stage and have a significant 

impact on victims and affected communities if the Prosecutor would consult more with these 

constituencies before making decisions on cases to focus on.947 Participation without 

understanding the basis of decisions to bring charges, ostensibly on their behalf, denies the 

victims ownership of the process. Even though discretion in selection of cases and suspects is 

the preserve of the prosecutor, active engagement with victim groups may help these victims 

to understand why certain decisions are made. Timely consultations may also assist the 

Prosecutor to make decisions which augur well with victims. As acknowledged by the OTP’s 

own selection policies, some perpetrators who might not be the most responsible may play a 

significant role in the atrocities by being sufficiently ‘grave or notorious’ to necessitate their 

investigation by the Court.948  

Even though the two case studies under consideration lack the experience of Court-ordered 

reparations, it is clear from the Court’s practice that the victims’ expectations would not be met 

by any reparative order for the harm suffered. The lack of sufficient resources for awarding 

reparations due to the huge numbers of victims and sometimes the indigency of the convicted 

person makes it impossible for the Court to meet the expectations of the victims.949 The TFV, 
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which has stepped in in circumstances when the convicted person is indigent, does not have 

enough resources to cover reparations for all victims. The Court has resorted to collective rather 

than individualised reparations, which may have varied levels of impact depending on the 

experiences of different victim communities, as seen in Kenya and Uganda. In some 

communities, collective reparations may be significant in reconciling and repairing harm 

communally but in other cases, victims are too scattered and don’t belong to communal settings 

that would make it possible for collective reparations to be effective.    

 

The TFV assistance has provided a necessary plug for the gap occasioned by the juridical 

process of victim classification as well as the lengthy process of trials and possible reparations. 

In Uganda, this has provided communities with much needed medical and psychological 

attention for the many victims of the LRA conflict. In Kenya, though, one of the countries 

where all the cases collapsed, TFV has been absent despite the well documented suffering of 

victims of the PEV, especially victims of sexual and gender-based violence who have not 

benefitted from GoK assistance programmes which have solely focused on victims of 

displacement who are in IDP camps, due to their visibility,950 and have been influenced by 

politics.951  

 

The respondents in my interviews attached more importance to the satisfaction of immediate 

needs of victims and affected communities as a measure of impact for the Court, which places 

the work of this TFV high up in terms of significance. For victims and affected communities 

who have not received any measure of justice and have physical, psychological and material 
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needs, the conceptual differences between reparations and assistance given through the TFV 

may not have much relevance. The TFV thus plays an important role in empowering victims 

to be able to play a meaningful role in pursuing justice for their suffering.   

  

However, it is clear that the TFV’s assistance mandate is wholly dependent on goodwill from 

donors and its deployment is rather arbitrary, even if the professionalism of the agency’s work 

is not in doubt. Therefore, the inconsistency and uncertainty of the TFV’s assistance 

programmes has contributed to perceptions within victim communities of a Court that promises 

so much but is unable to fulfil its promises to victims. Even though for each individual case 

where the TFV has launched assistance programmes it is easy to assess their effect on the basis 

of outputs and outcomes, the TFV lacks properly defined criteria for selecting beneficiaries 

(including Situations to implement assistance programmes) which makes it difficult to assess 

its impact at a broader level. The TFV’s lack of transparency on whether it will launch 

assistance or not is disconcerting for victims.952  

 

On the other hand, the work of the TFV in Uganda has demonstrated that the assistance given 

to victims in a given situation may lead to more acceptance of the judicial function of the 

Court.953 One may see this as a chicken and egg situation, but the disenchantment of victims in 

the Kenyan situation that led to their withdrawal in the Ruto and Sang case may have been 

averted if the TFV had provided some assistance to those victims who were in need. Most of 

these victims saw the ICC as a system that was not addressing their immediate needs.954 Even 

though the influence of domestic politics in Kenya cannot be overstated (see below), the 
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‘withdrawal’ of victims in the Ruto and Sang case was caused by what victims perceived as 

the inability of the Court to deliver the justice that they expected.955 With many victims having 

psychological, medical and material needs that had not been addressed, they saw no need to 

take part in the case. 

  

Whereas there is a significant gap between the promises of international criminal justice, in 

general, and the Rome Statute, in particular, and the reality of the experiences of victims and 

affected communities in the two case studies, a more complete picture that explains the extent 

of impact must consider the socio-political context of the Court’s intervention in both cases. 

As outlined in the conceptual framework in the introduction of this research, impact trends 

across the various aspects of victims’ interaction with the Court may be influenced by the 

obtaining relationship between the Court and the State in question.  

Primarily, the ability of the Court to freely exercise its judicial role in a situation with the 

cooperation of the State implies a higher level of mobilisation and awareness within victim 

groups and affected communities which would translate to more impact. The general 

assumption is that cooperation ensures effective investigations and safety for victims and 

witnesses.956 Theoretically, proper investigations should lead to sound prosecutorial decisions 

which would lead to watertight cases that would hold to account those who are responsible for 

the harm suffered by the victims. The general acceptance of the Court’s judicial role in the 

situation by the state and to a certain extent by the community where atrocities have occurred, 

also leads to greater mobilisation of victims and affected communities in demanding redress 

for their rights. In certain cases, however, cooperation may be applied strategically by the 

                                                 

 
955 Kamari Maxine Clarke, ‘We ask for justice, you give us law’ 292. 
956 See, Coalition for the International Criminal Court, ASP 2017: State cooperation crucial for an effective ICC, 

7 November 2017. <http://www.coalitionfortheicc.org/news/20171107/asp-2017-state-cooperation-crucial-

effective-icc> 
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prosecutor and the incumbent regime with the result that investigations would only focus on 

crimes allegedly committed by rebels (Uganda & DRC) or crimes allegedly committed by the 

ousted regime (Cote d’Ivoire), to the chagrin of victims and affected communities of crimes 

committed by government forces or entities. This perception affects the legitimacy of the Court 

despite the fact that decisions not to focus on crimes allegedly committed by government forces 

may be sound due to gravity considerations.957  

On the other hand, when the Court faces a hostile environment or confrontational engagement 

with the state as it happened in Kenya, there may be concerns of the effectiveness of 

investigations,958 and the protection of victims and witnesses.959 Although the Pre-Trial 

Chamber’s decision rejecting the Prosecutor’s request to open an investigation in Afghanistan 

faced severe criticism and was reversed on appeal,960 the lack of prospects for cooperation was 

identified as grounds that could countermand the opening of an investigation under the 

‘interests of justice criteria.’961 In the opinion of the PTC, opening an investigation where 

cooperation was not feasible was not in the best interests of the victims as it ‘would result in 

creating frustration and possibly hostility vis-à-vis the Court and therefore negatively impact 

                                                 

 
957 Victor Peskin, ‘Caution and Confrontation in the International Criminal Court’s Pursuit of Accountability in 

Uganda and Sudan’ (2009) 31 Human Rights Quarterly 655, 679. See also, ICC-OTP, ‘Statement by the Chief 
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958 See, David Kaye, ‘Who’s Afraid of the International Criminal Court? Finding the Prosecutor Who Can Set It 

Straight’ (Foreign Affairs, May/June 2011). <https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2011-04-18/whos-afraid-

international-criminal-court. See also, Marco Bocchese, ‘Justice Cooperatives: Explaining State Attitudes toward 

the ICC’ (PhD thesis, Northwestern University 2018) 34. 
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of a request for authorisation to commence an investigation into the Situation in the Republic of Kenya by the 
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Exp) and annexes 2 to 10, (ICC-01/09-6-Red), 29 March 2010, para 25-26. 
960 Situation in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Judgment on the appeal against the decision on the 

authorisation of an investigation into the situation in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (ICC-02/17-138), 5 

March 2020, para 1. The Appeals Chamber found that the Pre-Trial Chamber was ‘not called under article 15(4) 

of the Statute to review the Prosecutor’s analysis of the factors under article 53(1)(a) to (c) of the Statute.’ 
961 Situation in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Decision Pursuant to Article 15 of the Rome Statute on the 

Authorisation of an Investigation into the Situation in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, (ICC-02/17), 12 April 

2019, para 94. 
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its very ability to pursue credibly the objectives it was created to serve.’962 

In the Kenya Situation, when it was clear that investigations were targeting the political class, 

ICC activities (and by extension the TFV ) were faced with a spirited anti-ICC narrative by the 

political class, which portrayed the Court as neo-colonial, inevitably making it harder to get 

the message across.963 In the same vein, the anti-ICC campaign sought to provide counter-

narratives on the causes of conflict and how to redress the harm suffered by the victims, 

therefore placing the victims in a situation where they had to choose between supporting the 

Court or being considered for domestic measures for redressing the harm suffered.964 This led 

to declining acceptance among the key affected communities and later open rejection of its role 

in redressing the PEV when Kenyatta and Ruto were voted in as President and Deputy 

president, respectively.965 The rejection of the Court amongst communities that were most 

affected by the PEV made it impossible for victims within these communities to freely take 

part in any activities related to the Court. This, without doubt, hampered victims’ ability to 

participate in the proceedings in the two cases before the Court.  

Besides facing spirited opposition in some parts of the country, especially within populations 

who were most affected by the violence, the ICC’s work in Kenya was hampered by threats 

(perceived and real) to witnesses and victims. The fear of being targeted for cooperating with 

the Court processes or being associated with ongoing trials by supporters of the accused is real 

in such situations.966 This is especially true when the accused persons occupy political offices 

                                                 

 
962 Ibid, para 96. 
963 Geoffrey Lugano, ‘Counter-Shaming the International Criminal Court’s Intervention as Neocolonial: Lessons 

from Kenya’ (2017) 11 International Journal of Transitional Justice 9, 22. 
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HJ van der Merwe and Gerhard Kemp (eds), International Criminal Justice in Africa, 2018 (Konrad Adenauer 

Stiftung, 2019) 117-118. 
965 See generally, Gabrielle Lynch, ‘Electing the ‘alliance of the accused’: the success of the Jubilee Alliance in 

Kenya’s Rift Valley’ (2014) 8 Journal of Eastern African Studies 93. 
966 Christine Van den Wyngaert, ‘Victims before International Criminal Courts’ 489. 
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and are perceived to wield huge influence over their supporters. The CLR in the Kenyatta case 

attributed his inability to reach his clients to insecurity and threats,967 while the CLR in the 

Ruto and Sang case had difficulties in meeting with his clients due to hostility in the 

community.968 The withdrawal from participation of 98 victims in the Ruto and Sang case was 

also due to shifting support for the Court’s judicial role as well as security concerns.969    

Similarly, the TFV’s impact has been influenced by the legal and political ramifications of its 

association with the ICC. By being associated with the ICC, the TFV’s work was affected by 

the changing attitudes towards the ICC intervention in Uganda. At the beginning, the locals 

were against the ICC’s intervention, which they perceived as working against the peace process 

which was underway.970 In its notification to PTC II of its intended activities in Uganda in 

2008, the TFV acknowledged that despite outreach activities to explain the difference between 

the judicial function of the Court and TFV’s assistance mandate, the safety of intended 

beneficiaries would be endangered.971 Later, when the peace talks had ended and the LRA was 

largely neutralised, the TFV’s work had more impact due to the reduced hostility towards the 

Court’s judicial function. In Kenya, the open hostility towards the ICC complicated the TFV’s 

intended projects in the country and although this has not been publicly acknowledged, the 

strained relationship between Kenya and the ICC contributed to the decision not to lodge any 

projects in the country. 

  

                                                 

 
967 See, Fergal Gaynor interview.  
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSION 

6.0 Revisiting the ‘Shadow’ 

Questions about the Court’s broader shadow have been part and parcel of discussions on its 

legitimacy and legacy. Justification for a permanent international criminal court in the global 

justice matrix is pegged on the shadow cast by the Court where it has intervened and beyond. 

However, the Court’s shadow remains contested, especially now, close to two decades since it 

became operational. In the past few years, the Court’s role in the global justice system has 

come under increased scrutiny with accusations of little to show for its existence, threatened 

and actual withdrawals from the Rome Statute,972 and backlash from African States that have 

accused it of bias. Some of the factors that have led to these challenges may be seen as 

‘teething’ problems, but others have been missteps on the part of the Court.  

Whereas the Court’s output in terms of the number of cases tried has been criticised as not 

proportional to its stature and budget,973 such criticism misses the mark on the Court’s wider 

potential in achieving societal impact. This research aimed to shift that focus to the Court’s 

wider audiences. Without a clear framework of what to expect from the Court aside from trial 

related outputs, it was necessary to turn this conversation around by evaluating the Court’s 

impact from the perceptions of its audiences: States, victims and affected communities. This 

led to the three themes pursued in this research, that is, the Court’s effects on domestic criminal 

justice processes, effects on alternative justice mechanisms, and effects on victims and affected 

communities.   

                                                 

 
972 Burundi and The Philippines have withdrawn from the Rome Statute while South Africa tried to do so 

unsuccessfully. Kenya, on the other hand, didn’t follow through with the threat to withdraw. 
973 See, for instance, Jon Silverman, ‘Ten Years, $900m, one verdict: Does the ICC cost too much?’ BBC News 

(14 March 2012). <https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-17351946> 
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The first relationship explored in this research is the shadow cast on State responses to atrocity 

crimes. These can be policy, legislative or institutional measures taken in the context of 

complementarity. The shadow of the ICC has been at the centre of dialogues on justice and 

accountability for mass atrocity crimes since it opened its doors. From conventional armed 

conflicts to instances of massive human rights violations, the Court has had an impact on 

focusing on atrocities that have previously been ignored or downplayed as political 

disagreements or protected from scrutiny under the ‘cover of State sovereignty.’974 This has 

led to greater scrutiny on rights violations and also led to domestic efforts to deal with those 

atrocities, at least through law and policy changes.  

 

The ICC has from the beginning, unintentionally though, through a passive policy adopted by 

the first Prosecutor, led to the side-lining of domestic approaches to justice in favour of the 

Court, hence minimising the role of States in addressing mass atrocity crimes. For a Court 

widely expected to encourage domestic prosecution of international crimes, its appetite for a 

bigger role has compounded the delicately negotiated relationship with States and opened it up 

to falling short of the expectations it portends to millions of victims.  

Further, by pursuing the goal of putting an end to impunity through prioritisation of criminal 

justice as a response to atrocity crimes, the Court has sidelined the role of other transitional 

justice mechanisms in redressing atrocities, therefore narrowing options for justice. Even 

within the context of complementarity, it is obvious that international criminal justice’s 

influence through ICC intervention limits the options available to a State in redressing atrocity 

crimes domestically. It may thus be argued that the problem with the shadow cast by the Court 
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has been international criminal justice’s prioritisation of an international approach to 

addressing atrocity crimes. Even through domestic prosecution of atrocity crimes, the 

overbearing influence of international criminal justice leads to internationalisation of domestic 

processes through the creation of special laws and special mechanisms which attempt to 

replicate the ICC. 

Whereas a bias for international standards may be seen as a good thing in the domestic rule of 

law reform, it impedes plurality and may lead to justice gaps. The complementarity narrative 

created by the Court and norm entrepreneurs has been that States need to establish certain 

specialised mechanisms and laws to be adjudged compliant. Some of these mechanisms may 

be relevant in the short term but may face sustainability challenges due to their dependency on 

donors and existence outside the normal judicial processes in the countries establishing them. 

In the long term though, the normative impact may be seen in the strengthening of institutions 

and laws that may be relevant for conducting complex criminal trials.  

When seen from the perspective of the cooperative – adversarial dichotomy that is derived 

from this analysis, the effects of the Court on domestic institutions for criminal justice are felt 

more on a cooperative State which has accepted international criminal justice as a strategy to 

bolster its political and military strategies. On the other hand, an adversarial State may not 

intend to conduct any meaningful domestic criminal prosecutions as doing that would not 

advance its interests. In this regard, the real effect of the Court on domestic criminal justice 

processes is lost in politics of instrumentalisation, in the case of a cooperative state, and a lack 

of political will on the part of an adversarial State.   

Second, in addition to having an effect on the domestic criminal justice approach to atrocity 

crimes, the Court’s overbearing influence on the transitional justice process leads to 

marginalisation of alternative justice mechanisms. The main contestation that has emerged in 
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regard to the relationship between the Court and other transitional justice processes is the lack 

of consideration of the effect of intervention on ongoing peace processes and reconciliation 

efforts. This accusation was especially levelled in regard to the peace process in Uganda and 

in regard to the efforts to build peace and reconciliation in Kenya. Whereas this research does 

not delve into the peace versus justice debate, it has aimed to show how international criminal 

justice’s dominant effect in conflict/post-conflict situations may displace other processes with 

wider acceptance within societies dealing with atrocity crimes. This effect has inevitably led 

to friction. In some cases, the displacement of other justice mechanisms helps to entrench State 

sanctioned violence against an ‘enemy.’ 

 

Where justice contestations ensue from the relationship between the Court and adversarial 

States, there may be attempts at developing local approaches to mass atrocities that reflect a 

push back on international criminal justice. By seeking to provide a counter-narrative to the 

one fronted by international criminal justice which seeks individual criminal responsibility for 

violence, Kenyan authorities invested more in addressing the socio-economic and political 

aspects of the violence. Although criticised for lacking a structured approach, these domestic 

efforts managed to achieve some level of reconciliation among communities and payment of 

reparations to victims.  

 

ICC’s limited mandate necessitates a reconsideration of its relationship with other justice 

processes. It has been argued that because of this shortcoming, the Court may not be the 

appropriate forum, especially where atrocities date back many years before 2002.975 For there 

to be broader approaches to justice in post-conflict societies, the Court needs to be inclusive 

                                                 

 
975 Adam Branch, ‘Uganda’s Civil War and the Politics of ICC Intervention’ (2007) 21 Ethics and International 
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enough to these other processes. This aspect of accommodation or engagement is lacking in 

the case studies. Instead, the Court has been engaged in competitive bidding against these 

processes, in some cases, and in others, adopted policies which stonewalled processes that have 

democratic legitimacy within populations affected by conflict and atrocities. Investigations 

without collaborative frameworks with domestic processes will not meet the ends of justice, 

which are broad in mass atrocity situations. 

 

In Uganda, for instance, a country that had a long-running conflict in the north, the Court has 

been influential in shaping justice mechanisms over the period of its intervention. To some 

extent, the Court’s intervention may be credited for contributing to the cessation of active 

hostilities by the LRA but, on the other hand, emphasis on international criminal justice has 

taken focus off other alternative justice mechanisms that were working or that had potential to 

promote reconciliation like the amnesty law and traditional processes for accountability. 

Further to its credit, the Court has fostered domestic conversation on a broader transitional 

justice policy. This has, however, faced reluctance from the State which has shown preference 

for an international criminal justice approach to the conflict. 

 

Similarly, in Kenya, the Court’s intervention led to increased focus on addressing massive 

rights violations that have recurred in the country over time. Whereas this gave hope to many 

victims of these crimes, Kenya has only implemented token reparations and failed to follow 

through with the promise to resettle and redress the victims of the PEV. The ICC shadow was 

more effective when the Court was a threat to the interests of the political class but as soon as 

the cases collapsed there was no incentive to implement other justice mechanisms 

domestically.   
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Third, there can’t be a complete study on what shadow the Court casts domestically without 

focusing on its combination of retributive justice with reparative justice through giving a 

prominent role to victims. While the objective of redressing victims of atrocity crimes is often 

cited as the Court’s biggest claim to legitimacy, this role has occasioned the Court 

unprecedented challenges which have led to many unmet expectations and the resultant 

disappointment in this critical constituency. Many victims of atrocity crimes in a situation 

project their hopes on the Court as a panacea for their suffering. By seeking to act or speak on 

behalf of victims, the Court inevitably creates a political dependency amongst the victims and 

affected groups.976 This dependency takes attention away from domestically driven processes 

for redressing violence. This has been compounded by the Court’s limited mandate and 

selectivity.  

Despite the ICC and broadly the international criminal justice project’s claim to provide a voice 

for the victims and affected communities,977 the concern with international criminal justice has 

been the ‘distance’ that exists between international criminal tribunals and this constituency,978 

in the literal and ‘psychological’ sense.979 Gready explains that one of the ways in which 

‘distanced’ justice exhibits itself is by being ‘too invisible and alien to domestic legal 

communities and society more generally.’980  

This distance has been made even more pronounced by concerted efforts at the domestic level 

to discredit the Court in Kenya. In Uganda, as a cooperative State, the Court has taken various 
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measures to reduce the distance. The ICC has, through outreach, sought to bridge the distance 

between international criminal justice and the domestic victims and affected communities. 

Outreach has been conceived as a mechanism of sharing information and engaging with the 

public and affected communities.  

With the eventual commencement of the first trial at the ICC out of the Situation in Uganda, 

the Court has been credited with being instrumental in dissemination of information and 

engaging with victims and affected communities through its outreach programmes.981 It is thus 

clear that the Court has learnt some lessons from the bumpy start when the investigations were 

launched in Uganda and there was evident dissonance with the affected communities,982 to a 

point where the Court’s activities are more well-known on the ground than Uganda’s own 

domestic mechanisms.983  

 

On the other hand, the ICC’s robust outreach programmes in Uganda are dominated by 

questions in regard to the apparent justice gap that results from the ICC and ICD’s focus on a 

few LRA leaders and the failure to address crimes by the majority of the perpetrators in the 

mid or lower ranks as well as crimes committed by government forces.984 Another obvious 

justice gap that is often highlighted is the temporal jurisdiction of the ICC of 2002 whereas the 

conflict in northern Uganda goes back to 1986 and serious atrocities are reported to have been 

committed prior to 2002.985 Hence, in these forums, often co-organised with Ugandan civil 

society organisations, the conveners utilise the opportunity to sensitise affected communities 

                                                 

 
981 Interview with Denis Godwin Okello, a human rights activist based in Gulu, Gulu (July 2019).  
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and victims about other justice mechanisms within the proposed national transitional justice 

policy that should complement the ICC and the ICD.986  

 

It must be noted, however, that by merely explaining that the Court’s mandate is limited and it 

doesn’t cover most of the justice concerns of the victims and affected communities, the Court 

is reduced to a defensive position for two reasons. First, it is clear from the situations in this 

research that the Court has kept a safe distance from domestic processes for justice – other than 

the occasional support for local trials. Secondly, the Court’s intervention has led to its 

domination of the justice narrative and in effect, the marginalisation of other justice process. 

The Court has called on States to implement other mechanisms. However, these efforts have 

not been fruitful as the Court is disengaged and often at odds with other justice mechanisms 

domestically. 

The Court’s engagement with victims has, however, led to some positive outcomes. The 

shadow of the Court has given victims and affected communities visibility which they would 

not have had without international intervention. This has given victims a platform to agitate for 

the redress of their rights even outside the international criminal justice sphere. In Kenya, for 

instance, victims of sexual violence out of the PEV have sued the government on the strength 

of its obligations under the Rome Statute for failure to ensure their rights have been redressed 

and failure to prosecute those responsible for the violations.987 The suit further seeks to compel 

the government to set up mechanisms for the investigation and prosecution of conflict-related 

sexual violence as international crimes.988 Seen in the context of the Court’s shadow, this suit 

is an important mechanism to bridge the gap between the promise of international criminal 
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justice and the delivery. The prosecution of sexual violence in the Kenyatta case, which was 

later withdrawn, was limited in scope as the Pre-Trial Chamber only confirmed charges of rape 

and sexual violence in regard to Naivasha and Nakuru whereas the sexual violence occurred in 

other towns throughout the country.989 By seeking reparations for victims of sexual violence 

far and beyond the recognised victims in the Kenyatta case then this case may provide the much 

needed remedy for these victims who could otherwise remain without a remedy after the 

collapse of the Kenyatta case.      

Similarly, the Court’s intervention led to the leveraging of domestic reparations in an effort to 

counter international criminal justice in Kenya. These efforts, even though criticised for their 

tokenism, led to payment of reparations to a number of victims of the PEV in Kenya. In 

Uganda, the work of the TFV through its assistance mandate has been instrumental in 

rebuilding the lives of victims of the LRA violence. The TFV assistance has turned out to be 

the most impactful on victims and affected communities, especially because it is not restrained 

by the categorisations imposed by the judicial process on victims who are eligible to participate 

or benefit from reparations. Even then, the TFV’s assistance work is heavily affected by the 

acceptability of the Court’s judicial function in a situation and may be hampered in discharging 

its mandate in Kenya where opposition to the Court posed a security challenge. Importantly, 

as well, the TFV’s lack of transparency in decision making has led to disappointment in victim 

communities in Kenya, where the TFV has not launched any projects despite indicating it was 

conducting assessment.  
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6.1 ‘Doing Justice to the Political’990 

As argued at the beginning of this thesis, it has been demonstrated that the political context of 

the Court’s intervention is key in understanding its intricate relationship with States, victims 

and affected communities, hence its impact. It has been shown that the Court is aware of and 

has taken advantage of a cooperative relationship with some States like Uganda. It is also the 

case that the Court has failed to appreciate the challenges of an adversarial relationship with 

some States like Kenya. In its relationship with Uganda, the Court has been motivated by the 

prospects of cooperation to the extent that it has allowed itself to be instrumentalised towards 

the country’s political and military ends. Whereas cooperation with the Court is key in ensuring 

its success, the same has promoted a one-sided approach to redressing atrocities and the 

marginalisation of non-criminal domestic accountability mechanisms. 

A cooperative State may create a conducive environment for the operation of the Court 

domestically on the implicit understanding that the Court would not act against its interests by 

investigating State criminality. This relationship may also normalise and legitimise the 

domestic prioritisation of international criminal law to the exclusion of other justice processes. 

While the good relationship between such a State and the Courts may be seen as advancing the 

Court’s goals, indulging States’ interests has eroded confidence in the ICC as an impartial 

Court.  

On the other hand, a confrontational relationship with an adversarial State may be seen as the 

natural outcome of a Court that was built to confront State criminality. As argued by Philippe 

Sands, prosecuting State agents, when they can’t be tried by their own governments, is the 
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essence of the Court.991 The question then is whether this kind of resistance was unanticipated 

from the beginning. How did the Court foresee dealing with a situation where a State is 

uncomfortable with the intervention of the Court, especially where an incumbent regime or its 

allies are accused of atrocity crimes? It seems that the first Prosecutor of the Court was aware 

of these potential challenges from the beginning even though he never openly admitted that the 

domestic political context would influence certain decisions. The OTP has acknowledged that 

the cooperation of Situation countries is indispensable in conducting investigations. These 

realities explain the Prosecutor’s policy of actively seeking referrals from States where atrocity 

crimes had occurred as a measure of guaranteeing cooperation. This approach worked for 

Uganda, the DRC and CAR but it would have been foolhardy to rely on such referrals in the 

long run. 

 

In the case of Kenya, which was the first proprio motu situation, the Prosecutor was 

unsuccessful in seeking a referral from the Kenyan authorities.992 Nevertheless, he sought to 

build consensus for a three-way approach which would involve prosecution of a few suspects 

before the Court, the establishment of domestic mechanisms for prosecution of mid and lower 

level perpetrators, and the establishment of a truth and justice mechanism.993 These efforts 

show the challenges the office has had to deal with in navigating the influence of domestic 

politics on the work of the Court. Unfortunately, the Prosecutor has not succeeded in leveraging 

the work of his office in adversarial States.  
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In order to deal with non-cooperation, the OTP has sought the sanctioning of such States 

through the mechanisms established under the Rome Statute for referral to the ASP. Even then, 

the regime of referring an uncooperative State to the ASP has not been very effective as the 

ASP does not have the tools to sanction compliance beyond diplomacy. The issuance of 

warrants of arrest against suspects has, however, played a big role in limiting their movements, 

standing in the international arena and generally forced such suspects into a tight spot even 

when the adversarial State fails to arrest them. A good example is the case of Al Bashir who 

was later removed from power and is facing domestic prosecution. It may be concluded, 

however, that even though the Court’s shadow may have a bearing on influencing behaviour 

even in adversarial States, the Court has inevitably faced challenges in States where the regime 

under scrutiny is still in power.  

 

It may seem accurate to see the ICC as an institution faced with a situation where it is 

impossible to win, sort of ‘inescapable dyads’ as Robinson sees it.994 If the Court goes for easy 

cases where it can obtain the cooperation of States through self-referrals, it is accused of doing 

the bidding for those States. On the other hand, when the Court takes on State criminality and 

fails, it is seen as weak. Similarly, if the Court were to avoid impossible cases, it would be 

harshly criticised. These challenges have not deterred the Court as it is evident from recent 

activities in the Situation in Afghanistan, which has faced the strongest confrontation yet, with 

President Trump authorising sanctions against Court officials for the investigation that may 

target members of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA).995 Understandably, the Court feels 

that now more than ever is the time to prove itself against the criticism it has faced as only 
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targeting weaker States from the Global South by going after ‘untouchable’ States. Bosco, 

however, cautions against the Court being confrontational with States as this is bound to have 

no success and may trigger drastic action from some States to weaken the Court.996 The recent 

debacle with the Afghanistan investigation is a case in point.  

 

Future leadership of the OTP may consider timing and sequencing of domestic justice 

mechanisms and international criminal justice as a useful technique in circumstances where it 

is impossible for intervention to be effective immediately. It may make sense to grant the State 

in question more deference in terms of investigating and prosecuting atrocity crimes, but with 

the Court exercising a sort of monitoring role, as is currently the case with Colombia. An 

adversarial State, like Kenya in this case, would most likely challenge admissibility and outline 

measures they are taking to deal with the crimes under investigation by the Court and it would 

be prudent for the Court to defer its decision pending domestic processes. Whereas it is not 

granted that such States will extend investigations to all the persons under investigation by the 

Court, the shadow of the Court might translate to such States taking up their obligations. The 

Court would play a monitoring role.997 Indeed, the narrow interpretation adopted by the Court 

in regard to the requirement to focus investigations on the ‘same person – same conduct’ was 

criticised by Judge Ušacka, who felt that a strict interpretation of the rule would lead to neglect 

of other perpetrators or incidents.998  

 

In certain cases, it may make sense to target mid or lower level suspects and defer investigations 

or cases against the political elite to a later time if such investigations would lead to resistance. 
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It is also plausible, as observed by the Court’s former President, Sylvia Fernandez, that the 

Court can investigate impossible cases and even issue arrest warrants with the hope of future 

cooperation when the situation has changed.999 In such circumstances, as noted by Bassiouni, 

‘justice delayed is not necessarily justice denied.’1000 It has also been suggested that the OTP 

may need to engage more with domestic authorities and share technical expertise where 

appropriate.1001 In all circumstances, though, it is imperative that the Prosecutor needs to 

appreciate context and embrace the political aspects of international criminal justice rather than 

rejecting them on the basis of perceived incompatibility with the Court. 

 

6.2 Quo Vadis? Reflections on What Lies Ahead 

While the Court has faced serious challenges so far, this research remains convinced that there 

is no reason to throw away the baby with the bath water. The challenges have been enormous 

but there remains potential for the Court. Independent as well as Court-sanctioned reviews have 

been undertaken to try and identify areas of weakness and ways to improve.1002 These efforts 

have culminated in an Assembly of States Parties (ASP) driven process to review the Court 

and the Rome Statute system.1003 In recognising that the Court has faced ‘multifaceted 

challenges…in ending impunity and preventing future crimes,’ the ASP appointed a group of 
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independent experts to carry out a consultative process with States Parties, the Court and other 

relevant stakeholders to strengthen the Court and improve its performance.1004 

 

The ASP-driven process is an important acknowledgement that the Court has faced challenges 

in pursuing the objective of fighting against impunity and that there is need for introspection. 

However the review, which is divided into governance, judiciary, and investigations and 

prosecutions, is inward focused with little opportunity to consider the Court’s wider effects. 

Contextually, this review came after high-profile acquittals of former DRC Vice President Jean 

Pierre Bemba and that of former Ivory Coast President, Laurent Gbagbo by the Court. Concerns 

about the Court’s ability to live up to expectations grew louder, with notable backers of the 

Court such as the United Kingdom calling for a review of the Court’s operations.1005 A high-

level call to reform the internal workings of the Court in order to match its ‘central message’ 

with its ‘performance as a judicial institution’ was also made by former Presidents of the 

ASP.1006 When faced with growing criticism, the Court has focused on efficiency as the 

underlying problem.1007 Improvement of the efficiency of the Court through this review may 

have a trickle-down effect on broader outcomes expected of the Court beyond its conduct of 

investigations and trials but more research into what would be considered the second phase of 

the Court would have to be undertaken to ascertain this. On the part of this research though, it 

is hoped that this review and others to come will consider how the Court can achieve optimal 
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utility in the global justice system through exercising modesty and improving its relations with 

States and other justice mechanisms. 

It has been belaboured that the Court is not a panacea for atrocity crimes. If it was not obvious 

at the point of establishment of the Court that it is not the singular answer to atrocity crimes, 

now, more than ever, it should be clear that it is not. Importantly, the various organs of the 

Court should stop projecting it as such, whether directly or indirectly. Part of what has 

contributed to the Court’s diminished shadow may be seen in what can be described as 

overambition through spreading itself too thin rather than going deep. To some, the Court’s 

universalistic ambitions are seen as having a bigger influence, but in reality the Court has bitten 

off more than it could chew in some cases. The risk of going after many cases/situations rather 

than focusing on a few cases with concrete evidence is the disappointment of many victims of 

atrocity crimes whose hopes are raised with the Court’s intervention. To this end, this research 

reiterates the call for modesty on the part of the Court.1008 

Further, there is need for the Court to engage more in reflection on its role within the broader 

discourse on responses to atrocity crimes and how it can achieve harmony with other tools of 

justice. It is not enough, as has been the case so far, to totally dismiss alternative justice 

mechanisms as being incompatible with the goals of the Court, hence falling short of the Article 

17 requirements on admissibility. It may well be that the best lesson that can be learnt from the 

close to two decades existence of the Court is that domestic and regional mechanisms are the 

future of international criminal justice. Perhaps the struggles experienced by the Court in the 

face of many expectations is the rebirth of international criminal justice. The jury is still out on 

this issue. 
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Nairobi 
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Interview with an NGO official, Nairobi, August 2019. 
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Eldoret 

Interview with a former Member of Parliament, Eldoret, August 2019. 

Interview with a former intermediary, Eldoret, August 2019. 
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2019. 

 

Gulu 

Interview with a Gulu based civil society activist, Gulu, July 2019 
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Komakech, Gulu, July 2019. 

Interview with a victim group representative of one of the four (Ongwen) case locations, Gulu, 

July 2019.  

Interview with a head of a community based organisation in Gulu July 2019 
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Gulu, July 2019. 
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Kampala 

Interview with a Ugandan Government official, Kampala, July 2019. 

Interview with a civil society activist, Kampala, July 2019. 

 

Email Communications 

Email from former ICD official to author, July 2018. 

 

Telephone Interviews 

Telephone Interview with a Tom Maliti, a Trial Monitor who covered the ICC Kenya cases, 15 

June 2018. 

Telephone interview with a member of the legal team representing victims in the Ongwen case, 

May 2019. 

 


